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Unpaid work has never looked so good. Internships, especially those in creative industries, enjoy a glamorous aura: celebrities like Kanye West and Lady Gaga intern at fashion labels, movies like The Internship make working for nothing look like fun, universities design sleek online promotional materials for their internship programs, and Malia Obama, the daughter of the President of the United States, lands a prized internship on the set of the HBO series Girls, cementing the number one rule of the intern game: who you know matters. In barely five years, internships have gone from being largely hidden to becoming a highly visible feature of the contemporary labour economy. They are also hotly debated. Controversy surrounding the legality of internships was brewing when magazine publishing giant Condé Nast cancelled its internship program in 2013. The response to the publisher’s decision captures the opposing perspectives in the internship debate: many cheered the end of a scheme that asked debt-laden young people to labour for free for a profitable corporation, while others lamented the closure of what appears to be one of the only routes into hyper-competitive media work.

Opinions on internships may be split, but the gloss on this quasi-employment arrangement is becoming increasingly difficult to sustain. Today, internships are a site of contestation. They are a target of student activism, a topic of policy deliberation among politicians, and a subject of media coverage. Two intern stories grabbed headlines as we completed this special issue. One was the announcement that some 40 interns filed a class-action lawsuit against Dualstar Entertainment Group, the US company owned by celebrity twins Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen. The suit alleges wage-theft, with reports that interns clocked 50-hour workweeks without receiving monetary payment or academic credit in exchange for their time and effort (McGrath 2015). The second story was of a young New Zealander, David Hyde, who took an unpaid internship with the United Nations (UN) at the cost of living in a tent in Geneva, a prohibitively expensive city teeming with interns. Hyde revealed that he had all along intended to leak the truth about his accommodations. The savvy intern leveraged the media interest as a chance to speak out: “I strongly believed that unpaid internships are unjust because they further perpetuate inequality” (cited in Brooks-Pollock 2015). As Hyde used the soapbox to call on interns globally to unite, the UN faced pressure to review its internship system. Internships, and the questions of social and economic justice that are intrinsic to them, are not confined to the ostensibly prestigious working worlds of media and politics. Taiwan-based electronics manufacturer Foxconn was caught staffing its assembly lines in China with student interns, and Tesco Ireland has used the government welfare program JobBridge to advertise internships in shelf-stacking at its supermarkets.
Internships have particular resonance for researchers and teachers in media, communication, and cultural studies. For starters, many departments in these fields operate internship programs. Internship schemes are hardly unique to media, culture, and communication programs, but what is unique is that the curricula of these departments are often devoted to scrutinizing the institutional structures, social implications, and symbolic products of the very industries that are routinely singled out as playing a key role in recruiting and normalizing unpaid or low-paid intern labour. “The real abusers of the intern economy”, as Jim Frederick (1997) put it in one of the first major critiques of internships, “are the glamour industries.” Boosting the supply of intern labour for these industries is the allure of occupations that promise opportunity for self-expression, which in turn dovetails with the injunction to “do what you love” (see Tokumitsu 2015). Internships also are pertinent to communication studies because internships are an emerging trope in popular media culture, from the depiction of interns on reality TV programs to the launch of the stylish magazine Intern, whose editorial mission is to showcase and celebrate interns' creative talents. Research on media representations of interns, institutional discourses on internships, and the material conditions of interns in the arts, media, and cultural industries can both draw upon and add to the growing literature on labour in media, cultural, and communication studies (see for example Ross 2000, 2009; McRobbie 2002, 2015; Deuze 2005; Gill and Pratt 2008; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2010; Banks, Gill and Taylor 2013; Fuchs 2014; Huws 2014; Gregg 2012).

Until recently, internships have tended to escape critical attention. There are, however, significant exceptions, including Frederick’s (1997) classic essay, “The Internment Camp”, published in The Baffler, Naomi Klein’s (2000) inclusion of intern issues in her counter-globalization epic, No Logo, and Gina Neff and Giovanni Arata’s (2007) trailblazing study of academic internships in communication industries. The widening of public discussion of internships was prompted by the confluence of the 2008 financial crisis, rising levels of youth unemployment, and Occupy Wall Street. These factors readied the warm reception of Ross Perlin’s exposé, Intern Nation: How to Earn Nothing and Learn Little in the Brave New Economy (2011), a book that was vital in pushing internships into a critical spotlight internationally. Thanks to Perlin’s research, labour journalists attuned to the intern issue, and, most importantly, pushback by interns themselves, the perception of the internship as a benign stepping-stone on a young person’s path to gainful employment has been shattered. Nor are internships any longer a neglected subject in media, communication, and cultural studies. Indeed, this special issue of tripleC joins a steadily expanding body of activist and critical scholarly accounts of internships (e.g., Carrotworkers’ Collective 2011; Figiel 2012; Hope and Figiel 2012; Daniel and Daniel 2013; Frenette 2013; Seibert and Wilson 2013; Hesmondhalgh and Percival 2014; Ashton and Noonan 2013; Chillas, Marks and Galloway 2015; Shade and Jacobson 2015; Leonard, Halford and Bruce, forthcoming).

Critiques of the intern economy are trenchant and plentiful. A grievance list would include the arguments that glamorizing unpaid internships naturalizes the performance of unpaid labour and diminishes workers’ expectations of employers; that young workers graduating with student debt and facing grim job prospects amid high unemployment (see Geobey 2013) often have little choice but to undertake unpaid internships; that unpaid interns displace paid employees; that higher education institutions, whose formal involvement in an internship is frequently required to comply with the law, economically benefit when tuition is charged to a student working unpaid to earn course credit; that interns’ vague employment status often excludes them from certain entitlements and health and safety protections; that there is inadequate oversight of internships on the part of government regulators; that unpaid internships have a poor record of leading to paid jobs, with one survey by the National Association of Colleges and Employers (2014) in the US revealing that only 38.5 percent of unpaid interns in for-profit businesses were offered paid employment; and that companies, particularly those in culturally attractive industries, capitalize on young workers’ passions by using un- or low-paid interns rather than hire entry-level employees, who require training, mentorship, and commitment.

Crosscutting those mentioned above are critiques that focus sharply on systemic inequalities that are reflected, silenced, and reinforced in and through the internship system in a
variety of ways. Refusing discourses of meritocracy to explain employment opportunity (or lack thereof), critics of unpaid internships consistently point out the class barrier: those unable to afford to work for free are shut out. When an intern takes out a loan or holds down a part-time job to subsidize an unpaid placement, internships interlock with debt and the wider precarious employment regime. Class-based social networks, such as family-linked contacts, are also an informal gateway to internships in competitive professional fields (Richards 2011). Class is neither the sole basis nor an isolated axis of inequality in the intern economy, of course. Although not all interns are young, the prevailing ageist assumption holds that it is more acceptable for a young person to work without a wage. Preliminary research indicates that more women than men do unpaid internships, continuing and deepening gendered divisions in the labour market (see Attfield and Couture 2014). Institutional racism keeps people of colour out (see Boulton, this issue). And new immigrants face pressure to accept unpaid work as a way to get nationally recognized experience. In these and other ways, we begin to see the internship system as a set of social mechanisms that differentially include and exclude populations along intersecting lines of age, class, gender, race, and status. As Alexandre Frenette et al. (2015) found in a survey of 10,698 arts-school graduates in the US, “women, Black, Hispanic/Latino, and first-generation college graduate arts alumni all appear to have held a disproportionate number of unpaid internships—which… are tied to significantly weaker career payoffs than paid internships” (8-9). That existing social divisions structure entry into work in the communication, media, and cultural industries is not only a problem of access, however. It is simultaneously a problem of representation. As Klein (2000, 246) wrote of media internships fifteen years ago, “This racket is not only exploitative in the classic sense, it also has some very real implications for the future of cultural production: today’s interns are tomorrow’s managers, producers and editors…”

The cumulative effect of serial internships and zero-wages is the hardening of established social exclusions in the labour market, the devaluation of labour, wage depression across the labour economy, and the acclimatization of a generation of indebted workers to hustling from gig to gig with few expectations of their employers. Internships are, then, an entry point for interrogating contested conditions of life, labour, and learning at a historical moment when precarity is an encroaching structure of feeling. It should be acknowledged, however, that our key term, internships, is an expansive category, referring to a vast and varied range of experiences: a weeks-long, unpaid, informally-obtained position with a multinational corporation; a semester-length paid placement in the context of a structured cooperative education program; a short-term stint at a small non-profit organization that provides a stipend to cover travel and food expenses; or countless other iterations. The sheer heterogeneity of work arrangements that can be labelled an “internship” is one reason why it is not overly useful to organize the debate about internships around contending poles of being “for” or “against” the practice. By framing this special issue as devoted to interrogating internships, we instead seek to advance analyses of the power relations that underpin the intern economy, and to examine internship phenomena from perspectives alert to contextual specificities. While all of the contributions to this issue are broadly concerned with investigating some of the multiple articulations between and among internships, capitalism, communication, culture, and subjectivity, the articles are structured around four thematic areas: conceptualizing internships; internships and creative industries; internships and higher education; and intern labour activism.

The articles in the first section, Conceptualizing Internships, contextualize and theorize internships from a variety of critical perspectives. Thomas F. Corrigan sets a stage for the issue by surveying existing literature on intern experiences in media and cultural industries and recasting this literature’s findings through conceptual lenses drawn from digital labour studies, such as self-exploitation, self-branding, and hope labour. Exploring the history of work-based learning and legal dimensions of internships in the US context, Alexandre Frenette draws parallels between the earlier apprenticeship system and the present-day intern economy, particularly with respect to minimum wage standards, government intervention, and understandings of the school-to-labour market transition. Contemporary internships are deeply shaped by neoliberal political and cultural regimes, under which periods of unwaged
work are viewed as future investments that sharpen young workers’ competitiveness, enhance their “employability”, and produce responsible, entrepreneurial subjects who are ready to work—themes that are central to Sophie Hope and Joanna Figiel’s analysis of the “human capital regime” in the UK and how the arts and creative industries in particular are implicated in this regime. The pressure on interns to demonstrate passion and commitment to their work can lead to troublesome working situations, sexual harassment, excessive hours, and, in extreme cases, death (Tomlinson 2013). Bogdan Costea, Peter Watt, and Kostas Amiridis conclude this section with an essay taking as its point of departure the tragic death of Moritz Erhardt, an intern with the Bank of America Merrill Lynch. Interrogating the figure of the graduate, their article engages the emergence of such themes as self-realization and potentiality, and argues that the latter themes can become “dangerous once they are constituted as ideal measures of an unattainable level of performativity…”, an argument that opens the possibility of thinking about internships as a training ground for hyper-commitment to work.

The second section of the issue, Internships and Creative Industries, examines internship programs, discourses, and experiences in different sectors and national contexts. Based on fieldwork at advertising agencies in New York City, Christopher Boulton shows that despite the existence of affirmative-action placement programs, racial discrimination persists as social connections linking intern candidates to agency executives and big clients are decisive in determining access to limited internship spots, a dynamic both reflecting and reproducing systemic white privilege in advertising agency settings. Tanner Mirfles reports on a study of job postings for internships with production companies in the US reality TV industry, finding that employers expect candidates for unpaid internships to be highly skilled and thus prepared to perform actual work—a reality that undermines the intern category altogether. Writing from Italy, Roberto Ciccarelli offers a commentary on the contested deployment of a massive unpaid workforce for the 2015 World’s Fair, Expo Milano, a stark instance of the institutionalization of unpaid work that proceeded with the support of major Italian trade unions. Addressing journalism internships in Canada, the next two articles look at how companies and unions struggle to define what is fair, how much (if anything) interns should be paid, and how interns fit into the broader labour economy of journalism. Based on survey and interview research, journalist Marlene Murphy provides a historical account of the development of internships at Canada’s national broadcaster, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), and the relations between and among CBC staff, education institutions, the CBC union, and interns themselves. Errol Salamon documents the pay rates and collective representation for interns at newspapers and magazines in Canada, revealing that organized labour can play contradictory roles, either helping to resist un- or low-paid work, or enshrining un- or underpaid work into collective agreements. Concluding this section is David Lee’s article, which shows that in the UK context, the “opportunity” to work for free spills beyond the glitz of creative industries into other sectors, where young people can intern in fast food and retail outlets, for example. Internships and the discourse surrounding them, Lee contends, can be seen as overlapping with neoliberal social welfare reform in general and the turn to “workfare” in particular.

Higher education plays a complicated role in the intern economy. In many jurisdictions, university and college programs provide the only technically legal internship placements, which offer students work experience they want—and in many cases need—to be employable upon graduation. But academic internship programs are often unregulated and poorly managed. Not only do they prime aspiring media and cultural workers for doing whatever it takes to land work, but internship-for-credit programs help sustain employers’ offloading of labour costs onto the public and capitalize on students’ willingness to pay to work. The third section, Internships and Higher Education, opens with Mara Einstein’s analysis of how American universities and colleges use internships as part of their marketing strategies, which push internship programs in a bid to gain a competitive edge in recruitment. Informed by focus groups with student-interns in the gendered field of Public Relations, Michelle Rodino-Colocino and Stephanie Berberick explore how interns occupy a blurred space between being a student and being a worker and identify how internships teach students to “unthink
exploitation." Ip lam Chong reports on an interview-based study of an internship program offered by his Cultural Studies department at Lingnan University in Hong Kong, exploring the sometimes surprising ways that students select, negotiate, and reflect upon their placements. Drawing on her experience at Western University, Sandra Smeltzer presents a critical model of service learning that is rooted in engagement with community and activist groups. Smeltzer shows that while developing internship placements with public-interest groups is important for community building and students' understanding of themselves as citizens, such relationships are bound up in power dynamics that must be carefully reflected upon and continually negotiated. Shifting focus, Doug Tewksbury urges proponents of critical media literacy to do much more to encourage students to think about work and working conditions in media and cultural industries, including internships. While academic internships tend to be associated with students, Kirsten Forkert and Ana Lopes investigate the under-examined phenomenon of unpaid academic posts in the UK university sector. Forkert and Lopes detail how, in a context of growing public condemnation of unpaid internships, academic activists worked to block these posts.

Internships are in the media spotlight thanks to the spread and impact of advocacy efforts of interns themselves and their allies: interns have turned their communicative capacities to alternative ends, raising awareness about intern exploitation and workplace rights through direct action, creative online protest, and naming-and-shaming intern employers via social media (Cohen and de Peuter 2014). The fourth and final section of the issue, Intern Labour Activism, takes stock of interns' resistance—their strategies, accomplishments, challenges, and potential future directions. Panos Kompatsiaris examines conflicts around internships in art institutions, primarily in the UK, reading this collective political action and the labour discourse surrounding it as in tension with prevailing tendencies marking the identity of the artist in contemporary capitalism. Intern Labor Rights, an activist group that emerged within the Occupy Wall Street movement in New York, reports on recent intern advocacy in the US, reviewing a range of interventions, from legal cases to student organizing, and emphasizing the importance of solidarity between interns and other workers in precarious employment.

Next, a pair of articles addresses the politicization of internships in the Canadian province of Ontario, where intern advocacy has involved student activists, progressive lawyers, elected officials, and government regulators. William Webb describes and assesses elements of the intern activism in Ontario, which he thematizes as awareness-raising, legal challenges, and regulatory responses. And Nicole Cohen and Greig de Peuter interview some of the protagonists of intern activism in Ontario, a group of young lawyers and law students with astute perspectives on the possibilities and challenges for transforming the intern economy in the name of greater social and economic justice. This section concludes with a personal story from Vera Weghman about her involvement in a campaign to end the use of unpaid internships at an anti-poverty charitable organization in the UK, highlighting the contradictions lurking within the use of interns in the social sector.

The contributions to this special issue demonstrate that internships are a deeply fraught institution with a growing presence both within and beyond the vaunted creative industries. The accounts in this issue also indicate the extent to which employability is increasingly the primary ideal to which managers of higher education institutions and many students adhere, both parties keenly aware of the competitive environments in which they sell what they have to sell. Articles in this issue nonetheless provide evidence of alternative possibilities for interns and internships. This issue leaves us with many questions that might guide future engaged research: If internships provide many young people with their first encounter with the labour market, then what do internships—and, just as significantly, the process of obtaining an internship—teach students about the values of the dominant social order? If age, class, gender, race, and status are among the intersecting axes of exploitation in the internship system, then how might intern labour activism, and the broader labour movement, respond? If internships are predominately a mechanism that perpetuates inequality in the labour market, then how might internships be governed so that they are a mechanism for combatting inequality? If universities and colleges are one of the few places where interns are aggregated and internships are formalized, then how might academic workers and student unions
make their places of work and learning a site for mobilizing interns, advancing intern rights, and designing internships differently?
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Ross Perlin’s Intern Nation (2012) details an ingrained contemporary internship economy in which students “earn nothing and learn little”; however, many interns see this system—relatively new as it is—as a valuable and necessary route to employment, particularly in media and cultural industries. Interns’ motivations and understandings of their experiences are fundamental to the perpetuation of internships. After all, many students are not paid during their media and cultural industries internships (Jenkins 2003), so they must participate in these arrangements for reasons beyond an immediate paycheck.

This article offers a thematic review of scholarship on the motivations and experiences of interns working in media and cultural industries. Researchers often note a dearth of scholarly attention to interns’ experiences (e.g., Daugherty 2011; Neff and Arata 2007); however, more literature exists than is typically acknowledged, and what does exist is instructive. Previous findings show that students evaluate their internships quite favourably. This is especially so when supervisors train and trust them to execute hands-on work, which they consider meaningful. Students also view internships as a means of increasing their future employment prospects through skill acquisition, expansion of professional networks, and crafting a personal brand. With few alternatives for gaining crucial work experience and networking, though, internships in the media and cultural industries are fertile ground for exploitation and self-exploitation. Many internships are unpaid, menial work is not uncommon, and supervisors can be indifferent to their interns’ experiences. What an internship should entail is ambiguous, so interns seek to secure more meaningful, professionally promising work responsibilities by demonstrating their initiative and enthusiasm—even for menial tasks. Interns also find a silver lining in the most disappointing of circumstances.

To construct this review of the existing internship literature, this article uses digital creative labour—both professional and peer production—as a point of comparison. As Perlin (2012) writes, “The position of interns is not unlike that of many journalists, musicians, and filmmakers, who are now expected to work online for no pay as a way to boost their portfolios” (125). The parallels between internships and digital creative labour are not perfectly congruent; however, both groups do engage in complex and contradictory labour processes that are marked by personal and social pleasures, the pursuit of (potential) employment prospects,
and (self-)exploitation. This article does not draw these parallels simply for comparison’s sake, though: the theorizations of digital labour scholars provide fruitful frameworks for understanding interns’ motivations and experiences. Whereas existing internship research tends to pursue “administrative” goals (e.g., assessing and improving intern satisfaction), many digital labour scholars take a more “critical” approach (Lazarsfeld 1941); they interrogate the ways in which digital labour reproduces or challenges power asymmetries. Thus, this article uses the critical frameworks of digital labour theorists to organize and make sense of the more administrative findings of existing internship research. Ultimately, I argue that the emerging area of critical internship studies must account for the meaning, temporality, and ambiguity of internships.

Before undertaking this analysis, the following section provides a brief overview of digital labour scholarship. I then explain my approach to thematically analyzing the existing internship research, and I offer a few cautionary notes about that literature.

1. Delimiting Digital Creative Labour

This article uses theories of digital creative labour to organize and make sense of interns’ motivations and experiences; however, what is and is not “digital labour” is a matter of considerable debate (Fuchs and Sandoval 2014; Huws 2013; Scholz 2013). One debate concerns the range of productive processes classified as digital labour. The symbolic work of graphic designers, online journalists, transmedia storytellers, and other digital “creatives” certainly deserves attention. Their involvement in the “communication of experience through symbolic production” means that these labourers have an unusual capacity to shape society through information, entertainment, and persuasion (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011, 60-61). Alternatively, some scholars argue for conceptions of digital labour that account for a wider range of productive roles along the digital value chain (Fuchs and Sandoval 2014; Mosco and McKercher 2008). Slaves mining resources for smartphones, factory workers assembling those phones, software project managers working on app rollout, and telecommunication workers upgrading cell towers: is all this work not digital labour?

Digital media’s interactivity also means that media consumers are increasingly producers, too, expanding the universe of public symbol-creators from the professional creatives just noted to countless “prosumers” (Ritzer and Jurgenson 2010) and “pro-ams” (Leadbeater and Miller 2004). Most digital media users engage in creative production for the fun of it (Arvidsson 2008), but that does not stop corporations from trying to monetize their creative work or the audience attention it generates (Baker 2008; Murdock 2011; Zwick, Bonsu and Darmody 2008). Our clicks, searches, purchases, and posts also produce marketing data that are valuable to web firms and corporate advertisers (Turow 2011). These productive activities may not be “labour” in its “quintessential,” waged form (Huws 2013); however, the commercial appropriation and monetization of prosumers’ content, audience attention, and marketing data still make “labour” a useful concept for understanding digital media users’ relationships to digital capitalism (Andrejevic 2009; Cohen 2008; Fuchs 2012).

A second set of debates concerns the lived experience of digital labour. People use digital tools to collaboratively code software, write about sports teams, and edit countless Wikipedia entries, among a host of other “peer production” activities (Benkler and Nissenbaum 2006). Should this production—carried out primarily for personal and social pleasures rather than pay—be regarded as “labour” in the same way a professional software coder or journalist’s work is? (Or, for that matter, a factory worker assembling smartphones?) On the one hand, this “free labor” (Terranova 2000) is consistent with Marxist models of capitalist value creation: in harnessing peer production online, corporations can avoid paying creators for the full value such activity produces, driving capital accumulation and, ultimately, class antagonisms. As George Ritzer and Nathan Jurgenson (2010) write, “From the capitalist’s point of view ... the only thing better than a low-paid worker is someone (the consumer as prosumer) who does the work for no pay at all” (26). On the other hand, Mark Andrejevic (2009) points out that this digital labour is also “free” in that it is “freely given, endowed with a sense of autonomy” (416). People engage in peer production for the pleasure of creating on their own terms.
in a community of others who share their interests (Arvidsson 2008; Shirky 2010). These freely given, pleasurable production experiences clash with Marxist formulations of labour exploitation as coercive and alienating. And these contradictions have led to novel theorizing, including the concepts of "playbour," or the fusion of play and labour (Kücklich 2005), and the pro-am, remembering that “amateur” derives from amor. Similarly, pleasure and (self-)exploitation also co-mingle in professional digital creative work (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011; Ross 2003; Neff 2012).

While acknowledging digital labour’s contested status, in this article I selectively draw on scholarly examinations of a subset of digital labour: creative, public symbol-making carried out in professional and peer production contexts. The labour of miners, factory workers, and others not directly involved in crafting public, symbolic texts is not considered here. Further, this article only examines intentional creative production; digital media users’ unintended production of valuable audience attention or marketing data is not considered here. Why focus on this creative, intentional, and public subset of digital labour? Because, as I explain later, these digital creatives constantly navigate tensions between personal fulfillment, future career aspirations, and (self-)exploitation. In this respect, digital creatives offer fruitful points of comparison to interns in the media and cultural industries.

2. Methodological Considerations

In my survey of the literature on the motivations and experiences of media and cultural industries interns, I specifically examine interns’ experiences in mass media, the arts, journalism, public relations, and advertising—industries and institutions that all produce and circulate texts for public consumption. Previous research has attended more to the internship experiences of journalism, public relations, and advertising students and less to those in entertainment media and the arts; however, internship experiences across these industries and institutions are consistent enough to consider together.

To compose this thematic survey, I began by reviewing the relevant internship literature and identifying salient themes and sub-themes, such as “hands-on experience,” “networking,” “menial work,” and “initiative.” I had no illusions that these themes emerged from the data (as some grounded theorists claim). Instead, my interest in comparing internships to digital labour shaped my identification and understanding of salient themes. As I read, I reflected on theoretical constructs from the digital labour scholarship that resonated with interns’ experiences, including socially recognized self-realization, hope labour, venture labour, aspirational labour, self-branding, and self-exploitation. These theoretical constructs helped me organize and make sense of the key themes I generated from the internship literature.

Ultimately, I organized this review around three key processes. First, I examine the non-monetary motivations of interns and digital creative labourers. Both derive pleasure from carrying out work they consider meaningful and gaining approval from important others (whether peers, consumers, or supervisors). Second, I discuss the temporal logic through which interns and digital creatives rationalize their present work as future-oriented investments. These investments operate on the assumption that “experience + exposure = employment opportunities.” Third, I reflect on the exploitative and self-exploitative potential of internships and digital creative labour. Both groups report actively pouring themselves into their work, even if that work can, at times, be menial, demanding, and offer little-to-no pay. Such self-exploitation may seem a choice; however, oversupplied labour markets make this fertile ground for coercion, particularly for those early in their career trajectories.

Given this review’s reliance on existing internship research, it is important to highlight some of that literature’s characteristics and limitations. With the exception of a few recent, critical interventions (e.g., Neff and Arata 2007, Frenette 2013; Siebert and Wilson 2013), I was struck by interns’ glowing reviews of their experiences (e.g., Beard and Morton 1999; Beebe, Blaylock and Sweetser 2009; Getz 2002; Gugerty 2011; Hilt and Lipschultz 1996; Schambach and Dirks 2002). This may be explained, in part, as a function of how researchers gather internship accounts. Faculty often collect survey, interview, or focus group data from interns they supervise (e.g., Beard 1997; Beard and Morton 1999; Forde and Meadows
2011; Schambach and Dirks 2002), and some also rely on interns’ journals or site supervisors’ evaluations (e.g., Barber 1987; Forde and Meadows 2011; Gugerty 2011; Getz 2002). It is unsurprising that such approaches produce favourable accounts of internships; students, faculty, and employers can each have vested interests in positively portraying these experiences. Further, existing internship research often pursues “administrative” rather than “critical” goals (Lazarsfeld 1941). That is, researchers aim to assess and improve student satisfaction with internship experiences, rather than interrogate the role of internships in reproducing or challenging power asymmetries (e.g., Beard and Morton 1999; Beebe, Blaylock and Sweetser 2009; Daugherty 2011). Students may indeed be satisfied with their internships; however, administrative goals can also blind researchers to the more troubling dynamics of internships. In fact, some literature reviews highlight the potential benefits of internships while giving little-to-no attention to their costs (e.g., Beard and Morton 1999; Schambach and Dirks 2002). Finally, many studies make a questionable leap in suggesting that students’ assessments of internships are evidence of their value. Coll and Kalnins (2009) explain that while it is common to study interns’ perceptions of personal and professional growth, those perceptions are not necessarily evidence of actual growth (e.g., skill development, crystallization of personal and professional values, employability).

These issues notwithstanding, the existing internship literature provides insightful accounts of students’ experiences (or at least students’ perception of their internships, as gathered by their faculty supervisors). The following review synthesizes this literature, draws comparisons between internships and digital creative labour, and uses digital labour theories to organize and make sense of interns’ reported experiences.

3. Internships as Meaningful Work

Ursula Huws (2013) describes labour in its “quintessential form” as activity “carried out directly for a capitalist employer by a worker who is dependent on this labour for subsistence” (84). It is the worker’s dependence on money to survive that allows capitalists to derive more value from one’s labour time than wages account for, driving both profits and class antagonisms. Much digital creative labour operates on these terms; waged and salaried creatives work so they can earn money to subsist. Digital media have also contributed to a boom in freelance creative work, which is executed on a piecework basis, but is no less exploitative (Cohen 2012).

That said, creative labourers (digital or otherwise) often undertake their work for reasons over and above a paycheck. With its focus on symbol-making and the communication of experience, this work is often pleasurable, satisfying intrinsic motivations for creativity and identification. They also typically enjoy levels of creative and professional autonomy rarely seen in other forms of work (Gill 2002; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011; Neff 2012; Ross 2003). Indeed, firms in the media and cultural industries recognize that a degree of autonomy for creative workers is necessary if they are to produce texts that will satisfy consumers’ fickle tastes and cultural expectations about creative independence (Hesmondhalgh 2007; Ryan 1992). Digital media have intensified and complicated these processes (Gill 2002; Neff 2012; Ross 2003). Andrew Ross (2003) explains how digital media consultancies in New York City’s Silicon Alley attracted talent and piqued their creative urges through fun, free, collaborative, and exciting “no collar” work that, at times, looked more like play. This work came with occupational hazards, however, including a tendency toward self-exploitation. In exchange, though, digital creatives exercised a degree of autonomy conducive with the pursuit of creativity, authenticity, and productivity. In these ways, digital creative labour promises opportunities to “do what you love”—an orientation to work that Miya Tokumitsu (2014) calls the “unofficial work mantra of our time.” Cultural representations of digital labour reinforce this mythology (Gill 2002; Neff, Wissinger and Zukin 2005).

Creativity’s pleasures are also pronounced in digital peer production. In countless online communities, individuals come together to collaboratively produce and freely distribute socially useful products and services, such as encyclopedia entries, software, and citizen journalism. Contributors do so primarily for personal and social reasons rather than financial
compensation (Benkler 2006; Shirky 2010). This volunteerism satisfies creators’ personal desires to autonomously pursue mastery in a given area. Social motivations—particularly peer recognition—tend to reinforce those personal motivations (Arvidsson 2008; Shirky 2010). As Adam Arvidsson (2008) says of peer producers, “It is not enough for me to know that [I have done excellent work]. I need a community of people whom I recognize as my peers to recognize this fact in turn” (332). Arvidsson refers to these mutually reinforcing social and personal motivations as “socially recognized self-realization” (ibid., 332), and numerous studies have identified this as a primary motivation for digital peer producers (e.g., Daugherty, Eastin and Bright 2008; Kuehn and Corrigan 2013; Oreg and Nov 2008; Shao 2009). Corporations that seek to harness digital peer producers’ passion and creativity must also acknowledge and work to satisfy these motivations (Baker 2008; Murdock 2011). As Detlev Zwick et al. (2008) explain, “the ideological recruitment of consumers into productive co-creation relationships hinges on accommodating consumers’ needs for recognition, freedom, and agency” (185).

Like professional creatives, media and cultural industries interns do want to be paid while completing their internships (Beebe, Blaylock and Sweetser 2009; Filak and Pritchard 2008); however, students also undertake internships for extra-monetary reasons. Catherine Gugerty (2011) argues that interns engage in a constant pursuit of “meaningful work,” and students assign particular significance to practical experiences that are both consequential and afford a degree of autonomy and responsibility (Beard 1997; Daugherty 2011; Getz 2002; Gugerty 2011; Siebert and Wilson 2013).

First, students value internships that are practical in that they provide opportunities for “hands-on” work experiences in “real world” professional contexts (Beard 1997; Beebe, Blaylock and Sweetser 2009; Daniel and Daniel 2013; Daugherty 2011; Filak and Pritchard 2008; Getz 2002; Gugerty 2011; Hilt and Lipschultz 1996; Schambach and Dirks 2002; Siebert and Wilson 2013). These phrases—“hands-on” and “real world”—signify interns’ elevation of “authentic” work experiences over other forms of professional development, including classroom learning (which is not the “real world”) and workplace observation (which may be part of an internship, but is not “hands-on”). It is worth noting that “authenticity” and “the real” are sought-after aesthetics in digital creative labour, from reality TV and fashion magazines to blogs and YouTube (Duffy 2013, 2015; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011). Cynically, interns’ emphases on “real world” work can be seen (like reality TV) as the shrewd marketing of authenticity; such experiences signal one’s genuine workplace-readiness to potential employers.

There is good reason to believe, though, that interns’ emphasis on authenticity is more than just a means to an end. Existing research indicates that media and cultural industries interns associate hands-on learning with greater levels of self-esteem and confidence—feelings that are accentuated when they have the time and training to see a project through to fruition (Beard 1997; Daugherty 2011; Forde and Meadows 2011; Gugerty, 2011; Siebert and Wilson 2013). In other words, interns may achieve a sense of self-realization from the process and end-product of their “real world” work. To the extent that interns self-select into organizations that align with their personal passions and professional aspirations, this should not be surprising. Like digital creative labourers, they are pursuing mastery in their chosen field—even if that pursuit is at an introductory phase.

If there is a disjuncture here between the potential for self-realization in digital creative labour compared to internships, it is in the former’s emphasis on the communication of experience and the latter’s emphasis on learning-by-doing. Digital creative labour does present relatively unique possibilities for creativity and identification; however, learning can also be exciting and satisfying. In fact, journalists and documentary filmmakers report that learning about their subject matter can be deeply gratifying (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011). While acknowledging the potential pitfall of mistaking students’ perceptions for actual learning, media and cultural industries interns do report extensive learning from their internships. In fact, it is not uncommon for students to describe their internships as the most important learning experience in their college career, and some go as far as to say it trumps their college learning, cumulatively (Gugerty 2011; Moore 2000). To the extent that learning-by-doing can be
intrinsically satisfying, these reports would indicate substantial pleasures from interns’ work experiences.

Second, media and cultural industries interns value effective on-the-job supervision (Beard 1997; Beard and Morton 1999; Beebe, Blaylock and Sweetser 2009; Daugherty 2011; Gugerty 2011). Fred Beard and Linda Morton (1999) found that supervision quality was the “most important single predictor” of what advertising and public relations students consider a “good internship” (50). Like their emphasis on authenticity, interns’ attention to supervision can be seen as a shrewd calculation. Supervisors are (potentially) central to interns’ future employment. They can provide access to marketable training and professional networks, and they can vouch for an intern’s employability or even extend a job offer.

Interns’ interactions with their supervisors can be meaningful in their own right, though. Gugerty (2011) explains that “site supervisors who provide interns with specific directions and examples, some autonomy and independence, and constructive feedback influence positive internship outcomes” (68). Much as digital creative labourers derive satisfaction from the autonomous pursuit of mastery (Arvidsson 2008; Shirky 2010), supervisors that can strike this balance between training (mastery) and trust (autonomy) stand to maximize self-realization their interns derive from hands-on work experiences. Take, for instance, Emma Daugherty’s (2011) theme of “willingness” in interns’ descriptions of “good site supervisors.” Such supervisors are “willing to help the intern get the most out of the experience” and “willing to let you try and fail and learn” (473). Furthermore, supervisors that provide feedback offer more than training; they are also an intern’s “audience.” When interns execute meaningful, hands-on work, they turn to their supervisors for approval and feedback—for social recognition. In peer production, Clay Shirky (2010) describes a “feedback loop” between social recognition (whether from consumers or peers) and the personal satisfactions of creative processes. Social recognition makes creativity more satisfying. Similarly, supervisor feedback may amplify the meaningfulness of interns’ hands-on work experiences.

There are practical limits to supervisors’ “willingness,” though. Professional standards and organizational imperatives mean that supervisors only have so much time for training and flexibility for failure (Frenette 2013; Daugherty 2011). These dynamics bear similarity to the “relative autonomy” long institutionalized in professional creative labour (Hesmondhalgh 2007; Ryan 1992) and celebrated by many digital creatives (Gill 2002; Neff 2012; Ross 2003). In these fields, a degree of autonomy for workers is commonly seen as a necessary condition for producing work that satisfies one’s creative urges and that resonates with audiences—whether consumers or peers; however, that autonomy is ultimately constrained by management’s control over productivity targets and the eventual marketing of creative works. Likewise, interns may pursue and derive satisfaction from hands-on work under effective supervision, but those processes unfold within an organizational context that can constrain practical opportunities for training and trust.

In short, people like getting better at things they care about on their own terms and receiving social recognition from important others for doing so. Both digital creative labour and internships offer opportunities for satisfying these desires. Socially recognized self-realization does not fully explain the motivations and experiences of either digital creatives or interns, though. Students also participate in internships as a means of positioning themselves for future employment opportunities in media and cultural industries. The following section looks at both internships and digital creative labour as future-oriented investments.

4. Internships as Braggable Investments

Digital creative labourers derive pleasure from creating and sharing for its own sake. In the Web 2.0 era, though, people increasingly view their voluntary creative endeavors as “investments” in experience and exposure that may translate, one day, into paid employment (Brabham 2008; Deuze 2007; Kücklich 2005; Postigo 2007). Success in this model hinges on one’s ability to build a “networked reputation” (Deuze 2007). For instance, some SB Nation sports bloggers and Yelp! consumer reviewers told Kathleen Kuehn and myself (Kuehn and Corrigan 2013) that they see their work as a means of gaining creative experience, develop-
ing their portfolios, building an audience for their work, and making strategic industry connections. Paid opportunities would follow—they hoped. We refer to these investments as “hope labor”—“un- or under-compensated work carried out in the present, often for experience or exposure, in the hope that future employment opportunities may follow” (ibid., 9). Similarly, Brooke Duffy (2015) found that fashion bloggers engage in “aspirational labor,” “a highly gendered, forward-looking, and entrepreneurial enactment of creativity that ... hold[s] the promise of social and economic capital” (1).

This investment logic is not restricted to peer production. The high supply of aspiring professional creators has long contributed to precarity in cultural labour markets (Miège 1989). And in recent decades, neoliberal policies, corporate flexible accumulation strategies, and digital technologies have all contributed to greater employment uncertainty for creative workers and a shift of risk to individuals (Gill 2002; Harvey 2006; Hearn 2008; Neff 2012). Amid the precarity of their “project-based work” (Gill 2002), creative organizations themselves into “portfolio careers” (Flew and Cunningham 2010), where one’s track record and industry connections are leaned on to secure employment on the next project (Ursell 2000; McRobbie 2002). The professional importance of social networks has also given rise to highly individual and instrumental social relations that Andreas Wittel (2001) calls “network sociality.” This is pronounced in digital creative labour. During the volatile late-1990s dot-com boom, new media professionals in New York City’s Silicon Alley managed risk by investing in themselves and the companies where they worked, a process Gina Neff (2012) theorizes as “venture labor.” Workers deferred compensation through stock options, spent off-hours time at industry networking events, and sought to develop or hone their skills. They made these investments in an effort to sustain, propel, and capitalize on their companies’ (potential) successes, but also as a hedge against industry uncertainty. Should one’s specific company fail, Silicon Alley workers saw their skills (i.e., experience) and networks (i.e., exposure) as assets that would hasten their transition to another firm.

Students also rationalize their (often unpaid) internships in media and cultural industries as future-oriented investments, connecting their internship experiences to employment aspirations (Daniel and Daniel 2013; Daugherty 2011; Frenette 2013; Getz 2002; Gugerty 2011; Neff and Arata 2007; Siebert and Wilson 2013). For example, Daugherty (2011) found that public relations interns seek both “internal immediate rewards” and “external future rewards”:

The internal immediate rewards included skill acquisition (writing, editing, professional experience in social media, production of printed materials), obtaining real-world experience, getting class credit to graduate, discovering if the field is for them, and gaining a better understanding of the field. The external future rewards were to make contacts to get a good job, get hired by their site supervisor, and develop a portfolio or work samples that will help them get a position. (427)

This excerpt illustrates that students pursue internships for meaningful, extra-monetary reasons (e.g., “real-world experience,” “understanding of the field”) and as future-oriented investments in their employment prospects (e.g., to “get a good job”). Moreover, the excerpt demonstrates that—like hope, aspirational, and venture labourers—interns employ an “experience + exposure = employment opportunities” calculus in rationalizing their internships. “Work samples” and “contacts” were presumed to lead to job opportunities. On the face of it, this investment logic is compelling. Given the tendency toward portfolio careers in media and cultural industries, aspiring creatives face a “career progression paradox” (O’Mahony and Bechky 2006, 919); they need a track record and industry connections to get work, but they need work experience to acquire these assets. If one hopes to get and keep work in the media and cultural industries, it may make sense to undertake an internship where, even if unpaid, one can develop the skills and professionalism employers desire, while constructing a resume or portfolio that evinces those qualities. Moreover, through those experiences, one can get exposure to an office or supervisor that could potentially lead to a job offer at that organization or to work at another organization via networking and professional recommendations.
Interns’ characterization of their experience as “something you can put on your resume” (Gugerty 2011, 30) demonstrates that such experiences have an important discursive quality. Students see strategic marketing value in what internships can “say” or “signal” to potential employers about their employability (Daugherty 2011; Frenette 2013; Getz 2002; Gugerty 2011). In this manner, internships function as a form of “self-branding” (Hearn 2008)—the process through which individuals construct and project a professional image to colleagues, clients, and current and future employers. Alison Hearn (2008) has argued that in flexible, networked economies, individuals strategically “brand” themselves “to rhetorically persuade employers of [their] competitive viability” (214). Again, a temporal, investment logic is at play. The self-branding process is “purely rhetorical; its goal is to produce cultural value and, potentially, material profit” (ibid., 198). Personal branding “gurus” such as Stedman Graham, Tom Peters, and Peter Montoya encourage individuals to think of themselves as “products” to be marketed to their “customers” (i.e., potential employers or clients). Aspiring professionals identify their most valuable skills and attributes and then communicate those “braggables” to their “target market” (ibid., 205).

Internships can be thought of as proxies for one’s “braggable” skills and attributes. As one intern told Gugerty (2011), “I feel like people are impressed when I tell them I’m interning at [agency name]” (31). Here, the specific activities of an internship are not as important as the message that an internship conveys about the intern to potential future employers. As Perlin (2012) explains, internships function as a “signaling” mechanism for employers: “even if their exact content remains murky, [internships] signal a go-getter applicant, already fluent in office culture (and possibly in industry culture), able to take on a new role immediately with less time and investment from the firm” (182). Experimental research underscores the importance firms place on internship experiences. When sent the same resumes with and without internships listed, employers were significantly more likely to take positive action on an application (e.g., holding onto a resume, initiating an interview) when the applicant had completed an internship (Taylor 1988; Nunley, Pugh, Romero and Seals 2014). As internships become more common among graduates in media and cultural industries some students are stringing together multiple internships to distinguish their applications, branding themselves as the go-getters of the go-getters (Frenette 2013; Neidorf 2008).

Internships are not just a means of developing skills and professionalism or getting one’s foot in the door and networking. They are also a means of discursively presenting one’s self as an employable professional. There is a risk in this characterization, though. As “investments” and “opportunities,” internships sound like a “smart move” undertaken by enterprising students, which implies that interning is an individual choice. But to the extent that internships are perceived as necessary for securing work in the media and cultural industries, that choice may be illusory, particularly for students without the resources to participate in unpaid internships. Students’ lack of choice in pursuing internships and ambiguity about what internships should entail open the door to exploitation and self-exploitation.

5. Internships as Ambiguous (Self-)Exploitation

There is much debate over whether, and how, digital creative labour is “exploited” (Andrejevic 2009, 2012; Cohen 2012; Hesmondhalgh 2010; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011; Fish and Srinivasan 2012). Following Holmstrom (1997), Andrejevic (2012) describes capitalist exploitation as a two-part process, entailing (1) the extraction of surplus value through coerced labour and (2) a loss of control over one’s productive activity (i.e., alienation). With respect to coercion, professional creatives depend on money from wages (or piecework payments or royalties) for their subsistence. This dependency produces a relationship where-in capitalists can pay workers less in wages than the full value their labour creates—a dynamic that is exacerbated by the excess supply of aspiring creatives. With respect to control, though, professional creatives can enjoy autonomy at work rarely seen among other labourers, such as factory workers (Hesmondhalgh 2007; Ryan 1992). This measure of freedom and independence is always relative and, ultimately, revocable through termination (Garnham 2006); however, this autonomy, paired with possibilities for creativity and identifi-
cation, means that creative labourers can experience pleasures at work that are at odds with conventional notions of alienation and exploitation (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011).

Digital creative labour is no workers’ paradise, though (Gill 2002; Neff 2012; Ross 2003). Amid this work’s self-directed pleasures and relative autonomy, digital creative labourers can engage in “self-exploitation”—“the worker drives herself or himself harder and harder in order to achieve excellence, further status and perhaps even to maintain the very freedom they have struggled to achieve in the first place” (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011, 226). Ross (2003) notes that Silicon Alley’s “no collar” workers integrated the art world’s “sacrificial labor” and bohemian lifestyle into commercial contexts, working extraordinary hours in sub-par conditions for deferred compensation while dispensing with any semblance of work-life balance. Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011, 227) explain that creative labourers’ “special bond” with their work and the “starving artist” myth make them particularly susceptible to such self-exploitation. In short, digital creatives may enjoy a degree of independence, but their labour is still coerced, and their pursuit of autonomy and creative pleasures may manifest as self-exploitation.

Whether or not digital peer production is exploitative is a murkier question. Tiziana Terranova (2000) describes online free labour as “simultaneously voluntarily given and unwaged, enjoyed and exploited” (74). As a labour of love—and perhaps as a route to satisfying future employment—it is not uncommon for peer producers to pour extraordinary time and effort into their creative endeavours. Web firms and marketers actively seek to appropriate those labours for commercial purposes (Baker 2008; Murdock 2011; Zwick et al. 2008); however, the appropriation of free labour is not necessarily exploitative (Andrejevic 2009; Hesmondhalgh 2010; Huws 2013). Most peer producers are not dependent on compensation from these creative labours for subsistence, and, as a labour of love, most would continue this work even if never paid. Further, peer producers typically enjoy wide creative latitude, as this is often the best way to maximize their time and effort absent the threat of termination (Corrigan 2012; Zwick et al. 2008). Thus, commercial firms do appropriate peer producers’ unpaid creative labour, but not necessarily under the coercive, alienating dynamics of direct exploitation.

On the question of exploitation, internships appear, at first glance, to be more akin to digital peer production than professional creative labour. As long as an internship is not a graduation requirement, students can always choose not to participate. In fact, when one adds up costs for gas, tuition, and foregone compensation from a part-time job, participating in an internship may actually make subsistence more difficult in the short-run, especially if the internship is unpaid. Yet, if internships are all but necessary for entry into media and cultural industries careers, then the potential for exploitation is very real. Jim Frederick (1997) argues that the glamour and desirability of media and cultural industries work makes these firms hotbeds for intern exploitation. Indeed, the career information service Vault reports that unpaid internships are concentrated in political, media, and cultural industries (Jenkins 2003). Some internship supervisors admit that an important, if not primary, impetus for taking on interns is to get “free labour” or “extra hands” to relieve their individual or organizational workloads (Beard 1997; Frenette 2013; Siebert and Wilson 2013). Faced with few good options, arts interns state that they are “prepared to work up to a thousand hours for free to ‘ingratiate themselves with the industry,’ ‘get their face noticed,’ or ‘get ahead’” (Siebert and Wilson 2013, 715). If experience and exposure are what interns are “paid” in, and their long-run subsistence as creatives necessitates acquisition of these resources, then we can see their unpaid or under-paid labour as the product of coercion.

The counter-argument is that learning is the basic rationale for internships rather than payment or even enhancing one’s job prospects. This argument presumes that interns are learning something, though. Students do ascribe particular value to internships that offer meaningful, hands-on experiences, and effective supervision; however, not all internships deliver on this potential. Some interns describe their supervisors and other employees as “indifferent,” “disinterested,” and “unwilling” (Daniel and Daniel 2013; Daugherty 2011; Frenette 2013; Forde and Meadows 2011; Gugerty 2011; Siebert and Wilson 2013). Supervisors often expect interns to perform at a high level upon arrival. Others approach interns with a
degree of “presumed incompetence” (Frenette 2013)—an assumption about interns in popular culture representations. Either way, supervisors complain about being too busy to spend time and energy training and mentoring interns that may only be around for a few months. And they also express concerns about assigning important work to interns with limited experience (Daniel and Daniel 2013; Frenette 2013; Daugherty 2011; Siebert and Wilson 2013).

Whether a function of practical workplace constraints or cultural assumptions about interns, some supervisors prefer that their interns observe rather than execute work, and what work supervisors do assign to interns can be menial (Barber 1987; Beard 1997; Daugherty 2011; Daniel and Daniel 2013; Frenette 2013; Getz 2002; Siebert and Wilson 2013). One music industry employee bluntly told Alexandre Frenette (2013) that interns were assigned “shit work” that needed to “get done.” Susan Barber (1987) analyzed site supervisors’ evaluation forms and found that interns most frequently executed “desk work,” including “research,” “administrative/clerical” work, and “client communication,” such as answering phones. Interns also face the all-too-common problem of having nothing to do (Beard 1997; Daugherty 2011; Frenette 2013; Gugerty 2011). To try to keep interns busy, some supervisors assign long-term projects and “to-do” lists, but this often results in only more “busy work” (Beard 1997; Frenette 2013; Gugerty 2011). Interns’ reports of menial work and indifferent/unwilling supervisors suggest that they are not just coerced into unpaid or under-paid labour, but that they can also face an alienating loss of control over their work—exploitation’s second criteria. Indeed, some public relations interns reported that they “felt powerless to get enough work and experience” and “to be assigned meaningful tasks” (Daugherty 2011, 472).

Interns report dealing with this powerlessness in one of two ways. First, to break out of the cycle of downtime and menial tasks, interns are presented with a “vague promise” (Frenette 2013): should they perform mundane tasks well, they could expect more meaningful work and responsibility in the future. In other words, interns are encouraged to self-exploit: to assign duties to themselves, to ask for more tasks, or to pitch work ideas to supervisors (ibid.). Expectations that interns be “proactive,” show “initiative,” and have a “positive attitude” appear regularly in the accounts of interns and their supervisors (Beard 1997; Daniel and Daniel 2013; Daugherty 2011; Frenette 2013; Gugerty 2011; Forde and Meadows 2011; Frenette 2013; Neff and Arata 2012). There is a discursive component to these processes. Drawing on Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s (2000) concept of “affective labor,” Gina Neff and Giovanni Arata (2012) call interns’ demonstrations of initiative “performatve passion”—“displays of enthusiasm for the tasks at hand—even mundane ones—and the savvy to figure out which tasks to undertake without supervision” (14).

The second tactic interns use to deal with their powerlessness is assigning meaning and value to otherwise menial work (Beard 1997; Forde and Meadows 2011; Getz 2002). As Gugerty (2011) explains, “The differentiation between meaningful and menial work was often blurred in students’ minds, confused by their desire to feel productive and appreciated” (55). With photocopying and fetching coffee as the low bar, interns can find a silver lining in nearly anything they do. Sometimes this is accomplished by elevating the importance of menial tasks. As one intern bragged to Gugerty (2011), “I sat at the front desk and everyone had to come through me” (57-58). In other cases, students ascribe a deeper significance to otherwise disappointing experiences; the internship offered a window on the “real world,” a test of one’s determination, or insight that a particular field isn’t for them (Forde and Meadows 2011; Getz 2002). On this basis, John Getz (2002) argues that “even a miserable internship has its lessons to teach”; however, Perlin (2012) cautions against taking this line of thinking too far: “many educators have never seen an internship they didn’t like—one supposedly learns as much from terrible experiences as from good ones” (94).

Frenette (2013) and Perlin (2012) both argue that interns’ experiences are deeply ambiguous. Much as work and play are often intertwined in digital creative labour, internships operate somewhere between education and employment, the present and future, and monetary and non-monetary forms of compensation. In this ambiguous, “elastic role”—with multiple, competing interpretations about what interns should do and achieve—interns assume responsibility for making the most of the experience (Frenette 2013). But interns do not control access to the meaningful, hands-on experiences that they value and that may be important.
to their future employment prospects—their supervisors do. This combination of ambiguity and dependency makes internships fertile ground for exploitation and self-exploitation. Acts of initiative and performative passion—even for menial tasks—provide interns with a sense of control and may persuade a supervisor to assign more meaningful work; however, what appears an autonomous choice can mask the internship’s exploitative relations of coercion and alienation. Media and cultural industries interns may have little choice but to undertake menial tasks or to invest meaning in the menial: entry into their chosen field may depend on that internship.

6. Conclusion: Meaning, Temporality, and Ambiguity

In this article, I provided a thematic review of the scholarly literature on the motivations and experiences of media and cultural industries interns. To summarize, students generally report positive internship experiences, and they consider internships particularly meaningful when supervisors provide practical training and trust interns to execute hands-on work. Students also undertake internships as future-oriented investments in their skills, professional networks, and personal brands. This makes sense, as work experience and networking are increasingly prerequisites for employment in these popular industries. But this dependency, paired with ambiguity about what internships should entail, exposes interns to exploitation and self-exploitation. Unpaid, menial, and poorly supervised internships do occur. To earn supervisors’ trust and access to more meaningful, professionally promising work responsibilities, interns are expected to demonstrate initiative and perform menial tasks with passion. Or, interns simply invest meaning in menial tasks.

This article juxtaposed the motivations and experiences of media and cultural industries interns with those of digital creative labourers—both professionals and peer producers. Interns place greater emphasis on learning than digital creatives do; however, both groups derive satisfaction from developing their skills under conditions of relative autonomy and from receiving social recognition from an audience of important others (whether customers, peers, or supervisors). Interns and digital creative labourers both also view their work as future-oriented investments, and they make those investments under the assumption that “experience + exposure = employment opportunities.” Finally, both groups operate under conditions conducive to exploitation and self-exploitation. They are dependent on work experience and networking to launch and propel their careers, yet this coercive potential is often masked by participants’ enthusiasm for their work. The ambiguity of internships—like the ambiguity between work and play in creative labour—means that responsibility falls on the intern to make the most out of the experience.

While the existing internship literature is instructive, internships are still a nascent research area ripe for critical investigation. The literature’s most glaring gap concerns the role of race, class, gender, and other intersecting social stratifications on internship experiences, as well as the impact of internships on those social stratifications. Such oversight is not unique to internship studies, of course. Digital labour researchers only recently began correcting their area’s own lack of attention to gender (e.g., Banks and Milestone 2011; Duffy 2015; Gill 2002; McRobbie 2002). Some key themes from the current review, including interns’ elevation of “hands-on work” and “initiative,” may offer fruitful entry points for interrogating the socio-cultural assumptions embedded in internship experiences: Are internships implicitly racialized, classed, or gendered? And what are the social implications of those assumptions? In addition to the substance of internships, critical scholars should also interrogate asymmetries in access to internships. Charles Murray (2012) has called unpaid internships “career assistance for rich, smart children,” and over-reliance on unpaid internships in media and cultural fields may narrow the range of public voices and perspectives (Neff and Arata 2007). Such critiques await further study.

As critical internship studies interrogates these and other processes, I argue—based on the preceding review—that researchers will need to account for three key dynamics in interns’ experiences: meaning, temporality, and ambiguity. First, critical scholars will rightfully critique the under-compensation, menial work, and lackluster supervision of exploitative in-
ternships; however, each of these concerns hinges on an assumption about what a “good internship” is (as well as “good work” more generally). Students have their own ideas about what makes an internship meaningful (e.g., “willing” supervisors trusting them with “hands-on” work). If we fail to attend to the meanings interns ascribe to their experiences, we will blind ourselves to the ways in which this institution’s exploitative and self-exploitative dynamics are rationalized ideologically. Again, interns don’t undertake menial work for the heck of it; they do so under a vague promise that more meaningful, professionally promising responsibilities will follow. Attention to meaning will also be important in envisioning and building more fair, just, and beneficial internship structures.

Second, much of the existing internship literature seeks to answer a single question: “What do students find satisfying about internships?” The problem with this question is not only that it focuses narrowly on benefits, but that it also misses the temporal relationship between interns’ present experiences and their future employment aspirations. Researchers must seek to make sense of internship experiences within the career structures of their respective industries. Indeed, this is how interns rationalize their work—as future-oriented investments. For instance, Neff and Arata (2007) argue that internships may function to socialize students into post-industrial work. Such a line of inquiry also opens the door to comparative analysis: how do internship experiences in media and cultural industries differ from those in other, less glamorous and network-driven industries? Further, few existing studies follow-up with interns (and non-interns) to evaluate the impact of those experiences on their personal and professional lives (Neidorf 2008; Taylor 1988). Such studies are methodologically challenging, but without longitudinal and comparative data, the investment logic of internships remains a matter of faith. Even if internships do lead to jobs, we should not assume that they are a fair and just way to organize labour markets. Some paid employees point the finger at unpaid internships and other “atypical labour” (e.g., freelancing) for deteriorations of pay and security (Gollmitzer 2014; Siebert and Wilson 2013). These assertions deserve further empirical study.

Finally, critical internship studies needs to continue to wrestle with the ambiguity of internships. Interns are not yet employees, but not fully students. They receive compensation, but it may not be in the form of a fair wage. Their roles and responsibilities are vague, as is their route to meaningful work and future employment. Internships are part learning experience, part resume workshop, part networking event, part unpaid labour. It is in the ongoing negotiation of this ambiguity by students, faculty, and supervisors that the promise and depravity of internships play out.
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1. Introduction

Over the past three years, something surprising yet quite overdue happened in the United States: people became increasingly critical of the intern economy. As the Great Recession exacerbated the plight of the young and the jobless (Shierholz and Edwards 2011), the unpaid internship began drawing the ire of politicians, educators, labour rights activists, as well as students and their worried parents (Greenhouse 2010; Harris 2013; Mosley 2013; Perlin 2011). Before 2010, only a few newspaper articles (mostly op-eds in The New York Times) occasionally questioned the fairness of the intern economy. The only consistent source of critical analysis of the intern economy over the previous decades could be found in legal reviews pondering whether unpaid interns should be considered employees (e.g., Curiale 2010; Gregory 1998; Ortner 1998; Yamada 2002). It is in great part this legal grey area that has brought the intern economy to the forefront as a social issue.

An increasing number of former unpaid interns have been suing companies for back pay (and damages). Two such lawsuits were filed in 2011, seven in 2012, and at least 23 in 2013 (Suen and Brandeisky 2014). The growing public scrutiny of internships escalated in June 2013 when Federal Judge William Pauley handed two unpaid interns, Eric Glatt and Alex Footman, a summary judgment win against Fox Searchlight Pictures. The two ex-interns worked on the film Black Swan and filed a lawsuit against the company in 2011 for violating federal and state labour laws. The judge not only agreed the plaintiffs should be considered employees, but also certified a class action suit on behalf of an entire class of employees (i.e., unpaid interns) at the parent company, Fox Entertainment Group (Greenhouse 2013). Companies, interns, and even the courts appear to be increasingly unclear about how to define and justify a legal unpaid internship. Employers have scrambled to catch up with the threat of litigation, and several companies agreed to pay considerable settlements to former interns, including Viacom ($7.2 million), NBCUniversal ($6.4 million), Condé Nast ($5.85 million), and Warner Music Group ($4.2 million) (Raymond 2015).

This article looks towards the future of the intern economy by focusing on its past. What led to the recent debates about the intern economy? How did it become legally possible for
Interns to work for free? Using the United States as my case study, I draw parallels between the current intern economy and its closest historical antecedent, the apprenticeship system. By providing a brief overview of the history of work-based learning and the unpaid internship—legal underpinnings, this article ultimately frames current lawsuits and debates as a correction to an insufficiently scrutinized youth labour regime not unlike the apprenticeship systems of the past. In the attempt to facilitate youth transitions from school to work, yet maintain minimum wage standards, government intervention and—more imminently likely—legal decisions will, I anticipate, eventually transform the intern economy much like the Fitzgerald Act of 1937 drastically formalized apprenticeships in the United States.

2. History of Work-based Learning

Throughout most of history, teenagers and young adults have engaged in training for occupations via work-based learning opportunities, primarily in the form of apprenticeships. Work-based learning is consistent with the idea of “learning by doing” and can be linked to the larger pedagogical philosophy of experiential education. The idea that a student should learn based on active, situated experience and interaction with the world—in this case the workplace—is often identified with John Dewey’s philosophy that life and learning should be integrated: “The inclination to learn from life itself and to make the conditions of life such that all will learn in the process of living is the finest product of schooling” (Dewey 1916, 51). Dewey provided an intellectual argument for experiential learning in _The School and Society_ (1899, 1956) and _The Child and the Curriculum_ ([1902] 1956), asserting that a child’s education must be linked to experience more than abstract thought. However, individuals started learning within work contexts far before Dewey’s writings.

The history of work-based learning starts with the apprenticeship and leads to the internship. An apprenticeship is much longer and more educationally ambitious than an internship, usually lasting a few years compared to a few months (or weeks) for internships. Apprenticeships are referred to as the oldest form of training and have been a traditional part of the life cycle at least since the Middle Ages (Rorabaugh 1986). For centuries, apprenticeships have provided a way to train people for crafts and trades, but should also be understood as a complex social and economic system. Apprenticeships have always involved the exchange of training for labour. Skilled masters host apprentices in the workplace for an agreed period of time. Until the 19th century, the relationship between a master and apprentice in some ways resembled the relationship between parent and child. The training provided during an apprenticeship went beyond simply learning a craft or trade. Masters ideally took on the role of parents to serve the apprentices in learning their craft, but also taught them religion and morality (Smith 1981). Apprentices were expected to obey their master much as they would a parent, providing valuable labour as well as loyalty and child-like love. It should be noted that this relationship did not always live up to its ideal form, notably because the relationship was bound by a contract (i.e., indenture) whereby the apprentice served the master for numerous years before earning the right to be a journeyman (Smith 1981).

The arrangement between apprentice and master has varied historically, partly based on era, geography (including local laws and customs), and type of craft or trade. In Keith Snell’s (1996) analysis of the apprenticeship as a cultural institution in Britain, he notes a general tendency to group apprenticeship systems into three distinct historical periods: the guild apprenticeship period (12th century to 1563); the statutory apprenticeship period (1563-1814), which was marked by the decrease of guild influence; and the voluntary apprenticeship period (1814-present), where arrangements have come in a variety of forms, often articulated between employers and unions. The key marker between the three periods is the Statute of Artificers from 1563, an Elizabethan enactment that helped formalize the apprenticeship system, though several important clauses were later repealed in 1814. The introduction of the statute brought together the various apprenticeship systems then in existence in England and established their legal standing. The enactment set the length of apprenticeships (usually seven years, as opposed to three to five in countries like France and Germany), limited the number of apprentices in certain trades, prohibited poaching of apprentices by other masters,
and, in the name of “social order and hierarchy” (Snell 1996, 304), restricted access to profitable trades to the children of masters and owners of certain property. The Statute of Artificers made it statutory for parents to apprentice their sons for craft or agriculture unless they could afford to educate them for a profession. Until 1814, the Statute of Artificers brought considerable formality and legal structure to an apprenticeship system that trained youth (mostly men) employed outside the professions.

Adam Smith was a vocal critic of the then-prevalent 18th-century apprenticeship system, arguing that it served as a mechanism to restrict the supply of workers and confine knowledge to the hands of a select few (Wallis 2008). And yet much like interns today are sometimes limited by a high intern-to-employee ratio, from time to time masters took on more apprentices than desired by their pupils, particularly in those periods and areas where apprenticeship regulation was scarce (Aldrich 1999). Part of Smith’s dismay about apprenticeships can be linked to his criticism of guilds, the corporations of masters that (along with local governments) used to regulate apprenticeships. Smith famously portrayed guilds as “a conspiracy against the public” (Epstein and Prak 2008, 1) since they served the masters’ interests to the detriment of the economy. Smith’s argument about labour market monopsony (i.e., lack of free-flowing labour market) held great weight for some time, though historical research calls for a slightly more nuanced view; it was relatively easy and not uncommon to sidestep restrictions on apprenticeship numbers and the statutory lengths of apprenticeships were sometimes negotiable (Epstein 1998).

Some apprenticeships were better than others, of course, and parents vied to arrange the best possible placement for their children. Since apprenticeships were a crucial mechanism to ensure a child’s economic future as well as moral upbringing, parents would give money to masters for some apprenticeships (such as law) while paupers and orphans might end up in less lucrative areas, like farming (Aldrich 1999; Snell 1996). The apprenticeship system Smith criticized has nonetheless been defended as the best solution available during a period noted by the absence of compulsory schooling (Epstein 1998). Yet the apprenticeship system and the institution of enforced indenture did not translate as well in American society.

Apprenticeships thrived in colonial America, a time when the Statute of Artificers mandated the colony’s apprenticeship system; however, this institution was organized differently than in Britain. The tradition of guilds never held the same authority in the New World as it did in Europe. In the face of increased demand for skilled workers, colonial America was marked by a scarcity of them. America was a land of settlers in search of opportunity and thus was the site of continual immigration, including that of adult labourers trained elsewhere. America had a considerable rural economy, one where settlers worked their own land. None of these factors were conducive to building strong guilds or otherwise enforcing an indenture-driven apprenticeship system since youth (as well as adults) could usually enter skilled occupations without certification (Elbaum 1989).

An additional reason why apprenticeships did not flourish in America was the country’s culture of independence, notably during and after the revolutionary era (Rorabaugh 1986). The rhetoric of independence and belief in governing one’s self permeated all aspects of political and economic life, even the deference in status necessary to pursue apprenticeship training. In this way, according to William Rorabaugh (1986), authority based on contractual control weakened the position of masters; apprentices challenged the apprenticeship system that was imported from Britain. Bernard Elbaum’s (1989) study of apprenticeships in America supports this reading as he also notes the problem of runaway apprentices; in fact, apprenticeship laws were passed in twelve states between 1783 and 1799 to address this problem, though with very limited effectiveness. By the end of the 18th century, apprenticeships in America became increasingly rare; it seems like the enforcement of written indentures was difficult and ineffective. Youth were therefore trained for occupations much more informally than in previous generations (Elbaum 1989).
2.1. From Apprenticeship System to Intern Economy

In his overview of the apprenticeship system, Ross Perlin (2011, 54) praises the Fitzgerald Act (or National Apprenticeship Act) of 1937 because it “finally stabilized and revived apprenticeship in the United States.” The Act marks an effort to formalize apprenticeships and stipulates as its goal “to formulate and promote the furtherance of labour standards necessary to safeguard the welfare of apprentices and to cooperate with the States in the promotion of such standards” (50 Stat. 664; 29 U.S.C. 50). Instead of a precursor, others argue that the Act was passed as a reaction to the revival of apprenticeships between 1880 and 1920 (Jacoby 1991). According to this view, apprenticeships were becoming so popular—and the threat of low-paid or unpaid aspiring workers so unwieldy—that this surge led to the passing of the Fitzgerald Act. The Fitzgerald Act is therefore credited by some for limiting apprenticeships to marginal status in the United States, not least because it made training apprentices prohibitively costly (Coy 1989, 9). As apprenticeship programs became more formalized they also grew less frequent. In 1920, 2.11 percent of operatives and kindred workers were apprentices, compared to 0.96 percent and 1.01 percent in 1940 and 1950 (Gartner et al, 2006). Nonetheless, Perlin (2011) is correct in portraying the Fitzgerald Act as an example of what well-supervised and planned work-based training can accomplish. The government established standards for apprenticeship programs with the aim for employers to recognize apprentices as employees, and therefore to ensure pay as well as training in crafts and trades deemed “apprenticeable” (U. S. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training 1964).

By the beginning of the 20th century, America’s formal institutions of work-based learning grew beyond the realm of crafts and trades. The apprenticeship model of training remained nearly constant throughout America’s history in the form of medical training, though with some variation. Medical schooling shifted from an apprenticeship arrangement to education with little practical content in the early 1800s, to an educational curriculum incorporating an internship requirement later that century. Medical school eventually was deemed “insufficient preparation” for work and the internship became the norm of American medical training by the 1930s (Thorne 1973). Work-based training gained traction in other fields as well. In 1906, Herman Schneider established the country’s first cooperative education program at University of Cincinnati’s engineering school, an arrangement Northeastern University emulated in 1909. Cooperative education provides an avenue for students to divide their time between substantive work and classroom learning, yet this and other forms of work-based learning remained marginal until the 1960s.

Work-based learning did not grow in importance in one swift, coordinated movement, but incrementally until the 1990s. The growth and formalization of internships, as with any major change in curriculum, represents a convergence of numerous social forces and the result of larger cultural debates (Rose 2004). An important facilitator for the rise of internships and work-based learning in general has come in the form of government policies. Some ground was set in the 1960s and 1970s pursuant to President Johnson’s War on Poverty; tens of millions of dollars were provided to educational institutions to help disadvantaged minorities transition into the workforce via work-based learning programs (Knowles 1975). These policies were coherent with the Coleman Commission report of 1974, which blamed schooling for impeding youth’s transition into adulthood because it isolates students from the world of work and contact with adults (Bailey et al. 2004). As James Coleman (1977) also discussed elsewhere, work-based learning provides an opportunity for youth to develop “social maturity” and it can benefit students of diverse backgrounds. However, the political push towards work-based learning in the late 1980s into the 1990s initially focused on a particular population and social problem, i.e., the difficulties of low-income high school graduates (and drop-outs) to find employment in their late teens.

“School-to-work” policies of the 1980s financed the establishment of secondary school work-based learning programs (including internships) and, in the early 1990s, a shift in rationale led to postsecondary expansion of these policies in the form of the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1994 (Hughes, Bailey, and Mechur 2001). Work-based learning was seen as an educational strategy useful for all students and more than simply training for oc-
occupations, but also as training through occupations (Bailey et al. 2004). Thomas Bailey, Katherine Hughes, and David Moore (2004) note with irony how work-based learning policies were considered an innovative new strategy to educate and train young adults in the 1990s, although these policy ideas are centuries old. The authors explain this shift as a conjunction of economic and pedagogical developments in the 1980s and 1990s. First, the U.S. appeared to model the School-to-Work Opportunities Act in part based on the apprenticeship systems of their strongest economic competitors, Germany and Japan. During the same time period, constructivist pedagogy and developmental cognitive psychology advocating “learning in context” became increasingly dominant (Bailey et al. 2004). To these two factors should be added a demographic reason for the rise of the intern economy, i.e., the increasing number of college-age youth. During the first decade of the 21st century, the number of 18- to 24-year olds in the U.S. increased by 11 percent (from 28 to 31.1 million). Simultaneously, the rate of college enrolment among such youth increased from 36 percent in 2001 to 42 percent by 2011 (U.S. Department of Education 2013).

Moreover, the ascent of the internship is consistent with the changing nature of work in the post-industrial era (Beck 2000; Boltanski and Chiapello, 2006; Ross 2003; Sennett 1999). In recent decades, firms have become increasingly flexible and jobs have become less permanent. Arne Kalleberg (2000) and others (Hatton 2011; Hipple 2001; Matusik and Hill 1998) document the rise of “non-standard” work arrangements, i.e., various forms of employment that deviate from the full-time, permanent jobs held more prominently by previous generations (Mills 1951; Whyte 1956). In this context, internships grew as a more purely market-based regime, as opposed to apprenticeships, which have, to varying extents, been guided or guarded by governments (from local to national), guilds, and unions.

Over the last few decades, what began as a policy (and rhetoric) to facilitate the transition from school to work grew into an unwieldy intern economy where companies welcomed the addition of low-paid or unpaid labour (Frenette 2013). Internships now function as a sorting mechanism and credential system (at least in principle) aimed at rationalizing the transition from school to work, even in occupations that were previously excluded from work-based training schemes. Also, as the Black Swan lawsuit and others attest, interns today are frequently college graduates with no academic affiliation. Nonetheless, the link between higher education and work environments has proved significant in legally justifying the existence of unpaid internships.

3. History and Legality of Work-based Learning

According to the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), the 1938 federal legislation regulating employment, interns should be paid. However, this point seems to be a matter of interpretation. An employee is defined in a spectacularly broad way; as Senator Hugo Black put it shortly before the FLSA became law: the definition of an employee is “the broadest definition that has ever been included in any one act” (Curiale 2010, 1539, quoting 81 Congressional Record 7657, 1937). An “employee” is defined as “any individual employed by an employer” and “employ” means “to suffer or permit to work” (29 U.S.C. section 203).

Some exceptions exist to minimum wage laws, notably for “learners,” “apprentices,” and “handicapped” individuals who, if they meet the defined requirements and the employer applies for special permission, can be paid between 75 percent and 95 percent of the minimum wage. The Wage and Hours Division (WHD) later added the “student-learner” exception for students who are part of a vocational training program, also making this group eligible for this slightly subminimum wage exception (Curiale 2010). Despite these exceptions, the term “employee” remained in need of clarification, which occurred in 1947 when the Supreme Court ruled on Walling v. Portland Terminal Co. (330 U.S. 148), a case opposing railway trainees and a railway company.1 To become eligible for employment as railway brakemen, trainees first took part in a program that lasted seven to eight days. Applicants chosen by the company to take part in this program worked with railway yard employees over this period,

1 By this time Hugo Black, who had championed the Black-Connery Bill that eventually became the FLSA, was a Supreme Court judge.
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progressing from generally observing activities to doing some work under close supervision (Yamada 2002). Trainees claimed they should be paid minimum wage during their training, but the Supreme Court ultimately disagreed.

The Supreme Court acknowledged that in some instances—though not this one—trainees could be paid 75 percent to 95 percent of the minimum wage under the FLSA, noting:

Without doubt, the Act covers trainees, beginners, apprentices, or learners if they are employed to work for an employer for compensation. This is shown by [section] 14 of the Act, which empowers the Administrator to grant special certificates for the employment of learners, apprentices, and handicapped persons at less than the general minimum wage. The language of this section and its legislative history reveal its purpose. Many persons suffer from such physical handicaps, and many others have so little experience in particular vocations that they are unable to get and hold jobs at standard wages. Consequently, to impose a minimum wage as to them might deprive them of all opportunity to secure work, thereby defeating one of the Act's purposes, which was to increase opportunities for gainful employment. (Walling v. Portland Terminal Co., 330 U.S. 148, 151, 1947)

It is striking how, in the eyes of the law, untrained workers, marked by their youthful inexperience, are akin to people with physical disabilities in their shared inability to find gainful employment. Although the two groups must deal with various prejudices, the law acknowledged as early as 1938 and 1947 the comparative disadvantages of certain workers in the job market. Nonetheless, the Supreme Court found that in some cases a special permit to pay subminimum wages, or even to pay no wages at all, is not necessary according to the spirit of the FLSA:

The definition “suffer or permit to work” was obviously not intended to stamp all persons as employees who, without any express or implied compensation agreement, might work for their own advantage on the premises of another. Otherwise, all students would be employees of the school or college they attended, and as such entitled to receive minimum wages. So also, such a construction would sweep under the Act each person who, without promise or expectation of compensation, but solely for his personal purpose or pleasure, worked in activities carried on by other persons either for their pleasure or profit. (Walling v. Portland Terminal Co., 330 U.S. 148, 152, 1947)

The notion that students doing work at a school cannot claim to be employees is powerful in this case, especially when considering that Portland Terminal Co. trainees were described as students housed by an employer under school-like conditions. The decision further clarifies the intention of the FLSA regarding who is or is not an employee:

The Act’s purpose as to wages was to insure that every person whose employment contemplated compensation should not be compelled to sell his services for less than the prescribed minimum wage. The definitions of “employ” and “employee” are broad enough to accomplish this. But, broad as they are, they cannot be interpreted so as to make a person whose work serves only his own interest an employee of another person who gives him aid and instruction. (Walling v. Portland Terminal Co., 330 U.S. 148, 152, 1947)

In this way, the railway brakemen trainees were not deemed to be employees and therefore not subject to further compensation. The 1947 Supreme Court decision cited numerous reasons why these trainees could not be considered employees; for example, the work done through training is to the trainees’ benefit. The WHD used much of the same language and reasoning from the Supreme Court ruling to articulate a six-factor test to decide whether a trainee is an employee at a for-profit business:

1. The training, even though it includes actual operation of the facilities of the employer, is similar to that which would be given in a vocational school.
2. The training is for the benefit of the trainees or students.
3. The trainees or students do not displace regular employees, but work under their close observation.
4. The employer that provides the training derives no immediate advantage from the activities of the trainees or students, and on occasion his/her operations may actually be impeded.
5. The trainees or students are not necessarily entitled to a job at the conclusion of the training period.
6. The employer and the trainees or students understand that the trainees or students are not entitled to wages for the time spent in training.

(U.S. Department of Labor, Wage and Hour Division 1993, *Field Operations Handbook*, Section 10b11)²

According to the WHD, all six factors must be met in order for a worker to not be considered an employee. In 1982, the Fifth Circuit Court upheld the six-factor test in the all-or-nothing fashion, finding airline trainees not to be employees (Yamada 2002); the same court cited this case and applied identical logic in a 1983 decision (Curiale 2010). However, various courts in the U.S. have applied the six-factor test differently (see Table 1 for sample cases; data drawn from Curiale 2010; Yamada 2002; and court records).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Court</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Ruling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donovan v. American Airlines Inc.</td>
<td>5th Circuit Court</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Flight attendant &amp; reservation sales agent trainees</td>
<td>All-or-Nothing (WHD test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkins v. General Motors Corp.</td>
<td>5th Circuit Court</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>State-sponsored program to provide company with pool of trained workers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony &amp; Susan Alamo Foundation v. Secretory of Labor</td>
<td>Supreme Court</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Individuals allegedly volunteered for commercial business of a nonprofit religious organization</td>
<td>Economic Reality Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLaughlin v. Ensley</td>
<td>4th Circuit Court</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Trainees/potential workers at snack foods distribution business</td>
<td>Primary Beneficiary Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reich v. Parker Fire Prot. Dist.</td>
<td>10th Circuit Court</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Firefighters at firefighting academy</td>
<td>Totality of Circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archie v. Grand Central Partnership Inc.</td>
<td>2nd Circuit Court</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Formerly homeless individuals sued non-profit; took part in Pathways to Employment Program</td>
<td>Applied all tests above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Supreme Court & Circuit Court decisions related to six-factor test

In a 1985 Supreme Court decision, individuals who were allegedly volunteers for the commercial activities of a charity were found to be employees under the Economic Reality Test; according to the court, these individuals carried out activities for which one would usually expect financial compensation (Curiale 2010, 1543). Instead of applying the all-or-nothing six-factor test, the Supreme Court decided that employment status would not depend on isolated factors and it did not matter that volunteers vehemently denied coverage as employees. While a Supreme Court decision could be seen as the final word on the topic, this case is not widely cited in cases regarding trainees or interns, perhaps since it involves the line between volunteer/employee instead of trainee/employee (Curiale 2010). The WHD makes an exception for individuals who volunteer “without expectation of compensation” for non-profits or government entities, and therefore these individuals are not covered under the six-factor test to this day (Yamada 2002; U.S. Department of Labor, Wage and Hour Division 2010, Fact Sheet #71). Nonetheless, more recent cases involving trainees also interpreted the six-factor test inconsistently.

The Fourth Circuit Court rejected the six-factor test altogether, basing a 1989 decision on the Primary Beneficiary Test, deciding based on who benefits principally between trainee and employer. Similarly, in 1993, the Tenth Circuit Court did not use an all-or-nothing interpretation of the six-factor test, but it did not decide based on the presence or absence of one factor, preferring instead the “Totality of Circumstances” test. The court acknowledged how “the

² The WHD issued Fact Sheet #71 in April 2010, a clarification of its six-factor test as it applies to interns. The statement updates part one of the six-factor test, specifying that an internship must be similar to training that would be given in an “educational environment” instead of “vocational school” as previously recorded.
expectation of employment upon successful completion of the course” (Yamada 2002, 231) weighed in the trainees’ favour, but ultimately decided that firefighter trainees at a firefighting academy were not employees.

Finally, in a decision that noted the lack of consistent interpretation of the six-factor test, the Second Circuit Court applied all of the tests noted above and found that formerly homeless individuals who took part in the Pathways to Employment Program were entitled to minimum wage. The defendants claimed that plaintiffs received counselling and basic skills training so therefore were not entitled to more than the subminimum wage they received, but the court disagreed based on the Economic Reality Test (Curiale 2010).

The line between “student” and “employee” is blurry, even when an intern is paid. In Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research et al. v United States, the Supreme Court ruled that medical residents do not fall into a special (tax exempt) “student” category in the Treasury Department’s tax regulation since their standing resembles employment more so than an educational activity. This decision (#09–837, decided January 11, 2011) supports a previous ruling by the Eighth Circuit Court. As a result of the various interpretations of the six-factor test by the courts, there is no clear, legally agreed-upon standard by which to decide if an unpaid intern is an employee.

4. Conclusion
As more unpaid interns file lawsuits for back pay and a growing, global intern labour rights movement exerts pressure on companies and governments alike, this article considers the future of the intern economy by highlighting its past. The intern economy is the latest iteration of a millennia-old tradition of work-based learning. Much like apprenticeships were part of a social and economic system marked by guild and state control in lieu of widespread schooling, internships today are greatly facilitated by institutions of higher education as a complement to classroom learning (and, in some cases, a stepping stone to employment).3 The contemporary intern economy in the U.S. represents a continuation of the pre-1937 apprenticeship system; both should be understood as complex social and economic systems that (in principle) have involved the exchange of training for labour, aimed to facilitate youth’s transition from school to work, and became increasingly formalized over time. However, despite these similarities, the current intern economy operates in a far different context marked by the decline of unions, the rise of non-standard work arrangements, and an environment where “enterprising subjects” (Vallas 2012) must assume the predominant burden of building their employability (Smith 2010) to start and sustain careers.

After a decrease in work-based learning earlier in the 20th century, internships made a considerable ascent due to political, economic, and demographic factors. Nonetheless, the legality of unpaid internships has become a matter of vigorous debate. While the U.S. Department of Labor set guidelines for the educational exception of the FLSA, their six-factor test has been interpreted in several different ways by the courts. No matter which legal interpretation of the six-factor test is applied, as David Yamada (forthcoming) recently concluded, “a good number of unpaid internships—especially in the private sector—run afoul of current federal and state wage and hour laws.” Therefore, current lawsuits and debates regarding unpaid internships should be seen as a correction to a legally ambiguous and insufficiently scrutinized youth labour regime not unlike the apprenticeship systems of the past. In the coming years, further legal enforcements will catch up to and alter the internship economy, perhaps as considerably as the Fitzgerald Act or Statute of Artificers transformed apprenticeships.
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Abstract: For young workers, interning is a strategy for speculating on one’s asset portfolio. Students and graduates undertake internships as a way of maintaining their self-appreciation and avoiding depreciation in a “human capital regime.” In this article, we explore the specific example of interning in the creative industries as the self-management of human capital vis-à-vis the human capital theses. Taking three cultural objects and recent representations of the issue of unpaid internships—Intern magazine, an advert for a “volunteering opportunity” student placement, and testimonies from interns—we analyze how unpaid work in the creative industries and the neoliberal version of human capital entrepreneurship can be seen as embodied by interns.
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Interning is one of the strategies employed by students and graduates to speculate on their asset portfolio. Students and graduates intern to maintain their self-appreciation and avoid depreciation in a “human capital regime.” By human capital, we mean an individual's speculative relationship to their skills and knowledge. In this article, we explore interning in the creative industries as a specific example of the self-management of human capital. We take three recent cultural objects aimed at interns—a magazine, an advert, and a website—through which to analyze the labour relations of unpaid work in the creative industries, the forms of discrimination at play, and the weak ties and damaging capabilities that are a part of the practice of managing human capital. We re-imagine how the intern as an entrapped neoliberal subject investing in their portfolio career so as to affect and speculate on their human capital might disrupt the structural conditions of survival for the entrepreneurial self.

This article follows from our literature review of internship reports, guidelines, and toolkits published in the UK between 2009 and 2011 (Hope and Figiel 2012).¹ In this report, we concluded, “The growing use of the word and application of internships perhaps continues to hide those more fundamental unresolved issues of elitism, inequality, bad-management, bullying and underfunding in the arts” (40). The literature we reviewed reflected a spectrum of positions, advice, and proposals, from suggestions of phasing out unpaid internships altogether, to “equalizing opportunities” for access to unpaid internships. Ten of the 23 documents we reviewed made recommendations that interns, if they fulfil worker status, should be paid National Minimum Wage while six did not. The HM Government’s Unleashing Aspiration reports (2009 and 2010) emphasized the individual motivating himself or herself into employment, and that those with talent and potential will succeed. The unpaid internship, it seems, has become a necessary part of the doctrine of employability, an umbrella term used to describe the work of making oneself employable.

The language used in some of the literature we reviewed, including terms such as appreciation, aspiration, valorization, and entrepreneurship, embraces the capacity for someone to make the effort to maintain high levels of human capital. This is also the language of

1 This report, Intern Culture, formed part of Artquest’s research toward establishing a paid internship programme for
The reports also recognized and problematized the necessary social and cultural capital needed to carry out an unpaid internship, such as one’s family background and standing and network of connections. Reports such as Unleashing Aspiration were focused on generating equality of access to the professions rather than acknowledging the labour involved in establishing and maintaining cultural and social capital and the exclusions of individuals lacking the right kind of capital. Rather than address inequalities in terms of labour rights, employability appropriates the language of finance to describe education and interning as speculative investments.

The promotion of employability and the entrepreneurial self through university courses is now a key factor in how individuals and potential employers approach unpaid internships (Chertkovskaya et al. 2013). As declared on the website of the Higher Education Academy (HEA, the national body for enhancing learning and teaching in higher education), graduate employability is at the centre of the UK’s Higher Education agenda. The HEA describe graduate employability as the “need to ensure that graduates are prepared for, and able to contribute to, the economy and society” (HEA 2015). In her 2003 article, “Neo-liberalism and the End of Educated Democracy,” Wendy Brown questions the move away from a “broad and deep university education” towards job training: “What kind of world will be made through conceptions and practices of postsecondary education that reduce students to future human capital, citizens to manipulable consumers, and the public to GDP?” (Brown 2003, 22). This could be the kind of world in which the mis/over-use of the concepts of social and human capital is responsible for a state of generalized commodity fetishism where, as Ben Fine writes, “everything from our abilities to our states of mind becomes capital-like” (Fine 2010, ix).

The notion that education should above all service the economy was also highlighted in a recent speech by the Minister of State for Skills and Enterprise, Matthew Hancock MP: “One of the central goals of our reforms is to bring together employment and education. We are making education more rigorous and more responsive to employers” (Hancock 2014). The reports we examined in Intern Culture failed to address in any substantial way, however, the question of how this occurs. How does education service employers when so many graduates, especially in the creative industries, are self-employed? In our view, education, employability, and the internship are incubators for entrepreneurial selves where learning is put to work. It could be argued that interning appropriates and reproduces mechanisms of gendered unpaid reproductive and domestic labour, specifically, the invisible care and maintenance that interns perform both on themselves and for the organizations they work for. Rather than acknowledge these activities as exploitative forms of unpaid labour however, they are often presented as necessary (even desirable) for a functioning, productive, profitable society. The intern learns to become responsible for maintaining her own employability. In this article, we take some further steps towards understanding the intern as a subject who embraces the challenges of maintaining the entrepreneurial self.

The aim of this article is to reflect on the research on the proliferation of internships in the UK context, where intensifying processes of neoliberalization lead to an increased need and necessity for individuals to become entrepreneurs. While such processes affect employees across different sectors, they seem particularly visible and rife among those working for free in the hope of getting future employment in cultural and creative industries. The ill-defined interval of the internship that often exists between the expectations of learning and earning is integral to the protean career of entrepreneurial graduates (Bridgstock 2012). The internship is a period during which the graduate—symbolically, via their CV and/or physically and affectively via an embodied and passionate performance of commitment to the job—builds on and demonstrates their important connections and enthusiasm for work and offers their talent up to be tapped. In Vicki Smith’s words, this participation is “performance, as people strive to demonstrate that they are employable; workers perform identity and emotion work in the service of this performance [...]” (2010, 291). This understanding of human capital as an enduring condition of speculative
employment—being in a constant work-ready state—has led to all-pervasive relationships to work. As Smith points out, “definitions of work must be broadened to incorporate multiple types of labour,” including, we argue, unpaid intern labour (294).

The three cultural objects we refer to in this article are Intern, a magazine launched in October 2013 by Alec Dudson, once an intern himself; a recent advertisement by the Institute for Contemporary Arts (ICA) in London seeking a student to fill a “volunteering opportunity” role; and Ragpickers Collection, an online archive of intern testimonies maintained by the UK-based collective Ragpickers. We chose these three examples to reflect different perspectives on the public presentation of interning, from the publicly-funded institution offering “opportunities” to the aspiring creative industry worker with a foot in the door to disillusioned individuals naming and shaming exploitative situations. Intern, a magazine put together by interns, for interns, has been created, we argue, to highlight the positive and rewarding aspects of unpaid internships, acting as an autoportrait of a certain section of this “workforce” in the UK. At the same time, the magazine reveals the kinds of activities interns undertake in order to get ahead in the creative and cultural industries. To complement and contrast this account, we include a recent student placement advert by the ICA that provides evidence of the continuing complicity of arts organizations perpetuating conditions of unpaid work. The placement advertised was meant for students, not necessarily as part of a credited work placement, but rather as a commitment “complimentary” to academic studies. Our third object is the collection of items on the website of Ragpickers collective, a London-based group raising awareness of internships and unpaid work in the arts. This material consists of evidence/personal accounts contributed by anonymous interns revealing aspects of their experiences at work. These accounts offer alternative narratives of interning that are often self-censored, and at worst silenced, in the quest for successful maintenance of one’s social capital via an internship.

One of the goals of this paper is to bring a feminist reading of social and human capital to our understanding of interning as a contemporary neoliberal phenomenon. Departing from concepts of social and human capital defined by Pierre Bourdieu (1984; 1986) and James Coleman (1988), we introduce a feminist challenge to the concept of human capital (and its vehicle, employability), which insists on analyzing the development and maintenance of networks of social relationships involved in gaining social capital as a series of gendered labour relations. These relations involve capitalizing on networks and personal relationships and friendships while the invisible social capital required to maintain these entrepreneurial bodies goes unnoticed, unpaid, and unrecognized as labour. We explore how developing these relationships as sets of capabilities can have positive and negative impacts on others around you and question the relevance or meaning of trust or strong ties that are supposedly important to gaining social capital. We then turn to Michel Feher’s (2009) call to inhabit the neoliberal subject—our example being the intern—in order to think of possible ways to politicize the social relations involved in the unpaid work carried out by the intern.

1. From Social Capital to Labour Relations: In Search of Spaghetti Cheesestrings

Human capital is a contested term that has been tackled by, among others, Theodore Schulz (1961) and Gary Becker (1964) in the context of neo-classical economics; Bourdieu (1984; 1986), Coleman (1988), and Robert Putnam (2000) in relation to social capital; Foucault (2008/1978-9), Wendy Brown (2003; 2013), and Feher (2009) as part of the neoliberal, entrepreneurial economy; and Paula England and Nancy Folbre (1997), and Irene Bruegel

---

2. Dudson states: “I did two internships: one at Domus and one at Boat Magazine. My internship at Boat was instrumental to what I’m doing now. I was able to make it work financially. I spent seven months sleeping on friends’ couches. I went around by bike, didn’t use public transport and worked a bar job for 30 hours a week. Which is fine but that’s not a situation that everyone can magic up—it’s not that simple” (cited in Segal Hamilton 2013).

3. Arts universities in particular are trying actively to oppose such practices; see, for instance, Page 2014.
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Bourdieu divides capital into economic, cultural, and social forms. Economic capital refers to resources that can be converted into money and cultural capital—whether embodied, objectified or institutionalized—relates to a set of acquired knowledges, skills, and tastes (Bourdieu 1986). Social capital is the “sum of the resources, actual or virtual, that accrue to an individual or a group by virtue of possessing a durable network of more or less institutionalised relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition” (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992, 119). In this sense, we can view the internship as a process of or an extension of the investment in education to increase prospects in the long term.

Whereas Bourdieu refers to economic, cultural, and social capital, Coleman (1988) defines human capital as being “embodied in the skills and knowledge acquired by an individual [...] that make them able to act in new ways.” Social capital exists in the relations between people (100–1) and can impact on the creation of human capital. Indeed, human capital is dependent on the effectiveness of those social relations. Coleman explores the role social capital plays in different classes through a study of high school drop-outs in the US and their lack of access to social capital, such as parents’ presence, number of children in the family, and a mother’s expectations for her child to go to college. His understanding of social capital combines the “norms, rules and obligations” a person deals with together with their money-driven, self-interestedness (104–5). For example, social capital implies how a person’s actions are influenced, shaped, and constrained by their environment but also understands people as being capable of independent action. For Coleman, social capital exists in the relation between people and is improved by the level of trust in that group (100-101). Smith, quoting Jone. L. Pearce, also highlights how “trustworthiness is a necessary—and underappreciated—condition of employability” (Smith 2010, 291). Coleman’s understanding of human capital is based on an individual building up social capital in order to benefit from it in the long run in terms of money, pleasure, and/or satisfaction (1988, 116). In this article we understand the social capital of the intern to be the accumulation of a network of relationships. These connections might lead to an unpaid internship, which then promises to enhance an individual’s network. The internship is considered a site for investing in human capital in the form of skills and knowledge, including training in how to acquire more social capital (through contacts, confidence, and charisma). Human and social capital are interconnected and co-dependent resources that the intern both requires and desires in a habitual dance of labour relations.

While concepts of social and human capital such as Coleman’s might help explain the self-serving interests of an individual aiming to develop some semblance of a career, we look to a feminist reading of social capital to destabilize the norm of unpaid internship. A feminist re-reading involves thinking about social relations beyond the cliques of family, community, and school and looking sideways to make connections and solidarities with others experiencing exploitative working conditions. Irene Breugel (2005), for example, referring to the dominance of social mobility discourse, writes “social capital sold itself as dealing with problems of deprivation and social cohesion, not inequalities of class, race or gender and therefore needs rethinking from a feminist perspective” (5). Working through these problems of deprivation reinforces and reproduces disadvantages of race, class, and gender, which are not accounted for in the theories of social capital to begin with, but instead are “brought back in” (Fine 2010, 60). In the case of the unpaid internship, we are less interested in equalizing access to opportunities to work for free than tackling the underlying inequalities that permeate and are perpetuated by the fragmentary forms of labour in which internships play a part.

As Emma Dowling (2012, 484) points out, not included in discussions of social capital but that must be addressed are the realities of labour: perspectives of labour need to be made visible in the “analysis of social capital.” Dowling traces the recent trajectory of the concept of social capital in the service of austerity and “Big Society” discourses in the UK. In relation to these discourses, Dowling (2012, 485) calls for a politicization of social capital by drawing attention to
the material realities of the double bind in which an individual finds herself in the current political and labour market climate, where neoliberal subjectivity is

on the one hand subsuming us completely into the production machine and relying on our cooperative and communicative connections to do so, while on the other pitting us against one another, turning us into competitive utility-maximising beings caught up in the affective anxieties of a rat race that is only being intensified by austerity.

How is free labour, such as the unpaid internship, harnessed at the same time as state disinvestment in “the reproduction of labour through the imposition of cuts and austerity”? (ibid. 484). The labour of reproducing working bodies (e.g., the domestic work of feeding, caring, and cleaning) remains invisible and unpaid, whilst qualities of social capital are being harnessed and reproduced in an effort to prove ourselves employable.

A good example for this discussion might be one of the items in the Ragpickers Collection: a packet of Spaghetti Cheestrings donated by an intern working at Blink Productions in Soho, London. This intern recalls spending “an entire day looking all around the area for a packet of Spaghetti Cheestrings” because one of the producers wanted to measure the length of a single Cheestring with a ruler for an advert they were making. The intern says this experience was “so utterly degrading and pointless stupid,” expressing the “soul destroying” nature of the mission they were sent on, as was the content of the creative work being produced by the company they were interning for (Ragpickers 2013, Item #4). For another intern, the job of interning “introduced [her] to real business” and she lists the seepage of unpaid work into her private life: “He [her supervisor] was telling me that I have to lose 15 kilos and my skirts are too short. He was cooking for me. He was washing my clothes. He was sleeping with me in one bed. Together we set up 3 shows during 2 weeks. Together we went for a couple of art fairs. Then I quit[ed] and he deleted me on Facebook” (Ragpickers 2013, Item #5). The chores illustrated in the Ragpickers Collection border on complex versions of modern day slavery. Although they unwittingly entered into internships, these interns seem to be experiencing a kind of entrapment involving “affective anxieties” (Dowling 2012, 485). They acknowledge the absurdity of what they are doing but sign up for it anyway. While in the above cases the interns managed to escape, who knows for how long as their entrapment is embedded and embodied. Brown (2010) might call the experience of these interns “quotidian nihilism”: “[neoliberalism] tells you what you should do: you should understand yourself as a spec of human capital, which needs to appreciate its own value by making proper choices and investing in proper things.”

The Ragpickers Collection was set up as a space for expressions of exploitation and evidence gathering of labour relations in the context of interning. By exposing these problematic labour relations, the interns risk depreciating their own human capital by losing “friends” through making visible often-exploitative conditions. Despite the risk of burning bridges, the Low Pay Commission reported that in just over a year (from August 2012 to the end of September 2013), there had been 95 intern complaints to the Pay and Work Rights Helpline and arrears of pay for 171 workers totalling £193,873 had been identified in 12 cases (LPC 2014, 143). The Commission’s report outlined a number of recommendations including a new legal definition of an internship; continued targeted enforcement; enforcement activity being publicised more widely; penalties for non-compliance being increased; and better advice being made available (144). While this is a welcome step towards recognizing the realities of labour involved in interning, it is of some concern that existing research we have engaged with often reveals little acknowledgement on the part of interviewed interns that there might be issues of inequality and exclusion in the intern culture they are a part of. David Lee (2011, 559), for example, states: “a number of my participants denied the importance of networks, and indeed denied it was an industry structured by anything less than sheer merit and talent.” This could be because students, graduates, and novices are in the process of investing in their own self-appreciation.
and so it might be hard to step back and get some critical distance. Such conditions are challenged by the Ragpickers Collection, which goes some way to reverse the issue that interns themselves might be blind to problems of accepting unpaid work, particularly because, unlike the helpline, they make public the emotional and economic costs of maintaining one’s human capital.

2. Discrimination at the Gates: “We Don’t Need to Tell Them, They Just Know From the Start”

According to Lee’s interviews with freelancers working in the British independent television production sector, jobs in the creative industries do not come through responding to adverts but via word of mouth through “loose acquaintances” or “weak ties” (2011, 553-4). Unlike Coleman’s suggestion that trust between people increases their social capital, Lee points out that these career networks are distinguishable from “strong ties” built on trust. Instead, the kinds of networks relied on in the creative industries are weak, “based on thin, impersonal trust of acquaintances.” Lee draws on the work of Mark Granovetter (1973) who found that job opportunities are often heard about via someone you do not have a strong connection to because they network with different social circles and have different kinds of information that might be useful to you. While this may be the case for individuals as they continue to work in the creative sector, of Lee’s interviewees, all but one entered the industry through work experience that was “often gained through family networks” (2011, 556).

It is an open secret that nepotism is core to freelance careers in the creative industries but not everyone has the same privileges of access to friends or relatives with power or influence, or indeed the confidence to muscle in. The independent British public policy think tank The Social Market Foundation (2010) identified other entry barriers as being the requirement of a degree, poor career advice, and the unstable and precarious employment patterns in the creative industries making the career less viable for those without a financial safety net. Lee (2011, 549) focuses on networking as a mechanism of exclusion that “favours individuals with high levels of cultural and social capital” and thereby can be “a means of sustaining inequality, excluding social actors on the basis of class, race and social status” (552). He looks at the way people use their cultural capital to improve their social capital in order to climb the career ladder, focusing on the levels of confidence and the communication skills built up through “middle class socialization and life-styles” needed to access the networks on which a livelihood in the cultural sectors often depends (556).

Lee suggests networked freelancers need to present themselves as “flexible, enthusiastic and mobile.” This language is echoed in the ICA volunteer placement advert, which requires “individuals able to think and react fast […]” in their “very busy and lively office” (ICA 2014). An intern at Sprüth Magers Gallery contributed a set of emails to the Ragpickers Collection in which they were informed that their internship had been terminated after three days. The language used by the director is similar to that used by the ICA:

We are approaching our busiest time and we need to feel confident that everyone here is fully committed and willing to muck in and I am afraid this wasn’t really the impression you have given. As a consequence, we think a continuation of the internship here is not the right thing for us, nor for you. (Ragpickers 2013, Item #3)

The intern responds, pointing out her disappointment and the lengths she has gone to secure the internship, including the cost of organizing child care “in order to be as flexible as possible,” and points out feeling voiceless in the process of her dismissal. In another email, the director explains that every other intern they have worked with “shows an innate sensitivity and respect towards their role” and have an “immediate awareness of what is and what is not appropriate in the gallery. We don’t need to tell them, they just know it from the start” (ibid). This level of
expectation of internalized and embodied modes of behaviour at work is also evident in the ICA advert, where students are required to “deliver exceptionally high standards of front-line customer service, support public access and engagement with contemporary art and quality of visitor experience” as well as “contribute to visitors’ enjoyment, understanding and opportunities for learning through narrated interpretation, guiding and communication of stories and information about the ICA” (ICA 2014). The unpaid job being advertised already requires well-honed communication and affective work skills and knowledge, meaning many students would not have access to this “opportunity” to preen their human capital.

In its report Work Placements in the Arts and Cultural Sector: Diversity, Equality and Access, the Equality Challenge Unit (2010) found that students, especially “disabled students, black and minority ethnic students, and those from disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds” experience difficulties trying to access or complete a work placement or an internship. Creative Skillset’s 2012 census of the creative media industries found that representation of Black, Asian and minority ethnic people declined from 7.4 percent of the total workforce in 2006 to 6.7 percent in 2009 and just 5.4 percent in 2012 (Creative Skillset 2012, 4). “The proportion of the workforce described by their employers as disabled has remained the same since 2006, at 1.0 percent” (ibid., 5). This implies: “[...] those who don’t make it are invisible to the successful. The excluded disappear” (Lee 2011, 561).

Tim Lindsay, CEO of the charity Design and Art Direction in London, writes in Intern magazine’s first issue about why some might not take up an unpaid internship/work placement: “Anecdotally, women are less likely to be happy roughing it on a mate’s floor. Agencies subsequently become dominated by a boisterous culture, and even less likely to attract female employees” (2013, 2-3). Lindsay goes on to note, “people from less well-off families may not know anyone to crash with... Seemingly unrelated problems such as cultural and gender diversity in the creative industries suddenly become a direct result of unpaid internships” (ibid., 3). He asks if the banning of unpaid intern adverts might “exacerbate the already endemic nepotism” (ibid., 8).

The lack of equal access to internships and, as a result, to creative professions could (and perhaps should) be understood as a form of discrimination. The Sprüth Magers intern found the director’s actions to exhibit a “blind allegiance to concealed chauvinism” (Ragpickers 2013, Item #3). We could add to this accusation by suggesting that the gallery director discriminates against those who do not know the codes of behaviour that are a prerequisite of the job. Interning in this case is about demonstrating and donating one’s existing social and human capital to the organization rather than being a space for learning new skills from them.

3. Weak Ties and Damaging Capabilities: Learning to Wait

Paula England and Nancy Folbre (1997) present an expanded notion of human capital by replacing capital with capabilities. They define capabilities as a “state (involving a combination of motivation, skill and/or health) that requires some effort to develop, and that when developed, enables one to function in ways that contribute to the well-being of oneself or others” (2). The development of capabilities, they claim, is “beneficial for human well being at the collective level” (ibid.). Relating this concept to the case of the intern, rather than focus on individual self-gain (in terms of the intern’s future earned income), we might consider the exercise of capabilities as benefiting, or indeed harming, people other than the intern. For example, we could think through the impact of interns on their co-workers, as highlighted by Sabina Siebert and Fiona Wilson (2013). Their study of unpaid work placements in media and creative environments shows the relationship of those undertaking unpaid work placements to their social capital is complicated—the nature of social capital is multifaceted. Unpaid internships, they suggest, can have detrimental effects on labour relations and can constitute the erosion of trust between paid and unpaid workers (Siebert and Wilson 2013, 718). This contradicts Coleman’s (1988) suggestion
that social capital is built on trust: “The empirical evidence collected here suggests erosion of trust between unpaid workers motivated by a desire to enter the industry, freelance workers already in the sector and the employers,” Siebert and Wilson write (718).

Similarly, one Ragpickers Collection contributor reports on the strained relationship between them and the other staff in Sprüth Magers gallery where they were interning:

On a couple of occasions I have asked the gallery manager and other staff if there is any work for me to do but have been mostly told to sit and wait because everybody is “too busy with their work.” I felt uncomfortable sitting next to the receptionist all the time because she acted very arrogant and self-important, making me feel like I am invading her sacred and adorned front of house kingdom. (Ragpickers 2013, Item #3)

One of the basic capabilities that England and Folbre introduce is self-regulation: will power, attention, and restraint (1997, 4). The intern learns to sit and wait. The skill (or muscle memory) of self-regulation is learned over time by grabbing a series of perpetual “opportunities” in the hope that they will potentially translate into a career path. Self-regulation could be a prolonged period of adolescence, as pointed out by Ross Perlin (2011), but also a reflection of the type of work or person in an economic and political climate that relies on self-promotion. The interning phenomena is not just a temporary “strategy for waiting out economic downturn” (135) but a necessary term of (un-) employment and extended work experience that is considered part of the creation of the sole trader. The preference or desire to intern and the skill of self-regulation it requires (such as foregoing other activities and pay), have been internalized. As England and Folbre (1997, 5) state: those people “can be relied upon more to exercise the skill even under loose or no surveillance.”

Smith (2010) explores three ways that people try and enhance their employability: identity work, training and networking, and labouring in unpaid and marginal paid positions. She writes: “The unemployed and underemployed spend hours, often full-time, learning the self-presentation and interactional ropes of flexible workplaces, reconstructing themselves, and searching for jobs” (285). She goes on to suggest that “volunteering also provides the opportunity for volunteers to audition: to demonstrate their work ethic, their trustworthiness, and their fit with an organization” (291). The internship is a place for practicing social skills and presentation of the self. In an article in Intern, for example, Ben from design collective OWT, stresses how “people skills are imperative for a successful internship” (Bennett 2013, 2). The blurring of work and non-work identities is echoed in the words of Sarah of OWT who suggests that if interns “go for a pint with them, that’s a promising relationship [...] As an intern you have to show you want to work with these people, not simply because of the company they work for, but because of who they are” (ibid., 2-3). Networking becomes something you should be doing: “it takes on a hegemonic and normative force” (Lee 2011, 562). Entrepreneurial tendencies are embodied in the intern for whom, as OWT point out, contacts have become a form of currency (Bennett 2013).

Irena Grugulis and Dimitrinka Stoyanova’s research on a television production company acknowledges the way people learn through socialization and gain experience by observing and working with others (2011). They point to the problematic assumption, however, that workplaces are “coherent communities, containers of competence where the skilful are available for novices to consult and observe” (343). Their research questions how much can be learnt through social interaction (and the trust that is needed for social capital to grow, according to Coleman), when the workforce is notoriously fragmented and freelance. How and where do those networks of trust develop? “Outsourcing ‘at will’ contracts and freelance work are much less effective at supporting communities of practice than stable work groups or vertically integrated bureaucracies” (Grugulis and Stoyanova 2011, 343). Their term the missing middle refers to the community of trainees who have contact with other “novices” and occasionally “company owner-managers,” but not to the experienced professionals who could aid their learning. In the
research they carried out (2005-2006 fieldwork at an independent production company), the novices had little contact with the professional freelancers, who were geographically separate and only around for short-term contracts. There was “no continuity of relationships” or chance to do tasks that would challenge them (344). The novices were left to support and train each other, an experience of “the blind leading the blind,” according to one novice. This is a result, Grugulis and Stoyanova suggest, of labour market structure (fragmented, overworked, based on short-term contracts): “…without ready access to visible, transparent expertise novices struggle to learn, or even know what they need to learn” (349). They end on a depressing note: “it is not clear how the industry’s current cohort of novices will ever acquire the skills taken for granted by previous generations of workers” (350). The pursuit of capabilities has negative and positive effects on the intern and those around them. Further, such capabilities can also be questionable in themselves. For example, the ability to wait and not ask questions, develop superficial relationships and false friendships. For whom are these capabilities desirable and who do they benefit?

4. Intern as Neoliberal Subject, or “The Constant Need to Organize Myself to the Minute”

Feher (2009, 24) describes human capital as a “dominant subjective form,” a “defining feature of neo-liberalism.” Human capital, he argues, is to be embraced, in order to be transformed: “Instead of denouncing and lamenting the personalization of politics as the strategy through which neoliberalism causes people to lose sight of their collective interests, playing the human capital card could thus be a way of relaunching the politicization of the personal” (25).

Feher makes a link between the shift towards globalized, unregulated markets and the neoliberal version of human capital. Whereas old forms of capitalism were based on investing for future commercial profits over a period of time, the focus now is on maximizing “distribution of dividends in the short term,” “capital growth or appreciation,” and “stock value” (27). Let us try and map this financial language onto the case of an “unpaid voluntary placement” advertised at the ICA. Theodore Schultz (1961) and Becker (1964) might have understood the intern as being motivated to work unpaid in the hope that there will be delayed returns on that investment in terms of future earnings, material rewards, or “psychic” benefits. Taking Feher’s view on human capital, the intern as a neoliberal subject is investing in his or her own stock value. The placement at the ICA reflects a system that relies on students undervaluing their stock value so that they willingly and competitively take up the “opportunity” of an unpaid placement to increase their value in the future. In economic terms, appreciation means an increase in value of an asset. Significantly, value does not increase because of improvements or additions to the asset but because of other economic factors such as scarcity or inflation. In the case of the intern, there is a pressure to increase their own value—for example by improving their skills, networks, confidence etc.—but their levels of appreciation are also dictated by the fluctuating, “turbulent,” unpredictable labour markets around them. The intern can invest all they can in their human capital, but their appreciation or depreciation might be dependent on factors beyond their control. Feher suggests that the neoliberal subject cannot own her human capital. Unlike the “free labourer” who sells their labour power to the capitalist in return for a wage, the neoliberal subject—in our example, the intern—can only ever have a speculative relationship to their human capital. The intern can modify, upgrade, and improve but not sell their human capital (34).

This speculative relationship to human capital is evident in the pages of Intern magazine. For the interns presenting their stories, it is as if work wraps around them like a second skin and becomes an integral part of their identity. “Each feature that tackles the [internship] debate head-on offers a subjective take on things and while this structure may frustrate some, internships are by their very nature, personal experiences” (Dudson 2014, 5), the editorial foreword warns, and
delivers on its promise. Most case studies in the magazine are both personal and highly individualized accounts. While contributors to the magazine are paid, an overwhelming majority of features and internship reports talk about placements and internships that were unpaid. For example, one interviewee who has already made her name in the business, Jessica Walsh, says on interns: “Ours are unpaid. We pay for their lunches. I think it’s on a situational basis whether people are comfortable with that, and can handle that.” Her own internship, eventually leading to partnership at Sagmeister and Walsh, was presumably also unpaid (Quito 2014, 26). The narratives here give various accounts of the self-investment process, for example:

I understand just how valuable free [labour] can be. I spend around about 60% of my working life in non-fee paying work. I work for free/ [goes on to describe various activities] Everything I do for free I do because there will be, somewhere not too far down the line, a payback. [...] It is a selfish act [...] to keep myself working on terms that suit my lifestyle. (Germains 2014, 21)

A contributor to issue 1, Daniel Cooper, devised a project where he travelled around the world working for free for two days at a time for design companies, in exchange for one day of their time in return. This proposition was well received, he writes, because “it wasn’t much of an investment on their part” (Cooper 2013, 6). The kind of things the design companies gave Cooper in return included showing him around their city, a bike trip, breakfast, and access to nightlife. One could argue that these were mutually beneficial leisure pursuits rather than the company working for free for Cooper for a day. During his project to test out the nomadic, transient lifestyle of the creative workforce, he found “the constant need to organise [him]self to the minute” extremely tiring (ibid.).

According to the investment model of human capital, the nomadic design intern swapping two days of unpaid work for one day of the company’s time, or the person spending 60 percent of their work time unpaid would supply a credit slip to the place they are doing the internships to be cashed in at a later date. In neoliberal reality, however, these undelivered symbolic credit slips accumulate in the shape of what Feher (2009) refers to as self-appreciation (they remain speculative). As Perlin (2011, 132) reminds us, investing in education, training, and the “internship bonus” with the hope of future higher wages is a risk, especially in a sector that does not have many paid permanent posts: “For many, the return on investment doesn’t come, the economic landscape changes in the meantime, or an incomplete investment spells disaster.”

Self-esteem is the key to maximizing human capital, and “life may be thought of as a strategy aimed at self-appreciation” (Feher 2009, 28). Distinguishing the subject form of human capital from the pre-neoliberal subject of the free labourer (who relies on the separation between the alienated worker-self and the self that resists commodification), neoliberalism “treats people not as consumers but as producers, as entrepreneurs of themselves or, more precisely, as investors in themselves, as human capital that wishes to appreciate and to value itself and thus allocate its skills accordingly” (30-31). The intern is concerned with the “impact of their conducts” as this may have an effect on the “level of their self-appreciation or self-esteem” (27). As investees in their own career destinies, they are responsible for managing their own value, frantically trying to avoid any depreciation in value. “Neo-liberal subjects,” Feher writes, “do not exactly own their human capital; they invest in it. In fact, anything they do, no matter how ill advised or mundane, is an investment in their human capital” (26). This often means an additional portion of unpaid work performing enthusiasm for a speculative career. This demonstration of commitment and enthusiasm that takes place in the space of the internship becomes the self-management of self-appreciation. As well as being motivated by the hope of future pay-off, it is part and parcel of investing in the entrepreneurial self.

As a magazine focused on the creative industries, the articles in Intern embrace self-promotion and the importance of “making a name for yourself.” Articles reflect the characteristics of cultural and social capital needed to enter the profession. These “capabilities” (a mix of
enthusiasm, confidence and access to networks) are learnt and built up through “middle class socialisation and life-styles” (Lee 2011, 556). There is a sense that the more you believe in yourself and the work you do, the more successful you will become. The magazine is a demonstration of this self-appreciation. In one article, OWT state: “not being paid doesn’t matter if you’re gaining a lot of information and contacts” (Bennett 2013, 9). Such statements seem typical of those who have internalized the relentless neoliberal calls to perpetual self-improvement that surrounds the subject of working for no pay, language that is echoed in the advertisements, career fairs, workfare and university prospectuses at the same time. Phoebe Moore (2009) suggests employability “requires people to use every waking minute for preparation for entering into an unpredictable job market, or for management or education of the self … in work, meaning that everyday life is subordinated to these preparations and activities” (245). While, according to Feher, “individuals must have access to training programs during periods of unemployment to increase their employability and thus ward off the depreciation of their human capital” (2009, 39). This relates in equal measures to interns who do not take on government provided or otherwise required training programmes, but multiple unpaid internships and work placements in the attempt to achieve employability and subsequently, gainful employment. These are often facilitated and encouraged by universities and, as we have shown in the Intern Culture report, encouraged by the policy surrounding the issue.

5. Conclusions: From Organizing Myself to Organizing With Others

In this article, we have reflected on three approaches to the internship: Intern magazine, an advert for an unpaid placement at the ICA, and a collection of items from interns on the Ragpickers website. All three examples illustrate the ways, both in terms of ideology and in terms of the qualities of interning, that the individual is expected to (im)prove their employability through, for example, the ability to follow orders without question (the Cheestring mission), to learn the discipline of waiting patiently (the silenced Sprüth Magers intern), to enthusiastically network (a strategic drinking session), and to perform high levels of customer service (on the ICA front-line). The audiences of the advert, magazine, and website might overlap—they are all aimed at interns—and they share the language of investment and opportunity. While the advert and Intern magazine tend to reproduce this language, the Ragpickers Collection attempts to undo some of the assumptions by exposing the realities of labour that interning entails. The Collection is an example of interns looking critically at the conditions they are in and building awareness of the impact their labour relations and armoury of capabilities are having on themselves and those around them.

While individual cases outlined in Intern and the Ragpickers Collection are important in understanding the terrain of exploitation, there is a need to move beyond singular cases. We have attempted to join up these examples so as to consider the underlying systemic inequalities that have allowed internships to become the norm. Re-imagining the intern as an entrapped neoliberal subject investing in their portfolio career might disrupt the structural and implicit conditions of survival for the entrepreneurial self. This involves acknowledging and drawing attention to the labour of unpaid work and its all-pervasiveness, problematizing the power-relations and exploitative characteristics of capability-building (who is left in the wake of an individual’s human capital expansion?), and recognizing the possible solidarities that could result from this. It would also bring the realities of inequalities to the fore. In such a guise, interning would be a subjectivizing experience, but also a collectivizing one, where working conditions are challenged not just to improve an (already privileged) individual’s experience, but to recognize broader exclusions and exploitations necessary for the space of the internship to exist in the first place.

From the perspective of employability, by subverting the “proper choices,” as neoliberal subjects we could begin to question, as Feher does, “what constitutes an appreciable life”?
(2009, 41). He suggests that it is through the personalization of the political that steers people away from their collective interests. He asks if it is possible to play the human capital card strategically, in an attempt to achieve the reverse—the politicization of the personal—although does not elaborate on how that could be possible. Through our mapping of the context of internships and the examples of human capital at work, we are thinking towards a politicization of the intern.

Internships could be seen as a force for perpetuating inequalities, exploitation, and discrimination by developing a closed social system of self-serving capabilities that interns alone can excel in but that necessarily excludes others—the “disappeared majority,” as Lee (2011) notes, that needs to be “brought back in,” as discussed by Fine (2010). Rather than demonize the intern, however, could we embrace this figure and instead explore how networks of solidarity among co-workers stretch beyond the individual’s self-interest towards an alternative co-appreciation that can disrupt and crack open the closed networks that perpetuate inequality in the sector? Rather than the social networks being built for personal gain, for example, can they be reconsidered as social networks of solidarity that acknowledge systemic inequalities and difference? At present, there seems to be a race towards improving the quality of exploitation for all.

While there is increasing awareness of these issues in academic discourses, public policy, higher education teaching the creative industries themselves, the discrimination inherent in the internship system continues as the loopholes multiply to protect vested interests, including those of the entrepreneurial self. From our readings of the texts for this article, we have learnt that human capital can be seen as affecting not just future earnings: it is also becoming a prerequisite of one’s life-work. If we recognize the collective aspect of human capability development, however, might we be able to do something different with it? How can the creative capabilities inherent in the intern be understood, developed, and exercised in a form of solidarity that benefits others?
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Abstract: Moritz Erhardt’s tragic death as an intern at Bank of America Merrill Lynch in August 2013 provides an illustration of the cultural intensity and complexity that has come to imbue internships in higher education degree schemes. We offer an analysis of internships as part of a wider process of dissemination and proliferation of managerial vocabularies and images that underpin certain hyper-performative practices that permeate the powerful cultures stimulated by and sustained in many organizations. We analyze the cultural ground from which such practices might be seen to arise and present an interpretation of how certain “positive” themes and motifs—such as “potentiality”, “self-expression”, or “self-realization”—can become dangerous. These categories become dangerous once they are constituted as ideal measures of an unattainable level of performativity which can then become destabilizing and disorienting for any individual’s sense of self. In this sense, the paper contributes to the growing body of literature investigating the significance of internships in the new cultures of work characterizing the broader context of neoliberalism.
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1. Introduction

This paper begins with a section discussing the tragic episode in which an intern lost his life in a direct attempt to demonstrate his passion and commitment to a financial institution in order to secure a future position in it. In the second part (sections 2 and 3), we analyze how internships have become part of a much more extensive cultural process in which management vocabularies and images seek to mobilize certain values and inclinations that reach deep into the sensibilities of the current young generations. Finally, in sections 4 and 5, we provide an interpretation of how management is able to use broader cultural motifs and tendencies in such a way that they become indistinguishable from two central values of our time: “self-expression” and “self-realization” (see also Rose 1999a, 103-119).

We consider the ways in which internships have become regimes connecting certain cultural ideals and promises that have the capacity to mobilize extreme forms of practical engagement with work and organizations. Even though internships may appear to be relatively limited episodes of a working life, we will try to show how they are part of a cultural process in which management and business constitute ways of defining what an individual might be worth, and thus how management ideas play an increasingly subtle and far-reaching role in relation to the self.

In an extensive autobiographical interview, the distinguished philologist George Steiner made a comment, which seemed (and still seems), at first sight, to capture very well a sense of loss of cultural direction and a disoriented system of values:

The young in Europe have never been as hopeless […] [They have] no sense of an ideology, no sense of any political or utopian future […] Never forget that if you don’t commit great creative mistakes when you’re young the rest of your life is largely wasted. You have at least lived the essential passion of commitment which should be that of the young. There is nothing of the kind today. Nobody is going to die for a hedge-fund, nobody is going to die for the enormous entertainment industries, for the mass media, for the athletic worship—which is all the young have. (Steiner 2007)
It seems so unproblematic to agree with Steiner’s comment and its formulation. It seems especially easy to grasp the idea of an unwillingness to “die for” what amounts to a set of hollow cultural objects and institutional sites which claim exclusive attention and yet are just as easy to dismiss on grounds of their apparent worthlessness. And yet, we will try to argue, there is a serious danger accompanying this very manner of dismissing a cultural process that seems, despite its alleged vacuity, to be still able to mobilize the energies of contemporary youth. Who would declare his or her willingness “to die for a hedge-fund”? Probably not a single individual.

Nonetheless, to take this statement at its face value would also leave out, in our view, the other side of the phenomenon Steiner seeks to elucidate: the fact that all those hollow, empty sites currently claiming the passion and commitment of the young are actually capable of mobilizing something that Steiner does not account for, namely, their power to take individuals willingly to the limit of their own capacities. Steiner appears unable to see that hedge-funds, entertainment products, and certainly the manifold forms of advertising and social media are capable of formulating a new kind of promise which can, in the current cultural context, become the ground for intense, passionate, and dangerous personal engagement (see also Ewen 2008). What Steiner overlooks is that these institutional and discursive sites are permeated and sustained by a political orientation which, whilst not conforming to the traditional forms he invokes, has nevertheless become an equally powerful force in the mobilization of youth and its energies towards an “essential passion of commitment.”

In the spirit of Michel Foucault’s (1970; 1980) and Nikolas Rose’s (1999a; 1999b) analyses of the rise of neoliberal regimes of power, however, we argue that the system of ideas circulating throughout the sphere of management has acquired far more subtle and dangerous forms of dissemination and communication. The domain of internships, as one instance amongst many, shows how a set of discursive themes (such as potentiality, performativity, self-development, or self-actualization) makes possible not only the diffusion of their own power throughout the culture of work organizations, but their very insertion in the private, intimate domain of the self (also discussed by Gregg 2011, albeit with a different focus). As shown by Rose, the context of employment has come to be precisely a place where “[t]he division of work and life has not only become blurred at the level of reality, it has also become permeable at the level of images and strategies” (1999b, 158). The result has been the rise of a performative culture that surrounds work but also goes well beyond it, certainly now in the culture of higher education, a culture characterized by “a more dispersed, but more intensive, inscription of the obligation to work into the soul of the citizen, not a reduction of the principle or ethic of work but, in many ways, its intensification” (ibid.).

Perhaps what makes graduate internships notable, as part of the contemporary labour market, is the way in which they illustrate Karl Marx’s intuition that the production of value in the work process comes to be displaced, in the context of modern capitalism, from the production of “direct use values” and “subjugated”, in its “every moment”, to “exchange” as such (Marx 1973, 408). Whilst we cannot fully develop this aspect here, it is important to make this insight explicit. It indicates a way in which it becomes clearer how pure performativity in work—in other words, the pure acting out of the appearance of work—becomes the basis upon which the value of work is perceived and ascertained. In Marx’s understanding, “Commerce […] appears here […] as an essentially all-embracing presupposition and moment of production itself” (ibid.). “Exchange”, expressed in “commerce” as an overwhelming feature of capitalism, becomes the manner in which performativity begins to dominate the understanding of value in the current context of capitalism and thus becomes a defining parameter of work as such.

2. The Case of Moritz Erhardt

At 8:30pm on Thursday, 15 August 2014, Moritz Erhardt, a twenty-one year old student intern at Bank of America Merrill Lynch, was found dead in the bathroom of his shared accommodation in London, England. Colleagues raised the alarm when Erhardt did not turn up for a 2
The cause of Erhardt’s death was eventually considered unsuspicious and has since been understood as the result of an epileptic seizure, a seizure believed by the coroner investigating the case to have been triggered by a prolonged lack of sleep (Kennedy 2013).

Erhardt was a German student from Staufen who, at the time of his death, was coming to the end of a seven-week placement with the bank. Toward the end of his summer internship, Erhardt decided to work three days and nights in a row (roughly 21 hours of 24) in order to show his commitment in the hope that he will be offered a full-time position at the end of his studies. This hope has been captured by the notion of “hope labor” by Kathleen Kuehn and Thomas Corrigan (2013, 9), which explores the inherent tensions between working in the present “for free”, as it were, in the hope that “future employment opportunities may follow.” Unaware that he had already shown himself to be so capable that the bank was indeed preparing to offer him a full-time job as a £45,000 per year analyst after his graduation, Erhardt engaged in a practice well-known amongst interns and other employees in the sector: the “magic-roundabout”:

Over a 72-hour period, he got a taxi back from the office to his flat in Bethnal Green, east London, at around 5am each morning. He would then shower briefly before returning to his desk. This exhausting ritual is known in banking circles as the “magic roundabout”—so-called because the taxi driver will sometimes wait outside while an intern washes, puts on a fresh shirt and re-emerges blinking in the dawn light. (Day 2013)

In another report, a fellow intern “claimed that Mr. Erhardt ‘[…] apparently pulled eight all-nighters in two weeks. They get you working crazy hours and maybe it was just too much for him in the end’” (Gallagher 2013).

The reports of Erhardt’s death did not have much to go on other than the subsequent interpretations offered by those who knew him; however, these too are limited by the fact that Erhardt was not doing anything new within the work culture characterizing this particular bank, nor was his own tendency to work long hours new in itself: “Users of the popular finance blog wallstreetoasis.com insisted Mr. Erhardt regularly worked long hours, with his final three days consisting of 21-hour stints in the office” (Gallagher 2013). Moreover, nothing out of the ordinary was noted perhaps also because Erhardt did not declare his condition to anybody around him in London, including his employers. Jürgen Schroeder, Erhardt’s Development Officer at the bank, told the inquest that no one at the bank had been aware of the intern’s history of epilepsy. He told the inquiry that Erhardt was highly rated, well-liked, and was going to be offered a job, adding that “he had hinted as much to Erhardt the day before he died” (Malik 2013).

The reports noted that Erhardt was a bright and handsome young man who had a tendency to work hard and party equally hard. His father, Hans-Georg Dieterle, a psychoanalyst and “life coach”, warned him about the possibility of exhaustion, “but, like many young people, Moritz took parental advice lightly” (Day 2013). Yet this was no simple adolescent refusal; rather, his father explained, Erhardt was moved by a more fundamental sense of good intention: “He wasn’t just interested in the money. He wanted to do good in the world. I’ve been sorting through some of his things and I found a quote from Marilyn Monroe he’d made a note of which went, ‘I don’t want to make money, I just want to be wonderful,’” his father said (ibid.).

However, the reports note that his father told everyone that the bank’s staff could not have been more supportive in the aftermath of Erhardt’s death, and that he does not blame them for not spotting the warning signs earlier. If there was any sense of anger, Mr. Dieterle said, “it would only be ‘with Moritz for not having taken care of himself’” (ibid.):

He can imagine, he says, that part of what Moritz loved about the work was the intensity and the esprit de corps that developed during those long days and nights in the office. He compares it to the endorphin rush experienced by long-distance runners or mountaineers who push themselves to climb further without oxygen. The bank wasn’t exploiting his son, he insists. Instead, Moritz “was exploiting himself.” (ibid.)
This analogy was professed in a similar way by a Deutsche Bank executive interviewed for the Harvard Business Review: “My work gives me this adrenalin rush. Like a drug, it’s irresistible and addictive” (Hewlett 2007). This tendency to respond to the demands of highly pressured roles by participating in long-hour cultural regimes of work has been categorized as “extreme work” (Hewlett and Luce 2006). Internships have become part of this tendency and the reports following Erhardt’s case have revealed the widespread nature of long working hours and its close connection with high levels of competitiveness amongst interns and graduates. Erhardt was indeed seen by those around him precisely in this light: he was described by them as a “superstar” (Malik 2013); but he also saw himself in these terms: “… according to his biography on the social media platform Seelio, Erhardt had spoken about his ‘highly competitive and ambitious nature’ and shown all the outward signs of wanting to be a high achiever and driving himself to that end” (Malik 2013).

However, what emerged at the same time was that the culture of long hours and the more extreme practices that arise from it are not rejected by those who engage in them, rather they often stem from their own initiative and are not elements of formal management systems:

One City intern, who wanted to be known only as Alex, told the Guardian that working for more than 100 hours was normal, but said that despite the pressures he and other interns enjoyed the experience. “On average, I get four hours’ sleep about 70% of the time … [but] there are also days with eight hours of sleep”, Alex said. “Work-life balance is bad. We all know this going in. I guess that’s the deal with most entry level jobs these days.” He added that despite the amount of time spent in the office, he “enjoyed it greatly.”

Alex said it was not uncommon for interns to leave the office in the small hours in a cab only to have it wait outside their flat while they showered, changed and returned to the office. But he said that the practice, known as “the magic roundabout”, was an exercise in comradeship. “It’s more like a college all-nighter; everybody has to do it. It is more fun that way.”

Abdurrahman Moallim, 21, a recent intern at a major multinational bank, said there was an element of one-upmanship involved in working flat-out. “All-nighters are often worn as a badge of honor—it’s common for interns to brag in the morning about the long hours they’ve worked the night before. Everybody wants to show they have what it takes to succeed in an industry which demands stamina.” (Malik 2013)

In the end, perhaps the key comments remain those of Erhardt’s father: he saw in Erhardt’s death an expression of an internal drive expressing his son’s own sense of personal direction and aspiration. But is it all that simple to interpret what happened to Moritz Erhardt and to see the significance of his passing? Erhardt’s intense involvement in his summer internship seems to have been more than a mere exception. Rather, he internalized an overpowering culture of performance whose dynamic is much more equivocal than could be deciphered if we allow his drama to remain understood as a mere “industrial accident.” The entanglement of self-declared personal aspirations with cultures of extreme office work encouraged by corporate institutions in various sectors makes the question “what killed Moritz Erhardt?” not as simple as any one-sided answer might make it seem: Was Erhardt exploited by the banking sector? Or did Erhardt exploit himself? The problem is that both these questions are not helpful in this formulation. Both presuppose a known subject (either the bank, or Erhardt) and a known predicate (exploitation); and both presuppose that it is possible to operate a clear separation between one subject and the other, between one sphere of interests and the other; both can be reduced in fact to the formulation: “Who killed Moritz Erhardt?” And this is the most tempting one, because it is the simplest: it provides a crime and a victim. To such a question there can be but a single answer, one predicated moreover upon an unequivocal logic: as the victim of an institutional practice, Erhardt can only be innocent. Once the culprit is found, the complexity of conditions that made possible the entire story would disappear leaving a simple, cleansing, and redeeming picture in its stead. We would then “know”, as it were, who is to blame, who is “good” and who is “bad.” Unsurprisingly, in the current circum-
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stances, the reports of the case in the ensuing months were clear: the bank and the financial sector are responsible for generating and tolerating a culture of work around internships and early graduate career positions which allow rather punishing forms of individual behaviour.

More importantly, that “who” would be confined to a particularity, to a singular context in which an “error of judgment” occurred and which then requires a correction. Erhardt’s case would not represent “us” then, and by “us” we mean a more universal set of possible conditions and values in the name of which, to speak against Steiner’s statement, there may well be a form of more generalized willingness to “die for a hedge-fund.” In other words, we will try to show that simply asking the question “who killed Moritz Erhardt?” in order to dispense with this particular case would be to miss the opportunity to ask instead “what killed Moritz Erhardt?” We argue that this would provide a different kind of starting point in an interpretation of the conditions of possibility that seem to bring together and align to a significant cultural extent, the values and orientations of interns and graduates such as Erhardt, with the values and orientations of corporate cultures. In other words, one of the questions which seems to us to be equally legitimate, following on from Erhardt’s tragic experience, can be formulated in the following terms: what were the conditions in which he took himself to the limit, and how was an internship the place of testing boundaries, rather than adhering to them?

3. “Unlimited Plenitude” as an Underlying Feature of Internship Culture

The answers to these questions can take various forms. On the one hand, it can be argued that Erhardt’s tragic end was driven by a specific and unfortunate set of physio-pathological factors, combined with a failure on his behalf to manage his own physical condition, or to ask for help. On the other hand, it can also be argued that it was a failure of the work organization to provide systems of containment of possibly harmful exertion: a system of time management, perhaps. In both cases, Erhardt’s case would be regarded as an unfortunate “industrial accident”—an accident caused by a badly managed system of production. It is important to note that these possible responses have one thing in common: the premise that something was lacking, that there was an oversight somewhere or other—that systems of collective and individual management have failed.

However, we propose it is worthwhile exploring what might be revealed if we change this premise and look at this case from a different angle. Instead of trying to find the dangers caused by failures and shortcomings of management systems, we suggest that it is just as important to analyze the dangers of those cultural processes in which new management discourses and communications processes succeed. That means that we might be witnessing, in the case of Erhardt, the outcome of a particular way in which managerial themes have succeeded in positing and proliferating an image of work and human resourcefulness through which an individual is aligned to an ideal type characterized by what might be termed unlimited plenitude. As we seek to illustrate in this section, management vocabularies and images surrounding internships and graduate jobs have grown to an unprecedented extent precisely around the themes of plenitude. As we have shown elsewhere (Costea, Amiridis, and Crump 2012), the motifs of individual potentiality, performativity, and perfectibility suffuse the culture of graduate work. “Unlimited plenitude” aims to capture what Foucault termed a discursive “strategy”: a “theme” (rather than a “concept”) which connects the different ways in which various media channels construct an idealized image of the intern as a subject who is not only characterized by an abundance of potential and possibilities, but is also driven by a sense that this abundance can and indeed must be endlessly sustained (Foucault 1972, 64).

The word “plenitude” comes from the Latin plenus which means full and from which derives the word plenitude which denotes completeness and abundance (Lewis and Short 1879, 1386–1387). It is important to pause upon these two meanings. As we will try to show in this section, our argument is that what happened to Erhardt was not simply an experience of his own “self” as being abundantly full of possibilities. Rather, it is not only that he thought of himself as abundantly capable of handling work to the limit, but it might be the case of a more subtle and more crucial cultural mechanism that triggered Erhardt’s carelessness with
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himself and his condition: the idea that he can actually go beyond the limit. What he seems to have succumbed to is a mentality whose ground is that he can hold and live in the name of the idea that he has no limits, that there is always "more" to be brought out, actualized, from the plenitude of his potential. Erhardt did not feel complete, formed, full—he rather seems to have felt compelled by, and towards, a far more dangerous horizon: a horizon through which managerialism has succeeded to represent work as a form of ultimate self-empowerment, self-expression, and self-realization. This is an argument pursued by Kathi Weeks (2011) in her analysis of the ways in which work is not simply represented as a necessity, but also as a "good" in itself: working more, performing more, means at the same time a chance to become more involved with the so-called "realization" of one's possibilities.

How can we explain this success of managerial culture? How could management themes of such dangerous and tragic intensity have become so subtly inserted in the context of internships and graduate positions? Erhardt's life and death thus enable another kind of question: not just how many failures of management can be detected here, but rather how can we understand the very success of managerial, organizational, and societal cultures which is expressed in their ability to reach into the deepest recesses of the modern soul, into its very sense of mortality?

A further comment must be added here. The first internal response of the bank Erhardt worked for was to set up a panel of senior managers to review the entire case. The outcomes of this review were presented in a memo to staff sent on 10 January 2014 in which Bank of America Merrill Lynch begins to address the question of how to maintain its "effectiveness" whilst finding some way of limiting the work regime driven by the bank's culture and practices (Wright 2014). The memo appears, unsurprisingly, confined to some measures of work reduction, further "support" for "work-life balancing", and obligatory days off. However well-intended these measures might be, what appears to be at stake here is not a failure of management systems and principles. In fact, the problem organizations such as this bank face is not their inability to "motivate", but their excessive ability to mobilize the will to work: "empowerment", it seems, is not lacking—it is, it seems, all too successful.

In order to understand how internships have become so important, it is necessary to contextualize their growth in the context of the rise of the "graduate" as a central dimension of the corporate labour market. Over the last two decades, the "graduate" has become a recurrent figure and a core motif in management discourses and in contemporary culture more broadly. Significant efforts in official public policy, both in the "old" economies of the West, but also in the emerging economies of the East and South, have made the idea of having (at least) a higher education degree as an almost sine qua non condition of full participation in what began to be projected in the 1990s by highly prominent political and business figures around the world as the coming "society of knowledge"—termed variously as "the information superhighway" (first coined by Al Gore Jr. in 1978), "Infobahn" in German circles, a concept which settled later in the much broader and more significant concepts of "knowledge economy" and "knowledge society". The extent of the importance of these terms for the evolution of the "graduate" became manifest in targeted policies to increase numbers of school leavers joining higher education, of which one of the more notorious examples was New Labour's promise in the 1997 Manifesto for the General Election that "half of eighteen year olds to go into university studies" (Labour Party, Great Britain 1997).

As management circles also became intensely preoccupied with capturing the rise of what appears to be the "new economy" (Drucker 1994, 2002; Böhme and Stehr 1986; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995; Castells 2011), an important organizational trend became established: the steady separation of a new system of job allocation for graduates and the consolidation of graduate schemes across all sectors of activity and industry. This consolidation took place through the steady growth of the "graduate scheme" as a new form of employment, whose explicit focus is the "graduate" (see, for example, one of the core sources in Europe and the UK: Birchall 2011; 2013). These are a kind of apprenticeship programme structured through a combination of work and training and are targeted to recent graduates. They are highly competitive, operating in the context of a normal open labour market. They are offered mainly by large employers; they may last for a period of three months to three years, and, on suc-
cessful completion, the incumbents normally tend to be offered permanent positions and sometimes a professional qualification. In many sectors of the economy, private and public organizations, large, medium, or small, now follow this path and generate such schemes to the extent that they have now become nearly obligatory elements of employment policies and practices. Companies vie for the attention of "graduates" in various contexts and especially seek to take this new form of labour market competition to the university campus itself. In this context, internships become an almost obligatory point of passage towards a graduate job. In fact, in many cases the internship is a necessary condition for any realistic chance of securing employment.

Some of the most recent available data show that this pattern of employment becomes of further importance to any future graduate through the fact that 40 percent of all job offers in these highly sought-after schemes (e.g., Aldi, Accenture, and PricewaterhouseCoopers, but also the Civil Service in the UK, or charities such as Cancer Research UK) are made through internships that are part of degree programs (Paton 2014). This trend is significant because it has led to the emergence of a cultural machinery of promotion and recruitment, which has, in turn, generated an inextricable entanglement of work and study. This extensive preoccupation with work, rather than the preoccupation with study as such, has accompanied the rise of the "graduate" as a figure of prime importance even before university studies are concluded. It is in this reordering of priorities that internships have come to occupy such a prominent place in the expectations of both students and academic institutions themselves, and is central to what has come to be known as "employability".

4. Internships in the Culture of Soft Capitalism

From every corner of secondary school career advisory services, colleges and universities, from various notice boards and websites, to family dinner tables, as much as in governmental policy documents, current generations of students are surrounded by the exhortation to pursue academic study as a path to becoming employable, as well as a path towards a promised future of personal development, self-actualization, and success. Rebecca Boden and Maria Nedeva note that the narrow sense of what a graduate has to do to become employable in terms of "simply gaining and retaining fulfilling work" has been superseded by an expanded sense seized upon by Lee Harvey as "the propensity of the graduate to exhibit attributes that employers anticipate will be necessary for the future effective functioning of their organization" (Harvey 2000 in Boden and Nedeva 2010). And there is no shortage of statements that describe and display these attributes, so much so that it can be argued that the images of the ideal type that comes under the label "graduate", and which includes the culture of internships as its preliminary stage, have come to constitute a media genre in itself both in management discourses and in popular culture.

The proliferation of these images is relatively new in its intensity and omnipresence. It seems to have emerged over the last decade or so. Yet the complexity of this genre and its manifold forms of expression has grown to such an extent that they became key reference points for what it might mean to have the sense not just of work, but of a "worthwhile life" as a whole. This sui generis media genre takes multiple forms: highly complex job advertisements, even more complex internet recruitment campaigns, dedicated collections of job and internship opportunities (see, for example, The Times Top 100 Graduate Employers annual collections), specialized consultancies and counselling publication series, dedicated newspaper columns, but also school and university "employability" services, and its apparatus is self-disseminating in the sphere of social media. This plethora of means is suffused with images of work and personal success whose status has now become iconic. Through the diffusion of such images, texts, and practices, the "graduate" is configured as an ideal of personal achievement and, more importantly, as a process of self-development and self-realization. The promises made by management discourses are significant and have already weighty cultural consequences.

A survey of these cultural effects has been produced by Carina Paine and Sue Honore for the Institute of Leadership & Management at the Ashridge Business School in 2011 (Paine...
and Honore 2011). It follows a series of previous analyses of the cultural phenomenon termed “Generation Y” by the two authors. In this survey, Paine and Honore outline a series of themes that provide important starting points for thinking about the nature of the ideal type of the “intern” and the “graduate” in the contemporary imagination.

To begin with, Paine and Honore identify a tendency to expect that higher education degrees will offer a particular life direction and enable the definition of a path in life. Students and aspirants enroll in higher education programs thinking that the process will uncover numerous possibilities for both career growth and for a direction in life. They show that current generations of students and graduates are strongly motivated not just by salary levels but also and especially by “status and career advancement, and expect rapid progress in these areas” (ibid., 2). Such expectations are significant in terms of their intensity and rhythm of career mobility. They found that “56% of graduates expect to be in a management role within three years of starting work, while 13% of graduates expect a management role within a year” (ibid.). Inevitably, they also found that more than a third of graduates find their sense of direction somewhat confounded by the limits of organizational environments with respect to such expectations. The impression that being a graduate, especially on a management training scheme, ought to be accompanied by an almost automatic entitlement to promotion, power, and authority is not, indeed could not be, borne out by entry-level positions, yet a sense of entitlement appears to be more prevalent amongst members of Generation Y than previously.

The second core aspect of Generation Y’s expectations of work is “a high degree of freedom and autonomy” in organizational settings: “Graduates want their organizations to: respect and value them (43%); support them with career progression (36%); trust them to get on with things (35%); and communicate well with them (34%)” (ibid., 3). This is combined with the expectation that organizational membership functions more in a cultural paradigm of friendship rather than mere hierarchical authority. Paine and Honore found that graduates of Generation Y prefer to see their superiors as coaches, mentors, and friends: “Graduates’ ideal manager is a coach/mentor (56%) or friend (21%) rather than someone who directs (8%) or examines and audits (2%)” (ibid., 2–3). Moreover, the high expectations of personal progress in work are combined with the tendency to see the future in terms of high mobility. Students today, whilst being broadly engaged at work, are not offering “long-term commitment to their employer, with most looking to move on within two years” (ibid., 3). The expectation of personal independence and unrestrained mobility in employment is, at the same time, combined with the demand that every organization will provide respect and trust as well as open and “friendly” communication and relationships. Paine and Honore conclude with an essential point: the images of what it means to be a graduate, of what work as a graduate entails, and of the general horizon of personal life and “progress” have come to be shaped by a sense of “ambition, expectations and focus on the self [that] are part of Generation Y’s fundamental make-up” (ibid.). In essence, whilst not explored explicitly in the report, Paine and Honore’s work can be interpreted as showing how the cultural expectations of students tend to revolve around four core themes: the sense of a promised path through life, the sense of freedom as a promise and requirement to feel “fulfilled”, the expectation of “personal progress” as a constant feature of “graduate” life, and the ambiguous sense that to be a “graduate” becomes both a source of inexhaustible personal mobility as well as the platform for always finding a “home” anywhere where life might take an individual (i.e., the sense that organizations can be expected to function as contexts of trust, respect, and friendship). How did such complex and overestimated expectations come about? What processes prepared their emergence?

To answer such questions, it is important to return to Paine and Honore’s survey in which certain aspects of the phenomenon they describe cannot, by the nature of their research, be either apprehended or interpreted within their own empirical data collection process (2011). Their survey focuses the attention on students as isolated participants responding from within an individual’s own sense of the present. The response appears to represent the respondent’s consciousness over and against a broader context from which he or she is separated. The effect of this positioning is that the image generated by the research frames and focuses
responses as purely interior reflections and perceptions. As a consequence, the authors make an important argument: they focus on the apparent gap between the expectations of Generation Y and those of their managers and organizations. The outcome is that students’ expectations are characterized by a novelty that both surprises and confounds the expectations of their future institutions. It seems that Generation Y brings with it an unprecedented kind of cultural matrix in which a new set of values, ideas, and attitudes are manifest. The authors thus run the risk of missing a key cultural dimension of their research: namely, that the responses provided by Generation Y graduates are not separate from, and simply internal to, this demographic group. They are not separated from the broader culture of management which has emphasized over the last several decades precisely the values that Generation Y now embraces in relation to work. This is evident in the authors’ conclusion noted above: “ambition, expectations and focus on the self are part of Generation Y’s fundamental make-up” (ibid.).

If this is the case, then this conclusion almost inevitably draws attention to the continuity of values shared between Generation Y and its predecessors, rather than to a gap between them. A more systematic picture of the relationship of continuity between Generation Y, contemporary cultural values as a whole, as well as managerial values and tropes in the last three decades is drawn by Paul Heelas (2002). He explores the way in which the values described above as specific to Generation Y actually developed throughout the latter half of the 20th century as part of a much deeper cultural process characterizing secularized modernity. Heelas demonstrates, using Tipton’s analysis of four “styles of ethical evaluation” and their transformation since the 1960s (Tipton 1984), that the current period is characterized by a turn both in culture as a whole as well as in management thinking towards what Heelas terms “the ethics of self-work” (Heelas 2002, 79), the ethics of the expressivist culture of the self that became dominant in the last four or five decades. The “focus on the self” noted by Paine and Honore is thus correct but their interpretation as a novelty is historically inaccurate. As Heelas shows, the focus on the self is a tendency that runs deeper in contemporary Westernized culture, which begins to explain more precisely why Generation Y’s attitudes towards, and expectations of, work are not split from the existing cultural context. Exploring the meaning of the “ethics of self-work”, Heelas shows that it initiates a specific mode of thinking, or mentality, regarding what it means to be an “individual today.” He shows that the sources of both authority and value rest with the “self”, as seen in the following light:

Not the self as constituted by consumer culture, but the self as a self which considers itself to be something more, something much “deeper”, more natural and authentic than the self of what is taken to be involved with the superficialities of the “merely” materialistic-cum-consumeristic; the self as a self which has to work on itself to enrich and explore itself, in the process dealing with its problems. The self-work ethic, that is to say, treats work as something to be valued as the means to those ends espoused by expressive or therapeutic culture. (ibid., 80–81)

He proceeds to demonstrate the extent to which the values of the self-work ethics correspond to the values of a new style of managerial approach for which he uses the category of “soft capitalism” in which personal involvement, creativity, learning, development, culture, and knowledge become central attributes that bestow value upon the working subject:

Soft capitalism involves narratives, more specific discourses, and practices to do with enhancing commitment and motivation; identifying and unblocking “barriers” to success; seeking identity (what it is to become/be a good manager or telephone call center operative, for example); working as a team or as a company; exercising responsibility or initiative; engaging in work ethics, emotion work; “closing the sale”; believing in one’s product; and so on. (ibid.)

In other words, Heelas argues: “We are in the land of what can be called the exploratory mode of soft capitalism. Work, that is to say, is taken to provide the opportunity to ‘work’ on
oneself; to grow; to learn ("the learning organization"); to become more effective as a person" (2002, 83).

As a result, it becomes important to re-contextualize the cultural place of the intern within the contemporary value system as a whole. It is therefore problematic to isolate students and interns of any current generation from this complex whole and to set them apart as "new" carriers of unprecedented or surprising mentalities. Rather, the "intern" becomes a figure in which core values of our epoch coalesce, and not simply as a generational or demographic section of the population, or an economic category. It seems more productive to see the intern as a cultural place where core demands regarding work and their attendant struggles are expressed. Hansfried Kellner and Frank Heuberger synthesized these demands in their volume on "hidden technocrats" in 1994; they show that today work is itself expected to be a place that takes into account:

- the importance of an individual's quest for an "unfolded" personality; the justified demands for self-realization, autonomy, and authenticity; the prerogatives of the subjective life, emotional well-being, and intimacy against the demands of rationalized industry, with its controlling pressures, coldness, and abstractness; the rights of private over public life;
- the individual's search for "meaning" in a world that is held to be devoid of meaningful symbols, plausibility, and credibility; the individual's need for "spontaneity", "immediacy", and expression of hedonistic impulses; the importance of creativity and fantasy. (Kellner and Heuberger 1994, 57)

This broad context of values, ideas, and mentalities characterizing contemporary culture becomes an important source for understanding how managerial ideals have become integrated in a wider cultural process. On the one hand, management discourses have the power to shape organizational cultures and contexts through their capacity to make promises; on the other hand, however, management is in turn shaped by societal and cultural expectations with respect to how work ought to be organized, and how it ought to be approached.

Seen in this cultural-historical light, Generation Y does not think about work in ways that have not already been prepared in the last three or four decades, both within management vocabularies and outside them (Rose 1999a; 1999b). The gap between generations begins to fade when we consider that the cultural apparatus through which the themes of personal potential, self-expressivism, and self-realization have been perpetuated from the 1960s onwards and eventually taken over by managerialism though the 1990s and 2000s (Tipton 1984; Thrift 1997, 2000; Heelas 2002). So what really happened to Erhardt in the cultural context and pressures of his high-flying internship?

5. The Dangers of the “Positive” and the Cultural Power of Self-Realization

In this section we want to draw attention to the fact that interns (and graduates more generally) face a more ambiguous and complicated set of cultural forces when joining organizations today. These cultural forces express what Kellner and Heuberger, as well as Heelas and others, have seized upon: that the self-work ethic and the self-exploratory mode of work and performativity have become omnipresent in the "new economy" (Thrift 2000).

Essentially, as shown elsewhere (Costea, Amiridis, and Crump 2012), interns become part of a cultural nexus in which personal success in work is a function of what we have termed the principle of potentiality: a representation of the human subject as capable of becoming always more than what she or he is. Work has come to be represented as a process of freeing up, liberating, and mobilizing an individual’s inner qualities, qualities which are supposed to be always ready to be actualized. The managerial genre of the intern, crystallized in the new forms of recruitment materials and in the overall apparatus of employability, contains the promise that work is now a new kind of engagement between individuals and institutions, between private life and public life, between work and non-work, between self-sacrifice and self-realization. In its forms of address to potential interns, managerial culture speaks in a sustained register in which work is presented as a program of personal self-discovery. Perhaps a synthetic illustration of this program could make this clear. In the 2009
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The resulting vocabulary, with its now ubiquitous motifs of “creativity”, “innovation”,
knowledge”, “talent”, “drive”, and “vision”, come to be seen and understood as inner possibili-
ties awaiting their exploration and expression, but also as the basis for a cultural demand
work is seen to facilitate.

An important historical nuance must be introduced here to explain the power of current
images of potential. The portrayal of potential as innate is a subtle shift from the previous
uses of terms such as “actualization” or “fulfillment” associated with approaches such as
Human Relations, or the Human Potential Movement in the 1960s. In current management
discourses, the distinctive attribute of the human subject is that potential is predicated upon
an inner plenitude, an abundance of qualities already possessed by the individual. The way
in which management uses this presupposition has a specific weight: by attributing innate
plenitude to each and every individual, managerialism creates a platform from which it issues
the demand that the individual engages with her or his potential, and takes control of its ex-
pression and mobilization. This way of portraying the human subject is different than, for ex-
ample, Mayo’s understanding which revolved throughout his work around the dangers of an
inner subjectivity which he saw as irrational, emotionally unstable, and a threat to the moral
order of work and the organization (O’Connor 1999, 225). Moreover, what he called the
“mental hinterland” of the workers (ibid.) posed the further danger of spilling over into the
social fabric of organized life, and lead to a collectivity contaminated by maladjustment.
Against this psychological danger, the role of management was seen by Mayo in therapeutic
terms, acting in the name of enlightened reason to tease out, through the “counselling inter-
view”, and control the dark side of the psyche.

The Human Potential Movement manifest in Erhard Seminar Trainings (EST, widespread
in the US from the 1960s to the 1980s, and now converted into “life coaching”), or
D’Aubigny’s Exegesis system (in the UK in the 1970s) similarly conceived of the interiority of
the human subject as a source of fears and problems, anxieties and traumatic content, which
had to be forcefully, violently at times, evicted in order to make room for a rebirth, for a met-
amorphosis into a new “self.” “Your lives don’t work, assholes. Otherwise you wouldn’t be
here” was the irrefutable introductory statement of EST seminars (according to Tipton 1984,
177). The dynamic of the Human Potential Movement revolved around an emptying of the
subject rather than a positing of its inner qualities and potential as source of personal value.

However, as Rose has shown, when analyzed in light of Maslow’s, Rogers,’ Frankl’s, or
Fromm’s contributions, followed by Argyris, Vroom, or Herzberg, we can establish a substan-
tive affinity between them and the managerial discourses of the intern today (Rose 1999b, 110). A clear and direct connection can be found in Maslow:

Now let me try to present briefly and at first dogmatically the essence of this newly developing conception of the psychiatrically healthy man. First of all and most important of all is the strong belief that man has an essential nature of his own, [...] that he has needs, capacities and tendencies [...] some of which are characteristic of the whole human species, cutting across all cultural lines and some of which are unique to the individual. These needs are on their face good or neutral rather than evil. Second, there is involved the conception that full healthy and normal and desirable development consists in actualizing this nature, in fulfilling these potentialities, [...] growing from within rather than being shaped from without. Third, it is now seen clearly that psychopathology in general results from the denial or the frustration or the twisting of man’s essential nature. By this conception what is good? Anything that conduces to this desirable development in the direction of actualization of the inner nature of man. [...] What is psychotherapy, or for that matter any therapy of any kind? Any means of any kind that helps to restore the person to the path of self-actualization and of development along the lines that his inner nature dictates. (Maslow 1954, 340–341)

 Whilst Maslow’s conception has been at the center of academic interpretations of work motivation, in terms of its practical deployment in managerial practices, its evolution has been more or less evident over the decades. In the case of current invocations of inner potential in the operation of recruitment and selection of interns and graduates, as well as the commandment to actualize this potential, the Maslowian heritage is perhaps more discernible than ever. An important aspect of this conception is the assumption of the moral “good” of self-actualization and the way in which managerialism seeks to position itself as opening up a path for it.

The essential aspect, which must be highlighted here is that the invocations of potentiality and plenitude function on the fundamental basis that any discussion of the inherent limits of the human subject of work is silenced. The motif of unlimited plenitude revolves around the logic of this silencing, namely as an active denial of human limits. The incessant drive for more performativity, more innovation, more profitability, is the engine of a cultural process underpinned by the denial of human limits.

6. Concluding Remarks

Is it possible to answer the question regarding Moritz Erhardt’s tragic death as an intern in a high-powered organization: was it an industrial accident, a mere coincidence of terrible misfortunes related to health and work cultures? Of course, it was all of these. Our argument, however, is that there are also other aspects which make Erhardt’s story worth reflecting upon and worth bringing into the light of wider tendencies in contemporary management cultures.

We have tried to explore one of these tendencies: the gradual growth of a culture of work focused intensely and unremittingly on the self, a culture which becomes obligatory from the very early stage of careers, so much so that internships themselves become a kind of testing ground for the mettle of individuals. In this sense, the original question, what killed Moritz Erhardt?, becomes more complex and complicated. It seems that Erhardt, and so many others like him, are part of a complex process in which management discourses have appropriated the complex imperative of self-realization. This theme becomes a way of projecting work as an opportunity for the self to express itself. And this imperative is dangerous because it cannot simply be dismissed as a managerial “invention.” Erhardt legitimately wanted to find what he himself was “made of.” “Who am I?” is a question that functions with such intensity because it is our question, one which presses in on each of us with a legitimacy rooted deeper than its recent uses by management. In fact, management becomes able to insert its own demands in the current cultures of work precisely because it seized upon legitimate aspirations that come from the interiority of the contemporary self.
When the self is permanently at stake, self-expression becomes a defining mode of engaging both with the interior and the exterior of consciousness, it becomes a process of almost extreme attempts to give a physical performance of the self’s interiority, both publicly and privately. This is what seems to undergird the ritual of the “magic roundabout” of sleepless working. Erhardt seems to have been caught right in the middle of contemporary culture: more precisely, in its performative middle, in that place of the contemporary condition where the binding crux of culture seems to have found its most powerful source. That is, Erhardt was caught at that juncture where the “self” manifests its dominion as the overall form which demands to be incessantly performed by each and every individual. The “self” is that cultural form generating the exhortation characterizing nowadays every social and cultural domain: that any concrete individual must express his or her “exceptional”, “unique” “potentialities and talents.”

The idea that the “I” has to find itself in a search for inexhaustible potentiality and uniqueness changes the terms of the promises made in various social contracts. The work contract becomes perhaps the most important place where a new horizon of promises can take shape in such a way that the result can be the extreme form of engagement to which Erhardt fell victim. Potential, self-expression, performance, self-realization—these are, in our argument, the dangerous cultural forces underpinning what has become a quasi-dogma of contemporary culture: “positivity.” And this doctrine seems to feed and sustain managerial culture in a dangerously robust manner.

The case of Moritz Erhardt also presents the opportunity to open up avenues for comparative research and interpretation regarding its specific cultural context and its nature. In this paper, we have not treated it in comparative terms, but it is important to note that it is an event which occurred in the context of an American institution located in the powerful work culture of the City of London financial sector. In other words, this has to be treated as an instance of specific Anglo-American work cultures. In what way does it compare with the cultures of other regions of the world, with other sectors of activity? How these cultural themes are distributed and diffused in various parts of the world would require a systematic comparative analysis that is beyond the economy of this article, but is the next logical step in a future research agenda.
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To date, most of the critical work on internships has hinged on the exploitation of labour and the reproduction of class hierarchies, whether it be already indebted college graduates willing to forgo payment in order to get a foot-in-the-door of a desirable industry or those privileged enough to trade economic capital for cultural capital in pursuit of the same (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011; Neff, Wissinger, and Zukin 2005; Perlin 2011; Stahl 2012). Such speculative, and indeed risky, investments of time, energy, and value creation in exchange for potential, and often improbable, future pay-offs have been theorized as “venture labor” (Neff 2012), “hope labor” (Keuhn and Corrigan 2013), and even “living in the subjunctive” (Streeter 2014). As Alexandre Frenette (2013, 371-72) argues, internships are the most liminal of work spaces as they tend to couple provisional periods of precarious employment (often with no pay and few rights) with the prospect of self-actualization and relative autonomy through future job security and career advancement; many a master has promised his slave deferred rewards in heaven. And yet, while some have proposed eliminating unpaid internships through activism, government regulation, or class-action lawsuits, Frenette (391) warns that such an ostensibly righteous cause could eradicate many internship programs, increase the selectivity of those that remain, and foreclose one of the few points of entry for underrepresented and not-so-well-connected populations. In what follows, I suggest that internships can be problematic not just in terms of class but also race. To do so, I examine how internships in major US advertising agencies, despite being paid and occasionally designated to meet diversity objectives, nevertheless help reproduce race inequalities under the cloak of whiteness.

In May of 2009, Dan Wieden (2009), CEO of Nike’s lead advertising agency, shocked a national gathering of the American Association of Advertising Agencies (4A’s)—the largest advertising trade organization in the U.S.—by criticizing his own agency’s hiring of white people to sell black culture as “fucked up.” Citing statistics on minority underrepresentation
across the advertising industry as a whole,¹ he chastised his audience: “I thought, maybe, just maybe it might be more inspirational to hear from someone as screwed up as you are. And you are screwed up, aren’t you? I mean look at this room: how many black faces do you see here?” Wieden’s focus on African-Americans is understandable. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) had just released the newest in a series of reports denouncing the advertising industry’s unique and persistent inability to hire and promote blacks (Bendick and Egan 2009). Among other indicators of discrimination, the report cited a black-white employment gap thirty-eight percent larger than the labour market in general—a divergence that has doubled over the past thirty years—and a system of “glass ceilings” and “glass walls,” relegating blacks to less prestigious support functions (ibid. 33). After reading the report, Nancy Hill, President-CEO of the 4A’s—pled no contest: “The numbers speak for themselves” (Hill quoted in Parekh 2009).

Race inequality inside advertising is a familiar problem with a long history and a disturbing present (Chambers 2008; Turow 1997). In the 1960s and 1970s, frustrated by explicit race discrimination at large white-owned agencies, a few black advertising practitioners opened their own shops and rebranded black skin colour as a sign of unique expertise and cultural insight into the lives of black consumers. As Jason Chambers (2008) argues, this positioning of black identity as an entrepreneurial “on-ramp,” though successful at first, soon turned to detour as it unwittingly provided white advertisers and agencies with a rationale for not employing blacks to market to white consumers (aka: the “general market”) and, instead, re-segregated the industry by relegating black employees to black accounts where they would market to their “own” people with much smaller budgets (Chambers 2008, 255). Careers stall and people leave. On-ramp turns to detour; detour turns to exit. As such, Wieden’s public confession was an embarrassing, if not altogether surprising, disclosure of a well-known secret hidden in plain sight. For instance, in 2010, the NAACP found that all 52 of the major agency spots aired during the 2010 Super Bowl had white creative directors and warned that a lawsuit was imminent, prompting Advertising Age to predict that the industry’s “dismally poor performance in diversity” would “hit a crescendo” in 2011 as “class action attorneys join the fray and push for reform” (Lapchick et al. 2010; Dolliver 2010; Wood 2010). By the following spring, the New York City Commission on Human Rights had concluded that advertising’s aversion to hiring minorities seemed so entrenched that “they have to do something to change the entire culture” (Bush 2011). In sum, there is a clear consensus among industry insiders, the NAACP, the trade press, and governmental regulators: advertising has a serious race problem—particularly when it comes to the under-hiring and under-utilization of black employees. Less clear is why and how.

This article draws on qualitative fieldwork at three large agencies to take a closer look at both the material practices that help reproduce an overwhelmingly white labour force within US advertising agencies and the ideological screens that conceal these practices from scrutiny, critique, and reform. I argue that the industry’s efforts to diversify its workforce through internship-based affirmative action programs are ultimately undermined and overwhelmed by the more widespread systems of white privilege whereby agency executives and powerful clients bypass the application process and directly place personal friends and relatives—aka “must-hires”—into highly sought after internship slots. Furthermore, I contend that such material practices are masked, and thereby enabled, by ideological screens of colour-blind meritocracy. In short, I argue that colour-blindness leads to meritocracy in theory, but discrimination in practice, and conclude with a discussion of some possible

¹ According to Wieden (2009), Latinos, blacks, and Asians make up 14.5 percent, 13 percent, and 4.25 percent of the US population and only 8 percent, 5 percent, and 3 percent of advertising industry employees respectively. So, while all three groups are underrepresented, Asians are faring best, by far, with employment rates around 70 percent of their population percentage while Latinos are 55 percent, and blacks trail a distant third at 38 percent. At the managerial level, the numbers are even worse. Of the 87,000 advertising and promotions managers in the United States, 5.6 percent are Latino, 1.6 percent Asian, and 1.6 percent black (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2011, 20).
implications for communication theory in general and critical media industry studies in particular.

1. Literature Review: Beyond Representation

The current study responds to David Hesmondhalgh and Anamik Saha’s (2013) call to complement the abundance of research on media content and audiences with a more systematic cultural industries approach to race and ethnicity that is at once theoretical and empirical. More specifically, I seek to go beyond demonstrating inequalities within advertising and move towards explaining why the current situation came about and how it still manages to persist despite a myriad of well-meaning efforts to correct it. Such questions matter precisely because the cultural industries’ products communicate “ideas, knowledge, values and beliefs,” and thus have the capacity to “exert considerable influence on societies and peoples” (187). Or, as Lee Edwards (2013) puts it, this sector’s often racialized conditions of production not only affect the labourers themselves, but also, in turn, inflect the symbolic messages those labourers then work to circulate or suppress. But while the racial and ethnic identities of workers can help shape the form and content of cultural products, the “pipeline” diversity tactic of bringing more employees of colour into media organizations has not always improved the representation of racial minorities in media texts. Whether it be PR practitioners (Edwards, 2013), Latino/a advertising professionals (Dávila 2001), BBC television producers (Cottle, 1998), or Asian filmmakers (Saha 2012), researchers have repeatedly found that creative workers of colour must continue to negotiate, and often pander to, white racial assumptions in order to advance their careers. Such hedging can inhibit creative work by incentivizing conservative and risk-averse strategies such as peddling well-trodden racial and ethnic tropes that can more easily sell through white conduits of approval. Thus, as Devon Carbado and Mitu Gulati (2003) argue, even though “the illegitimacy of an all-white workforce imposes a diversity constraint” on employers, they nevertheless homogenize the hiring process by continuing to favour job candidates of colour that demonstrate their willingness and ability to assimilate, and thereby maintain, the efficiency of a monocultural workplace (1762). In this way, savvy nonwhite workers perform their raced selves through daily strategic identity transactions intended to placate white colleagues (also see Boulton 2014).

And while the preceding body of empirical work has demonstrated how people of colour must often negotiate white expectations in the workplace, critical race theory (CRT) has theorized how whites, in turn, enjoy a race-less form of invisibility—an empty category or the ground of normality against which the figures of more “raced” peoples are measured (Dyer 1997; Shome 2000). Put another way, if whiteness is the canvas, neutral and unassuming, then people of colour are the pigment, different and exotic, such that, in advertising agency settings, whiteness blends in and colour stands out. So, while race, as a category, may be constructed—has a history and is subject to change—it nevertheless produces concrete effects since whites’ claims of colour-blindness are largely irrelevant to the successful reproduction of white privilege. As Eduardo Bonilla-Silva (2010) argues, whites reconcile persistent racial inequalities through “color-blind racism.” Unlike Jim Crow racism, which is explicitly based on theories of biological and moral inferiority, colour-blind racism is based in a more “reasonable” philosophy of abstract liberalism that endorses equal opportunity in theory but opposes any substantive regulatory policy response (such as affirmative action). Instead, the colour-blind racist presumes prejudice to be in the past and favours free market correctives such as individual choice and the meritocratic dispersal of rewards as the appropriate means to right the scales. However, despite such “blindness,” whites still seem to see, and prefer, their own colour almost all the time, choosing to “live in white neighborhoods, associate primarily with whites, befriend mostly whites, and choose whites as their mates,” all the while refusing to “interpret their hypersegregation and isolation from
minorities (in particular blacks) as a racial outcome” but rather just “the way things are” (Bonilla-Silva 2010, 263).

In another study of unperceived white affiliation, preference, and privilege, Royster (2003) found that whites benefiting from networks effectively excluding black men from blue-collar jobs still felt disadvantaged by affirmative action. Their inability to recognize whiteness blinded them to the racial pattern of the family and friendship ties used for “employment referrals, access, and mobility” and that they occurred within “persistent patterns of segregation—equivalent to an American apartheid” (179, 184). Royster goes on to describe this process as a form of “embeddedness” whereby any given job has a pool of qualified candidates, but getting notified and hired depends not only on what you know, but also who you know, and how. To get ahead requires being in the right place in the right time, and whites’ life chances in the cultural industries are ever increased by their frequent access to those right places. For instance, Kate Oakley (2011) has found that the cultural labour market in the UK, despite its progressive reputation, engages in social exclusion along ethnic lines through unpaid internships and informal recruitment strategies favouring the white and well-connected. Similarly, John Downing and Charles Husband (2005) describe how film and television workers navigate the precariousness of irregular employment by forming informal referral networks that tend to exclude minorities and women such that the mentorship of friends helping friends can quickly lead to cronyism. Carbado and Gulati (2003) praise CRT’s institutional analysis of racism as structure rather than individual attitude, but also critique the tendency of such a macrocosmic perspective to miss the “microdynamics of race” as played out in complex and contested ways through social interaction in the workplace. This study takes up the challenge to look closer at the microdynamics of the everyday in advertising internship programs.

Most communication scholars addressing race in advertising have done so on the level of representation, analyzing the ads as texts (Bristor, Lee, and Hunt 1995; Cortese 1999; Kern-Foxworth 1994; O’Barr 1994). These studies, along with various content analyses, which count minority characters and evaluate casting decisions and depictions in advertising (Gilmore and Jordan 2012; Henderson and Baldasty 2003; Seiter 1990) as well as primetime television (Fall Colors 2003; Monk-Turner, Heiserman, Johnson, Cotton, and Jackson 2010; Signorielli 2009), have demonstrated a clear and consistent bias towards white protagonists and stereotypical portrayals of minorities. And while this literature can quantify how media representations create a cultural environment of inequality and help activists pressure advertisers and networks to cast their commercials and programs in ways that better reflect the diversity of the general population, even the most critical analysis of race on the level of representation only takes us so far.

Johnson’s “circuit of culture” proposes that cultural studies “decenter the text” and analyze communication throughout a continuous circuit divided into moments of 1) production, 2) texts, 3) readings, and 4) lived cultures (1986, 62). Since representation on screen can conceal the conditions of production behind the camera, communication research that goes beyond (and indeed behind) the text can provide new insights into the everyday life of labour in the creative industries. As David Hesmondhalgh (2007, 37) puts it, cultural studies is most

---

2 For instance, in the fall of 1999, the NAACP protested the new slate of network television programming as a “virtual whitewash” (quoted in Gross 2001).

3 Though the production side of Johnson’s circuit remains generally underdeveloped in communication, there are several agency-based ethnographies conducted by sociologists including William Mazzarella (2003) in India, Daniel Miller (1997) in Trinidad, Brian Moeran (1996) in Japan, and Sean Nixon (2003) in Britain. The paucity of work in the United States is curious, given that two of the four biggest holding companies (Interpublic and Omnicom) are headquartered in New York City. Though not ethnographies per se, there have also been several interview-based examinations of contemporary advertising practices in the United States: the segmentation and consolidation of Latino/a identity (Dávila 2001), the absence of female creative directors (Mallia, 2009), the development of gay marketing (Sender 2004), and the commodification of “true” blackness (Watts and Orbe 2002).
useful when it asks “whose voices are heard within a culture and whose voices are marginalized” in order to better “assess the degree to which cultural production is organized in a socially just manner.” This work is particularly important since, as Rosalind Gill (2014) reminds us, this sector’s structural inequalities are often masked, and thus rendered “unspeakable” and more easily reproduced, by ideologies of individualism and egalitarianism. In that spirit, this project focuses on the production side of Johnson’s circuit in order to interrogate the black-white labour gap within inside the US advertising industry. In doing so, it contributes to a rich sociological literature documenting and theorizing the reproduction of racial hierarchies within workplace settings largely through informal hiring practices based on existing social networks (Acker 2006; Branch 2011; Das Gupta 1996; McGuire 2002; Vallas 2003). Others have drawn similar conclusions through researching specific communication industries including telephony (Green 2001), journalism (Becker, Lauf, and Lowrey 1999; Drew 2011), and public relations (Logan 2011).

In what follows, I adapt Johnson’s (1986) circuit model as an analytical framework for assessing the advertising sector from the inside. Rather than follow an ad from agency conception out the door to audience reception, I examine moments along the circuit in the manufacture and maintenance of labour inequality along racial lines. First I recount the production of white privilege through opportunity hoarding. Next I conduct a close reading of two competing texts—diversity as “smart” and diversity as “right”—that, albeit counter-intuitively, help to perpetuate this inequality. Third, I consider how ideological readings through the lens of colour-blind racism and meritocracy make it difficult for even the most well-meaning whites to behold how the structures and habits of class privilege flourish in agency settings under the cloak of whiteness. Finally, I conclude with a reflection on what the circuit of culture approach to race in the cultural industries might reveal about the theory and ethics of future work in this area.

2. Methods

I accessed the advertising industry through the 4A’s Multicultural Advertising Intern Program (MAIP)—an effort founded in 1973, which has since “helped jumpstart the careers of more than 2,000 African-American, Asian-American, Latino-American, Native-American, multiracial and of mixed heritage advertising professionals” (4A’s 2010). MAIP recruits and screens around 140 students of colour every year from all over the country, then places them in agencies willing to pay 70 percent of their travel and rent (in addition to the standard stipend which ranged from 200-$500 dollars per week) during their own internal summer internship programs. I entered the field through MAIP for three reasons. First, it ensured that my analysis would include a wide variety of perspectives from people of colour. Second, since the MAIP interns were placed in nineteen different agencies, their participation in my study greatly expanded the reach of my data. Finally, MAIP’s centralized housing enabled a convenient and comfortable gathering place for focus group discussions. After negotiating MAIP’s full cooperation, I spent the summer of 2010 in New York City, attending the MAIP

---

4 Elsewhere, I have analyzed how intersections of race and gender inequalities inside advertising tend to reproduce white male leadership through informal hiring practices based on personal referrals and team-based chemistry/fit (Boulton 2013). For more on gendered labour in advertising, see Broyles and Grow (2008) and Michelle Gregory (2009).

5 Though space does not permit me to include an analysis of Johnson’s “lived cultures” in this work, I have taken a closer look at the contradictions of black identity inside advertising elsewhere (Boulton forthcoming).

6 61 interns participated in at least one of my focus groups. Together, they represented 19 different advertising agencies in New York City: DDB, Deutsch, DDB, Euro RSCG, G2, Gotham, Grey Group, Horizon Media, Kaplan Thaler Group, Kirshenbaum Bond Senecal + Partners, McCann Erickson, McCurryBowen, MEC, MediaCom, Merkley + Partners, Ogilvy & Mather, PhD Worldwide, Publicis, TBWA/Chiat/Day. As a whole, my sample of 61 interns was largely female (72 percent) and comprised almost entirely of undergraduates (college juniors and seniors). Thirty-six were MAIP interns (59 percent) and 25 were white interns (41 percent). Overall, this study includes a total of 109 unique informants that participated in 21 focus groups, filled out 149 surveys, and granted 30 interviews. I also recorded interviews and took ethnographic field notes while on-site at my host agencies.
orientation, weekly evening seminars, social events, and graduation ceremonies. I also secured access to three of MAIP’s host agencies, visiting each once a week for the duration of their eight to 10 week internship programs. In addition to ethnographic observations, I used this access to make contact with white interns, build rapport, and recruit them into focus groups.

Must-hires are a well-kept secret. When the HR practitioners at my host agencies finally acquiesced and disclosed their must-hires to me, they did so behind closed doors and in hushed whispers, insisting I pretend that I did not know who they were, who they knew, and how they got in. Such caution is understandable, since identifying a must-hire would likely embarrass the powerful actors who used their influence to secure internship slots for family and friends. In order to protect my HR informants from possible reprisals from upper-management, I approached the must-hires at my host agencies from an oblique angle, inviting them to participate in my research by joining focus groups based on gender. Though this strategy of forming white/must-hire focus groups involved a degree of deception at the initial stage, it is common practice in social science to misdirect the participant and thereby mitigate the effect of social desirability. I also gained informed consent from all of my participants by clearly identifying myself throughout as a researcher interested in issues of gender, race, class, and creativity in advertising. As an additional precaution, I sent a penultimate draft of my monograph to all 65 of my quoted participants and invited them to respond to my analysis. Of those, nine MAIP interns, seven white interns (four of whom were must-hires), and seven agency staff sent back comments. While one participant requested the removal of a potentially identifying piece of personal information, no one opted to withdraw from the study nor mentioned any concerns about my methods—whether when recruiting of participants, conducting focus groups, or reporting results.

In what follows, I analyze a set of on-site in-depth interviews with senior advertising practitioners along with off-site focus groups with interns from a wide range of agencies—both white and of colour. My findings indicate that race in advertising is not only a problem of “the Other,” namely minorities who have been marginalized and discriminated against, but also a problem of power granted through closed social networks then rendered invisible through the articulation of whiteness and class privilege (Dyer 1997). I argue that this consensus around meritocracy amongst interns signals a wider sense of colour-blindness in the advertising industry in general—namely the refusal to see a decidedly unequal playing field where cronyism eases the burden of entry for well-connected whites.

---

7 All three of the agencies in my study have over 500 employees in their New York offices. Two are headquartered there. Two have international reach, with offices abroad. As a condition of access, I have granted the agencies anonymity and so will not name them here.

8 Just as most quantitative surveys include dummy questions unrelated to the researchers’ interests in order to conceal the study’s hypotheses, qualitative researchers often design interview schedules to begin with nonthreatening questions in order to put their subjects at ease (Lindlof and Taylor 2002). For instance, Sut Jhally and Justin Lewis (1992), when conducting focus groups for their landmark book Enlightened Racism, did not disclose their main interest in issues of race and class up-front. Instead, they showed their research subjects episodes of The Cosby Show then posed innocuous open-ended questions designed to encourage comfortable and free-flowing conversations.

9 The feedback from my MAIP participants was uniformly positive. Most noted their agreement with my analysis and conclusions, and others went on to thank me for putting their experience into words and to express their hope that the work would be widely read and applied within the US advertising industry. The responses from my white must-hire participants were mixed. While one thanked me for not presenting the must-hires “as spoiled, privileged, obnoxious college students” and another said my analysis “truly gives me pause to rethink what I do on a daily basis,” two others were more circumspect, wishing me luck while expressing disappointment about being labeled a must-hire, and thus undeserving, by my HR informants.

10 I conducted my focus groups in neutral locations (such as NYU and the MAIP residence) outside the purview of the interns’ agency supervisors so as to encourage them to speak freely about their experiences and opinions.

11 I refer to all of my study participants using first name pseudonyms.
3. Production: Opportunity Hoarding

Starting on the production side of Johnson’s circuit, it is important to understand that advertising does not just produce promotional messages; it also reproduces white labour. One mechanism for this reproduction is the culture of “must-hires,” a material practice that is endemic to advertising internship programs. Colloquially defined within agencies as interns hired because of who they know, they are also referred to as “must-takes,” “favour-hires,” and “asks.” In practice, these “requests” function more like commands and tend to be honoured by HR since they either come from clients (“let’s say the chairman of Proctor & Gamble] calls up and says, ‘Hey, my kid, my niece, my God child’”) or agency upper-management (“the CEO’s assistant’s step-daughter or so-and-so’s best friend”). Of course, as we’ve seen in Deirdre Royster’s (2003) work on “embeddedness,” nepotism, and opportunity hoarding are nothing new. What makes this particular instance remarkable is how—even in the midst of a diversity crisis—the US advertising industry’s must-hire system overwhelmingly favours whites. In the three agencies where I conducted ethnographic fieldwork, all of the must-hire interns were white and outnumbered the MAIP interns of colour 24 to nine, a ratio of more than 2:1.

In this section, I analyze a representative set of testimonials from each of my three host agencies that illuminate the must-hire system from a variety of white perspectives: Heather, an HR Manager, reluctantly acquiesces to her boss; Patricia, an HR Director, ponders doing a favour for a colleague; and James, a high-powered CMO, “pays it forward” to his alma mater, a co-worker, and even his own family. For Heather, who runs her agency’s internship program and resents the must-hire system, “the nepotism factor is really, really tough. Like the lengths you need to go to say ‘no’ and the number of people who you cannot say ‘no’ to… What am I going to say? ‘CEO, I don’t like your pick?’” Heather estimates that hundreds of students apply to her internship program every summer, but doesn’t bother reading their materials since “to get in is word-of-mouth here with some sort of connection.” Patricia, whose agency’s internship program is similarly competitive, recounted her own struggle with nepotism when a white colleague asked her to consider hiring his son’s friend: “and he goes, ‘I’m not asking for a favour or anything’ but you know what? I was torn…. So [after the interview] I said, ‘Listen, he was okay, I probably wouldn’t normally have passed him on, but, if you want me to pursue it, I’d be happy—if that’s what you want….and I was all like ‘Oh my God! This is how it happens!’” Patricia would have made the hire if pressed. Ultimately, she didn’t, but still granted her colleague a privileged form of access for his family friend—reserved for him and denied to others by virtue of proximity, not qualification. And, while access alone may be an insufficient condition for getting into a highly desirable internship program at a major agency, as we learned from Heather, it is almost always a necessary one. James, a top executive at my third host agency, knows this all too well and took great pride in having helped various colleagues, friends, and family “get a foot in the door” of the industry—even managing to get his daughter’s boyfriend’s brother into his own agency’s internship program. When I challenged this practice as nepotism, James was unperturbed—arguing that the reciprocal exchange of favours “works two ways. It’s a relationship bank system; you make withdrawals and deposits all the time.” Thus, as a form of currency and reciprocal exchange among well-connected whites, must-hires constitute a system of non-competitive, sole provider, and no-bid contracts. These inherently unequal opportunities are a prevalent, frequent, and expected form of white opportunity hoarding. As a structure of oppression, must-hires help to produce and maintain race inequality inside advertising. As a material practice of the everyday, depending on one’s rank, must-hires can be an onerous obligation of employment or a pleasant ritual of “giving back,” bestowing gifts, and/or making quid pro quo investments in the hopes of a future return—both personal and professional.

Despite vastly outnumbering interns of colour placed in agencies through programs like MAIP, must-hire interns seem to get a free pass from diversity advocates. When conducting my review of industry trade literature, I found plenty of opinion columns debating the relative
importance of the diversity and various ways for agencies to achieve it, but none mentioning must-hires nor how they limit opportunity for people of color and perpetuate white privilege. This is remarkable—given the scarcity and desirability of internship slots as opportunities for access, training, and networking within a highly competitive industry—yet also understandable. Beyond the obvious disincentive against criticizing upper-management or resisting requests from clients, this silence, as we shall see, is further reinforced by a polarized debate over tactics pitting diversity activists against reformers.

4. Texts: Diversity as “Smart” vs. “Right”

In this section, I depart from the clandestine labour practice of must-hires, ensconced well within the production side of Johnson’s circuit, and move out into the textual moment to consider a public debate vying to establish the discursive rationale for rectifying racial inequalities within advertising. This contest over meaning has taken place largely outside agency walls through, on the one hand, the reformist agenda of high-profile industry-sponsored awards galas celebrating “rising stars” of colour and making the positive business case for diversity as “smart” given the rise of multicultural markets, and, on the other, the activist strategy of class action lawsuits and strident columns in trade magazines positioning diversity as simply the “right thing to do” in the face of injustice given the industry’s long-standing and persistent resistance to hiring and promoting black employees (Parekh 2009). I interviewed several black human resource practitioners who complained that their attempts to reform the race crisis from within have been hindered by other blacks attacking the industry from without. For instance, when Omnicom, the second largest advertising holding company in the world, appointed Tiffany Warren, former director of the MAIP program, to the newly created position of Chief Diversity Officer, Sanford Moore, a pioneering black advertising practitioner and long-time civil rights activist, quickly dismissed her as a “sell out,” “apologist,” and “Uncle Tom” working for the owners of “the plantation” (Parekh 2009). For Moore (2009), the hiring of Warren was far too little and way too late:

We have had 40 years of pious pronouncements by the leaders of the industry, 40 years of investigations, reports and obfuscation, 40 years of denying the significance of the black consumer market. It is time to return the favor. It is time to make the CEOs of the holding companies pay a price with their own money, to affect their compensation packages and their company’s stock price.

Dorothy, a senior-level woman of colour who has run internal diversity initiatives and aligns herself with Warren, worried that Moore’s inflammatory rhetoric and confrontational activist tactics would backfire and undermine her more pragmatic, reformist approach. In separate interviews, many of her colleagues agreed that instead of threatening to punish the industry through penalties, Moore and his allies should emphasize diversity’s potential rewards.

I heard the reformist business case for diversity early and often during my fieldwork. On the second day of MAIP’s 2010 summer orientation, I joined about 40 interns in a conference room at 4A’s headquarters in New York City as Executive Vice President Michael Donahue explained that, while diversity has “always been the right thing to do, now it’s the smart thing to do,” since multicultural people will represent half the population in the US by 2050. This is not a new idea. Wally Snyder, president and CEO of the American Advertising Federation (AAF) argued back in 1993 that the increase of multicultural populations meant that a diversified workplace was “no longer simply a moral choice; it is a business imperative” (quoted in Kern-Foxworth 1994, 119). Donahue and Snyder’s common claim underpins the central rationale of reformist discourse: structural adjustments or external regulations are no longer necessary because what was once a matter of conscience is now a necessity of capitalism: consumer demand will succeed where public activism and government intervention have failed.
And yet, if hiring more black employees is “smart,” then most agencies are still pretty dumb. The assumption that the market—on its own—will increase diversity within advertising is a dubious one, especially given Wieden’s (2009) confession, cited above, that he has long enjoyed great success hiring whites to sell black culture to black consumers—a market Moore (2009) estimates to be worth just under $1 trillion per year. Simply put, race inequality inside mainstream advertising agencies has thus far endured the kinds of financially incentivized reforms that the “emergence” of black buying power might have wrought. So, in the midst of this glaring contradiction between the professed valuation of diverse perspectives and the actual paucity of diverse employees within the advertising industry, and despite years of pressure from activists and government regulators to do the “right” thing, the internal reformist common sense still boils down to this: if we place more interns of colour into the pipeline, the free market will do the rest. The “smart” thing will bring about the “right” thing. Add colour, then stir. But what if the problem is not just too little diversity, but also too much whiteness? Not simply discrimination against people of colour, but also preference for must-hires? These questions are rarely asked because the insider vs. outsider positions personified by Warren and Moore mutually reinforce each other, creating an entrenched polemic that reduces the advertising industry’s race crisis to a question of tactics for increasing “the numbers” of minority employees. By continuing to rehash debates over the relative effectiveness of threats vs. promises, penalties vs. rewards, diversity advocates—whether reformist or activist—have kept their eyes focused on the money and their backs turned to the door where whites (whether qualified or not) are free to come and go as they please.

5. Readings: Colour-blind Racism as Meritocracy in Theory

Thus far we have considered how whites consolidate economic power through closed social networks at the point of production and how the contested discourses of diversity activists and reformists produce texts that let them get away with it. I now turn to the readings of the interns themselves. Following Johnson’s call to consider the more subjective side of social forms, or the way in which subjects interpret and understand their own material conditions, this section examines ideology and how common sense notions of meritocracy can blind us to the material practices of (white) racial preference.

I hosted six white focus groups in a seminar room at NYU. The interns came from three different agencies, so many were meeting each other for the first time. Some were must-hires. Some were not. All were white. Throughout the sessions, the combination of latent class formations and manifest racial identities produced some surprising moments of mutual recognition. In one instance, John actually bragged about his relationship with his agency’s Chief Operating Officer than called out Richard, who he had just met, by knowing asking him, “So, how did you get your internship?” Richard reluctantly admitted that his uncle was the CEO of his agency. He hadn’t told any of his peers but, if asked, claimed he would have said he applied, but then quickly added, “they’re not going to deny the chairman’s nephew.” In a later interview, Richard’s HR manager was blunt: “Why not let him in? He does know the right person.” While this may sound rather matter-of-fact, Richard knew better than to admit it in public for this would risk exposing him to the kinds of stigma so often experienced by interns of colour.

While the white must-hires slipped past scrutiny, interns of colour—whether they were in the MAIP program or not—were easily spotted by non-must-hire whites as undeserving intruders. Gregory, a white non-must-hire, complained that MAIP hurt his chances by advantaging unqualified interns of colour: “Many MAIP kids are not ad majors or don’t know the basics [...] they don’t interview you, they’re probably not even asked why they want to do advertising. It just seems unfair that people who have the advertising background and want to intern at a big agency can’t do it when people who don’t have the background are able to.”
Not yet aware of the must-hire system, Gregory was frustrated by the apparent ease by which interns of colour secured their internships along with a 70 percent housing subsidy. But while he might have expected commiseration from the three other whites in his focus group, what he got instead was a series of sheepish looks and awkward admissions; all three were must-hires who, prior to the internship, knew next to nothing about the industry. Thus, a critique aimed at interns of colour, the scapegoated others not in the room, landed instead on the Gregory’s true rivals, sitting right across the table: unqualified, yet well-connected whites. In this case, whiteness created an ideological screen of pseudo-solidarity, blinding Gregory to the material barriers—both invisible and silent—of class privilege that separated him from the rest of the group. This kind of backlash against MAIP was common amongst all the white interns in my study. Even the must-hires, despite their own advantage, tended to oppose MAIP based on what Bonilla-Silva (2010) describes as the meritocratic principles of abstract liberalism: “Why should we use discrimination to combat discrimination? Two wrongs don’t make a right. We should judge people by their merits and let the best person get the job or promotion” (262–63).

While whites used meritocracy to attack diversity programs, it also provided a defense for MAIP interns who were well aware of white resentment. During my focus groups with interns of colour, many emphasized the rigour (three rounds of elimination) of the MAIP application process: “There are no slackers in MAIP. You can’t!” “I know everybody else earned this like I did.” “I really feel like I earned my place here.” Michele, who is Asian, was even more explicit, emphasizing the superiority of MAIP interns vis-a-vis must-hires: “every single person in MAIP is extremely qualified and has more experience and skill than many of the interns who got these internships just through connections.” Amelia, who is black, was directly confronted by a must-hire and used meritocracy to fight back:

One intern guy, his brother works there and he was like “Oh, well some of us had to interview with HR” and then he turned to me and said, “Oh, no Amelia, we all know why you’re here. We all know why you got in.” And I let him know what it took for me to get here. Like the process that I had to go through—writing those essays, getting those letters of recommendation, those interviews—that’s much more than you talking to your brother!

For Amelia, then, meritocracy offers her a defense against whites who might presume that her skin marks her as undeserving, even as they deny their own privilege in a system that already advantages them. So, while affirmative action may indeed be a necessary institutional corrective, it can mark and thereby further stigmatize individuals of color (already marked as minorities) who wish to be read by others as autonomous subjects who have earned their position through the merits of the free labour market. Given this context, it is unsurprising that most of the MAIP interns in my study opposed the idea of affirmative action, even as they took material advantage of the exclusive quotas set aside for interns of colour. Ideology is at its most powerful when it offers a simple explanation to reconcile—and thereby resolve—a complicated set of contradictions. Meritocracy, so deeply rooted in the American

---

12 After reading a draft of this study, Gregory shared an interesting anecdote that illustrates how the domination of the must-hire system can pit working class whites against people of colour: “The non-must hires are left out to dry, we don’t have the financial resources and connections of must-hires to get the opportunities nor are we eligible for the helping hand of MAIP or other affirmative action programs. Last summer my good friend, also an ad student from my school, applied and got an internship at an agency in Minneapolis. Turns out her and the one MAIP intern were the only two non must-hires who got into the program. There were 12 total interns. One MAIP, one out of-state (my friend), and 10 must-hires. The MAIP intern was put up in an expensive, fully stocked apartment for the summer and my friend lived in the bad part of town where she could make rent with her $10/hr intern salary. All of the must-hires stayed with family.”

13 Of the thirteen white must-hires participating in my study, the majority (8/13 or 62 percent) were opposed to affirmative action while two had mixed feelings and four supported it.

14 For a more developed analysis of my focus groups with black interns participating in the MAIP program, please see Boulton forthcoming.
Dream’s promise of upward mobility, offers the interns in my study—both white and of colour—a soothing ideological overlay that mutes the harsh material reality of unfair hiring practices in the US advertising industry.

6. Conclusion: Seeing Whiteness

During my interview with Elizabeth, a white Head of HR, I proposed that the must-hire system functioned as “affirmative action for whites”. At first, she was defensive, “Well, they weren’t all white!” But when I asked for a counter-example, she hesitated, then backtracked, conceding my point. Elizabeth’s reaction suggests that, despite her awareness of the must-hire system, she had never thought of it in racial terms. Similarly, while the extant critical work on internships has offered nuanced explanations of how un(der)paid internships can exploit the labour of vulnerable workers aspiring to achieve creative employment while reproducing the class advantages of the populations with enough family connections and financial subsidies to access desired opportunities and advance beyond the entry level, more work is needed on how these economic pressures intersect with, and reinforce, inequalities of race and ethnicity within the media industries (Hesmondhalgh and Saha 2013). Thus, if communication theory is to continue to develop beyond textual representation and audience reception in order to address labour at the point of production, then my research suggests that a “circuit of culture” approach might offer a way forward that accounts for subjectivities both within and around the workplace. Indeed, further research is needed on the “lived cultures” side of the circuit that further illuminates the context of racial and ethnic exclusion from the kinds of closed social networks that facilitate employment (Boulton forthcoming). Put another way, when a political economy structured in white racial dominance is obscured by ideologies of meritocracy signified both through discursive texts and subjective experiences, analysts must find new ways to detect, and then lift, the cloak of whiteness in ways that work to help liberate, and not further stigmatize or essentialize, people of colour. For example, even the most adamant critics of race inequality in the cultural industries should avoid presuming a necessary correspondence between opening more “pipelines” of diverse media workers and achieving better images of diverse populations as this assumption heaves onto people of colour an extra burden of representational responsibility from which whites are exempt.

I have argued that the debate between activists and reformers has framed the justification for more people of colour in advertising as either reparation for past discrimination or preparation for emerging markets. This framework not only overlooks the cronysim, nepotism, and white racial pattern of the must-hire system operative within the production side of the circuit, but also the readings and lived experiences of the MAIP interns of colour in my study who generally did not wish to be perceived as either affirmative action hires or spokespersons for, and thus limited to, their own race (Boulton forthcoming). In contrast, Johnson asks us to remember both the structural limits surrounding and agenteve opportunities available to all social actors at every moment of the circuit. And if critical communication researchers wish to hasten the socially just organization of cultural production (Hesmondhalgh 2007), then it behooves us to ask just how our research, theoretical as it may be, will actually intervene into the lives of the most marginalized workers. The preceding analysis suggests that we might begin with a clear recognition of the class-inflected ways and means of white labour reproduction.

Must-hire interns gain unearned access to the advertising industry in secret under the cloak of whiteness. They are, in a sense, invisible: a few more familiar faces blending into a mostly white crowd. This blindness to whiteness makes whites hiring other whites on the basis of favours, “fit,” and friendship hard to see (Boulton 2013). But imagine a black intern walking through the doors of a general market agency. She stands out; people that look like her are few and far between—especially at the top. Now compare this to a white intern. For him, the agency is like a fun house of mirrors, reflecting his own image from every direction. The possibilities are endless and the future looks bright. Perhaps he already knows
someone: that friend in account services or his uncle in the C-suite. Perhaps they'll go to lunch. Perhaps not. Either way, if he's taken under their wing, it won't be seen as a race thing, even though it is.
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In the preface to his seminal exposé of the proliferation of unpaid internships in the US, Ross Perlin (2012, xii) scrutinizes reality TV’s glorification of unpaid internships in the cultural industries when he writes, “reality TV truly embraces the intern.” Indeed, reality TV shows like The Hills, The Cut, and I Want to Work for Diddy represent workers doing jobs not for pay but for enriching experiences that will later help them land cultural industry careers. Reality TV studios also embrace the intern at the point of TV commodity production. A February 5, 2015 search for “reality TV internship” on US cultural industry job websites such as internships.com, simplyhired.com, and entertainment careers.net, for example, returned hundreds of ads for internship positions at US-based reality TV studios for spring and summer 2015. I have selected and analyzed 20 of these ads for internships at 19 different reality TV studios to understand how these ads represent the work of interns and internships in the capitalist reality TV industry. In this article, I interrogate how the job postings depict the work that reality TV studios expect interns to do, the skills that TV studios expect interns to possess as a prerequisite to landing mostly unpaid positions, the asymmetrical power relations between studios and interns, and the studios’ utilization of “hope” for a career-relevant experience to recruit interns. I argue that the reality TV intern is actually a misclassified worker. My study demonstrates that reality TV internships are workers whose labour feeds reality TV production and profits, and that reality TV internships are a means of getting workers to labour without pay.

To conduct this study, I closely analyzed 20 reality TV intern job postings, reading them to understand how they represent the intern’s roles and tasks in the studios, the skills people are expected to possess as a prerequisite for getting hired as interns, the characteristics of internships, and the career-relevant “experience” that people supposedly get by doing them. Appendix A: Reality TV Job Search includes four tables that heuristically organize my findings. After collecting this data, I interpreted it by drawing on literature on the political economy of labour in the cultural industries (Brophy 2013; Cohen 2008, 2012; Deuze 2007; de Peuter 2014; Fuchs 2014; Huws 2007, 2010; Mosco and McKercher 2008; Mosco 2009; Ross 2004, 2009, 2013; Scholz 2013). Apropos the political economy of communication’s dialectical movement between the empirical observation of capitalism and critical theorizing about it (Mosco 2009), I extrapolate from the reality TV internship job search findings to develop a Marxist critique of the
capitalist reality TV industry’s exploitation of workers via internships. By doing so, this article aims to complement and contribute to critical research on unwaged work in the cultural industries (Cohen 2008, 2012; Fuchs 2014; Scholz 2012), the reality TV industry’s precarious low-to-no waged workforce (Andrejevic 2004, 2011; Blair 2010; Cianci 2009; Collins 2008; Hearn 2008, 2010, 2014; Mayer 2011; Oullette and Hay 2008; Raphael 1997; Ross 2014), and internships (de Peuter, Cohen and Brophy 2012; Perlin 2012).

Reality TV internship job postings are important to analyze because they offer an empirical snapshot of the substance of some reality TV internships at the present time. The ads do not paint a comprehensive picture of reality TV industry internships or constitute an ethnographic portrait of the lived labour experiences of the many people who do them. Rather, they provide insight into how reality TV companies rely on internships when producing reality TV shows, the types of jobs companies want interns to do, the skills and personality traits they expect interns to possess, and the appeals they use to recruit and motivate interns to work for them without pay. The job ads are significant because they participate in social struggles over the meaning of intern identities at a time when interns are surrounded by controversy and conflict (de Peuter, Cohen and Brophy 2012; Perlin 2012). Stuart Hall (1996, 3) conceptualizes identity as “being constituted within, not outside of representation,” a “meeting point” between “the discourses and practices,” which “construct us as subjects” and those that attempt to address us as particular kinds of “subjects” (6). This article takes it as axiomatic that reality TV intern job ads are part of a discourse about the intern in society that constructs ideal-type intern subject-positions that address people as prospective interns. My critique, then, aims to unsettle the discursive power that reality TV studios wield over the making of reality TV intern subject-positions, disrupt smooth identifications with these subject-positions, and forward a subject-position of the intern as a worker.

1. A Capitalist Reality TV Industry

The reality TV industry is part of capitalism, an economic system in which privately owned companies produce commodities for sale in the market with the intention of making a profit rather than for human need, using privately-owned capital goods (technology) and human labour power (the manual and mental capabilities required to complete tasks) (Mirrlees 2013). In the capitalist system, privately owned and profit-seeking media corporations are the dominant controllers of the means of producing, distributing, and exhibiting reality TV shows (Hearn 2013; Mirrlees 2013). The reality TV industry is comprised of production companies, distribution companies, and exhibition companies, all of which express a class division between the owners (the few people who own and manage the corporation: shareholders and CEOs) and the workers (the many people who labour for the corporation). In general, reality TV production companies manufacture TV shows; reality-TV distribution companies buy the licensing rights to finished TV shows from production firms and sell the use of these TV shows to exhibition companies in specific territories and languages for set periods of time. Production companies make reality TV shows to be sold to distribution companies; distribution companies wholesale the rights to reality TV show to exhibitors; exhibitors make money by delivering TV shows to consumers (via TV network schedules, cable stations, on-demand platforms, and Web-based video streaming sites) in exchange for a subscription fee or consumer attention, which they sell to advertisers. In the reality TV industry, TV distribution/exhibition companies are the consumers of content and TV production companies the sellers, meaning that TV network demand instigates the supply of reality TV shows, which feeds this multi-billion dollar and increasingly consolidated sector (Flint 2014).

In the US, many reality-TV exhibition companies (TV networks) are owned by the biggest six media conglomerates: Walt Disney Company (ABC), Time-Warner (HBO, CNN, TNT, truTV), News Corporation (Fox), NBC-Universal (NBC TV, Bravo, CNBC, USA Network), CBS
Corporation (CBS TV, the CW, Showtime), and Viacom (MTV Networks, BET Networks, Spike) (Miriellees 2013). Some of these conglomerate-owned TV exhibitors acquire reality TV shows from “in-house” TV studios. Warner Brothers, for example, has an Unscripted and Alternative Television division and 21st Century Fox-owned Shine America produces reality-TV programming for Fox Networks. Most of the time, however, major TV exhibitors acquire reality TV shows that are flexibly produced “out-of-house” by studios operating in a semi-independent reality TV production/distribution sector. Among the largest of these are Fremantle North America, Endemol North America, Mark Burnett’s One Three Media, Gordon Ramsay’s One Potato Two Potato, and Ryan Seacrest’s Ryan Seacrest Productions (Flint 2014; O’Connel 2014). So, while semi-independent producer/distributor firms control the means of developing reality TV content (and sometimes control the intellectual property to it), convergent media conglomerates control the major exhibition pipes through which reality TV shows flow to viewers. TV networks (the buyers) have the upper hand in the exchange relationship with reality TV studios (sellers), and in response to network-driven demand for cheap-to-acquire content, studios compete against each other by slashing prices and, consequently, driving down the cost of labour (Carter 2003; Hearn 2014; Slocum 2014). Reality TV shows are pervasive because they are “cheap” to buy relative to more expensive scripted TV shows, but at the base of impersonal market transactions between TV networks and TV studios and the scheduled consumption of the latest reality hit, is the capitalist exploitation of human labour, both waged and unwaged.

The reality TV industry is “paradigmatic” of post-Fordist neoliberal capitalism’s flex production model and exploits low to no-wage workers as a way to maximize profits (Andrejevic 2004, 2011; Hearn 2008, 2010, 2014; Raphael 1997; Ross 2014; Waxman 2005). Behind the scenes of reality TV shows, non-unionized workers toil overtime without pay, lack health insurance and pensions, subsist on short-term contracts, and flexibly move from one project to the next, some lasting weeks, others, many months (Hearn 2014; Raphael 1997; Ross 2014). And in the contrived scenes of reality TV shows, many people create the content we see but few are actually paid for their performances (Collins 2008; Hearn 2014). Although reality TV studios rely on the labour of “dispensable celebrities” (Collins 2008) to make TV shows, they use “participation agreements” to get the people who appear in the scenes to voluntarily exculpate their rights to compensation, privacy, free speech, an attorney, and even the content of their labor (Blair 2010; Cianci 2009; Collins 2008; Hearn 2014; Kelley 2006). These dispensable celebrities will endure this largely unpaid work to cultivate “branded selves” that they hope to exchange for “attention, reputation, and potentially profit” in the future (Hearn 2014, 446). While scholars have scrutinized the reality TV production sector’s exploitation of low- to no-wage workers, they have not yet addressed how the work of unpaid interns may feed this sector’s bottom line. To illuminate the “blindspot” of internships in the capitalist reality TV industry, the following section demonstrates how internships are an important part of reality TV’s division of labour.

2. The Intern as a Skilled Worker in the Reality TV Studio’s Division of Labour

In the reality TV industry, studios conceptualize, produce, and sell/license the TV shows they make, and organize and administer the financial, technological, and human relations required to produce reality TV shows. The primary goal of all reality TV production companies is to accumulate profit by selling reality TV shows as commodities in TV distribution/exhibit markets for more than it costs to make them. But to make reality TV shows, companies need technology and the skills and talents of many workers. No one reality TV show is produced by a single corporate “author,” but rather, is the result of many workers who are part of each studio’s division of labour. In each reality TV studio’s division of labour, hundreds of workers perform specific roles and complete various tasks that contribute to the manufacture of reality TV shows.
For example, studios rely on producers to develop the TV show format and production managers and assistants to support format research and development. Studios depend upon casting agents to scout, interview, and cast people to appear in the shows. Studios need directors to direct the action, videographers to shoot it, lighting technicians to light it, and musicians to create the theme music. They rely upon set-makers, sound technicians, visual effects-makers, make-up artists, hair stylists, and wardrobe workers. In post-production, studios need editors to transform thousands of hours of film into TV-schedule ready content. Supporting each of these roles and tasks are a number of clerical workers. Reality TV’s division of labour is indeed multi-faceted, and as of late, studios are hiring interns to do jobs previously done by paid TV workers.

Table 1, Reality TV Intern Roles and Tasks, summarizes how the job ads describe the role of the intern in the reality TV studio’s division of labour and demonstrate that these interns perform a number of roles and complete a variety of tasks that support the production of reality TV shows. Nine of the job ads for interns are for production assistants (45 percent of the postings), three are for casting agents (15 percent), two are for videographers, one is for clerical support, one is for a post-production editor, one is for a combined intern videographer/post-production editor, one is for a hybrid internal clerical worker and production assistant, and two do not specify the role the interns will play. According to the ads, reality TV interns imagine, research, and develop new reality TV show concepts for studios; write, review, and edit the scripts of reality TV episodes; search for, attract, interview, and cast the people who appear in the content of reality TV shows; set up scenes to be shot and coordinate lighting for shoots; film the action and interactions of contestants and participants; and digitize, craft, and edit footage into TV-schedule ready segments in post-production. From content development to shooting to post-production, reality TV interns cover the gamut of roles and tasks in reality TV’s division of labour. Yet the intern is often defined by companies as anything but a worker who does real work (Perlin 2012). However, as the job postings indicate, reality TV interns are actually workers because they contribute in significant ways to the production of reality TV commodities. The reality TV intern’s labour helps to create the content of the TV properties that studios own, control, and sell.

In the reality TV industry, studios seek to harness the skills of many workers and channel them toward TV commodity production. “Hard skills” tend to refer to technical abilities (i.e., verbal and written communication, the ability to use hardware and software) and “soft skills” connote interpersonal competencies (i.e., etiquette, affect, positivity, and reflexivity) (Heckman 2012). Table 2, Reality TV Intern Skills: Hard and Soft, summarizes how the reality TV intern job ads represent the combined hard and soft skills that studios expect people to possess as a prerequisite to considering them eligible for internships. Seventeen of the ads require applicants to possess hard technical skills (85 percent), 18 ask for soft skills (90 percent), and 14 request a combination of hard and soft skills (70 percent). In the category of hard skills, six ads demand communication skills (verbal and written; 20 percent), one asks for only computer literacy skills, two call for videography skills, and seven want applicants to possess a combination of communication, computer literacy, and videography skills (35 percent). Four of the ads do not say that applicants need to possess hard skills (20 percent). In the category of soft skills, the job ads represent interns as possessing a bundle of interpersonal competencies: 10 ads say applicants must have a “positive attitude” as indicated by phrases like “fun loving” and personality descriptors such as “amicable” and “likable” (50 percent); nine want efficient interns, as highlighted by phrases such as “complete assignments in a timely manner” (45 percent); eight call for self-motivated interns with phrases like “can do attitude” and “make it happen person” (40 percent); seven emphasize intellectual acuity and adaptability with phrases like “eager to learn,” “fast learner,” and “able to think on their feet” (35 percent); seven want “creative” interns as implied by phrases like “out of the box thinker” and “abstract thinker” (35 percent); seven require applicants to be passionate about entertainment as suggested by
phrases like “strong passion for pop culture genre” (35 percent); four want interns to be multi-taskers (20 percent); four want trustworthy interns (20 percent); four call for interns with strong organization skills (20 percent); three want flexible interns that can “wear lots of different hats” and “switch gears at a moment’s notice” (15 percent); three emphasize that interns should be able to work independently, while another three stipulate interns should be able to take directions; three want dependable interns; three call for team-working and collaborative interns; two ask that applicants be detail oriented; two emphasize leadership skills; and three ads emphasize that interns should have problem-solving skills, analytical skills, and confidence. In sum, the ads construct the reality TV intern as a skilled cultural worker who does creative, emotional, and knowledge labour that contributes to the production of the TV shows that studios own and sell as commodities in TV distribution/exhibition markets.

“Internship” is ostensibly a synonym for “experiential education, volunteer work, participant observation, training, or apprenticeship” (Perlin 2012, 206) that equips aspiring workers with the skills they need to compete for a paid job. But as the reality TV intern job postings indicate, reality TV interns are not simply students, volunteers, participants, trainees or apprentices that accumulate the skills they need to compete for a reality TV industry career. Rather, they are workers who must already possess the skills required to perform roles and complete tasks in the reality TV industry’s division of labour. Indeed, to be considered eligible for an internship in the reality TV industry, the applicant must convince the studio that they possess hard skills covering communication, computer literacy, and videography. Moreover, they are expected to have soft skills like abstract thinking and problem solving, as well as display emotional intelligence and positive affect. The reality TV intern job profile bundles together seemingly contradictory skills that place tremendous demands upon the worker’s mind, body, and time. Studios want their interns to be able to complete specific tasks and multi-task, to lead and be led, to direct and take directions, to work alone and together in groups, to be creative yet detail oriented, and to be passionate about reality TV and happy to produce it, just without pay. The reality TV studio demand that interns possess the aforementioned skills flies in the face of the notion that the internship is just an opportunity to gain skills or upskill. When juxtaposed with the fact that reality TV studios expect their interns to already possess a combination of hard and soft skills before hiring them, the idea that these internships equip people with the skills required to compete for a real waged job or career in the reality TV industry rings false and suggests that reality TV’s interns are already skilled workers, just not being classified as such. Reality TV internships may not equip people with new skills, but rather, enable studios to harness the existing skills of workers and apply them to commodity production. But are reality TV interns paid for their labour, and if not, why might they consent to work without wages?

3. The Capital-Labour Relationship: Reality TV Interns Work for Experience

In the capitalist reality TV industry, there are owners of reality TV studios and workers who sell their labour power to them in exchange for a wage. The wage power relationship between owners and workers appears to be “free” (because studios do not technically coerce workers to work for wages) and “equal” (because studios and workers meet in the market as individualized sellers and buyers of commodified labour). Yet, apropos Marx (1990), the capital-labour relationship is substantively unfree and unequal. In capitalist economies, all workers largely depend upon their wages to live, which means that they must sell their labour power to companies as a commodity in exchange for the wage they require to buy their basic needs. And though the owners and the workers may both enjoy juridical equality as individual citizens in a liberal democratic state, the formal equality established and upheld by the state’s legal apparatus masks substantive socio-economic inequalities, class inequality in particular (Mooers 2014). So, this ostensibly “free” and “equal” exchange relationship mystifies a substantively asymmetrical power relationship between reality TV owners and workers typified by capitalism’s
silent compulsion of waged work (i.e., the worker must labour for a company to meet their needs) and the unequal outcome (i.e., the worker's labour is exploited by companies to enrich its owners, which reproduces class division and inequality).

Although a typical capital-waged labour relationship persists in the reality TV industry (Hearn 2014; Ross 2013), the relationship between the reality TV studio and the reality TV intern is not based on the wage. Table 3, The Characteristics of the Reality TV Internship, demonstrates that only two of the surveyed reality TV production studios (Stick Figure Productions and Whalerock Industries) pay their interns a wage for the jobs they do. Another two (Half Yard Productions and Vantage Media) offer their interns an undisclosed stipend following their completion of the internship. The remaining 15 companies do not offer their interns any monetary compensation. Thus, 0.5 percent of reality TV internships surveyed by this study pay a minimum wage; 10.5 percent pay a stipend, which often equals less than minimum wage; 79 percent are not paid. These findings underscore a capital-unwaged labour relationship between the studio owners and interns qua workers. Even though reality TV interns may possess the manual and mental capabilities required to make reality TV shows and do real work for profit-oriented studios, they toil in the absence of monetary compensation for their efforts. Yet, the relationship between the reality TV owners and workers still appears to be “free” (because studios do not force workers to do internships or to complete numerous value adding tasks) and “equal” (because studios and the workers meet in an ostensibly benign exchange relationship). The ostensibly “free and equal” capital-unwaged labour relationship between reality TV studios and the interns nonetheless masks a substantively asymmetrical relationship that upholds the power and profits of companies at the expense of the workers, who do not get paid for their creative labour.

In studies of the work that prosumers do for social media corporations, “free labour” (content generation) is sometimes conceptualized as a private hobby, un-alienated leisure activity or form of voluntary practice set apart from the realm of necessity (Terranova 2004). Yet, the notion that online “free labour” is purely voluntary as opposed to compulsory risks misconstruing it as something set apart from capitalist exploitation of labour for profit (Fuchs 2014). In the context of unpaid internships generally and reality TV internships in particular, this unwaged labour is something that aspiring waged workers may feel pressured to do in the present as a precondition for struggling to meet their subsistence needs in the future. Many culture industry corporations expect workers to pull themselves up from unpaid internships to the world of waged work prior to even considering them and their labour power worthy of a wage. When people “freely” choose to do unpaid reality TV internships, the silent compulsion of waged labour does not disappear, but rather, may act as the future-oriented goal that compels people to work without pay in the present.

Additionally, “few people can afford to work for free” (de Peuter, Cohen and Brophy 2012), and for this reason, internships privilege some workers at the expense of others, including some and excluding others (Perlin 2012). For the privileged workers who benefit from extra-economic support systems like wealthy families and do not rely on waged jobs to make ends meet, the reality TV intern experience may help them to achieve their goal of waged work later on. But for those less well-off workers who cannot in the present afford to trade labour power for experience and who must work waged jobs to live, the reality TV internship may not be feasible. In this respect, the reality TV internship reproduces existing class divisions by enabling the already privileged to acquire the “experience” and connections required to be considered employable while keeping the less privileged workers out of the game and truncating their employability.

Furthermore, the relationship between reality TV studios and intern-workers is fundamentally unequal. The studio, not the worker, determines the worker’s role, tasks, and time in the division of labour; the studio, not the worker, decides the skills the worker must possess as a prerequisite for being considered hireable; and the studio, not the worker, controls the intellectual property rights to the TV shows workers produce and turn a profit by selling them in
markets. In sum, the ostensibly “free” and “equal” exchange relationship between the reality TV studio and intern worker obscures asymmetrical power relations of class (the owner-worker division), compulsion (the worker may feel pressured to gift their labour to the studio in order to gain the experience they need to possibly get a wage in the future), exclusion (most workers cannot feed or shelter themselves with “experience” and without financial support from family or government), unfreedom (the worker’s role, tasks, and time are decided and controlled by the studio), and inequality (the worker is exploited to produce commodities whose sale further helps owners to prosper).

Given these objectively bad conditions, why might workers do reality TV internships? Academic credit might be one factor, and 12 of the ads frame the internship as offering academic credit (60 percent). But the remaining eight do not say whether or not the internship provides academic credit (40 percent), and the subjective motivation for the unwaged reality TV internship may be deeper. Political economists, for example, have shown how workers will consent to work without wages in exchange for symbolic rewards like peer recognition, self-actualization, or exposure (Cohen 2008, 2012; Deuze 2007; Hesmondhalgh 2010; Huws 2007, 2010; Ross 2009, 2014; Terranova 2004). Kathleen Kuehn and Thomas Corrigan (2013, 9) developed the concept of “hope labour” to explain the subjective dimension of unwaged work, defining this as “un- or under-compensated work carried out in the present, often for experience or exposure, in the hope that future employment opportunities may follow.” Kuehn and Corrigan (2013) claim that hope is an ideology that gets workers to actively consent to unwaged labour for a media company (16-17) and is also a coping strategy that workers rely upon to negotiate “the uncertainties of the contemporary labour economy” (10). Although Kuehn and Corrigan (2013) centre on how the hope labour of digital content producers enables digital media companies to “avoid costs associated with content producers’ wages and benefits” (20) while shifting “costs and risks” onto the unwaged worker (21), they say that “hope labor is not restricted to digital spaces” (15) and mention “hope labor’s recent proliferation” within and beyond the cultural industries. They flag reality TV and internships as non-social media sites for examining its workings (15).

As detailed in Table 4, The Reality TV Intern Experience, most of the reality TV intern ads support the workings of “hope ideology” by framing the unwaged internship as providing aspiring waged workers with a positive career-relevant experience of some sort. Twelve of the ads (60 percent) frame the internship as a way for the worker to train for a TV industry career or acquire skills related to one by using phrases like “hands on experience” and “learn about TV and film development process first hand.” Eight of the ads (40 percent) emphasize that the internship gives the worker a chance to expose themselves to industry insiders and network with professionals by deploying phrases like “gain exposure [. . .] and network” and “pick the brains of the leadership team.” Eight of the ads (40 percent) represent the internship as a chance to be mentored by an industry leader, as suggested by phrases like “work directly with Tina Eisner, the casting Manager,” “work closely with Brandi Walker Maddox” and work “with the President of the company.” Clearly, the reality TV intern job ads frame the internship as a career-relevant experience that will help the worker to develop a range of skills, expose themselves to and network with industry insiders, peers, and professionals, and even be mentored by managers. By representing reality TV internships as providing a positive career relevant experience, the reality TV intern job ads may persuade prospective applicants that working for free for a reality TV studio might really help them to secure gainful waged employment within the TV industry later on. And the worker’s hope that the experience they get by doing the reality TV internship will help them get a paid career in the future may encourage them to enthusiastically consent to as opposed to contest the objective fact that studios are misclassifying them as interns to dispossess their labour power, devalue the labour of all workers in this sector, and displace formally paid employees.
4. Conclusion: Reality TV Intern Class Action

By interrogating 20 reality TV internship job ads for internships in the US-based, yet globalization, reality TV production sector, this article demonstrates that reality TV studios embrace, exploit, and try to elicit the consent of workers to low to no waged work via internship programs. Although the power relationship between reality TV studios and workers is marked by division, compulsion, exclusion, unfreedom, and inequality, the ideology of “hope” for a career-relevant experience may persuade workers to accept rather than challenge these capitalist conditions.

Yet, reality TV interns are not dupes of capital, but agents who possess the collective capacities for understanding and changing their conditions, and for the better. Across the cultural industries, workers are spearheading an “emerging intern activism” by blowing the whistle on the companies that exploit them, working with unions, launching class action suits, and pressuring government to crack down on illegal programs (de Peuter, Cohen and Brophy 2012; Perlin 2012; Yamada 2013b). Perhaps the most effective way that workers have contested unpaid internships is through litigation, as highlighted by a number of high-profile intern class action suits in the United States against media corporations like Fox Searchlight, the Hearst Corporation, Condé Nast, Warner Music Group, Sirus, and Vice Media (Sterne 2014). By proving that media corporations misclassified them as interns and used them to replace paid employees, workers have won back wages for the labour they did as “interns” (de Peuter, Cohen and Brophy 2012). The most significant legal battle surrounding the rise of “intern nation” (Perlin 2012), then, centers on the power to define the intern as an “employee” or “non-employee.”

According to the US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and the Civil Rights Act, people who are not paid for the work they do are not classified as “employees,” hence, the people who do unpaid internships are “non-employees” and have no “human rights” in the workplace (Perlin 2012, 78; Yamada 2013a, 2013b). Yet, the US Federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) defines an “employee” as “any individual employed by an employer” with “employ” meaning “to suffer or permit to work,” and thus, when a company employs a person’s labour, even when not paying them, they are dealing with employees who possess human rights, including the right to be paid a minimum wage (Nieves 2014). Furthermore, the US Department of Labor (DOL) uses six criteria for determining whether or not a company is misclassifying employees as interns: 1) the internship is similar to the training an educational environment would provide; 2) the internship is for the benefit of the intern; 3) the intern does not displace regular employees; 4) the employer derives no immediate advantage from the intern; 5) the intern is not entitled to a job at the end of the internship; 6) the intern understands that he or she is not entitled to wage (Carrigan 2012; Nieves 2014). If the company running the unpaid internship program fails to meet all of these six criteria, their interns are legally classifiable as employees and must be paid.

To date, interns have not launched any class action suits against reality TV studios. Yet, there may be solid grounds for such a case. With regard to the FLSA’s definition, reality TV interns are classifiable as employees of studios because they do real work for them. And when put to the DOL’s six-point test, reality TV studios would seem to get a failing grade, for reasons outlined below.

First, reality TV internships are not similar to the training an educational environment would provide with regard to context because colleges and universities are not privately owned for-profit TV studios that get students to produce reality TV show commodities. Also, training connotes a process whereby a mentor teaches a particular skill to an apprentice so as to prepare them to do certain types of work, but reality TV studios expect their interns to already possess skills prior to putting them to work. Second, reality TV internships may benefit the people who do them by providing “experience” to put on their résumé, a letter of reference, and a sense of how reality TV production happens, but these benefits are equivalent to what any
entry-level reality TV studio employee would obtain by doing the work that interns do, so it is not apparent that reality TV studios intentionally design and run unpaid internship programs exclusively for the moral betterment or educational uplift of workers. As discussed earlier, these internships may perpetuate capitalist power relations of class division, compulsion, exclusion, unfreedom, and inequality that do not benefit interns, but instead advance the interests of reality TV studios. Third, reality TV interns perform significant roles in the reality TV industry’s division of labour that would have been played by employees and complete tasks employees would get paid to do. If reality TV studios did not have interns to play productive roles and complete tasks without pay at their disposal, they would likely have to hire and pay more employees to make their TV shows. Fourth, reality TV studios derive an immediate advantage from the intern because they channel the intern’s skills into the production of reality TV shows that they own the property rights to and sell for a profit in the TV market—reality TV studios exploit the labour of interns for their own financial gain. Fifth, reality TV interns do not appear to be entitled to a job at the end of the unpaid internship, but this obscures how reality TV internships are basically jobs that do not pay. Sixth, although the reality TV intern job ads make it clear to applicants that they will not be paid for their labour, given that studios seem to be misclassifying employees as interns, this is irrelevant; under the FLSA, employees are not allowed to waive their right to be paid a wage for work.

In conclusion, workers have solid grounds for a class action suit against the reality TV studios, which misclassify them as interns and a right to recuperate lost wages for the real work they do. A more substantive case for workers against reality TV studios that solidifies the preliminary one posited herein will depend upon workers themselves gaining the confidence to publicly speak out about their experiences. Yet, the prospect of speaking truth to capitalist power may intimidate interns, especially in these precarious times and in such a competitive TV labour market. Fear of being stigmatized as a militant intern, blacklisted by internship program managers, and deprived of their shot to work for free as a means to maybe one day be employed for a wage, may deter interns from speaking out. Moving forward, the lawyers and unions involved in intern activism should have dialogue with such workers. And labour-minded communication studies scholars could gain further knowledge about and publicize how these workers live and labour by doing ethnographic research. A record of the feelings, thoughts, and testimonies of the workers that the reality TV industry embraces to exploit as unpaid interns would be a valuable supplement to this study and provide new cultural material to either validate or challenge its critique.

Appendix A: Reality TV Intern Job Search

Table 1. Reality TV Intern Roles and Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Intern Role/ Tasks</th>
<th>Production Assistant</th>
<th>Casting</th>
<th>Clerical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Productions</td>
<td>“Development Internship”</td>
<td>“develop and pitch non-scripted shows,” “creating new ones [shows]” “researching for existing shows”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“general office support (phones, copies, etc...)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK Global Trading</td>
<td>“Screen Writer/Reality TV Shows”</td>
<td>“reality TV screen writing”</td>
<td>“cast [ . . . ] non-scripted shows” “telephone interviewing skills, skyping interviewing”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Responsibilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwell Casting</td>
<td>“Casting Intern”</td>
<td>“help with finding applicants, greeting them when they come in for interviews, preparing pitches, and more”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forever Fabulous Events</td>
<td>“Office Intern”</td>
<td>“organize and collect progress reports,” “monitor project calendar, ensuring project is on schedule and in budget”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freemantle Media (1)</td>
<td>“Development Internship”</td>
<td>“script review and internal development meetings,” “conducting research as directed”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freemantle Media (2)</td>
<td>“Scripted Development Intern”</td>
<td>“answering phones, data entry, administration duties”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Yard Productions</td>
<td>“Post-Production Intern”</td>
<td>“answering phones, transcribing video interviews, logging actuality footage and organizing all materials to office management”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart18 Entertainment</td>
<td>“Casting Intern”</td>
<td>“researching, finding, and pitching new prospective talents for new projects,” “posting casting calls”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HillCrest Event Center</td>
<td>“TV Camera Person/Videographer”</td>
<td>“assist in scene set up”, “assist in”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Position/Internship Title</td>
<td>Duties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBO Production Inc.</td>
<td>“Videographer/post-production editor Intern”</td>
<td>“capturing, logging and digitizing video footage from multiple formats,” “assist in assembling rough cuts for national TV shows,” “help with miscellaneous projects,” “assist on video shoots”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthearted Entertainment</td>
<td>“Office and Development Intern”</td>
<td>“supporting the development team” “heavy emphasis on researching existing show ideas” “general office support (phones, copies, etc.)”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Ride Entertainment, LLC</td>
<td>“Videographer Intern”</td>
<td>“videographer,” “participate in focus groups and panels [. . . ] to help further develop the series,” “may also participate in the editing process”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Potato Two Potato</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Seacrest Productions</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>“diversified selection of assignments with an emphasis on projects, rather than clerical tasks” “assisting with special projects related to Red Carpet events and Unscripted Television Development”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonassa’s LLC</td>
<td>“Videography Intern for Reality and Television Show”</td>
<td>“film a weekly 30 minutes Television Show which includes 15 minutes of the Talk Show and 15 minutes of”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Internship Title</td>
<td>Responsibilities</td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stick Figure Productions</td>
<td>“Production Intern”</td>
<td>“help in all aspects of our production company,” “developing projects,” “working on projects currently in production,” “help out with post-production process”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superfine Films</td>
<td>“TV Development Intern (reality)”</td>
<td>“participate HANDS on in our reality TV development department helping to develop new reality television shows” “doing research into creative trends,” “editing”</td>
<td>telephone interviewing, skyping and interviewing potential talent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Idea Factory</td>
<td>“Reality TV Development Intern”</td>
<td>“work in development and production,” “writing,” “shooting,” “possibly editing” “research”</td>
<td>Basic Office Duties, phones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vantage New Media</td>
<td>“Production Assistant Internship”</td>
<td>“pre-to-post production of a segment of a Nationwide Reality Television Program focused on the making of College Swimsuit Calendars”</td>
<td>full involvement in the casting process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalerock Industries</td>
<td>“TV/Film Development Intern”</td>
<td>“Participate in creative development meetings with Scripted and Unscripted TV executives,” “Work on projects in development for various television networks and media outlets”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Reality TV Intern Skills: Hard and Soft
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Hard Skills</th>
<th>Soft Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Productions</td>
<td>&quot;excellent communication skills&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;initiative,&quot; &quot;organized,&quot; &quot;able to multi-task,&quot; &quot;positive attitude,&quot; &quot;quick learner,&quot; &quot;creative&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK Global Trading</td>
<td>&quot;must have experience in reality TV screen writing&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;out of the box thinker/writer,&quot; &quot;be able to put the society under critical camera lens,&quot; &quot;work as a team,&quot; &quot;share her/his/ idea to other team members to the point of completion on time&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwell Casting</td>
<td>&quot;knowledge of editing software,&quot; &quot;Photoshop, and or Powerpoint,&quot; &quot;excellent written and verbal skills&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;highly motivated,&quot; &quot;ambitious,&quot; &quot;positive and eager attitude&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forever Fabulous Events</td>
<td>&quot;knowledge of editing software,&quot; &quot;Photoshop, and or Powerpoint,&quot; &quot;excellent written and verbal skills&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;assessing issues, defining solutions, and implementing strategy,&quot; &quot;how to implement goals,&quot; &quot;leadership, efficiency, dependability and organization&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freemantle Media (1)</td>
<td>&quot;strong computer skills,&quot; &quot;proficient in PC, Microsoft Office and other programs&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;detail oriented, eager to learn and efficient, with excellent follow-up and follow-through skills,&quot; &quot;multi-task, take initiative, be naturally curious, fun loving,&quot; &quot;trustworthy with sensitive and confidential information&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freemantle Media (2)</td>
<td>&quot;knowledge of editing software, Photoshop, and/or PowerPoint is a plus,&quot; &quot;excellent written and verbal skills&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;ambitious,&quot; &quot;positive and eager attitude&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Yard Productions</td>
<td>&quot;strong communication skills&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;meticulous, flexible and ready to work in a fast paced office&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart18 Entertainment</td>
<td>&quot;terrific email skills&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Organizational skills,&quot; &quot;The ability to meet deadlines,&quot; &quot;follow specific directions,&quot; &quot;ability to work independently,&quot; &quot;strong interest in TV and media,&quot; &quot;previous internship experience preferred, but not necessary&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HillCrest Event Center</td>
<td>&quot;working knowledge of basic camera operation,&quot; &quot;Adobe Master Collection and Microsoft,&quot; &quot;excellent written and verbal communication&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;multi-tasking and coordination,&quot; &quot;passion for art and film,&quot; &quot;attention to details while maintaining perspective,&quot; &quot;able to give and take direction,&quot; &quot;artistic vision,&quot; &quot;work in fast paced environment&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBO Production Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;highly motivated,&quot; &quot;reliable,&quot; &quot;dedicated,&quot; &quot;enthusiastic&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthearted Entertainment</td>
<td>&quot;Mac skills,&quot; &quot;excellent communication&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;follow through,&quot; &quot;excellent organizational, analytical and prioritization skills,&quot; &quot;quick learner,&quot; &quot;multi-tasker,&quot; &quot;fast, quality-reinforced turnaround,&quot; &quot;positive attitude/sense of humor,&quot; &quot;ability to maintain confidentiality&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Ride Entertainment, LLC</td>
<td>&quot;sufficient experience using&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Number of positions</td>
<td>Full-time/ Part-Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Productions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK Global Trading</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>PT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The Characteristics of Reality TV Internships
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reality TV Company</th>
<th>Training/Skills Development</th>
<th>Exposure/Networking</th>
<th>Mentorship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Productions</td>
<td>&quot;the internship is a great way to learn the industry and will provide practical know-how,&quot; &quot;hands on experience in development of non-scripted television&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;learn what it takes to create reality television [...] under our development team&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK Global Trading</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwell Casting</td>
<td>&quot;We will teach you the ins and outs of the&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;a unique opportunity to work&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;work directly with Tina Eisner, the casting manager&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company / Organization</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forever Fabulous Events</td>
<td>&quot;work closely with Mrs. Brandi Walker Maddox interfacing with all her clients&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freemantle Media (1)</td>
<td>&quot;A valuable look into the development process within a Television Studio,&quot; &quot;a very educational and comprehensive look into the entire TV landscape&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freemantle Media (2)</td>
<td>&quot;a great opportunity to learn about the unscripted development process from the ground up,&quot; &quot;an opportunity to be on set of two game shows,&quot; to &quot;witness first-hand what it takes to run a studio based game show for a major broadcast network&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Yard Productions</td>
<td>&quot;work REMOTELY, directly with the President of the company&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart18 Entertainment</td>
<td>&quot;Assistant to Director of Photography,&quot; &quot;Learn hands on experience with a group of film producers&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HillCrest Event Center</td>
<td>&quot;boost your knowledge of necessary make up techniques for camera&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBO Production Inc.</td>
<td>&quot;any projects worked on by intern will be provided to them for demo reel purposes only&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthearted Entertainment</td>
<td>&quot;hands on experience in development of non-scripted television,&quot; &quot;if you are interested in getting into reality television, documentary, game shows or casting this will be practical experience and a great way to learn the industry&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Ride Entertainment, LLC</td>
<td>&quot;great referent point for future positions&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- casting world and also provide training on how to do different types of casting positions" with a professional and experienced casting team"
Producers and Directors and attend focus groups and corporate meetings”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One Potato Two Potato</td>
<td>“hands-on/practical exposure to the television/entertainment industry with a focus on the Digital Media space”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Seacrest Productions</td>
<td>“an initial foothold in television”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonassa’s LLC</td>
<td>“great opportunity for the intern to practice their talent”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stick Figure Productions</td>
<td>“opportunity to work,” “opportunity of a lifetime”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superfine Films</td>
<td>“participate hands on, creative learning experiences unlike you or your friends ever seen”, “Learning…YOU WILL NOT get coffee, make copies or pick up our laundry! Ever…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“LEARNING with our development team”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Idea Factory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vantage New Media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalerock Industries</td>
<td>“Learn what it takes to succeed in the TV/Film Industry,” “Learn about the TV and film development process first hand”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Have the opportunity to develop and pitch an original idea to the leadership team,” “Participate in ‘Lunch &amp; Learns’ – opportunities to grab a bite and pick the brains of the leadership team”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Expo Milano 2015: The Institutionalization of Working for Free in Italy

Roberto Ciccarelli

Translated by Roberta Buiani and Enda Brophy

Abstract: This essay reports on the temporary and unpaid forms of labour around which the 2015 World’s Fair (Expo 2015) in Milan is organized and upon which it depends. The collective agreement supporting Expo 2015 is especially significant, the paper contends, in that it has been seized upon by the government of Matteo Renzi as a blueprint for the future of labour relations in Italy. Expo 2015 ushers in the institutionalization of unpaid work in the crisis-stricken Italian economy—a transformation approved by the major Italian trade unions that signed off on the collective agreement, but forcefully opposed by social movements who have decried the expansion of unpaid work permitted by the contract.

Keywords: Expo 2015, precarious employment, internships, volunteering, free labour

1. “Why the Hell Are You Asking Me to Volunteer?”

Take 18,500 young people and student volunteers, all working for free, while the judiciary investigates a million dollar bribery scheme, prosecuting and arresting entrepreneurs and corrupt lobbyists. Welcome to the Milan Expo. Throw in a communications team which routinely turns to the web to ask for “advice” on how to improve the event (one that senior figures in the Italian government maintain will contribute to the country’s economic recovery). Add to this the most brilliant and critical activist network in Italy and you’ll get a glimpse of what the future has in store for the precariat in this country: unpaid work. These are the elements that, on May 21, 2014, combined to produce what we could rightly call a communicative “epic fail.” For the first time since the confederal trade unions and Expo Ltd. signed a collective agreement in July of 2013, Expo 2015 organizers clumsily sought to engage the internet in the discussion of a topic—that-like the unspeakable (in Latin, nefas) in Greek tragedy—makes everybody feel uncomfortable and thus usually remains unspoken.

Launched by the event’s organizers, the hashtag #AskExpo was soon flooded by the messages of hundreds of people demanding explanations regarding a collective agreement that, for the first time in the history of Italian labour law, enshrines free work for 90 percent of those involved in the production of what Premier Matteo Renzi sees as a “source of pride” for the country (Expo 2015). Meanwhile, only 835 people among the thousands of interns, apprentices, and limited contract workers will be “hired” for a period of 7 to 12 months. “Why is #Expo2015—an event that was supposed to create jobs—depending on volunteers?” wrote @TwashWish. “This public event supported by public funds is 90% dependent on unpaid work. Why are the private companies the ones making money?” asked @ufo_inthesky.

It was impossible not to draw connections between all of this free labour and the arrests of a bid-rigging racket of contractors (the so-called “Cupola degli appalti”) carried out on May 8, 2014. Among others, those detained included the General Manager of Expo 2015 Ltd., Angelo Paris, and a number of entrepreneurs and lobbyists recruited from the ranks of the Tan-

1 An earlier version of this piece was originally published in Alias, May 24, 2014.
2 The Milan Expo is the most recent iteration of a long tradition of “World’s Fairs,” or public exhibitions held in cities around the world, dating back to the 19th century. Since 1928 the Bureau of International Expositions, headquartered in Paris, France, has taken on the responsibility for co-ordinating the exhibitions.
3 Translators’ note: The labour agreement was signed between Expo and Italy’s three major trade unions: the Confederazione Generale del Lavoro (Italian General Confederation of Labour, or CGIL), the Confederazione Italiana Sindacati Lavoratori (Italian Confederation of Workers’ Unions, or CISL) and the Unione Italiana del Lavoro (Union of Italian Workers, or UIL).
gentopoli scandal of the early 1990s.4 “With all the money you’ve gotten (some of it mysteriously vanished), why the hell are you asking me to volunteer?” tweeted @divexdj.

2. Anatomy of an Unpaid Workforce

Following this controversy, Expo 2015 organizers assured the public that the number of interns and volunteers had been reduced to less than 10,000 and that 7,000 of these will be employed for a maximum of 14 days. There was no explanation offered for the diminished numbers—perhaps the organizers feared the unpaid volunteers might not demonstrate the enthusiasm that was originally anticipated. The Expo volunteer program itself includes at least three tracks. A “short-term experience” option is available for those who want to commit five and a half hours a day to the event over a two-week period. “Long-term volunteers” will be able to participate more extensively through civil service projects connected to the event or through projects coordinated by the event’s volunteer program, DoteComune Expo, working for five days a week during the six months Expo is staged. A further form of volunteering is referred to as “volunteers for a day”, and includes corporate volunteers who will work at Expo for a one-time, five-hour day. Students from Progetto Scuola (The School Project) will act as guides for their peers through the pavilions. Screening of candidates for all of these positions are managed by the Centri di Servizio per il Volontariato (Volunteering Service Centres) which will train the selected volunteers.

The plans laid out by Expo organizers have included the hiring of 640 workers on temporary contracts and 195 interns at a monthly pay of 516 Euro. More than 300 of these short-term positions have prioritized workers who are either unemployed or receiving social assistance. In all likelihood, at the end of the exhibition, these individuals will return to a state of precarity, hoping for a call to work at a festival or some other event generated by the virtually bottomless reservoir of immaterial labour in the city of Milan.

One of the most disturbing aspects of the working arrangements at Expo is the creation of a two-tier system dividing temporary workers and volunteers: on one side there are the short-term contractors, the apprentices, and the interns, who will obtain certifications with titles such as “event manager”, “big event specialist”, or “big event technician and manager”. On the other side are the vast majority of volunteers, who work for free and must demonstrate an appreciation of Expo’s “values”, namely, “feeding the world” and “ensuring quality, healthy, just and sustainable nutrition”—values that are widely shared, to be sure. In short, Expo 2015 demands of its over 10,000 volunteers an (mostly) unpaid commitment in exchange for some visibility and a chance to showcase their talents and broaden their relational networks, all in the hopes of another internship, a short-term contract or perhaps even a job down the road.

3. The Political Economy of Visibility

The volunteers, interns, and temporary workers at Expo 2015 share a single destiny: a revolving-door scenario in which they will move between jobs in the formal and informal economy, between unemployment and apprenticeships, between precarious jobs and working for free. With the approval of the confederal trade unions, the Milan Expo has thus become a crucial first step toward the institutionalization of underpaid and free labour in Italy. By relying on a network of volunteering agencies and non-profits, this system puts precarious workers and volunteers in competition and harvests their hopes with the justification that “it’s better than nothing.” In other words, better to work for free than to be unemployed.

By participating in Expo, by working shifts of six hours a day for six months, these young people will acquire the most coveted commodity in circulation in the era of financialized capitalism: visibility, or, the possibility to show themselves off and prove their existence in this world, hoping that one day this existence will come to have some value in the market. Whether real or only promised, this visibility is most certainly not a commodity: in actual fact,
Expo volunteers will receive no money in exchange for their efforts. Technically, theirs is neither a job contract nor can it be considered job training. Volunteers’ presence around the pavilions is purely performative. Both Expo organizers and the confederal unions encourage the volunteers’ participation as a form of ethical engagement. This engagement, one reads in the agreement endorsed and signed by the unions and Expo Ltd., has to be offered exclusively “with the goal of actively participating, as a gesture of solidarity and pluralism” (Expo 2015 et al. 2013).

“Ethics” here is a key concept in the neoliberal management of labour. The individual is asked to subscribe directly and without mediation to the goals and values imposed from above by the private company or by the state. Participation must be spontaneous, disinterested, and voluntary. That is, the individual has to demonstrate maximum availability and a commitment to the ethics and values of the market, as well as to the principles of the social economy, in this case the “green economy” in particular. The individual’s availability must be so broad and indiscriminate as to turn the labour relationship into one of self-exploitation. In other words, the volunteer at Expo is the quintessential 21st century worker. In exchange for zero Euros, she invests what Marx called “absolute surplus labour”—or the excess of work which cannot be measured in terms of wages—in response to the requests of a given firm. Maybe one day she will receive some form of compensation from working precarious for one, two, or three months, for another big event to be programmed in an indeterminate future. It will be up to big investors or the state to organize—whether it is in Milan or in any other city in Italy or in the world—another event that might catalyze sufficient funding to pay today’s precarious work force.

4. New Labouring Subjects

The great contractual novelty of Expo resides in the fact that the trade unions have fully endorsed an agreement that introduces the notions of “volunteering” or “volunteer” labour. In other words, free labour. Volunteering exists already everywhere in Italy, as in the rest of the world. Its nature is generally religious, political, or civic. The conventions of the big political parties are teeming with young people who lend their free time in exchange for the opportunity to participate in an event. However, Expo is neither a religious event nor the Festa dell’Unità. Expo is a capitalist enterprise with a long history dating back to the nineteenth century.

The co-opting of volunteers is of course a constant in big, spectacular events: the Olympics and a range of other kinds of cultural events have relied on volunteer labour for many years. This does not take away from the fact that, in the context of Italian law and the recent history of the country’s trade unions, what is happening with Expo in Milan is without precedent. In fact, this event has formalized the existence of a double labour market that the trade unions intend to manage along with capital and the state: on one side, there are the precarious worker and the unemployed; on the other side, there are the younger generations, those without “work experience”, as well as workers in the informal economy, the chronically unemployed, and those that are “inactive” in that they are no longer even seeking work. These figures merge into a three-fold subject: the worker/precarious/unemployed. In the past, these three conditions constituted three different statuses. Today they coexist in the same individual. This individual can gain regular working experience, as well as engage in precarious work or suffer a period of unemployment, all within a few months. She might even find herself in all three conditions at the same time. In other words, the volunteer at Milan Expo represents the future subject of work living in an immense grey area of informal and precarious labor. This is the condition of what Giorgio Allegri and I have described elsewhere as the Fifth Estate (Allegri and Ciccarelli 2013).

---

5 Translators’ note: The Festa dell’Unità is the traditional yearly celebration of the Italian Communist Party.
6 The Fifth Estate is an existential condition for millions of workers, whether self-employed, temporary or freelance workers, skilled or mobile workers, ‘precarious’ workers or simply working poor. They are knowledge workers, chain workers, communication or health care workers, mini-job workers, or contract workers in the arts and culture sector. The Fifth Estate, however, is also the condition for millions of non-working people in the age of
5. No Future

The Italian government’s preference has been clear since July of 2013. Former premier Enrico Letta called for an extension of the Expo labour agreement to all employment contracts before he was removed from office by a party conspiracy led by the current premier, Matteo Renzi. This proposed extension only pertained to the portion of the agreement covering free work and the number of apprenticeships to be offered. What has become obvious however is that the creation of new employment in Italy occurs almost exclusively during these “big events” funded by finance capital. These spectacles are marked by ephemeral work arrangements whose duration is only equal to the event itself, a temporary interruption of structural unemployment, or an occasional variation within the recursive regime of precarity. The sole interest of the State, and likewise of capital, is to maintain a constantly flexible employment regime, as well as to regularly modify labour laws in order to keep wages low and deny individuals the fundamental legislative protections they once enjoyed. It’s a regime that is demanded obsessively by transnational governance bodies ranging from the International Monetary Fund to the European Central Bank, and national governments dutifully turn it into reality, as the case of Expo 2015 so clearly demonstrates.

6. Freedom and Slavery

The final aspect that this Italian story contributes to a broader reflection on labour rights, precariousness, and the fifth estate is the almost compulsory participation on the part of subjects that is demanded by the governance mechanism of free labour. As a result, the emergent sensibility displayed by these subjects is the result of a double movement: a subjection of the individual to the path imposed by the firm (i.e., ongoing education at no cost to the company) and the subjectivation of the individual who freely accepts work without pay for the prospect of an income or a professional position to be secured in an uncertain future. This mixture of freedom and slavery is typical of contemporary neoliberal subjectivity. It is an attitude that characterizes the subject from the earliest days in the education system, and consigns her in adulthood to permanent failure, cultural and political impotence, and apathy in the workplace and society. It is a self-governing mechanism along the lines of what Etienne De la Boëtie would call “voluntary servitude”. In neoliberalism voluntary servitude is a model upon which states invest beginning from the subject’s earliest years of existence. In turn, the subject is obliged to accept this model as the only way to achieve social inclusion, a goal important enough that she agrees even to pay for the opportunity to work and survive as a member of the working poor.

This phenomenon is not new in Italy or in the United States. It affects the middle class, independent professions, immaterial labourers, and the knowledge economy in particular. There is nonetheless something new in the situation that is unfolding: unlike the years of the economic boom that saw the rise of the middle class, today the substantial resources that are invested by households toward university education and professional training for their children are chronically undermined by unemployment and mass precarity. In the U.S., debt resulting from borrowing from the state and from the banks has generated a market bubble

unemployment in the European Great Recession (2008 onwards); a condition that affects the existence of young people Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEET) as well as that of over-40s. No rights or protection can be thought of for it. Its subjects are stateless people, as they are excluded from social citizenship, and always subjected to the chance of becoming poor. They are the ‘outcasts’ of traditional labour law in the crucial transition from the Welfare State to the Workfare of neoliberal governance. The subjects of the Fifth ‘precarious’ Estate are stateless and outcasts in that they often live without class identity and political community. Although they are the natives of the particular country in which they live, today they are as foreign and barbaric as the migrants in our midst in those same countries. Both these natives and the migrants belong to the ‘community of those without community’. Their citizenship is without a State, because the State does not recognize their citizenship” (Allegri and Ciccarelli 2014)

According to De la Boëtie, “voluntary servitude” is the decision of “a vast number of individuals, of towns, cities and nations” to “allow one man to tyrannize them, a man who has no power except the power they yourselves give him, who could do them no harm were they not willing to suffer harm, and who could never wrong them were they not more ready to endure it than to stand in his way” (De La Boétie 1988, 12).
that is even bigger than the one that was created by subprime mortgages, and there is talk of a default similar to the one that hit the U.S. in 2007. Members of the so-called middle class between 30 and 40 years of age are no longer able to pay their debts due to a drastic redistribution of resources and job insecurity. Yet the only access to employment, and later on, one hopes, to a middle-class existence, remains to pay in order to find a job.

This situation is not very different from the one we are experiencing in Italy, even though the financial dimensions of this rupture are hardly comparable. In Europe the financialization of society is not as advanced as in the United States. However, the institutionalization of free labour by trade unions, businesses, and the state has evolved on both sides of the Atlantic in very similar ways. The subject with no financial resources or support is asked to pay for a graduate degree or certification courses that promise professionalization, and to work for free in the hopes of being able to get an education through precarious and temporary assignments. It is the ultimate demonstration that for at least another generation capital will need not a skilled middle class (if not in miniscule quantities) but rather a vast proletariat to shape into whatever form is required according to the economic conjuncture.

In the midst of the most postmodern economic event that there is, we are witnessing in Italy a return to the conditions of life and work that were typical of early modernity: seasonal labour, day labour, or free labour as a form of survival for subjects bereft of either financial income or social protection. This leap backwards in time could also lead to the discovery of solidarity, to those forms of individual and collective subjectivation that might bring this new kind of proletariat—as David Harvey (2012) calls it in Rebel Cities—to a radical break with exploitation. This would mean, of course, overcoming that mechanism by which the maximum freedom of the subject corresponds to her maximum self-exploitation.
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Abstract: Internships are a common component of journalism education in Canada and, in some cases, a requirement for graduation. I look at the history and development of internships, both paid and unpaid, in the English-language national television newsroom of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), Canada’s public broadcaster. This account is informed by interviews with CBC staff, union officials, and former CBC interns as well as a survey of post-secondary education institutions that place interns with the CBC. I explore the establishment of unpaid internships at the CBC and the role of the Canadian Media Guild in creating the contract language defining the parameters of internship placements. Internships at the CBC are perceived by some of the Corporation’s staff as a responsibility of the public broadcaster, and representatives of the colleges and universities that participate in the program view the internships as valuable. I argue that the absence of institutional statistics on internships is a missed opportunity to deepen understanding of the role of internships at the CBC, and that systematic information-gathering by academic institutions regarding placements and offers of paid employment would be a useful resource in the debate over unpaid internships.
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The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) has a significant role in disseminating news and current affairs programming to Canadians. The roots of the CBC were established in the 1930s with radio broadcasts, and the public broadcaster’s first television stations went on the air in 1952. A Crown corporation, the CBC is one of Canada’s largest cultural institutions, with total spending in 2013–2014 of $1.87 billion, with $975.6 million of that provided by the federal government (CBC 2015a). The CBC’s financial struggles have been widely covered in recent years. In 2012, the government announced a 10 percent cut to the CBC’s funding over a three-year period, a move that reduced the government allocation by $115 million (CBC 2012). Funding cuts and revenue shortfalls have led to staff reductions, with the CBC president noting in 2014 that he had announced three rounds of major cutbacks since taking the position in 2008, affecting the equivalent of more than 2,100 positions (CBC 2014a). As of April 2014, the CBC had the equivalent of 8,203 fulltime positions (CBC 2015b). The same month, the Corporation announced a plan that will leave the broadcaster with between 1,000 and 1,500 fewer jobs by 2020 (Wong 2014).

The CBC’s mandate under the 1991 Broadcasting Act is to provide programming that informs, enlightens, and entertains as well as reflects Canada and its regions (Government of Canada 2014). The Corporation has at least one station in every province and territory in Canada, many of them in the same communities where schools offering journalism programs are located. This prominence, and the CBC’s long history of news and current affairs programming, fuelled requests for internships from colleges and universities, and led to the creation of unpaid intern programs in the English and French-language national newsrooms.

This article explores the history of internships in the CBC’s English-language national television newsroom, from their introduction in the 1970s with a few paid participants, to the extensive media network that exists today, which offers unpaid placements to dozens of students each year, to a paid program for a small group of students who are completing their final year of study. I address how the Corporation handled the creation and oversight of internships.

1 The CBC was aware that this research was being undertaken by an employee, but the research and publication of this article are independent of the CBC.
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ternship programs. I show that staff view offering internships as one of the responsibilities of a public broadcaster, and schools view the internships as a valuable resource. In conclusion, I argue that more systematic information gathering and information sharing by academic institutions about the CBC internships would contribute to the larger discussion surrounding internships and their efficacy.

The CBC’s size and reach mean that internships, both editorial and technical, can be found in various divisions of the Corporation in cities across Canada and beyond. The goal of this research is to establish a timeline for the development of internships at national television news in Toronto, which has not been documented in a comprehensive way by the CBC. The scope of the research is limited primarily to placements handled by an office in Toronto that accepts applications from across the country for editorial internships. While the first internships in television news are exclusive to that medium, unpaid internships now offered to students from eligible academic institutions, which include television news components, may have radio news or online news components as well.

This research is based on a mixed methods approach. Interviews were conducted with six individuals who have at one time been tasked with responsibilities for the intern program that includes English television news, as well as one manager responsible for the French-language program based in Montreal. A senior union representative with the Canadian Media Guild was interviewed on the contract language for unpaid interns. I exchanged written communication with four former executive producers in the newsroom, who provided information about the early years of the program. Four former interns from the 1970s and 1980s offered their written recollections and responses to questions, as well as six former interns whose placements were as recent as 2013. I interviewed six news producers who have been tasked with overseeing interns. In addition, I sent a survey to colleges and universities with journalism programs who participate in the CBC internship program, generating responses from 10 schools in five provinces.  

1. The Early Years

The first CBC initiative identified as an intern program and overseen by national television news was established in 1974. Two senior editorial staff travelled to the University of Western Ontario, Ryerson, and Carleton, the only Ontario schools offering programs in journalism studies at the time (Ryerson School of Journalism 2015). After completing interviews, eight individuals were chosen for a four-month paid summer program. Initial training was provided in Toronto, and the participants were sent to work in local CBC television newsrooms. Vancouver, Regina, Halifax, Ottawa, and Montreal are among the stations where interns were placed that first summer, with a deliberate attempt to not send interns to cities where they had lived or studied. All of the interns were integrated into the reporting staff of the newsroom for approximately 14 weeks before returning to Toronto for the final week of the internship.

One of the interns from the program’s first year describes the experience as an extended job interview, suggesting that one of the goals of the program was to identify promising journalists and hire them before the competition did. The internship was regarded as a chance for the Corporation to explore and assess an individual intern’s strengths and weaknesses, and a chance for the intern to get four months of full-time paid work. About half of the first group of interns stayed on in the cities where they interned, and there were similar examples in subsequent years. Internships provided local stations across the country with promising talent who had already attracted interest at the national level of the CBC.

An intern from the 1980s observed of the executives who selected him that “it was as if they were trying to shape the future national newsroom by using this training program as a conduit.” He believes the intern choices were seen as “a way to bring in new blood, to train print journalists, maybe even a tool for affirmative action.” Another remembers the senior editors who interviewed him as being “intense and challenging,” even reporting having an

---

2 In order to ensure frank assessments, participants were advised that while their roles would be identified, their names or those of their post-secondary institutions would be anonymized. All unattributed quotations in the article are drawn from the interviews or the survey.
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argument with one of them. A third former intern describes training in which “we had our thinking pushed on the conventions of TV news.” Although in some years the program was put on hiatus for financial reasons, the paid summer intern program continued until 1990, with many of the interns who stayed at the CBC moving into senior level reporting and editorial positions.

While the paid summer intern program was established and well known, there are no documented examples of unpaid interns in the television newsroom in the 1970s and 1980s. Former staff during that period suggest the absence of unpaid internships was a result of strong opposition to the idea from unions. Asked about interns in Toronto, one former staff member said, “We did not use that word in the newsroom. Unpaid work would have caused a union action, I am sure.” Entry-level work in the television newsroom for recent graduates of journalism programs was often as copy clerks and editorial assistants, who were generally hired on a casual or contract basis.

Developments between 1985 and 1999 saw significant changes at CBC News. In television news, these changes included the addition of a ten-minute newscast broadcast live in five different time zones for a noon-hour current affairs and lifestyle show called Midday, which began airing nationally in 1985. The establishment of CBC Newsworld in 1989 created a 24-hour cable news channel broadcast across Canada. Newsworld International, a specialty channel offered outside Canada, began broadcasting in 1994, and CBC’s website, cbc.ca, launched a year later. The development of digital news platforms and newsgathering also led to reorganization and greater integration between radio and television news (Canadian Media Guild 2014).

There does not appear to be a single factor that leads to the establishment of unpaid internships in the national TV newsroom. By the late 1990s, the additional news channels had increased the number of newsroom positions in Toronto from a decade earlier. There were also more post-secondary institutions offering journalism programs. A number of current or former CBC employees had been hired as instructors and professors at various journalism programs, and that appears to be at least partly responsible for an increase in the demand for placements. Several individuals who were at the CBC during this period described receiving calls from past or current CBC colleagues who were teaching journalism, asking if an internship could be arranged for students. They also confirm that individuals, including students, would regularly approach CBC News on their own initiative in an effort to arrange an internship. One CBC manager said, “there wasn’t a day someone didn’t get a call,” referring to inquiries about internships and the pressure from schools to offer them.

There was also interest within the CBC in creating opportunities for students to get exposure to the working environment at the Corporation. One individual involved in the development of unpaid internships describes approaching a manager to suggest that “we should be taking in interns from the schools, because that's part of who we are as a public broadcaster. We have great people here who would be really good mentors—we just need a proper system.” This sentiment is echoed by virtually every CBC staff member I interviewed: the public broadcaster has a duty to offer learning opportunities. “A public broadcaster must encourage Canadian journalism students to get involved and give them opportunities,” one producer told me.

There was one unique initiative in 1999 to broaden the pool of individuals working at the CBC by offering a 12-month paid internship. Open to any applicant, and widely advertised nationwide, it gave participants the opportunity to receive several weeks of training in Toronto before being sent to work in another city in a local newsroom. The ten participants, some of whom had journalism backgrounds, then returned to Toronto and were given placements at programs produced for national distribution. There were designated mentors for the participants, and a requirement to write regular updates on their experiences. There was no guarantee of work at the end of the 12-month period, although several remained with the Corporation. The initiative was discontinued after one year for budgetary reasons.

While there may have been a few informal arrangements in television news, there is no evidence of an established framework for unpaid internships during the 1990s. One CBC employee reports what happened when three university students were offered paid employ-
ment for the summer by radio news in the 1990s to fulfill internship requirements, describing “some very disgruntled people in the newsroom, saying ‘you’re bringing in these students and you’re getting them to do work and they’re taking work away from […] casual people,’ and so we decided not to go that route again.”

Individuals who participated in the creation of what is now the unpaid internship program in Toronto acknowledge that discussions about internships based in the national newsroom included questions about accessibility. One describes the number of schools the CBC worked with initially as quite small, and mostly in the Toronto area, saying, “We couldn’t offer a salary or a place to stay or a bus ticket,” but points out that queries about participation came from universities in other provinces, and explains students across the country are eligible to participate as long as they understand there is no money for a salary or accommodation. Another says of the program, “Yes, it is unpaid. But it is valuable, practical experience, it allows them to network, to test their own abilities, and gauge where they are. As a public broadcaster, I don’t have a problem with an internship as long as it’s not exploitive, and I don’t think it is.”

2. Union Involvement

Much of the opposition to unpaid internship programs came from the unions representing employees in news programming and involved concerns that internships would be used to respond to staffing shortages rather than to provide mentoring. The 1990s saw a significant organizational change involving unions representing CBC employees. The establishment of the Canadian Media Guild (CMG) in 1993 came about as part of an initiative to decrease the number of unions at the CBC. The newly named union saw an increase in membership from 700 to 3,000. A merger with the Canadian Broadcast Employees Union in 1998 added another 700 members to the CMG. And, in 2003, the union grew again by about 1,500 members after it won a representation vote against the Communications, Energy, and Paperworkers Union (Canadian Media Guild 2014). The same period also saw labour disputes, with union concerns about the loss of full-time staff positions to contract ones (Mosco and McKercher 2006).

An official with the CMG describes discussions within the union about the contract talks that led to the 1998 collective agreement, saying, “One of the areas people came to be concerned about was the use of interns because they were concerned about interns coming in and actually doing work and not really feeling it was a mentoring program, but it was departments making up for the lack of budget.” The union official recalls a debate about an internship policy among elected union representatives and some of those same people would have been on the bargaining committee when contract discussions were underway. He suggests both sides believed in having interns, saying it was “good for the Corporation, good for the union, for the members. The interns usually end up being future members.” The union official describes the union position as a quid pro quo, because training for interns acknowledges the obligation to provide training for staff as well. He points to language in a CMG policy that the national executive adopted in 1998, which states that “the interns must be used in such a way as to respect our collective agreements […] and to enhance the training opportunities given to members of the bargaining unit” (Canadian Media Guild 1998). The policy also affirms “the Guild’s first goal is to ensure that resources designated for our members are not being used to train outside individuals. When an employer proposes bringing in an intern, we must be satisfied that employees are given a chance to enhance their own skills” (ibid.).

A manager during this period agrees the union’s objections to unpaid interns derive from concerns that the CBC would use interns and casual employees to replace full-time positions. He points to changes in union leadership during the period in the late 1990s, when language on unpaid interns is discussed, and suggests there is an understanding on both sides of the value of putting an internship program in place, as some interns would become future employees. He recalls a conversation with a union executive to craft the terms of the language regarding interns, with the goal of protecting jobs and not opening the door to unpaid labour.
The union and CBC management approved the first contract language on unpaid internships in 1998. Key provisions are that the interns do not fill vacancies or replace existing staff, that the internship is for training purposes and to augment learning at a recognized educational institution, that interns are assigned a mentor, and that interns not be paid for their work, in recognition of the fact that they are part of a post-secondary education program and not newsroom employees who could be assigned to fill vacancies or handle duties without supervision (CBC-CMG 2014, 110–111).

The 1998 collective agreement signals a different emphasis from the first paid intern program of the 1970s and 1980s. The early programs are regarded by the CBC as a way for managers to identify and evaluate potential employees. Managers responsible for the intern program all point to the new contract language, which defines unpaid internships as placements that support academic learning. Students who participate must be enrolled in journalism programs with an internship component, as the placements are to augment their education. One manager notes, “These are clearly short-term opportunities. We hope that we get some benefit while they’re here and perhaps as a young person they have a different life view and they will give us some story ideas, but basically it’s to the benefit of students and schools.”

3. Internship Parameters

The current unpaid intern program in Toronto is set up with five distinct periods per year, to give newsroom producers and shows a fixed schedule to prepare for intern placements and identify available mentors. Colleges and universities handle the initial screening of applicants and are instructed by the CBC to permit only the best students in the class to apply, with a maximum of four students per school for an intern period. While the CBC does not set quotas for gender, race, or ethnicity, schools are made aware that the Corporation wants to ensure diversity in its workforce, and has identified priority communities, including aboriginal and visible minority candidates, and those with disabilities (CBC 2014b). Prospective interns can identify as a member of a priority group in the resume and cover letter accompanying their application.

The decision to offer internships to current college or university students in a journalism program makes internships impossible for those whose financial means or personal situations prevent them from undertaking academic studies. The lack of compensation or funding for travel also puts the possibility of placements in the national newsroom in Toronto or at foreign bureaus out of reach for students who might be outstanding candidates. While the CBC acknowledges that accessibility may be compromised by the lack of funding, there is no effort underway to address this barrier.

From its inception, the length of unpaid national radio and television news internships was fixed at six weeks. CBC managers argue that this time period is long enough to expose students to the internal workings of the CBC, without creating situations where interns are treated as employees and mistakenly assigned work that contravenes the collective agreement. The union confirms that contract language appears to be adhered to in most situations, with few cases brought to union attention. The CMG observes that the infrequent issues do not originate with senior management, but

where you get a problem is at an operational or department level and it may even be on occasion our own members [...] It can quite often be that they forget this is an intern. Again, I don’t think there’s any great plan to undermine the contract. [W]hen these things happen, we call somebody, we get back to them, and it gets fixed.

In some cases, interns move through radio, television, and online placements over two-week periods so as to ensure a diverse learning experience.

Successful applicants for an unpaid internship receive a copy of the language in the collective agreement, and the same stipulations are emphasized to CBC staff supervising interns. The union also receives the names and details of individual placements to ensure that interns are not engaged in a way that contravenes the collective agreement. Students must
be in the graduating year of a program, and either Canadian citizens or landed immigrants, the rationale being that, following their internship, they would be eligible for any offer of paid employment on a casual or contract basis.

CBC staff stress that the agreement does not preclude unpaid interns from taking on meaningful assignments under supervision. One staff member describes feedback from past participants:

They were so excited because they actually got to do real work, because not all of their schoolmates did. They would make coffee or shadow, but they never actually got to do real work, whereas with our [students] that was the whole plan. You don’t learn anything by watching; you only learn by doing. It’s a lot more work for our people because obviously they had to check everything that the intern did, but in the end the interns got amazing training.

A senior union official stresses that the collective agreement is not a barrier to interns doing work, but that such work “should be under the auspices, or under the direction and guidance, of a mentor.” The official also acknowledges the CBC’s seriousness, saying, “I think the Corporation has been, as far as I can see, pretty rigid themselves. They try to make sure they enforce this themselves […] the cases where it’s been abused or places where the guidelines or contract [haven’t been followed] are few.” This is a consistent position among the interviewees in this research—far from being pressed into service to fill staffing shortages, interns are regarded as additions beyond normal levels of staffing, and subject to strict conditions during their placement.

Interns at the CBC work as chase producers, identify possible guests for live news programming and reporter stories, contribute to research on various topics, transcribe audio and video interviews, and gather public reactions to major news stories. Managers and producers had no recollection of any situation in which an unpaid intern in Toronto worked as a reporter during an internship, pointing to both contract language regarding supervision and the unlikelihood that an intern could produce work at a high enough standard for broadcast. In 2014, the Toronto program accepted applications from students at 19 academic institutions. Over a 12-month period, an average of 50 students participate in the national program, which does not include radio current affairs programs or factual entertainment.

The office of the manager of staff development, which is tasked with handling the unpaid internship program in Toronto, does not oversee any program described as an internship in other CBC locations, and does not gather specific data outside of the Toronto program. Other cities, particularly Vancouver and Ottawa, have established histories of student placements in their newsrooms. A number of other CBC locations have provisions for both unpaid and paid internships of varying duration. In some locations, particularly those near schools with journalism programs, those internships are of long standing, although not overseen by the national office. Others appear to be arranged on an informal basis to accommodate a request by a student fulfilling an internship requirement. There are also unpaid internship programs in CBC bureaus outside Canada, primarily Washington, D.C. and London, England. The London bureau allocates time slots each year to individual schools, which nominate the interns who are considered for the placement. As with domestic internships, students in CBC internships are responsible for making and paying for their own travel and living arrangements.

Radio-Canada, the CBC’s French-language division, also offers unpaid internships. Formal guidelines on Radio-Canada internships were established in 2007 and differ from the model at the Corporation’s English language counterpart in several respects. Applicants are not screened by schools and do not have to be studying journalism, though they are required to be in a university program with a requirement for a media course or internship. Students are interviewed by the producers of the shows that are interested in having them as interns, and the timeline is worked out after an internship offer is extended, with greater flexibility possible for the duration. The Radio-Canada program in Montreal accepts about 15 interns per year for editorial placements.
4. Academic Institution Participation

To gauge the response to the CBC intern program, I sent surveys to journalism schools that have taken part in the CBC’s intern program. I received responses from 10 English-language academic institutions in five provinces. Every respondent indicates that students receive academic credit for completing an internship, with eight of the 10 schools indicating an internship is a requirement for graduation. Virtually all schools receive either written or verbal communication about the individual student’s performance at the conclusion of their students’ internships. Five respondents indicate they have occasional contact with the CBC to offer feedback on the program.

The survey asked respondents about the fact that the internships with the national program in Toronto are unpaid, and what percentage of students had concerns about that. Three schools put the percentage at 10 percent or less, with one school putting the percentage at 50 percent. The students’ concerns fell into two categories: that all internships should be paid, and the fact the internships were unpaid made it financially impossible to do the internship in Toronto. None of the respondents raised the issue when asked if there are any changes they would like to see in the CBC’s intern program. One school explains: “Our students expect an unpaid internship in Canada and rarely complain or comment about it being paid. We say it is part of their learning and career research.” Only one school, which did not place students in unpaid internships, suggested the CBC should eliminate internships that did not have compensation, saying “unpaid internships are bad news. Get rid of them.”

A survey question about how academic institutions regard the unpaid CBC internships brought responses indicating they were important and valuable. One respondent notes: “Students generally get excellent experience at CBC and we know (anecdotally) that these postings frequently lead to contract positions at CBC or contract or full-time positions at other news organizations.” Another reports “the students always come away feeling confident the skills they learned at the college allowed them to dive in, work and learn.” A third school comments that many graduates go on to work at the CBC, and others feel the placement helps to launch their students’ careers. A question about any changes schools would like to see brought responses that primarily centre on the length, with some schools suggesting they would be interested in seeing the six-week period extended.

I received written responses from six past interns for this research, who were questioned primarily about their role. One suggests the six-week structure has limitations, saying:

I rotated through the three placements every two weeks. That was hardly enough time to get to know anyone, develop their trust, and barely learn any skills. I struggled to find things to do, to show that I was capable of even writing simple copy [...] It was often very frustrating. I still think I learned a lot from being inside the building, and seeing how the giant CBC machine works—and I did eventually get some copy I wrote on air, or quotes I gathered put into a TV story. But it wasn’t nearly as editorially demanding as what I did in school.

Another former intern suggests the opportunities afforded to an unpaid intern are not representative of what an entry-level position as an editorial assistant involves, pointing out that, as an intern, the students get to learn and do a lot of things, such as chasing, writing, and going out on shoots. But if they somehow manage to get a job after, as I did, EA is the usual starting position [...] and that’s a bit disappointing. It can be a long struggle to move up from the EA role!

Another suggests that the chase producer role assigned to some interns limits their interactions, and that there are few opportunities for constructive feedback. The small sample of responses confirms the CBC and union position that the internships are structured to prevent abuses and use of the interns as unpaid labour filling roles that would otherwise go to paid employees. The responses also suggest while the CBC and schools report many positive responses to the intern program, some participants do identify limitations with the structure and placements as a learning opportunity.
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The CBC does operate a program that provides graduating students with compensation and work experience, which bears some similarities to the initial summer intern program introduced in 1974. The Joan Donaldson Scholars Program, named for the first head of CBC Newsworld, was established in 1999, which was when the first unpaid interns arrived in the Toronto newsroom. Up to eight graduating students are chosen annually from nine eligible universities, and offered four months of paid work at the entry-level editorial assistant compensation pay level.

While the first summer interns in the 1970s were primarily working as reporters, Donaldson Scholars are less likely to be assigned that way. “They actually let me file four TV reports for the local newsroom, which I was absolutely thrilled about. (I don’t think it’s something the other Donaldsons got the opportunity to do),” writes one participant in response to questions about the program. A small group of recipients questioned about work assignments suggests that Donaldson Scholars tend to perform production-driven editorial tasks such as going out to the streets to ask people questions on a specific topic, interviewing individuals who would be included in other reporters’ stories, working with editors to assemble stories, and working as chase producers identifying potential guests for news shows.

The CBC website refers to the Joan Donaldson Scholars Program as “a paid internship,” which recognizes exceptional academic performance and individuals engaged in the world around them, and says the scholarships “provide the CBC with an opportunity to assess high-potential individuals for future employment” (CBC 2015c). One former manager observes of the Donaldson Scholars that “to see them go out the door was not good efficiency, particularly if they worked somewhere else [...] there certainly was an understanding and a desire to keep them.” Informal estimates from former managers and participants suggest about half of Donaldson Scholars over the last 15 years are offered some form of employment at the conclusion of the program. While no specific requirements regarding class, gender, race, or ethnicity are identified by the program, 88 of the 126 Donaldson recipients since its inception are women.

5. The Future of Internships at the CBC

The CBC plans to reduce its workforce by 25 percent as it approaches 2020 (Wong 2014), but has given no indication it plans to make cuts to the unpaid intern program. While there has been a wider public discussion regarding compensation for internships in the media and elsewhere, there has been no indication that the CBC is considering paying interns who participate in its six-week program. At the current entry-level category of editorial assistant, compensation for fifty interns for six weeks would amount to more than $190,000 (CBC-CMG 2014).

While virtually everyone at the CBC interviewed for this research strongly supports the position that the public broadcaster has a responsibility to provide training and learning opportunities, the CBC is under financial pressure and has been cutting editorial positions. Providing paid internships would also require successful negotiations and support from the CMG. The union has made its commitment to support training for students clear, and provides oversight to ensure the terms of the current collective agreement are met—but any consideration of paid internships would reopen the debate on the impact of short-term employees on staff positions.

While the CBC shows its support for interns by investing time and personnel, financial constraints would appear to rule out devoting further resources to gathering more information about intern outcomes. At no time has the CBC tracked specific employment outcomes at the Corporation for either past Donaldson Scholars or past unpaid interns on a regular basis. One manager points out that while individuals might not be hired immediately, they might become employees a year or two later or work on a short-term contract before leaving for another position, and thus tracking them would be difficult. He explains the Corporation’s reasoning on unpaid interns: “If somebody great comes through here we want them for ourselves. If they work at a competitor and it enhances journalism in Canada, we’ve done our part, we haven’t lost.” The CBC maintains detailed written records of interview assessments
from prospective interns and Donaldson Scholars, as well as evaluations from supervisors who oversee interns. These records are used to build a database of individuals who could be offered casual or short-term paid work upon completion of their placement, although interns are told not to expect that outcome.

Only four of the 10 schools that responded to my survey indicate they keep records on whether students obtain paid employment at organizations where they have interned. A survey question about where schools had placed interns at CBC locations in Canada in addition to Toronto and Montreal over the previous five years resulted in the names of 17 different locations, none of which would have been overseen by the manager of staff development in Toronto. While schools may have records on how many of their students complete internships at the CBC and at other organizations, that information is maintained internally at the academic institution and no clear national picture exists.

This adds to the case for academic institutions to take a greater role in information-gathering about the outcomes of journalism internships at the CBC and other institutions, and making this information more widely accessible in some form. A national database identifying where interns are placed, the length of placement, and a description of the job responsibilities would contribute to a deepened understanding of the role that CBC internships play in journalism education. With the CBC’s stated plan to move to a digital-first strategy that shifts the emphasis away from television and radio offerings and towards mobile coverage, the reality of a smaller workforce at the CBC, and interest from academic institutions for longer internships, reliable data on the number of national placements would be valuable as part of a wider discussion with all of the participating academic institutions about future directions for intern initiatives.

The CBC internship program has been in place for more than 15 years. Formal complaints and legal cases against companies in Canada and internationally has raised a number of concerns about internships, including the absence of legal protections for interns and the possibilities for exploitation by employers intent on availing themselves of unpaid labour (Sagan 2013), and worries that interns’ negative comments could affect their future employment prospects (de Peuter, Cohen and Brophy 2012). Investigative series like the one conducted by media organization ProPublica also shine a spotlight on the concerns of post-secondary students unhappy about the reality of paying tuition while working without pay at internships (Hickman 2014).

The CBC’s intern program demonstrates that internal structures can be put in place to deal with concerns about workplace exploitation and provide interns with a meaningful experience that offers supervision and mentorship. There is a widespread belief among CBC staff members that, as a public broadcaster, the Corporation has a responsibility to provide training and learning opportunities, and that training interns can benefit all parties, including the union. The CBC-CMG collective agreement provides clear guidelines and a dispute resolution mechanism should a concern be raised by an intern or employee. Above all, the CBC and the union have worked together to ensure that internships are consistently beneficial to the students, and that benefits to the Corporation and the union are the favourable outcome of providing a successful program. In my view, any discussion about whether interns at the CBC should receive monetary compensation opens onto a complicated reality for employers and unions at the CBC and beyond, namely, how to resolve demands for intern compensation with union concerns that short-term internships at entry-level pay rates would result in reduced positions and job stability for existing employees.

The debate over the pervasiveness and role of internships highlights the need for better information on internships in Canadian journalism to ascertain their use and effectiveness. A clear understanding of what changes might be desirable cannot be advanced without a more comprehensive national picture. Any discussion about making changes to the current internship system in place at the CBC will require the participation of all stakeholders. The CBC and the CMG have a long history of working to respond to the needs of journalism educators. The question now is whether educational institutions are prepared to add to the understanding of the role of internships at the CBC and beyond by developing a systematic, reliable
method of gathering information about them. This knowledge could prove crucial in shaping
the next chapter in the history of internships at the CBC.
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In Canada, unpaid journalism internships received a surge of media coverage in early 2014 after the popular Canadian magazines Chatelaine, Flare, and Toronto Life ceased their internship programs. These programs ended in the midst of the Government of Ontario’s clampdown on unpaid internships that contravened the province’s Employment Standards Act (Houpt 2014; McKnight 2014). Journalism organizations have used the term “internship” to refer to a variety of work placements typically ranging in length from a period of one week to one year. As in other sectors, most journalism students enrolled in university degree-granting programs are required to do an internship as part of their training and in order to graduate (Internship 2014; Thornton 2011). Many journalism internships or professional full-time field placements are unremunerated, but students can obtain course credits for doing them as part of their university education. In many Canadian provinces, including Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, and Ontario, interns must be paid at least minimum wage unless internship programs provide training for particular professions or training as part of a postsecondary educational program or work experience program (Employment Standards Code, RSA 2000; Employment Standards Act, RSBC 1990; Employment Standards Code, CCSM 1998; Employment Standards Act, SO 2000). Yet many journalism organizations have used the challenges facing the print media industries to justify a growing reliance on unpaid journalism internships (Perlin 2012).

Canadian print media industries (newspapers and magazines) have experienced declining revenues and circulation as the longstanding advertiser-supported and subscription-based business model has waned dramatically (CMCRP 2014; Edge 2014; Winseck 2010). The strategies of print media publishers to sustain profitability and regain audiences have been varied since the 2008 global recession and as digital platforms have continued to spread. For example, between 2009 and 2012, the Postmedia chain reduced the publishing schedules of
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some of its daily newspapers to six days, among them the *National Post*, the *Calgary Herald*, the *Edmonton Journal*, and the *Ottawa Citizen* (CBC News 2012). Publishers have also transitioned rapidly from print to digital platforms. Since the *Victoria Times-Colonist* introduced a paywall in 2011, other print publications in Canada followed suit, requiring readers to pay to access content online (CMCRP 2014). In 2014 Canada had 91 paid daily newspapers, 38 of which had paywalls or metered access, accounting for more than half of the country’s daily newspaper circulation (Newspapers Canada 2015, 10). In this new digital-first world, print media outlets are publishing on multiple platforms—mobile, tablet, and the web—and competing with broadcasters and other digital operations. Additionally, publishers have closed print media outlets, including eight local Quebecor publications in 2013 and one Glacier Media newspaper in 2014 (Dobby and Canadian Press 2013; Lee 2014). Some companies have also laid off employees: for instance, between 2012 and 2014 Sun newspapers eliminated more than 1,000 jobs, and Torstar’s *Toronto Star* reduced its workforce by nine percent (CMCRP 2014; CMG 2013). In addition to instituting paywalls, closures and layoffs, consolidation has marked the strategies of print media publishers. In October 2014, Postmedia purchased Quebecor Media’s Sun Media chain for $316 million, heightening concerns about newspaper monopolies in Calgary, Edmonton, and Ottawa, and increasing ownership concentration in the country more broadly (Edge 2014).

Turbulence in the print media industries is nothing new. Market instability affected print publishers after a mild recession took hold in the early 1990s, following the onset of the digital transition in the mid-1990s, and after the media were re-regulated in 1996, paving the way for two waves of media consolidation in Canada, 1995-2000 and 2003-2007 (Edge 2014; Skinner, Compton and Gasher 2005; Winseck 2010; Winseck 2011). Amid this upheaval in the sector, two additional facts stand out. First, between 1995 and 2013, most print media companies in Canada have maintained enviable profits. Second, preceding and paralleling these transformations, a wide variety of journalism internships have suddenly emerged and have seemingly become necessary, some of which have been low-paid or unpaid. This paper explores the emergence of journalism internships and offers a typology of the pay relationships and collective bargaining agreements (or lack thereof) that can be used to better understand these work placements.

Journalism internships can be situated within a longer history of struggles that junior and entry-level workers have faced in the print media industries. In the 19th and 20th centuries, young apprentice printers and adolescent newspaper carriers also struggled with their employers over low wages and organized labour unions to negotiate better working conditions and higher pay (Bekken 1995, 2009; Zerker 1975, 42; Zerker 1982, 24-25). In the early 1830s, printers in particular were at the forefront of the burgeoning labour movement in Canada. Employers were increasingly hiring “halfway journeymen” (printers who had not completed their apprenticeships) and paying them less than the customary wage. This use of cheap apprentice labour was one of the major issues that motivated printers to form the Toronto Typographical Union in 1832, one of Canada’s first print media unions.

Although the phenomenon of unpaid and underpaid internships has increasingly been exposed to the international and national media spotlight (e.g., Davis 2013; de Peuter, Cohen and Brophy 2012; Internship 2014; Tatelman 2015), and has been the subject of legal scrutiny (e.g., Doorey 2013; Langille 2014; LCO 2012; Stewart and Owens 2013), more scholarly research is needed. Media, legal, and scholarly accounts have highlighted the roles of journalism employers, postsecondary journalism programs, government labour legislation, and interns themselves in sustaining an exploitative internship system within an economy increasingly marked by precarious—flexible and insecure—forms of employment. How-
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1 In 2004, the Whitehorse Star in the Yukon Territory became the first newspaper in Canada to implement a paywall and still maintains one (Newspaper Canada 2015, 10).


ever, these dynamics alone do not offer a complete understanding of the phenomenon without considering the role of labour unions in the internship system.

Building on these media, legal, and scholarly insights, this paper argues that for-profit journalism organizations exploit and devalue the labour of editorial interns with regard to the standard market value of entry-level labour. By comparing internships that are under union jurisdiction and internships that are not under union jurisdiction, this article also foregrounds the ambivalent role of labour unions, one that illustrates a contradictory tension. In the case of unpaid and low-paid interns that are under union jurisdiction, labour unions have enshrined exploitative and underpaid internships by writing them into collective agreements. Nevertheless, various union locals have fought to establish paid internship programs and collective agreements that have also guaranteed interns entry-level salaries. Within the struggling (but profitable) print media industries, journalism unions must balance conflicting dynamics regarding internships, including union members’ professional commitment to the institution of journalism, members’ and media corporations’ economic interests, and labour movement strategies to protect a growing and a more diverse membership that includes new job classifications—among them interns who may have a desire to work in a creative field such as journalism, regardless of the pay.

To ground this argument, I survey the pay rates and collective representation of interns at 19 mainstream English-language magazines and newspapers in Canada, measuring them against corporate revenues and profits. This paper relies on documentary evidence from, and personal communication with, 11 representatives of, labour unions and journalism organizations, internship advertisements, and media coverage of internships. This sample of organizations was selected because of their proximity to many of the country’s university-level journalism programs, most of which are based in large urban population centres with 100,000 or more people. As a point of critique and advocacy, this article builds on the concept of precarity to address internships as not only a “(quasi-) employment status” (de Peuter 2014a, 267) and as work that is unpaid or low-paid (de Peuter 2014b, 32) but also as work that is well paid. The paper examines the specific dimensions of journalism internships to highlight key contradictions within a single industry. As such, it contributes the only comprehensive scholarly study published to date on the varied relationships existing between journalism internship pay rates and collective representation in Canada. Scholars, practitioners, and activists outside of journalism and beyond Canada could learn from this case study, as precarious work and internships are cross-disciplinary, cross-sectoral, and international phenomena. In what follows, this paper discusses these phenomena and examines five contradictory relations between journalism intern pay rates and collective representation: unpaid/low paid and not under union jurisdiction; unpaid/low paid and under union jurisdiction; paid at special intern training rates and not under union jurisdiction; paid at special intern training rates and under union jurisdiction; and paid at entry-level employee rates and under union jurisdiction.

1. Precarity, Exploitation, Journalism Labour, and Unions

Precarity and exploitation are concepts that describe historical transformations of work and labour conditions under post-Fordist capitalism. In contrast to the labour relations that prevailed under Fordism, labour precarity is a condition that has expanded since the 1970s (Brophy and de Peuter 2007; Hardt and Negri 2009; Huws 2014). The concept refers to “all forms of insecure, contingent, flexible work—from legalized, casualized and temporary employment, to homeworking, piecework and freelancing” (Gill and Pratt 2008, 3). Precarity also refers to the “massive reduction of permanent employment contracts...sometimes calling for a high degree of mobility, with or without minimal social security benefits, such as health insurance, paid holidays, or pensions” (Lorey 2010). Another key characteristic of precarity is “earning low income” (LCO 2012, 11, 27). To articulate a social subject united across a range
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4 Editorial internships typically fall under the following job classifications: reporter, copy editor, and photographer.

5 Given the difficulties in obtaining this kind of information, some major journalism organizations are not sampled in this paper due to a lack of available data.
of diverse employment conditions, Guy Standing (2011, 1) describes the “precariat,” a global political subject “without an anchor of stability.” Linking “precarious” with “proletariat” (7), this neologism names a subject that—unlike the Marxian proletariat—is defined by intermittent participation in the labour force. The precariat must accept a range of unpaid employment relationships, ones that are increasingly necessary to maintain access to permanent jobs and a living wage.

Precarity, along with marketization, government deregulation, privatization, and digitalization, has also weakened the collective bargaining power of trade unions, including in cultural industries such as journalism (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011). Unions have typically organized for stable, predictable employment, a living wage, and benefits, but they have struggled to organize workforces made flexible and temporary, with workers who tend to have short-term employment relationships with their employers and unions (Huws 2014; Ursell 2000). Overall union membership as a percentage of the workforce has declined steadily. Between 1981 and 2012 Canada’s unionization rate decreased from 38 percent to 30 percent, even though it has remained relatively stable since 1999 (Galarneau and Sohn 2013, 1). At the same time, “alt-labour” groups such as the Canadian Intern Association have emerged to organize among the precariat by using direct action, legal action, and other tactics (Cohen and de Peuter 2013). Alt-labour groups are among the alternative social movement organizational forms that have emerged alongside trade unions to help renew, diversify, and raise equity issues within the established labour movement (Fletcher, Jr. and Gapasin 2008; Foley and Baker 2009; Kumar and Schenk 2006; Milkman and Ott 2014; Mosco and McKercher 2008). Labour unions bargain collectively, which could guarantee precarious workers ongoing labour protection. Regardless of unions’ decline, then, it is difficult to argue with the sentiment that unions still serve as “the worker’s best defence” in an increasingly unpredictable labour market (Head 2003, 172).

Underpaid and unpaid internships are one of a constellation of these precarious employment relationships (LCO 2012, 11, 27). Internships are precarious in a number of respects, most significantly because they are temporary positions by definition and rarely come with the labour force protections or social security benefits enjoyed by permanent and full-time workers. These conditions are especially pronounced among Canadian youth aged 15 to 24, who in 2012 had a considerably higher unemployment rate—14.3 percent—compared to the national average of 7.2 percent (Galarneau, Morissette and Usalcas 2013, 1). The challenges faced by youth to break into the workforce have led many of them to accept unpaid internships, and young people are now increasingly expected to undertake these placements before entering the paid labour force (Huws 2014; LCO 2012).

Precarious labour is evident in the print media industries (Deuze 2007, 20-27). At for-profit journalism organizations, due to factors such as technological change, decreased revenues, and constrained organizational budgets, the processes contributing to precarious employment of white-collar editorial workers include offshoring, outsourcing, mass layoffs, and slower pay increases (Cohen 2012; Deuze and Marjoribanks 2009; Örnebring 2010; Paulussen 2012). For example, from 2001 to 2011, journalists’ median incomes increased proportionally less than the overall median income in Canada and did not keep up with inflation (Skelton 2013). While journalism organizations have remained profitable, they have exploited the labour of journalists by making them work for less than the standard market value that is generated from their labour.

A focus on editorial workers, who typically identify as professionals, can illuminate the exploitative social relations within the organizational division of labour in journalism production (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011, 67) and the “hierarchical division of newsroom labour” (Solomon 1995, 111). Editorial workers elucidate what William S. Solomon calls a “middle-class ideology of newswork” and what Erik Olin Wright (1997, 19) refers to generally as “the problem of the ‘middle class’ among employees”: workers who do not own the means of pro-
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6 Workers can be placed on different levels of the hierarchy, for instance, middle-level managers, higher-skilled editors, reporters, and photographers, and non-skilled workers who do routine jobs, such as delivery drivers and mail sorters.
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duction and sell their labour, but do not identify as members of the working class, tend to be well educated, and have privileged positions relative to other occupations. Nevertheless, editorial workers are still exploited because they do not occupy powerful positions within the broader social division of labour (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011, 69).

Journalism internships are one of a constellation of these precarious and exploited employment relationships. In order to provide more nuance to the organizational division of labour in the print media sector, this paper includes an analysis of internships by way of offering what is referred to as a job classification division of labour within editorial work. This notion highlights the fact that although the journalistic labour of all editorial workers may be exploited, underpaid and unpaid intern labour is more exploited relative to that of other editorial employees. Part of the reason for the greater levels of exploitation is the growing “reservoir of labour” of junior workers competing for paid positions, resulting in a surplus of labour in the print media industries (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011, 114). This surplus can be attributed to several factors, including job cuts and an increase in the number of university graduates. It is in this context that journalism internships have multiplied, many of which are unremunerated or low paid. Competition for internships, especially of the paid variety, is stiff. By 1997 in the United States only 57 percent of journalism students reported that they could get a paid internship. Since 2010, only 34 percent of students could find a paid placement (Internship 2014).

Although today’s internships may offer only minimal legal protections, some young workers still accept these placements, hoping that unpaid and low-paid positions lead to well-remunerated and stable employment (de Peuter 2014a; Perlin 2012; Ursell 2000; Ursell 2003). Aspiring journalism workers sometimes feel obligated to accept this partial participation in labour, as they “self-exploit” and “gift” their free labour to secure access to continuous employment and a living wage (Ursell 2000, 814, 821). Workers also willingly accept these positions because of the hype that has been generated about the “desirability of creative labour” in the media industries (Hesmondhalgh 2010, 279). To offer low-paid or unpaid internships is ultimately to lower the market value of entry-level labour, that is, to pressure labour to work for less (Gould 1981, 147).

One way that editorial workers—including interns—can resist the devaluation of their labour is through collective organization. Since 1891, print media labour unions have fought for higher wages and better working conditions for editorial workers. At that time, a wage disparity between unorganized editorial workers and the organized newspaper workers in mechanical departments became an issue around which the former initially mobilized in Pittsburgh, Denver, Sacramento, and New York (Bernstein [1969] 2010, 127; Solomon 1995, 127-128). Editorial workers also organized because newspaper work was insecure: editors and publishers would fire employees at will, and a plethora of newspaper mergers in the early 1930s led to massive job cuts ( Bernstein [1969] 2010, 127-128). As these workers lacked job security and labour protections, it is clear that precarity is not only a contemporary condition.

Until 1891, editorial employees had remained nonunionized because they typically viewed themselves as “intellectuals of the fourth estate” (Lord 1950, 25) whose professional journalistic standards were irreconcilable with collective organizing in trade unions. The professional identity of editorial workers was characterized by individualism, competitiveness, and a belief that they had a commitment to the craft of journalism rather than to the interests of other workers. As newspaper work became more specialized at the turn of the 20th century, university-level journalism programs emerged as a training ground for aspiring journalism professionals (Salcetti 1995, 60-65). However, this commitment to journalistic professionalism could “obscure relations of exploitation” among other journalism workers (Cohen 2011, 123), as editorial workers were expected to pay their dues before earning higher wages. The idea
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7 Paid internships have a longer history. For instance, the Dow Jones Newspaper Fund established a paid reporting internship program in 1960 to bolster the quality of journalism education and the pool of job applicants in the United States (DJNF 2015). That year the Fund supported 53 university students with summer internships at 45 newspapers. In 1964 108 interns received $500 at the completion of their 10-week placements (Logan 1965, 624).
that journalism workers should pay their dues has shaped unions’ approaches toward internships.

It was a growing awareness of these precarious conditions that led the International Typographical Union (ITU) to organize 59 newswriters’ locals in more than 40 cities across the United States and Canada between 1891 and 1923 (Leab 1970, 13). Most of them lasted for fewer than five years, however. In 1923, the ITU relinquished jurisdiction of newswriters to the American Federation of Labor (AFL), with the exception that the two remaining ITU newswriter locals in Milwaukee and Scranton could stay in the international union (Bernstein [1969] 2010, 127). The AFL chartered newswriters locals in seven cities, including Montreal, between 1923 and 1930, but by 1933, only the Boston and Chicago locals had survived. In September 1936, the American Newspaper Guild (ANG) began to organize editorial newswriters in Canada, three years after the Guild was founded in the United States (Unifor87-M 2013). A small group of editorial workers at Toronto newspapers aimed to unionize the city’s four daily papers, and the Toronto Newspaper Guild (TNG), Local 87 of the ANG, was born. This drive to unionize journalists and other cultural industries workers was precipitated by the Great Depression and a broader industrialization of culture (Denning 2010; Lord 1950).

Since the 1940s, editorial newspaper workers have organized around the country, as labour legislation established provisions on union certification and compulsory collective bargaining. Although labour relations fell under provincial jurisdiction in Canada, the federal government established the Wartime Labour Relations Regulations, 1944 to oversee labour relations across the country during World War II. In 1947, the federal government introduced amendments to the Regulations to return jurisdiction to the provinces, but provincial governments enacted similar legislation, for instance, British Columbia’s Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act, 1947 and Ontario’s Labour Relations Act, 1948 (Dorsey 1977, 391; Fudge and Tucker 2001; OLRB 2013). These legislations enabled labour relations boards to certify unions as the official bargaining agents for employees.

Despite this long history of unionizing editorial workers, some of the Ontario-based newspapers and magazines examined below have been organized only since the early 1980s. In the 1960s and 1970s the TNG developed a “cosy” working relationship with print media companies and did not see organizing new groups of employees as a priority (Unifor87-M 2013). Still, in the late 1970s TNG changed its name to the Southern Ontario Newspaper Guild (SONG), acknowledging that it represented members outside of Toronto, too. In the early 1980s, union members elected new officers with a mandate to organize more newsrooms, and unionization drives took off, leading to a long period of expansion that extended into the early 2000s. The dual aims of the earlier organizing attempts still mark the journalistic culture to which members of editorial unions subscribe: attaining and maintaining professional standards and higher wages.

In a precarious media labour market characterized by weakened labour union protection and employment legislation, and declining union membership, media unions have merged and consolidated collective bargaining negotiations to strengthen their power (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011; McKercher 2002; Mosco and McKercher 2008). Unions such as Unifor and the Communications Workers of America-Canada (CWA-Canada) now represent media workers across the print, telecommunications, broadcasting, and online industries, among others. Their print media members come from both editorial and mechanical departments across Canada and the United States. For example, the CWA initiated labour “convergence” as a gradual strategy around 1980 and this process intensified after 1991, when the union proclaimed that its goal was to organize entire workplaces rather than only groups of workers (Mosco and McKercher 2008, 115). By the 1980s, corporate concentration of media corporations had accelerated, with government re-regulation facilitating further cross-media corporate expansion (McKercher 2002, 186). A major outcome of labour convergence was that Local 87 left The Newspaper Guild (formerly known as the American

---

8 The Act was amended in 1948 to create the Labour Relations Board.
9 Ontario’s Collective Bargaining Act, 1943 was among the first attempts to establish compulsory collective bargaining in Canada.
Newspaper Guild) in 1994 and affiliated with the Communication, Energy, and Paperworkers Union (CEP), the biggest union of print media workers in the country, which had 15,000 members in its media section (Unifor87-M 2013). The Newspaper Guild also granted its Canadian members more autonomy in 1995, founding TNG Canada, around the same time that it merged with the CWA; in 2007, TNG Canada became CWA Canada (CWA Canada 2015). In 2013, the CEP merged with the Canadian Auto Workers Union, forming Unifor to deal with declining union membership following the 2008 global recession (Unifor87-M 2013).

Thus, journalism unions have struggled to balance a series of strategic objectives, including a commitment to professional growth, a fight for higher wages in industries that have experienced declining revenues and profits, and the development of strategies to protect an expanded and more diverse group of workers that includes new job classifications. Among this diverse group are interns, who, as we have seen, still manifest a desire to work in creative industries despite the precarious working conditions marking them.

2. Journalism Internships in Canada

Table 1 summarizes the varied set of relationships that exist between journalism internship pay rates and collective representation at the publications I surveyed. The table includes the most recent information on annual revenues, earnings, and profit margins of the publications’ owners, as well as the number of interns working at these magazines and newspapers at any one time.

First, many internships are unpaid or low paid and not under union jurisdiction. Unpaid magazine internships in Canada emerged after a mild recession in the early 1990s, when some magazine owners experienced a slight decline in revenues (Jay 1995; Winseck 2010; Winseck 2011). One example is Flare’s internship program, which has been unpaid since it was introduced in 1991. Although this program was temporarily shut down in 2014, the Rogers Communications-owned fashion magazine has begun to offer unpaid internships to students who can receive university course credits for their placements (Flare 2014; Jay 1995; McKnight 2014; Tant 2010; Alicia Cox Thomson, pers. comm.). Flare generally hires about six interns at a time, three times per year, each of whom work full-time for four months in one of the following departments: fashion, beauty, entertainment, design, research, or Flare.com. Chatelaine, a Rogers-owned women’s magazine that also recently ceased its internship program, compensated interns only $400 monthly. The magazine began an experimental internship program in 1994-1995 by hiring interns from community colleges (Jay 1995). Before cancelling its program in 2014, Chatelaine hired web, editorial, and copy/research interns to work between three and five days per week over four or six months (Baluja 2013). In 2013, while interns earned little to nothing, Rogers Media, which includes the company’s media assets, generated $1.7 billion in operating revenue and $160 million in adjusted operating profit, with a profit margin of 9.4 percent (Rogers Communications 2014, 1, 47).11

Like Chatelaine, Toronto Life also paid its interns a stipend from the time it started its internship program in 1993 until after the global financial crisis unfolded in 2009, when internships became unpaid placements (Houp 2014; Jay 1995). Editorial interns (general, fashion and lifestyle, and food and drink) were expected to work full-time for four months, except online interns, who could work part-time for at least three days per week (Toronto Life 2014). In 2014 the magazine ended its internship program after 21 years, dismissing five interns (Houp 2014). Soon after, Toronto Life (2015) reopened its unpaid internship program to students enrolled in academic programs who require intern experience to graduate. Despite a lack of remuneration for interns, the magazine is owned by St. Joseph Communications, a company that generated $32.3 million in revenue in 2013, an increase from $28.5 million in 2008 and $29.8 million in 2010 (CMCRP 2013).12

---

10 Based on 2013 data from publicly traded companies, as available.

11 Rogers Media includes television, radio, digital media, sports entertainment, and magazine publishing, the latter of which generated 14 percent of the total Media operating revenue. Information about publishing profit was unavailable.

12 Earnings and profit margin data for St. Joseph Communications were unavailable.
ELLE Canada (2011) pays its editorial-beauty and editorial-web interns, but only $750 at the end of a four-month placement. Interns are expected to work seven hours per day over three to four days per week. The magazine tends to hire recent graduates and students with journalism experience. The publication is owned by TC Transcontinental, whose assets from TC Media (its newspaper and magazine division) generated $712 million in revenue and $40 million in adjusted operating profit in 2013 (TC Transcontinental 2013, 13). Although these companies are profitable, they pay all of their interns significantly below the $11.25-per-hour student minimum wage in Ontario, where the magazines are based.

Second, interns at some organizations are unpaid or low paid and under union jurisdiction. Since Toronto Sun workers organized with SONG, a local of Unifor, in 2003, its collective agreement has stipulated that it may hire up to four unpaid journalism student interns at a given time including a photo intern (CEP 2008a, 18; CEP 2011d, 18-19; Unifor87-M 2013). By contrast, the paper’s multimedia journalists earn $51,538 yearly, and columnists make $77,216 annually (CEP 2011d, 72, 78). Similarly, since Ottawa Sun workers first organized with SONG in 2006, its collective agreement has allowed up to three journalism student interns to work unremunerated in the paper’s newsroom for a maximum of eight weeks (CEP 2007c, 6; CEP 2011c, 18; Unifor87-M 2013). Compared to this free intern labour, multimedia content providers are paid $707 weekly, and columnists earn $1,033 per week (CEP 2011c, 54-55). Likewise, according to SONG’s collective agreement with the London Free Press, which has been organized since 1989, the paper has also been able to hire unpaid interns since at least 2007 (CEP 2007a; Unifor87-M 2013). In 2013 the newspaper could hire up to four unremunerated student interns per year but only one intern at any given time to work for a maximum of one month (CEP 2007a, 42; CEP 2013b, 44). This free intern labour is in stark contrast to the profit of the papers’ owners. The Sun and Free Press newspapers are owned by Sun Media Corporation, a subsidiary of Quebecor Media, whose news media operations generated $784.2 million in revenue and $97.7 million in adjusted operating profit in 2013, with a profit margin of 12.5 percent (Quebecor Media 2014, 37).

Other unionized publications run low-paid internships. Since at least 2009, the Rogers-owned Maclean’s (2009; 2014) has offered a full-time program that pays $22,500 annually and a full-time three-month summer program paying $1,750 monthly, both of which are open to anyone interested in journalism. When hiring summer interns, the magazine tends to prioritize students entering their final year of study. The magazine’s editorial workers have been represented by SONG since 1983 (Unifor87-M 2013). In the 1990s, when competing magazines Flare, Chatelaine, and Toronto Life started internship programs, SONG prevented the use of interns and unpaid work at Maclean’s. After 2003, the Guild incorporated a paid internship program into the magazine’s collective agreement (CEP 2001; CEP 2007b; Jay 1995). Although Maclean’s currently remunerates its interns, the salaries may seem surprising considering it classifies yearlong interns as “full-time entry-level journalists” (Maclean’s 2014). According to its collective agreement, though, Maclean’s is obligated to provide students with only an “honorarium of not less than $1,000 for a four month period or $250 per month or part thereof” (CEP 2007b, 10; CEP 2011b, 26-27). By contrast, Maclean’s pays its full-time entry-level staff significantly higher yearly starting rates: $35,000 for reporters and $48,000 for researchers/reporters (CEP 2011b, 59-62). The agreement has limited the magazine to only two internship placements at any given time, and up to two placements annually in each department, except for the research department, which may offer one student placement and two Ann MacGregor Memorial Internships yearly.

Third, some interns are paid at intern rates and not under union jurisdiction. Canadian Business hires two early-career journalist interns full-time for 12-month periods each year, remunerating them $2,000 monthly (Canadian Business 2014; Graham F. Scott, pers. comm.). The program was founded in 1995, becoming “the first paid magazine internship in Canada” and “one of the country’s highest paid internship positions” (quoted in Baluja 2014). The company has even increased its intern salary with inflation: from 1998 to 2004, for example, it paid $1,500 monthly (Renzetti 1998; Scratch 2004). However, Canadian Business

13 In 2015, the Toronto Sun sought multimedia journalists for “paid” summer internships (Gaulin 2015).
and Maclean’s are based in Toronto—one of Canada’s most expensive cities for housing—and these salaries are insufficient to financially support interns. These earnings hover around the low-income cut-off of $23,647 before taxes for one person in metropolitan areas of 500,000 or more inhabitants, such as Toronto (Statistics Canada 2013).

Like the Canadian Business internships, the Calgary Herald’s summer program is neither unpaid, nor low-paid, nor under union jurisdiction. The paper’s internship program has existed since at least 1985 (Lorne Motley, pers. comm.). The Herald hires three or four students or recent graduates during the summer, paying them around $20 per hour to work full-time for four months. This pay rate has outpaced inflation—in 2000 the Herald paid its interns $14 per hour (Motley, pers. comm.). To determine the appropriate rate, the “HR department conducts regular reviews of competitive starting and internship salaries in the marketplace” (Motley, pers. comm.). Nevertheless, the Herald is part of the Postmedia conglomerate, which generated $751.6 million in revenue and $130.4 million in earnings in 2013, with a profit margin of 17.3 percent (Postmedia 2013, 9, 21). Although Canadian Business (a Rogers-owned publication) and the Herald may pay a competitive wage, they also leave interns with little power to bargain collectively for higher wages. In 2000 the Herald even resisted CEP Local 115A’s fight to get a first contract for the newsroom during a legal strike by hiring replacement workers, among them a Carleton University summer intern (CEP 2000). The strike led the union local to decertify.

Fourth, interns at some publications are paid at intern rates and under union jurisdiction. The Victoria-Vancouver Island Newspaper Guild (VVING), Local 30223 of the CWA-Canada, represents Victoria Times-Colonist interns. When VVING first established the newspaper’s paid editorial internship program in 2002, it negotiated a weekly intern salary of $530, and in 2006, the rate increased to $554 weekly, permitting the paper to hire up to four interns yearly (Chris Carolan, pers. comm.; VVING 2011, 133). The program is open to students, and interns are hired to work full-time for up to a maximum of 20 weeks between May and September. However, the intern pay rate has not increased since 2006, even though other editorial employees have received pay raises: for example, in 2013, first-year reporters and photographers earned $1,033 weekly, more than double the intern rate (VVING 2011, 39). Despite this salary difference, the Times-Colonist has not hired interns every year (Carolan, pers. comm.). Nevertheless, the newspaper is owned by Glacier Media, a company that in 2013 generated $295.6 million in revenue and $32.7 million in earnings, with a profit margin of 11.1 percent (Glacier Media 2013, 14).

Another company in this category, the SONG-unionized Toronto Star, hires 30 to 32 interns annually across its four internship programs, with varying special intern training pay scales (CEP 2013c, 70; Peter Cooney, pers. comm.; Toronto Star 2014). The summer reporting internship is a full-time position that ranges from 10 to 14 weeks. The one-year reporting internship is also a full-time placement and is only open to recent graduates. The fall and winter radio room internships are part-time placements that are open to students, whereas the summer radio internships are full-time positions for students. In 2013 Star editorial interns earned $954 weekly, and this salary has increased with inflation from about $700 in 1999 (CEP 2013c, 158, 172; Stone 1999). In 2013 the paper’s first-year journalists earned only marginally more—$1,046—up from around $700 in 1999 (CEP 2013c, 154; Stone 1999). Nevertheless, radio room interns earned $17 per hour in 2013 (CEP 2013c, 94).

SONG did not passively lock these interns into a lower-paid contract, though. In the late 1990s the local fought to create the radio room internship program in order to integrate younger voices into the newsroom. Its aim was to “staff [the radio room] with cheaper students,” providing the students with part-time newsroom experience and enabling experienced journalists to work on the “bigger news” (Ladurantaye 2013). Like VVING, the Guild also established a “special editorial trainee wage category and pay rate” in collective bargaining. Simultaneously, SONG launched its bigger “editorial intern program,” which provides 12 one-year reporting internships. The radio room is generally staffed with 12 interns during any particular contract period (Ladurantaye 2013). In 2013 the Guild agreed to an hourly pay decrease from $25 to $17 for radio room students to prevent the Star from terminating that internship program (CEP 2013a; Ladurantaye 2013; Laidlaw 2013). As a result of declining advertising
revenues, the paper planned to reduce the radio room’s $250,000 annual cost and outsource the work to Pagemasters, a company that could provide the same services at a discounted rate. In March 2013, Stuart Laidlaw, SONG unit chair of the Star, said that the radio room program has trained many Star reporters, and the pay cut was a way to balance an investment in young journalists’ professional training with the paper’s economic interests: “[The radio room] is a real incubator—you get to test drive a young reporter at a relatively affordable rate” (quoted in Ladurantaye 2013). Although the Star pays its interns a training rate, the media segment of the Torstar-owned newspaper generated $984 million in revenue and $130.7 million in earnings in 2013, with a profit margin of 13.3 percent (Torstar 2013, 18).

The Winnipeg Free Press is another unionized newspaper whose internship programs are subject to a special intern training pay class. The paper’s summer and school-year internships are open to journalism students or recent graduates. Since at least 2008, Free Press interns have been covered under the collective agreement of Unifor Local 191 (CEP 2008b, 48). The paper’s full-time summer reporter interns are “paid in accordance with the collective agreement at 65 percent of the starting wage for a reporter” (CEP 2013d, 59; Steve Pona, pers. comm.). According to this agreement, the starting weekly rate for reporters is $866 (CEP 2013d, 56), even though reporter interns “perform all of the functions of a working journalist” (Winnipeg Free Press 2014). Still, the Free Press offers similar six-week (30 working day) school-year internships, paying students a $50 weekly honorarium. This program is open to two students at any one time, except in December and January, when the paper may hire up to four interns (CEP 2013d, 59). FP Canadian Newspapers, the publication’s owner, generated $106.3 million in revenue and $20 million in earnings in 2013, with a profit margin of 18.8 percent (FP Newspapers 2013, 20, 44). Significantly, most of work placements in this category still demonstrate that it is feasible to pay interns at least minimum wage and the equivalent of the low-income cut-off.

Fifth, at other publications interns are paid at entry-level employee rates and under union jurisdiction. The Globe and Mail is one such publication that pays summer interns the equivalent of the SONG rates for reporters, editors, and digital specialists (Stead 2013). The Globe’s full-time summer program was established and well recognized by 1974. Since then, the paper has offered between 10 and 25 summer positions annually; since the 2000s, it has hired around 18 to 20 summer interns yearly (Sue Andrew, pers. comm.; Sylvia Stead, pers. comm.). These internships are not typical, though, as they are open to students and experienced journalists. They have always been covered under the collective agreement because these interns are considered contract staff. However, this internship or “vacation-replacement” program differs from the paper’s school-year work-study program, created in the early 2000s (Andrew, pers. comm.). From 2009 to 2013 the Globe’s work-study programs of up to six weeks paid post-secondary students a $125 weekly honorarium (Andrew, pers. comm.; CEP 2009, 32, 73). Yet, from 2002 to 2009, up to 10 students per calendar year were permitted to participate in a work-study program and were paid a $250 weekly honorarium (CEP 2002a, 3, 22). In 2013, Woodbridge, the holding company for the Thomson family that owns the majority interest in the paper, generated $272.1 million in revenue (CMCRP 2013).

Some unionized newspapers pay all of their interns an entry-level salary. One exemplar is the Waterloo Region Record, a newspaper that has been represented by SONG since 1989 (CEP 2011e, 22; Unifor87-M 2013). Torstar subsidiary Metroland Media Group publishes the Region Record, where reporters and photographers were paid $703 weekly, and copy editors earned $1,134 weekly in 2013 (CEP 2011e, 24). Since at least 1999, this pay class has applied to interns who are hired on full-time placements of at least one month (CEP 2003a, 24). Yet in 2013 the Region Record employed only one rather than two news interns, and hired only three summer interns (compared to four in 2011 and in 2012) to reduce organizational spending (Haddrall 2011; Haddrall 2012; Haddrall 2013; Learn 2013). The paper tends to hire journalism students or recent graduates.

14 Earnings and profit margin data for the Globe were unavailable.
Metroland Media’s *Guelph Mercury* interns also “become members of [SONG’s] editorial bargaining unit, subject to all contract provisions” (CEP 2011a, 13). Interns must be journalism school graduates, have postsecondary education in journalism, or possess journalism experience as a student. *Mercury* editorial workers certified with SONG in 1991 (Unior87-M 2013), and the internship program was launched in the early 2000s under union jurisdiction (Joanne Shuttleworth, pers. comm.). In May 2003 the Guild ratified a new contract, “tightly” limiting the paper’s proposal for editorial interns (CEP 2003b). In 2013 the starting rate for reporters and photographers was about $564 weekly, and for copy editors it was around $876 weekly (CEP 2011a, 14). The *Mercury* may hire full-time interns for terms of up to one year, with no more than a single one-year intern at one time, a condition that was written into the collective agreement when the internship program began (CEP 2002b, 16-17; Ray 2009). Sometimes the paper hires a summer intern, too (Shuttleworth, pers. comm.). Due to the global recession, however, the intern program was suspended in 2009 after Torstar laid off employees across its chain, 13 of whom were *Guelph Mercury* newsroom employees (Canadian Press 2009; Ray 2009; Shuttleworth, pers. comm.). The *Mercury* transferred editorial positions to the *Waterloo Region Record*, its sister paper. After 2009, the internship program was revived, but its status varies from year to year. The program is reconsidered annually when the *Mercury* plans its budget, so it is uncertain if interns will be hired in the following year.

The Postmedia-owned *Ottawa Citizen* is another newspaper that pays interns the starting rates for copy editors, photographers, and reporters, as outlined in its collective agreement with CWA-Canada Local 30205, the Ottawa Newspaper Guild (ONG). The latter fought to establish an intern “orientation” and “training” program, which the *Citizen* was obligated to implement by January 1, 2001 (ONG 2013, 43). The collective agreement currently limits the paper to six full-time interns at one time, including one copy editor, one photographer, and four reporters (ONG 2013, 5). In 2013 copy editors earned $1,143 weekly, and photographers and reporters earned $1,024 weekly (8).

Likewise, Postmedia’s Pacific Newspaper Group-owned *Vancouver Province* and *Vancouver Sun* have always tied their intern pay rate to the full-time entry-level wage of regular employees (Valerie Casselton, pers. comm.; Gary Engler, pers. comm.). By 1968 the *Sun* ran what was considered the biggest internship program in Canada for student journalists at the time (Valpy 1968). In 2013 the *Province* and the *Sun* could hire up to six interns (reporters, copy editors, and photographers) at one time per newspaper, as outlined in their joint agreement with Unior Local 2000, the Media Union of B.C. That year reporters and photographers earned $1,038 weekly, and copy editors earned $1,113 per week (CEP 2007d, 15, 25-27, 29; Mercer 2012). Interns must be graduates of a journalism program. However, the *Province* hired only four interns in 2012 and in 2013, including for its 3.5-month full-time summer program, but it did not employ any interns in 2014 or 2015 (Engler, pers. comm.; Mercer 2012). Similarly, the *Sun* hired only three interns in each 2013 and 2014, but it was unable to hire interns in 2015 due to budget constraints (Casselton, pers. comm.; Engler, pers. comm.). By contrast, the paper hired as many as 14 summer interns around three decades ago. When set against unpaid, low-paid, and special intern rate placements, these internships demonstrate that it is possible to pay interns an entry-level salary.

3. Tensions and Contradictions Within Journalism Internships Under Union Jurisdiction

I have argued that, just as the printing firms of the 1830s exploited young apprentices (Zerker 1975; Zerker 1982), some of today’s for-profit magazines and newspapers exploit and devalue the labour of interns with respect to the standard market value of entry-level labour. Just as editorial work during the late 1800s and early 1900s was insecure and employees lacked labour protections (Bernstein [1969] 2010), many of today’s journalism internships are exemplars of precarious employment relationships. Yet unlike the earlier print media unions, which became workers’ best defence against exploitation, devaluation, and precarity, the case of journalism internship pay rates and collective representation in Canada demonstrates the
contradictory roles that labour unions play in this system today: while some unions have perpetuated exploitation by locking interns into unpaid, low-paid, and training rate placements, others have actively aimed to ensure that interns have been paid well above minimum wage for their work and been offered training and mentorship.

On the one hand, some unions have locked unpaid, low-paid, and training rate internships—the category with the highest number of placements—into their collective agreements. The pay rates of some internships under union jurisdiction are comparable to placements that are not under union jurisdiction. Like the nonunionized magazines Flare and Toronto Life, unionized newspapers such as the Toronto Sun, Ottawa Sun, and London Free Press have offered unpaid internships. Even the nonunionized magazines Chatelaine and Elle Canada have paid interns at least a stipend. Similarly, the nonunionized publications Canadian Business and Calgary Herald have paid a special intern training wage that is comparable to the intern-training rate of unionized publications such as the Winnipeg Free Press. Although the Herald has paid a competitive wage that has increased with inflation, it used an intern as a replacement worker to help defeat CEP Local 115A after the newsroom union struck to get a first collective agreement. The outcome of this strike contradicts Gregor Gall’s (1997, 157) claim that union de-recognition in the print media industries leads to “pay rises below the level of inflation” and “lower starting rates” (at least for interns at one publication), but it confirms that interns are contingent, expendable, and precarious workers.

The pay for these internships is low when compared to the salaries of permanent employees whose jobs interns have been sometimes expected to temporarily replace during vacations. Although most of these internships are considered postsecondary “training” and journalism organizations are therefore not legally obliged to remunerate interns, the positions closely resemble paid and stable entry-level jobs. Some of the intern pay rates have varied even within unionized publications, among them placements at the Toronto Star, the Winnipeg Free Press, and the Globe and Mail. Thus, they are indicative of not only an organizational division of labour and a “hierarchical division of newsroom labour,” but also what I refer to as a job classification division of labour within editorial work (cf. Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011, 67; Solomon 1995, 111). While all editorial workers at print media companies may be exploited, the conditions for many if not most interns are relatively more exploitative. Entry-level journalism workers are part of the precariat and must increasingly accept these unpaid or low-paid internships to secure access to continuous employment and a living wage (Standing 2011).

Media companies have used underpaid internships as well as cuts to stable jobs and the limitation of salary increases to reduce organizational spending. Companies have claimed that the cuts and limits are necessary because their revenues and profits have declined since 1990, especially following the 2008 global recession. Yet many of the internship programs surveyed here emerged after 1990, under the increasingly precarious labour market conditions brought about by post-Fordist capitalism. The rise of unpaid and low-paid internships in the Canadian print media sector, a relatively well-unionized setting historically, seems to confirm Ross Perlin’s (2012, 71) observation that “union presence seems to have made little difference” in stemming the growth of this emergent form of precarious employment.

On the other hand, unions have also created opportunities for aspiring journalism workers by launching paid editorial internship programs. These union-initiated internships have become part of a strategy to balance competing objectives, such as protecting a larger and more diverse labour force, negotiating economic interests, and committing to professional journalism training. Exemplars surveyed here have included VVING’s the Victoria Times-Colonist, SONG’s the Toronto Star, the Guelph Mercury, and The Globe and Mail, as well as ONG’s the Ottawa Citizen. Most of these programs were established in the late 1990s and early 2000s. It is not surprising that certain paid unionized internships emerged after 1990, as journalists at some publications became organized only around that time, such as the Guelph Mercury and the Waterloo Region Record. These internships and organizing drives were arguably an outcome of labour union convergence, illustrating the expanded scope of collective bargaining in the print media industries (McKercher 2002; Mosco and McKercher 2008).
Yet union-created journalism internships have highlighted tensions within unions, especially following the 2008 recession. *Time-Colonist* interns have earned the same salary since 2006, even though other editorial employees have received raises. Conversely, the *Globe*’s low-paid work-study honorarium was cut by 50 percent. Likewise, SONG negotiated an intern pay decrease to save the *Toronto Star*’s radio room internships after the paper considered outsourcing the labour, while other editorial workers received pay increases. Despite this pay cut, the $17 hourly rate of radio room interns is high compared to most journalism internships that are not under union jurisdiction. These examples demonstrate that media unions have struggled to meet similar objectives since the late 19th century, but they have increasingly established and protected internship programs as a key priority in balancing those objectives.

Union members have also ratified collective agreements that guarantee interns an entry-level salary. Of the journalism internships surveyed here, it is clear that only internships under union jurisdiction have been remunerated at this rate at The Globe and Mail (summer program), the Waterloo Region Record, the Guelph Mercury, the Ottawa Citizen, the Vancouver Province, and the Vancouver Sun. Many of these internships have paid workers nearly $1,000 weekly, and at some newspapers interns have earned more per week. Similarly, editorial interns at the Toronto Star earned a high weekly salary of nearly $1,000 at the special intern rate. These placements are evidence that unions are not necessarily complicit in devaluing intern labour.

However, some newspapers have not hired or have reduced the number of interns who are paid an entry-level salary, among them the Guelph Mercury, the Vancouver Sun, and the Vancouver Province. Likewise, the Victoria Times-Colonist has not hired interns who are paid a special training rate. In addition to the job cuts mentioned above, these newspapers have attributed their decisions to declining revenues and profits. The purported necessity of these cuts has been called into question, though, by highlighting the profit margins of journalism organizations: all of the eight ownership groups surveyed in this paper and for which data were available remain profitable, with six maintaining double-digit profit margins. Marc Edge (2014) refers to the disparity between figures such as these and the dire claims coming from industry observers and executives as pointing to the “myth” of the newspaper crisis. My research for this paper suggests that unions should consider debunking this myth by exposing the enviable profits that media companies have secured and advocating that these profits be redistributed among interns and other journalism workers. Ultimately, unions must continue to fight for higher wages and resist exploitative internships, just as they resisted the use of cheap apprentice labour and the lack of editorial worker job security in the 19th century and early 20th century.

In light of broader discussions about a declining unionization rate under post-Fordist capitalism, the “embattled state of the union” (de Peuter 2014b, 41), and labour movement renewal (Foley and Baker 2009; Kumar and Schenk 2006), the relationship between collective representation and entry-level journalism intern pay rates in Canada illuminates the vital role of mediation that unions continue to play. The relatively high-paid journalism internships under union jurisdiction seem to bolster Simon Head’s (2003, 172) claim that unions can still be “the worker’s best defence.” They are also evidence that well-paid internships are both possible and desirable. Unionized newspapers that pay interns entry-level rates could serve as a model for organizing unpaid and low-paid magazine interns and other precarious workers whose labour is devalued, both beyond the media industries and outside of Canada.
Table 1: Journalism Internship Pay Rates and Collective Representation in Canada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magazine (m)/Newspaper (n)</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Revenues/ Earnings/ Profit Margin</th>
<th>Union</th>
<th>Interns*</th>
<th>Pay Rate ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flare (m)</td>
<td>Rogers Media</td>
<td>1,700/160/ 9.4%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6 (18 per year)</td>
<td>Unpaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatelaine (m)</td>
<td>Rogers Media</td>
<td>1,700/160/ 9.4%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>400 (per month)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto Life (m)</td>
<td>St. Joseph Communications</td>
<td>32.1/NA/ NA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Unpaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLE Canada (m)</td>
<td>TC Media</td>
<td>712/40/ 5.6%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>750 (4 months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto Sun (n)</td>
<td>Quebecor Media</td>
<td>784.2/97.7/ 12.5%</td>
<td>Unifor Local 87-M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Unpaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottawa Sun (n)</td>
<td>Quebecor Media</td>
<td>784.2/97.7/ 12.5%</td>
<td>Unifor Local 87-M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unpaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Free Press (n)</td>
<td>Quebecor Media</td>
<td>784.2/97.7/ 12.5%</td>
<td>Unifor Local 87-M</td>
<td>1 (4 per year)</td>
<td>Unpaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maclean’s (m)</td>
<td>Rogers Media</td>
<td>1,700/160/ 9.4%</td>
<td>Unifor Local 87-M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22,500 (per year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Business (m)</td>
<td>Rogers Media</td>
<td>1,700/160/ 9.4%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24,000 (1 year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calgary Herald (n)</td>
<td>Postmedia</td>
<td>751.6/130.4/ 17.3%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>20 (hourly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Times-Colonist (n)</td>
<td>Glacier Media</td>
<td>295.6/32.7/ 11.1%</td>
<td>CWA-Canada Local 30223</td>
<td>4 per year</td>
<td>554 (weekly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto Star (n)</td>
<td>Torstar</td>
<td>984/130.7/ 13.3%</td>
<td>Unifor Local 87-M</td>
<td>30-32 per year</td>
<td>954 (weekly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnipeg Free Press (n)</td>
<td>FP Canadian Newspapers</td>
<td>106.3/20/ 18.8%</td>
<td>Unifor Local 191</td>
<td>N/A summer 2-4 school year</td>
<td>65% of start rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globe and Mail (n)</td>
<td>Woodbridge</td>
<td>350.4/NA/ NA</td>
<td>Unifor Local 87-M</td>
<td>18-20 summer 10 per year work study</td>
<td>Entry level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo Region Record (n)</td>
<td>Torstar</td>
<td>984/130.7/ 13.3%</td>
<td>Unifor Local 87-M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Entry level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guelph Mercury (n)</td>
<td>Torstar</td>
<td>984/130.7/ 13.3%</td>
<td>Unifor Local 87-M</td>
<td>1-2 per year</td>
<td>Entry level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottawa Citizen (n)</td>
<td>Postmedia</td>
<td>751.6/130.4/ 17.3%</td>
<td>CWA-Canada Local 30205</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Entry level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

15 All dollar amounts are expressed in millions annually in Canadian dollars.  
16 Based on Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization (EBITDA).  
17 Calculated as revenues divided by earnings.  
18 Based on the number of interns at any one time in 2013, unless otherwise noted.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vancouver Province (n)</th>
<th>Postmedia</th>
<th>751.6/130.4/17.3%</th>
<th>Unifor Local 2000</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Entry level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver Sun (n)</td>
<td>Postmedia</td>
<td>751.6/130.4/17.3%</td>
<td>Unifor Local 2000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Entry level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract: While media work has long been characterized as being structurally dependent on internships, “work experience,” and other forms of free labour (Banks 2007; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2010), the recent shift towards internships has served to normalize what has become known as the media industries “dirty little secret” (Silver 2005). This article contextualizes internship culture within the British cultural industries against a wider political and social frame. Internships and other modes of “apprenticeship” across the British economy reflect a continuation and transformation of national workfare policies, which seek to avert inflationary pressures by coercing people to work or risk losing their welfare benefits. Internship culture has been highly pronounced in the cultural industries and other attractive white-collar sectors such as law and finance (Perlin 2012). Yet, the provision of internships to young people in previously unimaginable contexts such as fast food, retail, and other low-pay service sectors represents a significant shift in policy, compounded by increasingly draconian demands on young people to comply in order to receive state benefits. Discursively, unpaid media work is now seen as an opportunity for the lucky few, rather than a mode of exploitation servicing corporate gain. This has particular relevance for battles over equality and exploitation which have been fought in these sectors, which this discursive shift makes appear increasingly archaic.
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1. Introduction

Over the last ten years, reference to internships has become a familiar refrain in debates around labour in the cultural industries and other professional fields, such as law, accounting, management consultancy, and so forth. These areas are often destination fields for graduates seeking paid labour after many years accumulating debt in an increasingly expensive higher education market (Crawford and Jin 2014). If the “new precariat” is the major emerging class within post-industrial capitalist society (Standing 2011a), then the “intern” has become a poster child for this class, conjuring up images of endless unpaid episodic labour, with the “carrot” of paid, gainful, and, potentially, “creative” work dangled as an elusive reward at the end of it.

This article critically positions the internship phenomenon within a broader political-economic context by considering how this form of labour exploitation fits in with structurally embedded shifts within contemporary modalities of neoliberalism. In particular, it seeks to understand internship labour in relation to established and deepening models of workfarism (Jessop 1995) within advanced liberal economies, as governments seek increasingly punitive and coercive ways to deal with the growing welfare “crisis.” As Joanna Figiel argues, we can understand workfarism as the “stick” to the internship “carrot” (2013), yet it is increasingly important to think through the connection between the two in more detail. Are they polar opposites? Is workfarism largely focused on the long-term unemployed, who are recipients of state support? And are internships largely designed for highly educated graduates seeking to enter the professional classes? Or, as “internships” are now “offered” for relatively low-skill, low-pay employment in retail and other segments of the service sector, is the discourse of internships serving to entrench workfarism socially and economically? Does the discursive and political shift away from welfare and towards workfare since the 1970s, particularly in the US and UK, underpin wider changes to labour with a broader acceptance of working for no pay?
This article provides a synthesis of the political, economic, and social history behind the rise of internships within a new phase of neoliberalism, and the implications of this transformation for the cultural industries. The discursive terrain of the battle against internships has changed, and as it becomes the norm, unpaid media work is seen as an opportunity for the lucky few, rather than a mode of exploitation servicing corporate gain. This has particular relevance for battles over equality and exploitation which have been fought in these sectors, and which this discursive shift makes appear increasingly archaic. The focus of this article is largely on the UK experience, with some discussion of international developments.

2. From Work Experience to Internships

Back in the late 1990s, when I left university to seek employment in the television industry in London, the term internship was relatively unknown, and was largely isolated to America, where it had been in circulation since the 1980s (Spradlin 2009). If the term was used in the UK, it “denoted a structured period of experience with a guaranteed stipend” (Winter 2011). At the time, “work experience” was the dominant term for those seeking to enter the highly competitive fields of the creative industries, and this discourse formed the terrain for some key labour conflicts in the 1990s and the early 2000s. “Work experience” was often exploitative, taking advantage of the oversupply of labourers seeking careers in the creative industries; however, there was a shared understanding of what the term meant, and some concessions to workers’ rights were made during this period.

In television production, for example, a number of more ethically minded independent production companies had signed up to the voluntary Broadcasting, Entertainment, Cinematograph and Theatre Union (BECTU) agreement that work experience must not last for more than four weeks, and should ideally be paid at the National Minimum Wage; this advice has been adopted far more widely in the television industry since 2007 (BECTU 2009).1 When the influential Television Workers’ Rights Advocacy Petition (TVWRAP) campaign took shape in the early 2000s and sought to challenge the harsh and exploitative working conditions for young entrants to the television sector in the UK (Saundry et al. 2006, 2007), unpaid “work experience,” which often extended over months and even years, was identified as one of the key obstacles to a more equitable creative labour market. TVWRAP actively campaigned against the exploitation and bullying of junior television workers, making use of anonymous testimonies to expose a widespread culture of abuse of workers in the sector. It mounted a successful petition against these conditions and also ran a highly effective media campaign, with a number of stories appearing in the national and industry press during 2004-5.2

Since this time, “work experience” has largely disappeared from the lexicon of human resources, replaced with the seemingly more progressive, innocuous term, internship, with its connotations of opportunity, learning, and, crucially, progression.

The term internship first referred to a period of training in the medical profession, and was gradually appropriated by the spheres of politics and business during the 20th century. As Ross Perlin (2012) notes, what had been a preserve for high-prestige graduate recruitment into classic white-collar occupations such as law and finance quickly became far more prevalent during the 1990s, as labour market deregulation and the decline of union membership meant that increasing numbers of companies were seeking competitive economic advantage through the internship route. Most notable during this period is the rise of internships offered in the relatively lower paid, but highly desirable, fields of the cultural industries, in particular, film, broadcasting, and journalism (ibid.). The extent to which internships have become routine is evident in figures published in the 2010 Job Outlook Survey by the National Associa-

---

1 BECTU is the British trade union for broadcasting, entertainment, and theatre workers. It currently has around 25,000 members.

2 See www.tvfreelancers.org.uk for full details of the campaign. This was the first internet campaign in British broadcasting history for better working conditions for television production staff, and it received significant coverage in The Guardian and Broadcast. Notably, the campaign was without union involvement, and shows the potential for networks as a means of campaigning. See Saundry et al. (2007) for a full discussion of this campaign, and the implications for trade unions in the audio-visual industries.
tion of Colleges and Employers, which reported that “75 percent of employers prefer job candidates with relevant work experience [and m]ore than 90 percent prefer to hire interns or co-ops who have worked for their organization” (Aoun 2010).

In the UK, the discourse of the internship gained public prominence when the Panel on Fair Access to the Professions, led by Member of Parliament Alan Milburn, reported on the challenges facing social mobility in the UK, and attention turned to the growing number of internships for young graduates, particularly in the high profile fields of media, politics, and law (Cabinet Office 2012). The panel’s report provided much needed empirical data on the prevalence of internships in “white-collar” work and argued that these informal arrangements are a key barrier to social mobility, as they exclude potential entrants to professional fields unable or unwilling to take on unpaid work, or lacking the contacts necessary to secure the opportunity of an internship (as well as those without somewhere to live for free within proximity to London while undertaking an internship). The report, and associated debates about “social mobility,” elevated the issue of internships to the public and media spotlight, and stories in the national press exposing the conditions of internships became a staple for some months (Prince 2011; Malik 2012). Despite the rich irony of politicians berating the inequity of internships, whilst having benefited from similar arrangements themselves (Prince 2011), the discussion merely reflected what had by then already become a key political-economic reality for many graduates seeking paid employment. However, a number of activist interventions were made, in particular the creation of campaign groups such as Intern Aware and Interns Anonymous (the latter is now defunct, but provided many first-hand accounts of exploitative internships in the UK) and renewed focus was given to the inequities of a culture where the most prestigious jobs demanded extensive unpaid work, and were often facilitated by shared personal and social networks (Lee 2011).

Despite highly vocal campaigns such as Interns Anonymous, Internocracy, Interns Aware, and the Carrotworkers’ Collective, internship culture now appears to be embedded within contemporary labour markets. And internships are increasingly being “offered” beyond so-called “white-collar” or “no-collar” work (Ross 2004) in the low-pay service economy, to young people who risk losing their benefits if they refuse the “offer” of work (Malik 2011). This recent shift of the discourse of internships into the low-pay service economy is significant, indicating not only how the concept of the internship has become normalized within the economy, but also reflecting a mutation in the meaning of the term internship when they are “offered” to individuals in the context of a threat to their social security benefits if they are not accepted. Here, the hitherto voluntary nature of the internship begins to shift to the involuntary arrangements of workfare, which I will outline in the next section.

Making links between workfare and internships means recognizing that there are very different types of “precariat,” which, as Guy Standing has argued, encompasses a multitude of insecure people, living bits-and-pieces lives, in and out of short-term jobs, without a narrative of occupational development, including millions of frustrated educated youth who do not like what they see before them, millions of women abused in oppressive labour, growing numbers of criminalized tagged for life, millions being categorised as ‘disabled’ and migrants in their hundreds of millions around the world. (Standing 2011b, 1)

In particular, Standing argues there are three clearly identified groups within the precariat:

---

3 For example, the JobBridge scheme in Ireland, jointly funded by the Youth Employment Initiative, the European Social Fund, and the Department of Social Protection, provides “work experience placements for interns” for six to nine months, and is specifically aimed at the unemployed, who receive an allowance of 50 Euros a week on top of their social welfare entitlement (https://www.welfare.ie/en/Pages/JobBridge-Interns.aspx). Similar programmes in the UK “offer” work experience opportunities which are in fact mandatory: if a claimant is advised to participate in schemes such as The Work Experience Scheme or The Work Programme, they must do so or risk losing their Job Seeker’s Allowance. For further details, see http://www.adviceguide.org.uk/wales/work_w/work_self-employed_or_looking_for_work_e/government_employment_schemes.htm.
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The first variety consists of those drifting from working-class backgrounds into precariousness, the second consists of those emerging from a schooling system over-credentialised for the flexi-job life on offer, and the third are migrants and others, such as the criminalised, in a status denying them the full rights of citizens. Each has a distinctive view on life and society. (Standing 2012)

While internships have predominantly been on offer to the second variety, those more highly educated, it seems clear that the language of internships is now impacting on workfare discourse, with unpaid “internships” in supermarkets, call centres, and other traditionally low-pay environments being “offered” as a mandatory requirement for benefit claimants. High profile cases include that of Cait Reilly, a 22-year old geology graduate who stacked shelves at Poundland in Birmingham and was led to believe that her jobseeker’s allowance would be cut if she refused to do so (Topping 2012). Absurdly, as Sam Hardy (2014) points out, the National Trust recently offered a Cider and Apple Internship, which essentially meant providing manual labour for free. According to the advertisement, “The work pattern can be flexible with days and hours to suit the harvesting programme with a 30 minute break for lunch. Some occasional weekend work will be required” (National Trust 2014). These examples and the many more that are available (Interns Anonymous 2013), indicate not only how the discourses and practices of the internship have become embedded within British economic life, but also how the terrain of internships has now expanded into workfare politics, with the “carrot” dynamic of the internship increasingly coexisting with the “stick” of punitive measures for individuals on social benefits who refuse the “opportunity.”

3. Workfare and Internships

In seeking to make links between workfare and internships, it is important to note how workfare has developed and become increasingly normalized within the British economy, following its policy transfer from the United States (Jones 1996, Lindsay and Mailand 2004). Internships and other modes of “apprenticeship” across the British economy reflect a continuation and transformation of workfare policies such as Jobseeker’s Allowance instituted under the Conservatives in the 1990s, aggressively pursued under New Labour in the UK, influenced by policies set up under Bill Clinton’s presidency. While under New Labour this was achieved through the rhetoric of social inclusion (Jessop 2003), under the Conservative-Liberal Democrat coalition, the justification was largely economic, and often highly gendered (MacLeavy 2011). Workfare politics are being implemented in increasingly radical and coercive forms, driving a hegemonic embedding of policies with the economic aim of averting inflationary pressures by coercing people to work under the threat of incrementally losing their social benefits. It is in the cultural industries that the internship culture has been most pronounced, along with other attractive white-collar sectors such as law and finance (Perlin 2012). Yet, policies designed to provide “apprenticeships” to young people in previously unimaginable contexts (such as fast food, retail, and other low pay service sectors) represent a significant shift in policy, compounded by the imposition of increasingly draconian demands on young people to comply in order to receive state benefits (MacLeavy 2011).

Workfare has a number of definitions. An early, and fairly narrow definition, states that workfare is “[a]ny public welfare program that requires welfare recipients to work (work + welfare = workfare) or to enroll in a formal job-training program” (Shafritz 1988, 595, quoted in Peck 1998). But since the mid-1990s, the term is used far more broadly “to include, as a condition of income support, the requirement that recipients participate in a wide variety of activities designed to increase their employment prospects” (Evans 1995, 75). For the purposes of this paper, workfare is defined as schemes with a mandatory obligation to carry out work or “work-related activity” in order to obtain social welfare payment from the state (Hinton 2012).

Workfare was first coined by civil rights leader James Charles Evers in 1968 and was given mass publicity by US President Richard Nixon in a speech in 1969, who placed it within the politics of welfare reform (Peck 1998, 138). It seeks to offer an alternative to traditional social welfare policies, and in its many different guises, internationally, has a common thread
which involves welfare recipients providing some form of labour for social welfare benefits. As Jamie Peck argues:

The notion of workfare—particularly where it involves mandatory participation in work or in work programmes—runs counter to established norms of public policy such as passive income support, entitlement, and needs-based provision. So conceived, workfare begins to define an alternative philosophical and political base not only for labour market and social policy ... but also for the structure and strategic orientation of the capitalist state itself. (Peck 1998, 134)

Considered this way, workfare is at the heart of neoliberal governance, shifting responsibility and risk from the state to the individual:

The new imperative is to end welfare, not poverty per se, the objective being to correct those individual behavioural dysfunctions—such as moral laxity, inadequate work discipline—which are seen as a cause of poverty but more importantly as a consequence of the welfare system. (ibid., 136)

Under New Labour, workfare programmes were intensified, although they had first been developed during the Thatcher/Major Conservative period of rule which preceded New Labour’s victory in 1997. During the New Labour years, such schemes proliferated and intensified through their three terms of office (1997-2010). As Bob Jessop argues, we can distinguish between the “soft” workfare from 1986, with programmes such as Restart, which invited the unemployed to accept job and training opportunities in return for benefits, and “hard” workfare, which began with the Social Security Act 1989, which forces individuals to look for work and also accept private sector jobs in return for welfare (Jessop 2003, 11). The Jobseeker’s Allowance scheme in 1994 and Jobseeker’s Act of 1995 entrenched these principles and made it increasingly tougher to access benefits. New Labour embraced these schemes, and Blair promised that New Labour would be a “Welfare to Work Government,” claiming that the aim was “to bring [the] workless class back into society and into useful work” (Blair 1997). As Jessop has argued, New Labour policy has been to force the unemployed into the labour market, often into low-wage jobs; as such,

unemployment is no longer seen in terms of a shortage of jobs and hence of a need to manage aggregate demand in order to secure full employment but is interpreted instead in workfarist terms as the product of a shortfall in job-readiness that is reflected in a lack of full employability. (Jessop 2003, 13)

Since the Coalition Government took over from New Labour in 2010, we have seen an even harder line taken in regard to workfare, which is justified through rhetoric around austerity and the stated aim to reduce public spending. Considerable welfare reforms took place on the Coalition’s entry into power, culminating in the Welfare Reform Act 2012. In 2011, the number of benefit sanctions imposed upon welfare claimants more than tripled in comparison to 2009, from 139,000 to 508,000 (Corporate Watch 2012). Ultimately, sanctions arising from a perceived infringement of the terms of an individual’s benefit claim, if approved by the Department of Work and Pensions, will lead to the claimant’s benefits being stopped. Increasingly, workfare programmes are being contracted out to private providers, and the number of programmes is increasing, with two schemes being compulsory if the claimant is to keep their benefits: the Mandatory Work Activity and Community Action Programme. These programmes have been sharply criticized by journalists on the left as “slave labour” (Toynbee 2012), and as pandering to corporate greed (Clark 2012). And all of this has happened during a period of intensifying class hatred, specifically towards the working class, which has been fuelled by the media and government (Jones 2012).

Of course, there are significant differences between internships and workfare programmes which are aimed at forcing the long-term unemployed to work for no pay, with the threat of a complete withdrawal of their social benefits if they refuse (see Void 2013 for a discussion of
the differences and similarities). Both are “voluntary,” though naturally there is a huge difference between the implications of refusing an internship and refusing to participate in a workfare programme: with the former, the subtext of refusal will be the implicit message that in order to succeed in a knowledge-based economy the internship is a structural requirement, whereas with the latter, the threat is that of the loss of the essential means for subsistence. Still, the parallels are clear: no pay (the normalization of working for nothing), coercion through the discursive threat of failure and material need, and the ongoing, Sisyphean nature of both activities, which function on the basis of the promise of paid employment in the future. Furthermore, as the examples above show, “internships” are becoming part of the language of workfare programmes, alongside the discourse of the “apprentice” (Couldry and Littler 2008).

Paid work seems to be further and further out of reach for interns and for apprentices taking part in workfare schemes. For example, in its expansion of workfare programmes, the UK coalition government offered zero-pay “traineeships” to individuals in order for them to be eligible to gain the opportunity of receiving a place on an unpaid apprenticeship scheme (ibid.). At both the material and discursive level, there is a growing integration of workfare and internships: the unpaid internship as an increasingly prerequisite mandate for those seeking paid employment in the professions and the workfare contract as a mandate for subsistence for those on welfare benefits. Yet the two are often treated separately, particularly by parts of the British political class who have been quick to condemn unpaid internships, but have been actively involved in the development and promotion of workfare programmes for the unemployed (Blears 2013). Underlying this is a deep-seated class hypocrisy, whereby unpaid work for the (largely) middle classes is seen as unacceptable, but perfectly acceptable for those at the more deprived axes of society. Finally, both internships and workfare programmes are structured around conditions and reciprocity, a “something for something” culture, which functions to erode the right to remuneration (Hinton 2012).

4. Implications
The rise of unpaid internships within the broader political-economic context of workfare has a number of significant social, cultural, and political implications which demand analysis.

4.1. Cultural Implications
Given the prevalence of internships within the cultural industries, we need to consider the cultural and political implications of a further narrowing of the labour pool within these sectors to those who can afford to support themselves without pay for months or years on end. As Kate Oakley (2013), David Lee (2011), Jane Holgate and Sonia McKay (2009), and Doris Ruth Eikhof and Chris Warhurst (2013) have noted, creative work has become a zone of stratification and exclusion for non-white, middle-class entrants. From a normative perspective, this is a major cause for concern, undermining the rhetoric of diversity and equality within the creative industries. Commentators who are unconcerned with the ethical and moral issues involved in this narrowing of the labour pool have shown that there are pragmatic, commercial reasons why diversity is so important in the cultural industries. Creativity and innovation require difference. There is increasing research that shows that the conditions required for creativity to flourish are ones where there is dialogue, difference, and diversity (Amabile et al. 1996). However, this is not simply about making an economic case for diversity, but also a moral case about the kind of culture that is produced. As Chris Land argues in his arresting critique of the film Kingsman, “Middle class, heterosexual, white men will tend to produce films that take their own identity for granted and not even realise that they are making films for people like themselves” (Land 2015). Culture, the means by which we create and circulate shared symbolic forms of expression, is diminished through the reproduction of a highly stratified, homogenous workforce.

As internships proliferate across the cultural sectors, the creative labour market, already highly socially stratified, is becoming ever more so. The normalization of the internship, which favours those with high levels of economic and social capital, is steadily eroding the
conditions for diversity in the media industries. It also creates a striking mismatch between evidence (that diversity is economically and social important for cultural industries, as cited above), rhetoric (around the creative industries as the "engines" of economic growth and deliverers of socio-economic development free from the social inequalities in work and employment (Florida 2004), and policy (which facilitates the culture of internships and actively promotes the promotion of workfare programmes, as we have seen). Despite the widespread belief amongst policymakers and certain academics that the creative industries have the potential to create a meritocratic world of work (e.g., Howkins 2001), the evidence clearly shows that, in the UK at least, these sectors are still underrepresented by women (38 percent compared to 46 percent of the UK’s workforce as a whole) and by ethnic minority workers (five percent compared to nine percent across the UK economy) (Skillset 2010). While data on socio-economic backgrounds is difficult to obtain due to the way in which data is collected by statistical agencies (Randle et al. 2007), we can use higher education degrees as proxies of socio-economic background (Wolf 2002; Eikhof and Warhurst 2013). According to Skillset (2010) figures, over two-thirds of workers in the creative media industries are graduates compared to under 37 percent of the economically active working population in the UK as a whole. Creative workers are also increasingly educated in private schools, particularly in journalism: the last 20 years have seen the percentage of UK leading news journalists educated at private schools rise steadily to 54 percent (compared to seven percent of the overall UK school population) (Sutton Trust 2006).

4.2. Socio-economic Implications

The socio-economic implications of internships and their growing alignment with workfare remain unclear as the phenomenon plays out across the contours of a rapidly shifting and uncertain global economic landscape. However, certain factors should be considered. Internships in the professions are largely driven by the oversupply of labour, weak or non-existent unions, and the neoliberal restructuring of the economy, which prioritizes capital accumulation over labour demands. Workfare programmes, as outlined above, are also linked to neoliberalism in terms of the shift from a Keynesian interventionist statist approach (with its principles of universal benefits) to a Schumpeterian welfare state, which focuses on the entrepreneurial individual as the locus of self-responsibility and self-government (Jessop 1995). They offer neoliberal governments a mode of dealing with the "welfare crisis," and place a moral emphasis on labour. Both are based on a belief in entrepreneurialism and the dismantling of labour market regulations which hamper individual development. Yet, both also point to a wider issue, that of transformations in labour markets and the dwindling supply of secure, regularly paid work in advanced capitalism. Other writers have dealt with these issues, and many have posited the crucial importance of a "living wage" to deal with the developing crisis in labour supply.

The debate about a universal basic income has been resurrected in recent years, with a resurgence of interest in the ideas of writers such as Andre Gorz (1999) who advocated a basic income for all, as work was seen to be becoming increasingly automated. Basic income was justified on the basis that it would leave time for all to work less, would be beneficial to society (in terms of community activities and volunteering), and would provide the basis for a more democratic, equal, and just society. There has been a critical backlash against these ideas on the grounds that labour is based on a reciprocal arrangement where money is provided for labour given, whereas the idea of a basic income lacks this quality, as it is unconditional and it is argued that the basic income would impact negatively on work incentivisation and also on labour supply (Tcherneva 2013).

However, in recent years, writers such as Standing (2002), Fran Bennett (2014), and Stephanie Luce (2004) have rejuvenated the discussion, and the political-economic issues at stake are coming more sharply into focus because of the lack of meaningful secure employment for a younger generation accustomed to internships and having grown up with the discourse of workfare rhetoric and activity. Standing has argued that a basic income is an urgent matter of security and a means of addressing the growing inequality crisis on the basis
of distributive justice (Standing 2002). But he has also argued that it should be non-paternalistic, and that it needs to be “basic,” or otherwise “it leads to indolence and loss of motive to function.” Both workfare and internships point to a labour crisis and political crisis which a basic income could help address.

4.3. Political and Organizational Implications

Campaigns such as TVWRAP attempted to bring the issues of equality and exploitation in the media industries to the fore nearly ten years ago. Yet, the rise of internships has worked against many of the advances that were made, undermining the pressure for greater equality and diversity in the media industries, and for more equitable means of accessing employment in these competitive industries.

As a number of writers have explored, the cultural industries remain opaque to enter, exploitative (especially at the entry level jobs), and can cause stress and anxiety for those working in them because of the “club culture” and the long hours worked within precarious employment conditions (Gill 2002; Banks 2007). With the marginalization of unions in the creative industries now widespread, it is left to activists amongst pressure groups, providing first-hand, largely anonymous accounts of work in the internship economy, to try to mobilize for change. Interns Anonymous and Interns Aware are notable in this respect; so too is the writing of Perlin (2012). Yet, as some network-based campaigns have found to their cost, a lack of an organizational base and strong links to unions can hamper efforts to effect meaningful change. For example, TVWRAP, discussed earlier, was ultimately sidelined by the Producers Alliance for Cinema and Television, the influential British media trade association, on the basis that the testimonies were anonymous and therefore unprovable; also the fact that the group was temporary and formed by freelancers meant that it was not able to sustain pressure on employers once the initial press interest had died down (Broadcast Now 2005). As recent research has shown, the issue of exploitation in the British media industries has not disappeared as a result of the TVWRAP campaign, despite its short-term success. For meaningful change to occur, it would surely need legislative and regulatory change against exploitative and iniquitous working conditions, and in the current economic and political climate this seems a distant prospect (Khalsa 2013).

Despite these challenges, there are increasing signs of a cultural and social backlash against the low-pay, no-pay internship culture, particularly amongst educated graduates working in the cultural sector. New collectives such as Bow Arts described by the journalist and author Paul Mason (2014) offer progressive alternatives to the labour crisis by allowing individuals to work for themselves, but within a shared co-operative space. New organizations are emerging, such as AltGen, which indicate new possibilities for a generation frustrated and jaded by the harsh economic contours of contemporary British life (ibid., 2014). Furthermore, anti-workfare campaigning is becoming more widespread and vocal, with groups such as Boycott Workfare (http://www.boycottworkfare.org/) providing online resources, organizing boycotting activities, and “naming and shaming,” or exposing the often dubious practices of the private companies delivering such programmes on behalf of the public sector. While there is little evidence as yet of formal links between anti-internship and anti-workfare activists, it appears that they are being critically linked at the discursive level, as evidenced by recent articles on the blogs of anti-workfare campaigners (Void 2013; Arky 2013). The pressing need to forge a link between workfare and internships can be clearly detected in these articles; for as “Ann Arky” (2013) argues in relation to employers making use of intern and workfare labour, “They are both doing the same thing, exploiting free labour.” However, currently the depth of analysis offered by such articles is limited, and fails to establish a programme by which these two different activist groups could be linked. This would involve the need for thinking through the commonalities and differences between workfare and internships. There is indeed critical power in Void’s statement:

About the only real difference between unpaid internships and work experience schemes is that internships usually lead to well paid careers in popular sectors like fashion, the media or entertainment. In contrast Work Experience generally leads back to the dole as
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grasping employers maintain a rolling stock of free workers instead of paying wages. (Void 2013)

However, in my view, it is also necessary to think about internships and workfare programmes in a way, which does not play down the significant divergences between these two groups of exploited labour. It is only through establishing commonalities but also acknowledging differences that we can begin to forge a shared politics of the precariat which rejects such exploitation on normative grounds, and which both groups might identify with and support.

5. Conclusion

This article has sought to make links between workfare and internship culture in the hope that it will provide a shared resource for the many disparate elements of the “new precariat.” While it may be hard to imagine a shared politics between groups as diverse as media interns and street cleaners, as Standing points out, all groups of the precariat are experiencing the sharp end of the accumulation crisis, the crisis of contemporary labour markets, and the prospect of “recovery without jobs,” and, as such, need to find common cause if a progressive politics is to emerge from the current context (Standing 2011a). Workfare programmes are an attempt to “fix” neoliberal capital accumulation and act against inflationary pressures. Internships are a phenomenon of often unpaid labour that provides companies with a ready, educated labour supply. Both workfare programmes and internships erode individual security, and this is not without social risk. As Standing has argued, the politicization of the precariat may have potentially worrying prospects, with neofascism on the increase globally, as it offers some form of security to neoliberalism’s “others” (ibid.).

In a recent article, John Lanchester reflected on the increasing automation of work, previously carried out by humans and now being done by robots (Lanchester 2015). In a wide-ranging analysis, which considers the use of robots in Amazon’s “fulfilment centres,” Google’s driverless cars, as well as the political-economic implications of Apple’s recent first-quarter profit announcement ($74.6 billion in turnover, $18 billion in profit), Lanchester considers the human cost of improved “productivity.” For example, Apple is now the most profitable business in the world; in the past it was Ford Motors. Yet Apple employs 92,600 workers, while Ford employed 600,000 (ibid.). As he argues, “Capital isn’t just winning against labour; there’s no contest. If it were a boxing match, the referee would stop the fight” (ibid.).

Given this context, and that outlined above in the discussion of workfare and internships, what might be the political ways forward for a more progressive approach to labour markets which are rapidly transforming under conditions of technological innovation? Most immediately, diagnosis of the problem needs to lead to political mobilization on these issues. Greater discussion is needed about the hypocrisy of politicians who are quick to condemn internships and the middle and upper classes, but happy to promote workfare programmes. This tells us a great deal about the inequities within contemporary politics on work and labour. But we also need new ways of thinking about work and society, which draws on the new possibilities that automation might provide for greater human flourishing and social justice. It may be too optimistic to suggest, as Lanchester does, that this could lead to an “alternative future” which “would be the kind of world dreamed of by William Morris, full of humans engaged in meaningful and sanely remunerated labour” (Lanchester 2015). However, as William Davies (2014) has argued, there are increasing signs of progressive movements which seek to find new ways of working and living that look beyond the limits of neoliberalism.
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Over the last two decades, internships have evolved from a voluntary learning experience to become what is perceived to be a mandatory step up the US career ladder (Shoenfelt, Stone and Kottke 2013; Knouse, Tanner and Harris 1999). Students, therefore, feel compelled to take on one or more internships during their college years. Simultaneously, changes in the higher education business environment have led universities to become more aggressive marketers. Employing an array of marketing tools and techniques such as branding, social media, and direct marketing, universities now sell their institutions to high school students and their parents in much the same way that consumer products are sold (Banet-Weiser 2013; Lay-Hwa 2011; Hearn 2010; Black 2008; Brunzel 2007; Lowie 2007). Specifically, higher education marketers identify the most important attributes and benefits their institution has to offer, learn the needs and wants of their target audience, and then promote these to prospective students. Thus, the promise of landing an internship becomes integral to marketing US universities to prospective students and their parents.

This article analyzes the convergence of higher education marketing and the internship economy. I start with a short examination of the changing business conditions that led to the proliferation of marketing in higher education and the industry that grew up around it. This is followed by a content analysis of university marketing materials with a specific focus on how internships are presented in direct marketing materials. Internships are most often promoted as

---

1 Best estimates are that half of the 1.5 million annual internships in the United States are unpaid. However, that figure is suspect as unpaid internships are frequently illegal and employers have no incentive to report them (Howe 2014).
a career or résumé-building tool with emphasis placed on access to famous alumnae and the breadth of opportunities available, or as an aspect of co-op or experiential learning, which is more focused on learning in the present rather than money-making in the future. I conclude by reflecting on internships within the media industry, based on my 15-year experience administering a college internship program within a media studies department as well as my 20 years of experience marketing major television networks and working at advertising agencies, where I often hired and worked with university interns. As other scholars have noted, while these on-the-job opportunities give students first-hand experience, they rarely come with a paycheque or the guarantee of a future job assignment, particularly in the “glamour industries” of media and marketing (Frenette 2013; Perlin 2011; Frederick 1997). My central argument is that internships are a facile yet misleading attribute for promoting higher education; these pseudo-jobs are a tempting lure for young adults, yet they perpetuate the myth that a university education combined with an internship leads to full-time employment. In truth, internships are free labour for corporations, a moneymaker for universities, and, incredibly, a successful promotional tool to sell students on programs that provide these opportunities.

1. Corporatization, Commoditization, and the Creation of a Competitive Marketplace

Numerous scholars have written about the corporatization of higher education (Tuchman 2009; Woodhouse 2009; Bousquet 2008; Washburn 2006; Bok 2004; Steck 2003; Aronowitz 2001; Slaughter and Leslie 1997). They note the many ways that universities reflect their corporate counterparts, including employing an “academic temp system” where the university is made up of a continually reduced number of full-time workers in favour of part-time unprotected labour; implementing changes in funding structures that rely on “consumer purchases,” and marrying curriculum to the market rather than societal needs, i.e., favouring practical, skills-based courses over the arts and humanities. Concomitant with corporatization is the commoditization of higher education—the transformation of distinguishable entities (universities) into homogeneous commodities (Reimann, Schilke and Thomas 2008)—and with that comes the increased use of marketing and promotion (Natale and Doran 2012; Twitchell 2005).

Universities became commodities because of changes in the business environment of higher education, particularly over the last three decades. Specifically, government funding moved from direct support of the institution to indirect support through students, i.e., providing financial aid. Some scholars peg this change to the Higher Education Act of 1965 (Heller 2011), others to the Nixon administration (Naidoo, Shankar and Veer 2011), but putting the burden of funding education squarely on the backs of students and their families became more fully the norm in the 1980s, when neoliberal philosophies prevailed (Mills 2012). Anya Kamenetz (2006) demonstrates the consequences of this shift when she notes, “In 1981, 45 percent of all federal undergraduate student aid came in loans, 52 percent in grants. By the end of the 1990s, the proportion was more than reversed; loans made up 58 percent of federal financial aid, and grants just 41 percent” (18). Thus, funding for universities increasingly became the responsibility of individuals who could rely less on grants, which do not have to be repaid, and more on loans, which most decidedly do. Today, more than half (57 percent) of students can expect to leave college with an average debt load of $24,000—this in an economy where the starting salaries of many college students will be around $30,000 a year if they are lucky enough to find a job. These statistics become ever more startling when understanding that the same education 30 years ago cost less than $6,000 in current dollars (US Department of Education 2013). Rising tuition is exacerbated by American incomes remaining flat over the last several decades, making university tuition an ever-larger part of the household budget. Given this, it is not surprising that students and their parents are looking for a return on their investment (ROI). ROI translates into the ability to get a job immediately after graduation—a job that now will likely
require a college-credit bearing internship. Therefore, higher education marketers make internships part of the recruitment effort.

As universities have become progressively tuition driven according to the State Higher Education Officers Association (Bidwell 2014), they have had to promote themselves directly to “consumers.”2 Further driving the aggressive and competitive marketing is the annual rankings of US News & World Report (Twitchell 2005; Meredith 2004; Monks and Ehrenberg 1999). This rating system began in the mid-1980s, and because parents, students, and guidance counsellors depend on the information it contains, institutions are obliged to increase their rankings in an attempt to entice more applicants and decrease their acceptance rate—a figure that makes the university appear more exclusive and ultimately more appealing.3 In addition to promoting exclusivity, universities market the majors offered, consumer-driven amenities like climbing walls and sports arenas, and, finally, the affinity they have with their alumni network and the expertise of the career center—valuable resources for internships and career counselling (Kirp 2004; Twitchell 2005).4

Compelled to increase enrolments because of reduced government spending as well as being measured based on quantitative corporate standards, considerable budgets are allocated to marketing. In the first half of 2013, colleges spent $570.5 million on advertising, with non-profit institutions spending more than for-profit schools—$302 million versus $268.5 million respectively (Brock 2013). Some schools reportedly spent upwards of $5 million on their advertising campaigns, though typically marketing budgets are a tenth of that amount (Miley 2009, 6). Not included in these numbers is the monies spent on direct marketing—one of the most expensive forms of promotion, which must be considerable given the amount of mail these institutions disseminate. Whether direct mail or traditional brand advertising, it is estimated to have cost $2,143 per student to recruit a prospect for a four-year college in 2013 (Noel-Levitz 2013).

But even these expenditures are unlikely to be enough to sustain universities moving forward. For a time, higher tuition combined with more people going to college assuaged the imbalance due to cuts in government spending, but no longer. Enrolment statistics in recent years are striking: while 15.3 million students went to college in 2000, by 2012 the number was 21.6 million—more than ever before (US Department of Education n.d.). The recession played an important role in that increase because students enrolled in college either to upgrade their skills or because of lack of employment. Also, jobs that once required a high school education now require a college degree (Rampell 2013). In the last two years, however, enrolment figures have begun to decline (Bidwell 2013), which is likely due in some part to the precipitous declines in the traditional college-aged population. This cohort reached its peak in 2011, after which it had an abrupt decline and is not expected to return to current levels again until 2024 according to the Western State Commission for Higher Education (WICHE 2012). As the number of prospects decline, we can expect to see marketing—and the marketing of internship opportunities—intensify further still as universities increasingly compete for top traditional high school prospects as well as pursue “non-traditional” college students.

---

2 In the last five years alone funding per student is down 26 percent and it is only in the last year that funding has begun to increase, though not enough to make up for years of losses (Belkin 2014).
3 While universities market to students they want to join their freshman class, they also market to students who have little chance of getting into the school. The higher the number of applicants, the lower the acceptance percentage, which increases the school’s ranking.
4 Universities also compete against for-profit institutions and online college offerings, but this is beyond the scope of the current study.
1.1 The Business of Marketing and Branding Higher Education

Higher education marketing is not a new phenomenon. Strategic business marketing was introduced into United States universities in the 1970s (Barton and Treadwell 1978) and by the 1980s there existed conferences, associations, and journals devoted to marketing higher education (Carrocci 2009, 7). Today, these conferences and associations continue to grow while an industry in consultancies devoted to higher education marketing has flourished alongside them. Nothing is more telling about the importance of marketing, though, than the creation of the Higher Education Chief Marketing Officer (CMO), a title that began to burgeon only in the last 10 years (Glazer and Korn 2012). These high-paid executives, many of whom come out of corporate marketing backgrounds, are tasked to sell the university, but they are also hired to create and solidify the institution’s brand, or identity, a term more accepted within higher education (Toor 2002).

Whether called identity or branding, the creation of an instantly recognizable symbol, image, and mythology is essential to the marketing process (Sargeant and Ford 2007; Goldman and Papson 1996). In much the same way Disney is conceived of as “magic,” colleges are “unconventional” (Reed College) or “independent” (Brown) or “intellectual” (University of Chicago) (Forbes n.d.). American University’s (AU’s) “Wonk” campaign is a recent extensive (and expensive) example of the lengths to which universities are moving toward branding. Started in 2011, this branding effort plays on the colloquialism of the policy wonk—a term appropriate for a university based in Washington D.C. It also aligns with the growth of “nerd culture,” made hip by things like the success of Silicon Valley computer “nerds” and the popularity of events like Comic-Con, a conference devoted to all things comics-based. In sum, “Wonk” defines the university as smart, but one that doesn’t take itself too seriously. While the campaign has met with significant backlash from alumni (Gibson 2014), the language continues to appear in marketing materials. This may, in part, be due to the cost of the Wonk campaign: AU reportedly spent $550,000 on brand development and on the initial launch (Kelly 2013), and materials for the university were some of the most expensive analyzed as part of this study. One piece of direct mail was a 106-page book—the largest by far—that looked more like a highly designed fashion catalog than a view book for an institution of higher learning. The school also sent personalized four-colour brochures customized with student’s names: “Hello! Susan. Here’s the information you requested on mathematics.” This piece of mail contained the name, phone number, and email address of a representative who can help with the admissions process, displayed next to their picture, making the document feel still more personal. Lastly, and important to this discussion, internships are integral to the university’s brand message. Among the materials sent from AU were over-sized postcards stating, “Study at a well-connected University, ranked first in the nation for internships by U.S. News & World Report.”

Creating a university brand identity is necessary because prospective students need to differentiate one school from another in an environment where schools look alike and, for many, the product cannot be sampled before purchase (Balmer, Liao and Wang 2010; Anctil 2008; Sung and Yang 2008). Further, university marketing is more complex than for typical brand marketers (Waeraas and Solbakk 2008). First, there is a limited window of opportunity—typically six months to a year—within which to sell the product, and second, students and parents are making this decision with significant emotional investments attached. Because of this, higher education marketers must reach prospects with compelling sales messages in intrusive ways. Therefore, if a university’s brand is based on athletics, academics will be promoted on an equal footing with sports. An example from my study is a postcard from a major state school that shows a football mascot teaching in front of a classroom, an image that grabs attention because of its cognitive dissonance. Similarly, if a school promotes career preparation, they demonstrate
that in marketing materials. I share some examples in the analysis below. Using attributes other than academics to sell an institution is not unusual. Except for the most elite schools, academics are promoted side-by-side with sports, the bucolic setting, and career preparation (Hartley and Morphew 2008).

2. Marketing Universities Through Internships

2.1. Research Background and Methodology

In 2011 I began researching the marketing of higher education as part of a popular book project aimed at educating parents about how universities use promotion during the search process, a topic of particular interest since I am a former marketer and the parent of a high school student. Working with a consultant who advises students on how to get into a university, we examined the environment that ignited the proliferation of higher education marketing, including the widening demographics for college students, the growth in for-profit institutions, the rising expenditures in marketing costs, and the messaging used to attract prospects. Research consisted of multiple methods—participant observation, auto-ethnography, and content analysis. Integral to that project, and the content analysis here, is the examination of direct marketing materials from institutions of higher learning.

To ascertain what messages were being presented to prospective students and their parents, I attended fairs for high school students needing preparation to get into college and college fairs attended by dozens of colleges from around the country. At these events I added my name to mailing lists as a parent of a high school student and in turn received dozens of emails and pieces of direct mail asking me first to visit the college and later to apply to colleges because I was “such a good candidate.” I received messages that sold the institutions based on the availability of scholarships or the percentage of students who had gotten jobs, as well as faculty accomplishments. Some of the most sophisticated, funny, and amenities-based marketing that I received was from Towson University, including a rap video in one email and a video in another email from the university president saying that I had been accepted into the school. The offer was later rescinded with an email stating: “Although you did not apply and you are not admitted to Towson University, we hope that you will consider us in the future as your college choice.”

While universities move toward promotion online, direct mail continues to be the predominant method for marketing. Therefore, to supplement the direct mail I acquired, I asked two high school students to save the mailings they received from universities around the country. I chose these students because they were going to competitive schools, one in New York City and one in the Washington D.C. area. They also had high SAT scores, which is important because universities send direct mail to students based on their test score. The higher the score, the more mail a student can expect to receive.

---

5 An industry has built up around preparing high school students to get into college, including test preparation companies, companies run by former admissions officers working with high school students to develop their résumé starting in their sophomore year, and multiple volunteer organizations.

6 While I signed up as a parent of a student from Bronx Science (which is true), the systems only recognized me as a student. Also, I registered as being connected to Bronx Science because it is one of the top New York City high schools, and it was likely to induce more interest on the part of universities.

7 It might seem surprising that direct mail, which is expensive to produce and to send, is still being widely used to target this young demographic that spends significant time online. However, marketers find that catalogs in particular enable them to “break through the clutter.” Moreover synergy exists between catalogue readership and digital marketing (Holmes 2014)—people view products in print then move to digital formats for more information and to purchase.
Working with an assistant, we sorted the materials and discovered that most schools began their marketing pitch with an almost identical letter that provides students with a user name and password, which they can use to go online and fill out an e-quiz, presumably to find a strong connection between the student and the school. The mailings also contain a smaller piece of paper with a space to fill out the student’s name and phone number, and an envelope so they can return this information via snail mail if they do not want to go online. Alternatively, universities send postcards with a business reply card or ask students to go online to a special website that the school has created with the student’s name (Naomi.xyzu.edu). The primary goal of these mailings is to get the student to respond so that the university can capture the student’s information and add them to their official mailing list, enabling the school to send more descriptive content once the student demonstrates interest.8

These direct marketing pieces initiate the sales process. However, it is personal selling and the opportunity to experience the product that is most likely to complete the sale. Thus, at the beginning of senior year, universities connect with high school students in three ways: college admissions officers hold in-school meetings (Toor 2002), colleges participate in college fairs or hold individualized events at a local hotel, and students are invited for an on-site visit—either an open house or an “overnight experience.” These events are heavily promoted through postcard mailings to entice students to sample the university.

In all, we received more than a thousand pieces of mail with as many as a dozen pieces coming from the same institution. Boston University, for example, sent 11 pieces of mail to one student including letters, postcards, booklets on financial aid, and a view book. Some sent university magazines; others used postcards, a series of postcards or postcards in a single envelope. Many schools sent elaborate view books, beautiful catalogs that present key attributes, like the diversity of students, types of majors, financial aid, successful faculty and alumni, and career preparation (Hartley and Morpew 2008). These books are widely used by universities and they are the most important marketing tool next to the on-campus visit (Klassen 2000).

Some culling was done in order to arrive at the final sample set. Initial postcards and letters, which asked the recipient to contact the university or to attend an open house, are “call to action” marketing and were not included in the sample because they did not mention attributes or benefits. After eliminating these mailings, 97 pieces from 92 different institutions remained for analysis. Most of these pieces were either view books or brochures of varying sizes, though one school sent a newspaper and another a deck of cards describing aspects of the school. Six postcards were included in the analysis as they did not contain a “call to action,” but rather presented university attributes. In total, 84 marketing pieces—87 percent—contain some mention of internships.

2.2. Internship Effect—Learning or Debt

In university marketing materials, internships are presented either as part of career building, or as experiential or co-op learning. They are offered in relationship to careers in more than half of the pieces (57 percent), while experiential learning was the focus in 30 percent of the pieces analyzed. We found this distinction to be helpful in that it highlights the extent to which the university promotes higher education as a stepping stone to employment versus an institution promoting knowledge acquisition supplemented with “real world” experiences. For example, career-building schools make claims such as “…you and your parents want your college experience to provide you with the tools you need for life after college. You need to have a
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8 Companies, in this case universities, buy mailing lists from list brokers or other institutions such as the testing companies. The universities do not have access to the names until a student contacts them directly.
résumé with internships and/or field experiences that will enable you to walk into a job interview and land that first job” (College of Saint Rose), or “Punch up your résumé and polish up your career credentials through experiential learning. Who knows? You may even parlay your part-time internships into full-time employment” (Rutgers University, emphasis in the original). While Northeastern—an institution well known for its co-operative experiences—promotes its programs as “the integration of study and practice, creating an unparalleled way to learn.” The former seems to promote college as something to get through simply as a path to a career; the latter is a journey of acquiring knowledge. We will look into these ideas more deeply here.

First, internships discussed as part of career building were presented in a number of different ways. Sometimes this was a simple line of copy. More often, however, internship information appeared as part of a two-page spread highlighting the university’s career office. Included in this content would be how the university could help students acquire internships by providing access to databases or career counselling sessions or workshops. The level of importance placed on this is also evident in universities creating easily remembered URLs for the career office, such as careers.villanova.edu.

Location, access to expert faculty, and the specific internships the university could provide are used to differentiate a school’s career-building internships. In terms of location, for example, Florida International University promoted its Miami location as having “amazing internships and potential careers—as well as countless opportunities for entertainment, arts, culture, recreation, restaurants, night life, and just plain fun!” More typically, New York University, the University of Houston, University of Southern California, Pomona College, University of Albany, and Emory promote the benefits of being in a large city and use that as a way to highlight their access to top-level internships. An example of promoting faculty experts and the types of internships available was a strategy used by Manhattan Marymount College (MMC):

An average MMC class includes just 18 students, giving you direct access to faculty who are experts in their fields. Learn from New York’s finest authors, artists, entrepreneurs, economists, and performers, as they connect you to opportunities across the city. That includes some of the country’s most interesting internships at places like Bravo, Citigroup, Versace, and the New York City Ballet. MMC internships give you a chance to apply what you’ve learned in the classroom in the real world of work.

Note here the list of companies promoted. Three out of four are in the media or glamour industries. If universities used this tactic of listing specific internships, entertainment-oriented companies were always included. Here are a couple typical examples:

Make professional connections and intern in New York City. St. John’s students have interned at a wide range of organizations, including Madison Square Garden, U.S. Secret Service, Estee Lauder, Morgan Stanley, MTV, New York Mets, SONY and Time Inc.

Recent LIU Post internships placements include: Museum of Natural History, CHANEL, St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital, United Nations, New York Times, Z100. Our students earn an average of $2,500-$4,000 per semester through internships and co-ops.

What is disturbing about this last piece is the line that suggests students will earn a salary through the internships listed. I know from my own experience that these “glamour field” internships are not paid opportunities. This is not to say that students never make money from internships. In some cases they do. However payment comes from the well-endowed and prestigious university, not the hiring company. Hamilton College boasts its “larger-than-average Career Center staff, with a larger than average budget,” which enables the college to financially support 55 students who pursue unpaid internships. Similarly, the University of Chicago promotes the Jeff Metcalf Internship Program, which “provides paid, substantive internships
exclusively to UChicago students.” Tufts also notes in their materials that they have grant funding to support full-time unpaid summer internships.

Additionally, statistics and alumni—particularly those in cultural industry careers—help to sell the university internship experience. Many schools listed the number of opportunities they had available (one school claiming as many as 1,500) as well as the percentage of students who had done one or more internships while at school. Villanova took this farther than any other university. Its view book included a chart called “Class of 2011: Internship statistics.” This information was broken down by field of study and categorized into students with one internship, and students with two or more internships. Looking at the “all” internship line, 796 students did one internship and 362 did two internships or more. This is at a university where a class size is approximately 1,600 students, so nearly half the class participated in at least one internship. Among the statistics schools now quote is their ranking on the U.S. News & World Report internship list. Pace, for example, exclaims in bold type: “One of the top 10 schools in the nation for placing undergraduates in internships,” a line shown next to a copy of U.S News & World Report—a readily recognizable symbol of excellence for prospective students. Alumni, notably those in glamour fields, are also used to promote internships. The University of Miami, for example, shows pictures of successful alums and provides quotes about their internship experience. From Erin Moyer, supervising producer for NBC digital entertainment: “I quickly tapped resources available to me to land two incredible internships in California between my junior and senior year.” Misericordia University’s brochure takes this one step further, devoting a full-page picture of a recent graduate standing in Yankee Stadium with the following quote:

Misericordia prepared me from day one. I was able to graduate early and start my internship search. Within a few weeks, I had a call from the New York Yankees—Mario J. Oliveri, Sports Management, Consultant, Premium Sales and Service, New York Yankees.

The emphasis on career over college is quite evident in the quote noting that “I was able to graduate early” as an important benefit because it allowed the then-student to finish his academics quickly in favour of his career path.

One extreme case of placing career before traditional college learning is Champlain College. As it states on its Open House postcard: “Champlain College offers the best career-focused education in the country.” The school touts its “Upside-Down Curriculum” in which students select their major and begin internships in their first year, an obvious point of pride for the school since it appears multiple times throughout their materials. In a booklet highlighting why students chose Champlain, one states, “The internship possibilities. The one thing I was looking for after college was a job, and since Champlain has such amazing opportunities for internships, it was a main reason I came here.” The school also uses a series of foldout brochures, each with a different rule. One, called “Rule No. 67: Develop Your Skills for a Career. Develop Yourself for a Lifetime,” explains that students will learn to “market yourself strategically.” “Rule No. 16: At Champlain, You Won’t Just Receive an Education, You’ll Experience One” reiterates the school’s career focus and claims, “Our students’ internships offer exceptional immersion in their field, doing work that often leads to job offers before graduation.”

In contrast, those universities that promote service learning or experiential learning strongly underscore knowledge acquisition over career development. Internships are most often discussed as some element of off-campus study or out-of-the-classroom experience, which also might include co-op, field study, or study abroad. Some examples include:

King’s College: “Our curriculum extends beyond the classroom and students are encouraged to study abroad, intern and participate in service projects to broaden their experience.”
Smith: “Through innovative programs, cross-disciplinary learning, and internship and service opportunities outside the classroom, she will explore why and how to make her unique mark in the world.”

Alfred University: “Many of our programs require internships, clinical experiences that may include professional cooperative agreements for paid employment and internships…”

It is easy to see how very different the language is in contrast to universities that focus on internships as steps in the career ladder. Experiences outside the classroom are seen as opportunities to translate in-classroom learning to the field. Moreover, the emphasis is on the student and not the value of the internship, as the Smith example demonstrates.

Schools with long histories of experiential learning primarily promote their cooperative learning experiences, though a few also mentioned internships as a possible option. For example, Rochester Institute of Technology has the fourth oldest co-op program and according to their materials, “is a world leader in experiential education with distinct and diverse opportunities to apply your education to real-world problems and projects.” Rensselaer, another technically oriented university, also promotes experiential learning through co-ops and internships as “an essential component of a Rensselaer education.” Other schools promoting experiential learning stress the value and advantages of a co-op experience over an internship. For example, Drexel University says in its brochure, “Co-op is a lot more than an internship. It’s a full-time, six-month professional position ($16,000 average 6-month salary).” Notes a postcard from Antioch: “[…] our students can design aspects of their own course of study and are required to work four terms in full-time positions at nonprofits, in business or in the arts […]” Rice University promotes experiential learning by highlighting the research opportunities associated with these; internships are barely mentioned. And, of course, Northeastern University (NU) promotes its cooperative education because the school “is recognized as the world leader in co-op.” One NU piece—“The Husky Handbook”—explains co-op opportunities and how a student might put together their four or five year plan, which includes classes, study abroad, several service or research co-ops or internships, and professional/business co-ops or internships. The school also sends out Northeastern Magazine, which explains this process in more detail over four pages. The magazine notes, “A Northeastern education is built on the transformative power of study integrated with experience…”

In total, twelve pieces (13 percent) had no mentions of internship. Two of these were religious institutions, such as Albert A. List College of Jewish Studies and LaSalle University. Several were private, prestigious research institutions, such as Amherst, Haverford, Rice, Vanderbilt, and Union. Rather than career and résumé building, these institutions promoted experiential learning and academic research as well as community and public service programs that would “make a difference in the world.” Beyond academics, they promote attributes that enable them to differentiate them from the competition, what marketers call the “unique selling proposition.” For example, Vanderbilt University promotes quality, claiming it is “Among the Best” and using the following statistics to support its claim: National Universities 17th, Best Value 11th, Economic Diversity Among Top-Ranked Schools 17th (U.S. News & World Report) and Best Value Among Private Universities 18th (Kiplinger). Alternatively, Haverford focuses on its core benefit—its identity—which is one of being a tight-knit learning community, and University of Maryland promotes its student body. Many of the others mentioned jobs or the possibility of a big paycheck, but not specifically internships.

---

9 Union had a series of view books and I only saw one of four. It is possible that internships are mentioned in one of the other three pieces I did not receive.
Tellingly, the overuse of internships as a marketing tool for universities has become recognized. Boston University’s view book says as much when it notes: “The fact that an elite university like BU offers internships is nothing to get excited about.” The piece goes on to explain that it is the type of internships, the Boston location, and international experiences that set them apart from other universities. Given the current analysis, that is not likely to be true.

3. Media Internships: A Misleading Sales Tool

Experiential learning, international internships, co-op learning, and paid internships provide valuable experience and aid students in integrating class learning with real world experience. These positions are atypical, however, in the media industry despite the emphasis placed on these positions in marketing for US universities. Both from my experience working in the media industry as well as directing the internship program in a media studies department, I rarely saw a student receive a job offer after completing an internship. This is so unusual I can count the number of job offers on one hand, and this is not because the students were unprepared or underqualified.

One student I advised as an intern is a perfect example. Debbie (not her real name) was a solid A student who had completed all her coursework with the intention of doing an internship with a private media company that produces a magazine as well as being a cutting-edge film and television production company. She worked with this organization for four months putting in almost full-time hours, and both she and the company were more than satisfied with the experience. The company told her they were hoping to have a job for her when the internship was over. They were waiting to hear about whether there was funding for the position. After waiting several weeks and putting off her job search because of expectations of having this position, the student was told there would not be a job opportunity (a year later, the company had half a billion dollars in investment funding).

Debbie couldn’t help but get swept up in the tide that is the internship economy. Sixty-three percent of students graduating in 2012 completed an internship while 28 percent completed two or more (Smith 2012). Large companies made offers to 69 percent of students while small companies made offers to only 39 percent of their interns (ibid.). This is important to note because the media industry is increasingly made up of smaller companies—the type less likely to make a full-time offer. Debbie was also typical in that being female and having an unpaid internship within the media industry is the norm, a situation that is sparking increasing criticism (Schwartz 2013; Perlin 2011). Further, according to the National Association of Colleges and Employers, students who participate in unpaid internships—the kind media students are likely to have—are less likely to secure a full-time position than those who had paid positions. Moreover, unpaid interns were hired at a rate of 37 percent, while those who did intern no internship fared only slightly less well at 35 percent (Holland 2014).

Not doing an internship, though, is unrealistic. As Ross Perlin (2011) notes, “the internship ... has emerged victorious as the unrivalled gateway to white-collar work...” (xi). As true as that is for students generally, it is more so for those interested in positions in the cultural industries. Employers in this category expect multiple internships to be on a graduate's résumé. I know this not only from my corporate experience, but also because graduates call me after being out of school for a year or two wanting to know if they can come back just to do an internship because they did not do one while they were still a matriculated student. Add to this that the often sub-optimal experience at a media internship (Frenette 2013; Frederick 1997)—as opposed to a co-operative experience—is exacerbated by the fact that the positions are unlikely to be paid. This is because there is an oversupply of cultural workers and wages are suppressed by professionals transferring fields, such as musicians writing movie scores (Hesmondhalgh 2012). As long as people (students and other cultural workers as well) are willing to work for free or
close to it, there is no rationale for corporations to either hire more people or to hire them at a reasonable wage.

Bidding wages to zero is bad enough. Worse still, the internship economy has reduced the value of the experience because there is a glut of ex-interns in the marketplace. The obvious next step to sustain internship value is for “employers” to increase the amount of time students must work to differentiate their experience. We are already seeing this: O Magazine, for example, requires students to work eight-hour days, five days a week, and some sports teams require a six month commitment.

The overworking strategy has backfired, however. A number of lawsuits involving entertainment properties have generated significant publicity and led companies—and universities—to re-examine their internship programs. One of these cases involved Hearst, parent company of O Magazine as well as other publications, which was sued by interns and no longer lists internship opportunities on their career website. The most well-known of these cases was the 2012 case against another magazine publisher, Condé Nast, which was brought by two former interns who claimed they were paid less than a dollar an hour for labour that was equivalent to that performed by full-time employees (Bridges 2013). In response, Condé Nast cancelled its internship program beginning in 2014. Other cases involved Fox Searchlight, NBCUniversal, and a number of music companies, including P. Diddy’s Bad Boy Entertainment. These suits have forced companies to rethink how they manage their internship programs. In the case of WABC-TV, for example, student interns are now being paid, which is a good thing. However, according to Jackson Lewis, a law firm that specializes in employment issues and consults with universities on internship policy, companies are becoming more cautious about even implying that an internship is the gateway to a job. On its website, the firm advises companies that “if the program is unpaid, the business should strongly consider asking interns to sign an agreement acknowledging the educational nature of the program, the program is unpaid, and the internship is not a direct route to employment” (Jackson Lewis n.d.)

Given all this, it is not surprising that there has been a backlash. Greig de Peuter, Nicole Cohen, and Enda Brophy (2012) note that there is a nascent movement to fight against the unfair enterprise of the internship economy and its implications for workers more broadly. This appears to be more active outside of the United States, which may be because US graduates have unrealistic expectations about what the job market holds. According to the Accenture 2014 College Graduate Employment Survey, only 18 percent of recent graduates thought they would earn $25,000 or less, while in truth more than double that number (41 percent of those who had graduated in 2012 and 2013) are earning salaries in that range. In addition, the number of underemployed college graduates working in jobs that do not require their degree increased from 41 percent in 2013 to 46 percent in 2014 (O’Shaughnessy 2014).

4. Conclusion: Toward a More Valuable University/“Real World” Experience

Not all off-campus experiences are created equal. A research internship at a prestigious medical institution or a co-operative learning experience at a tech lab is not the same as an internship at MTV or Sony records or The Maury Povich Show. The former provide opportunities for students to expand their learning, enhance their classroom knowledge, and receive a salary, sometimes a very substantial salary. The latter more often may not. Even so, it is these glamour industry opportunities that are used to market higher education because they so appeal to the target prospect.

Misleadingly, internships in media and elsewhere are presented as the gateway to full-time employment. I say misleading because there is little evidence that an internship will lead to a job. In fact, companies are being advised to make sure that students know an unpaid internship is in no way a guarantee of a job offer, yet colleges and universities are doing the opposite—promoting internships as the conduit to employment.
Marketing universities, both local and less prominent colleges as well as prestigious institutions, as purveyors of internships positions higher education as an adjunct to corporate concerns. Internships have been intertwined with universities because they require college credit, turning institutions of higher learning into de facto temp agencies. Students “need” to have an internship, but they cannot get one, particularly from a major media company, unless they are getting college credit. Colleges, then, have to set up a system for students to access internships. This includes not only developing relationships with corporations that can hire students, but also helping students with résumés and interview skills and providing tools and guidance for developing a career plan. In the end, it is a limited win for the student who may get some training, a win for the college who makes money from the student, and a win-win-win for the corporation which gets free labour, and a workforce trained by the university and paid for by the student. And while students can do non-credit internships, these too vary widely and none of them are with the major media institutions that aid in significant résumé building.

Universities will certainly continue to promote themselves in more intrusive ways given today’s competitive and corporatized landscape. It is unlikely, however, that the trend of using internships to market higher education can continue. This is because students assume they need to do an internship and therefore they assume the college will provide them access to these positions. In conjunction with that, promoting internships is an attribute-based strategy that does not distinguish one college from another and is unlikely to work long term; as internships are becoming increasingly the norm it will be branding—or access to co-ops or paid opportunities—that enables a school to differentiate itself from its competitors. What that means, then, is that internships will need to be financed either by companies paying students for their labour or by colleges providing funding for these experiences or a combination of the two. Finally, the internship economy for media companies is going through considerable adjustments given the recent lawsuits and increasing criticism and anti-internship activism This is already leading to an increasing number of paid internships for students, but also a shrinking number of opportunities in some areas, notably magazines. The full fallout from these changes is yet to be seen.

More important, however, is for universities and companies to reevaluate what a mutually beneficial relationship might look like. Experiential learning when integrated into class work can prove invaluable without making the experience about a career. For example, I teach a class in social innovation. I bring in executives from companies working on socially conscious marketing and have students develop marketing campaigns with the assistance of these people in the field. Students get to work on real world problems contextualized within a critical frame, the company gets insights from young adults who are typically their target audience, and the students present a final product to a working client. That is a true win-win-win. Universities should require this sort of in-classroom participation as quid pro quo for providing student interns. It puts the emphasis back on learning and critical thinking, and lessens the focus on careers and paycheques.

In doing this research, I was most impressed with Haverford University, an institution that does not talk about internships. Rather, the school makes its mission to develop the whole student within a community of learners: “Once again, it all comes down to community: a shared sense of values, challenging and inspiring each other in the joy of pursuing our ambitions, looking at life through the eyes of all others around us, and imagining ways to enrich a world of which we are all a part.” That is what marketing higher education should be: presenting a vision of learning that nurtures the real product—the student.
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“You kind of have to bite the bullet and do bitch work before you can work your way up the ladder, which is totally relevant in the PR industry” (Jessie, female senior Public Relations major). Jessie’s assessment of her internship, shared during one of three focus groups we conducted at Penn State in central Pennsylvania with public relations majors who had previously worked as interns, serves as an apt description of the problem of internships. The essay explores how students conceptualize their labour as not labour but as “bitch work” that registers as close-to-but-not-quite exploitative. We also hope that the term “bitch work” can be appropriated as a rallying cry for collective mobilization against the exploitative aspects of internships.

To intern in public relations is to do “bitch work.” Bitch work is the term one interviewee used and others expanded upon to describe aspirational grunt work undertaken as interns. Such language underscores interns’ material and gendered exploitation, functions ideologically through distortion of such exploitation, and, through our appropriation of it here, offers a feminist critique of its material and ideological dimensions.

In public relations (PR), the field Jessie is studying, women make up 70-85 percent of the workforce below the executive level, whereas men make up 80 percent of upper management (Makovsky 2013). At Penn State, where Jessie attends school, 87 percent of Advertising/Public Relations (AD/PR) majors are women. Additionally, over three-fourths of unpaid interns in the US are women (Gardner 2011). According to three focus group interviews we conducted AD/PR majors enrolled in a PR course, women account for an overwhelming majority of unpaid internships.¹ Our sample was 85 percent female (reflecting

¹ During the final week of the Spring 2014 semester we conducted three focus groups (of seven to 10 students each) that included 27 student interns (23 female and four male) who declared AD/PR majors in a PR course. The gender split parallels that in the major at Penn State. Participants were all juniors except for one senior. We
enrolments in Penn State’s AD/PR major), but women were even more disproportionately represented in the number of unpaid internships taken.\(^2\) Only one out of the 30 unpaid internships that participants listed in our pre-focus group survey was completed by a male student, whereas women worked in the remaining 29. Men, while comprising 15 percent of our sample, completed 30 percent of the paid internships. Over three-fourths of internships completed by students were unpaid (76 percent).\(^3\)

Unpaid internships, however, do not seem to help graduates ascend career ladders. One national study finds that students without internship experience are only 2 percent less likely to receive a job offer than those who complete unpaid internships, and that those who complete unpaid internships are paid less in their first career-related jobs after graduation than those with no internship experience (Weissman 2013). Although the term bitch work connotes a feminized form of exploitation, both male and female undergraduates negotiate bitch work. As we explain in this essay, bitch work both names the gendered, exploitative realities of working as a PR intern and denies them.

Before proceeding it is worth considering the promise and pitfalls of centering the following critique around the term bitch work. For Jessie, bitch work constitutes grunt work that precedes the “good work” (Ashton and Noonan 2013, 5) that awaits her upon her ascent “up the ladder.” Popular culture texts further elaborate on bitch work. As *Urban Dictionary* puts it, bitch work constitutes those tasks “given to lower level employees to keep them occupied for hours at a time, usually assigned by managers or higher level employees who are either too fat or lazy to complete the task at hand themselves.” Putting a sexually objectifying spin on such language, Britney Spears’ song “Work Bitch” asks, “You want a hot body? You want a Bugatti? You better work bitch. You want a Lamborghini? Sippin martinis? [...] Live fancy? Live in a big mansion? Party in France?” Jessie’s and popular cultural notions of “bitch work,” of course, derive from the derogatory word for “overbearing,” “spiteful” women, to “lewd” or “immoral” women, and to female dogs (“Bitch” in *Merriam-Webster* 2015).\(^4\) This essay, then, explores what it means to work like a “bitch.”

The present essay puts Jessie’s and the popular notion of bitch work into dialogue with our Marxist-feminist critical interpretation of the term. We critique bitch work by drawing attention to how the phrase works ideologically (as a cover or not-so-sweet-sounding euphemism for exploited labour) and materially as a descriptor of gendered exploited labour. Thus, we render the feminized aspects of “bitch work” visible. In so doing, we hope to appropriate the term as a feminist one as does *Bitch Media*, a feminist magazine, blog, and

---

\(^2\) These are the latest figures provided by the Advising Office of the College of Communications, October 27, 2014. Additionally, because we asked students to describe each of the internships completed during their college career, our list of paid and unpaid internships yields more internships than interns interviewed.

\(^3\) Although these are not generalizable figures, they confirm findings of studies based on larger samples such as Gardner (2011).


online media forum launched in 1996 as *Bitch: Feminist Response to Pop Culture*.\(^5\) Further, we agree with *Bitch*’s editors that “‘bitch’ is an epithet hurled at women who speak their minds, who have opinions and don’t shy away from expressing them, and who don’t sit by and smile uncomfortably if they’re bothered or offended.” We hope that someday “bitch work” might gain traction in this way as a term for “talking back” as feminist media scholar Susan Douglas encourages readers to do (2010). At the very least, we hope that internship workers will understand and be able to discuss their exploitation as *exploitation*. We further hope interns will come to view their “bitch work” as a cause for collective political mobilization.

To explain how the PR interns we interviewed came to view internships as “bitch work” (but not quite as “exploitation”), we discuss how three smaller lessons teach interns that doing bitch work means *not being a real employee who does real work*. For interns, these smaller and often inter-related lessons also mean learning that internships signify good luck in a lottery-like market. Interns learn to “love” internships and learn to “hope” (Kuehn and Corrigan 2013) that internships will lead to the “good work” for which creative industries are celebrated (e.g. as work that yields personal satisfaction, happiness, and respectable pay; Ashton and Noonan 2013, Hesmondhalgh 2008). These three lessons teach interns to *unthink work*, our phraseology for the ideological process of viewing internships as almost-but-not-quite labour, and therefore not exploitable.

The following sections critically analyse each lesson as our interviewees described them. We attend to how these lessons may teach interns to unthink work by thinking about it as bitch work. We begin by discussing key theoretical concepts and our methodology. We conclude with a call to rethink internships as work, recognize the gendered exploitation of interns, and compensate interns for their labour. We hope that critical and feminist scholars of communication will work to eliminate the system that demands “bitch work” as a form of exploitation and utilizes it as a form of ideological cover.

1. Exploitation, Ideology, and Feminization

By “exploitation” we reference a more specific process beyond the word’s connotative meanings of “use” and “to take advantage of.” We apply Marx’s (1876/2010) conceptualization of exploitation as it occurs through the extraction of surplus value in the labour process. According to Marx, surplus value is the ratio of “surplus labour” to “necessary labour.” Socially necessary labour time is the amount of labour time it takes for workers to produce their wage. Surplus labour is the amount of time workers labour for the capitalist beyond the limit of necessary labour. The more surplus labour, the more surplus value workers produce. Surplus value may be increased by extending or intensifying the workday, thereby expanding absolute surplus value, or by shortening the amount of time it takes for workers to produce their subsistence, thus expanding relative surplus value. Relative surplus value increases as an effect of reducing the amount workers need to produce to cover living expenses, by devaluing labour power, or by making workers more productive for the wage they earn. “The rate of surplus-value,” Marx argues, “is therefore an exact expression for the degree of exploitation of labour-power by capital, or of the labourer by the capitalist” (Marx 1867/2010, 6). Thus workers may be exploited in multiple ways throughout their lives and differently according to their gender, race, class and a host of other divisions (Roediger and Esch 2012).

Without using Marx’s terminology, the US Department of Labor (DOL) defines interns generally as “trainees” who, as opposed to workers, generate no surplus value for employers (United States Department of Labor 2010). Following Supreme Court precedent, one DOL fact sheet specifies “the term ‘suffer or permit to work’ cannot be interpreted so as to make a

---

\(^5\) This feminist publication acknowledges that the term bitch may be “off-putting” to some people, but, they write, “we think it’s worth it” because of the critical work the term does: “we stand firm in our belief that if we choose to reappropriate the word, it loses its power to hurt us” (About US 2015). We are, thus, in dialogue with *Bitch*’s conviction about the critical potential of the term. First, by naming the problem of “bitch work,” feminist and other critical communication scholars gain a useful conceptual tool for getting at the very kind of exploitation internships re/produce.
person whose work serves only his or her own interest an employee of another who provides aid or instruction. More to the point, when a trainee’s labour benefits employers, the DOL deems the trainee (intern) to be an employee. Putting it in Marx’s terms, such interns, then, produce surplus value. Rates of unpaid interns’ production of surplus value may be especially high compared to workers who earn income. Additionally, rates of surplus labour extraction are not consistent among industries that exploit interns. Some, especially men in the science and technology fields, are paid handsomely by internship standards prevailing in other sectors. Computer science majors in the US, 72 percent of whom upon graduation are men, reportedly enjoy the highest paid internships in the US, earning from $4,000 to $7,000 per month (Bort 2014; Miller 2014). Other interns, as essays in this issue of tripleC discuss, may earn no wages, sub-minimum wages, forms of payment-in-kind, or coverage of some costs of work. Additionally, some interns pay for their positions through college credits that cost tuition and registration fees.

Our ideological critique is attentive to both the real material exploitation of intern and the common sense that interns shared with us. We borrow Marx’s concept of ideology to illuminate real material forms of exploitation. As interpreted by Michelle Rodino-Colocino (2012; see also Larrain 1991, 1996), Marx’s concept of ideology describes the process of representing capitalist relations of production in ways that distort, and more specifically invert, such relations. These relations, furthermore, are inverted in reality. We explain ideology further below, but share one example for now: wages themselves are ideological as they make it appear to workers that they are paid for their time, when in actuality there is work time for which they are unpaid (i.e., “free labour” is an integral part of “paid labour” under the capitalist wage system). We discuss how lessons that internships teach make such real exploitation, we also argue that to understand the many layers of meaning “bitch work” signifies, we also need to “ask what is true,” as Stuart Hall (1988) does when analysing the persuasive powers of Thatcherism. Here it is important to distinguish “true”—that which makes sense or rings true—from “truth,” or that which refers to objective reality. “True,” means “faithful, loyal, constant” and “in tune” (Oxford English Dictionary 2014). The hallmark of “true,” Hall argues, is that it “makes good sense, which...is usually quite enough for ideology” (1988, 46). Conducting an ideology critique of internships means attending to both the “truth” and the “true” by considering how “bitch work” rings true and yet euphemizes the truth of exploitation.

Viewing internships as bitch work also points to the contention that the “new economy” demands the “cultural feminization” of labour (Adkins 2001). As feminist sociologist Lisa Adkins (2001) explains, the “cultural feminization” thesis holds that the post-industrialized First World requires workers to perform an “aesthetics of femininity” that attends to physical style and appearance (674). Linda McDowell (1997) finds evidence for the cultural feminization of work in interviews with financial workers. As Adkins (2001) argues, however, men and women are disparately rewarded for their feminine performances. Employees at one workplace interpreted men’s feminine performance as springing from a skill set that merits reward, whereas women’s feminine performance appeared as an unremarkable facet of their nature. Conservatives, meanwhile, have argued that today’s job growth in the caring industries favours women, and thus, men should learn to be more feminine to compete (Perry 2008; Rosin 2010). Our interviews with undergraduate AD/PR majors find that the extent to which “bitch work” references cultural feminization (albeit not in such precise terms) illuminates a complicated set of gender relations caught between capitalism and patriarchy. Like Adkins, we argue that to the extent bitch work signifies exploitation, it should be contested. Additionally, as Madeleine Schwartz (2013) points out in her critique of internships, interns’ free labour also mirrors the unpaid household labour women have long been expected to undertake (viewed as “helping” instead of as “work”, paid by affective forms...

---

6 Below we discuss the six criteria the Department of Labour specifies as exempting interns from qualifying as “employees.”
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of compensation).

The following three sections explore how interns come to view their labour as bitch work through the more narrow lessons of experiencing the internship market as a lottery, learning to love their internships, and hoping that bitch work indeed leads to good work. These lessons are intertwined, and at times one lesson leads to or supports another, as we explain in the sections below.

2. Unthinking Work, Lesson One: Learning to View Internships as a Lottery Ticket

The students we interviewed unthink work when they use language that describes the internships market as a lottery. As Nicole (who interned for a professional baseball team) describes her position: “it just made me feel really lucky because I was like, ‘wow all of us are here because we are lucky’.” Nicole’s sentiments about “luck” suggest how competitive internship positions have become and what students are doing to find one. Vince boosts his odds of winning the intern lottery by blanketing the internship market with applications: “I applied to a bunch of places, too. I didn’t really [get] anything. So I pretty much just took something local, like in my town.” Similarly, Jill admits, “I probably contacted, like, literally 75 places and none of them responded, and the one I ended up getting was from a list from a club I’m in.”

Anxiety about the future job market is palpable in the words of some interviewees like Nicole, who describes internships as a lottery ticket of sorts. Nicole expressed concern about companies like Condé Nast that eliminated its internship program during a class action lawsuit because, “if all of these awesome internships with these cool companies... say ‘screw it’, we just won’t have interns.” Consequently, an already tight contingent market will grow impossibly tighter, she explains. For Nicole, landing an internship is the prelude to landing a job, and thus, the internship position itself serves as a ticket in the job lottery—a chance to compete with the “hundreds of thousands of people just like us.” The odds are steep. As she attests, despite her personal connection at the baseball team, Nicole applied for over 100 internships and was offered three. She chose to intern for the professional baseball team at $9.50 per hour. Thus, Nicole describes herself as “lucky,” especially after working as an unpaid intern in the retail fashion industry.

To boost their odds of getting an internship, interviewees combine the quantitative strategy Vince and Jill describe with the qualitative strategy of calling in personal connections. Nicole used a family connection to land an internship. Competition for any internship, let alone a “cool job” in a “hot industry” (Neff, Wissinger, and Zukin 2005) like professional sports is so intense that personal connections were described as even more important. Nicole thought her tactics were unique but soon learned they were hackneyed. As she says, “every single intern knew someone even more important than I did.” Personal connections begat an internship for Elena: “I got my internship because I knew two people who worked at the PR firm that I worked at...” Summing up the importance of such connections, Elena concludes, “I don’t know, I just think it all comes back to who you know.” Jill agrees:

It’s all because I know someone. And like I said it’s becoming more and more the prominent thing. It’s so much more competitive. Like, if you come out of college and you don’t know anyone you’re kind of screwed. And I’ve seen it more with the bigger companies...with the big name you need to know someone.

Thus personal connections, especially to an “important” person at a “bigger,” “big name” company, increase the odds of landing “hot” internships in “cool” industries that advertising/PR majors seek. Internships, in turn, increase the odds of producing key personal connections. As Ross Perlin (2012) tersely puts it, “If personal connections grease the wheels of the job market, they are the motor powering the trade in internships” (165).

Understood in this way, internships also signify a classed and more subtly raced and gendered achievement. As David Lee (2013) argues, the importance of personal connections
underscores the very social exclusivity of internship labour in high status fields that are attractive to students from middle-class professional families. Personal connections both signify class achievement and help reinforce it through the process of landing internships.

Jessie, who describes internships as “bitch work” recalls her reaction to the College of Communications’ PowerPoint presentation:

[...]ou should have four internships before you graduate. And I was like, “four?” That means I’ll have to have one like every summer in between now and my senior year. One during the school year—or two [...] And I was like, how is that even possible? I remember last year, I applied so many places and it’s so competitive. And taking something that was part time and unpaid and I just [...] some days I sat there and said “why am I doing this?”

Conversations we had with interns revealed a great deal of contradiction in students’ perceptions of internships as means to improve their odds of landing future work, proving that in addition to the specific lessons internships teach it is difficult to nail down interns’ own perspectives on their internship labour. One conversation turned from the greater anxiety students experienced about landing internships than landing jobs (Sarah shares, “I feel like I was more worried about not getting an internship than I am about getting a job”) to the idea that one’s college degree improved one’s odds greater than did internships in the great career lottery. As Frank (a participant who wishes to be identified as female but chose a traditionally masculine pseudonym) responds to Sarah’s concern, “[I] think that, like you said, [I am] more worried about getting an internship than getting a job.” Frank explains, “I think that [concern] comes from the fact that we’re so conditioned to feel that if we don’t have an internship we’re going to fail miserably at life and never get a job.” Then Frank turns that logic around by arguing against the very necessity of internships and instead for the value of formal degrees, “Everyone feels like they need sixteen [internships] at a time, and we’re also more afraid of not getting internships than not getting jobs because once you have a degree, you are probably going to get a job.” Thus, Frank describes the job market as competitive, but her university degree—not her internship—is the ingredient that in the last instance increases her odds of landing a job. In this way, Frank argues against the notion of internships as aspirational, lucky-to-get bitch work that improves chances of finding postgraduate paid work in the great career lottery.

We also want to flag that the notion of “bitch work” co-exists with other gendered language around internship labour. Frank prefaces her back-and-forth discussion of internships as lottery tickets and ends in themselves through masculinizing language she uses to describe pressure from her parents to find an internship:

Like I remember in February I went home for a weekend [and] my parents were busting my balls because I didn’t have an internship in the summer. I was like, ‘Dude, it’s February!’ So I immediately went back to school and started to apply for stuff and then I got something.

We find it significant that before conceding that a college education increases odds of landing future work more than do internships, Frank masculinizes herself (“busting my balls”) and her parents (whom she collectively calls “dude”). Frank casts her active pursuit of an internship in the well-worn masculine mantle of seeking paid work as a breadwinner.

Although internships figured as lottery tickets to improve labour market odds, interviewees did not describe them as the kind of work or labour that is covered by US minimum wage laws. It is worth emphasizing the importance of Marx and Engels’ (1996) argument that ideology operates like a “camera obscura” that turns real life phenomena on their heads. Interviewees are not merely imagining the long odds of landing internships; these odds exist in material reality. Nor are they alone, as students working in creative industries beyond advertising and public relations can attest (Hesmondhalgh 2010; Neff, Wissinger, and Zukin 2005). Discussing the internship and labour markets as lotteries of sorts, based on “luck,” denies, or rather, unthinks the work they do as interns. It also glosses over the class privilege that interns mobilize to land such positions and the gender
discrimination they will continue encounter—if the predominance of men in upper management is any indication—as public relations professionals. We are concerned that such logics prepare interns to endure bitch work instead of resist it.

For interviewees, therefore, internships did not feel exploitative in the Marxist sense. The interns we spoke with viewed their exploitation in an inverted way as a boon rather than as exploitation. Internship and job markets are highly competitive, however. Thus in today’s contradictory and exploitative capitalist labour force, interns have reasons to feel “lucky” to work for free (or little, or at cost to them) in positions that may not guarantee future work and instead train them to expect low wage, precarious employment. Interviewees’ discussion of internships, furthermore, suggests that the real (not false) competition for the positions combined with the (real) training received and (real) enjoyment experienced makes interns feel compensated. As Kira puts it,

You get paid kind of in knowledge and experience...in PR, in advertising, and communications in general, there’s a 150 people who want the position that you have. So I think that you may not be getting paid, but if you’re working a nine to five job where you love it and you’re getting actual experience—things you can put in your portfolio, things you can talk about in a real job interview then you are kind of being paid.

Understood through the lens of Marx’s ideology critique, internships provide consolation and justification for the creeping sense of exploitation that Kira experiences but does not explicitly recognize. Nor is Kira alone.

Sarah comes the closest to calling her unpaid internship exploitative, but then backs away by recourse to the internship-as-lottery theme:

I still think they [the company] made us do a lot more like [...] not exploit us, but they definitely had us do a lot and it’s not like they don’t have any money. So I don’t understand why they didn’t even pay us $8 an hour.

As she equivocates, Sarah further illustrates the process of unthinking the work she is doing by expressing the luck and gratitude she feels in landing the position:

I don’t want to say exploited because they did give me valuable experience. I applied to so many internships and this one, I was so lucky to get an interview with them because I didn’t know anyone and a lot of people were there who did. I don’t want to go and trash talk them, I just feel bad. They did give me such valuable experience.

Interns are not necessarily being duped by the enticement of winning the lottery or the promise of immaterial benefits, but they are being exploited. Interviewees may not experience their internship labour as labour and as exploitation, but the mechanism for their consent comes from the ways interns are taught to view (and emotionally experience) their internships. Another key lesson interviewees learned is to love their internships.

3. Unthinking Work, Lesson Two: Learning to (Love) Labour

Feeling compensated beyond wages (and credits) enables interviewees to think about internships as not work.7 But here lies a contradictory belief interns hold: hard work can indeed be its own reward, but what interns do is not necessarily experienced as “real work.” Interns learned to love their internships. Loving their internships helps interns believe that their efforts are not worthy of pay and therefore do not constitute labour. Here Paul Willis’ (1977) critical ethnography of working class lads is illuminating. Learning to Labour shows how working-class schoolboys participate in creating a culture where their manual labour (as opposed to white-collar, middle class labour) is expected, even if they resisted such expectations in some ways. Visiting factories where the boys would one day work, Willis

---

7 Many of the interns we spoke with preferred doing not-for-credit internships during the summer so that they could avoid paying registration fees.
observed a “masculine chauvinism” in shop floor culture. Families and schools taught this ethos to the lads, despite the rebelliousness they performed within their social groups. Thus, the lads were also engaged in ideological work that reflected and affected their working class status. Willis calls this process “learning to labour.”

Instead of finding masculine chauvinism that teaches students to labour, we find that among interns we interviewed, learning to love labour reflects a cultural feminization. The cultural feminization of labour is not new, however. Loving one’s labour has long justified women’s free familial labour and helped represent such labour as not really (i.e., not productive) labour. Silvia Federici made the point poetically in 1975, “They say it is love. We say it is unwaged work” (Federici 2012; see also Fortunati 1996). Or as Giovanna Dalla Costa (2010) explains, the “ideology of love” whereby women in industrialized capitalism are taught to do unpaid work for family members (and above all, husbands) in exchange for “love” casts women’s free domestic labour as “a labour of love” (location 253). It is really women’s free labour that is being exchanged in what Dalla Costa describes as “the heaviest of ideological mystifications imposed on a labour relation” (location 253).

Women have been working under such relations since the mid 19th century in developed industrial capitalist countries.

Recognizing this history is especially helpful to account for how PR interns, most of whom are women, come to unthink labour through love and explains how such love may reproduce gender inequality in the field’s intern and labour markets. PR as an industry demands women’s emotional labour to such an extent that even female PR executives view the distinctive qualities required by the work as springing from women’s natural essence (Pan 2014). As Arlie Hochschild (1983) argued over thirty years ago, learning to love work and working with a smile constitute emotional labour, a kind of work that is increasingly expected of women as paid employees. “Pink collar” workers, women working as flight attendants, secretaries, sales clerks, and PR professionals, for example, not only “sell” their personalities as C. Wright Mills (1915) discussed, but they perform the labour of showing their love for their work and indeed, loving their labour (Pan 2014). As early as the 1920s when 50 percent of secretaries in the US were women (Hesse-Biber, Nagy, and Carter 2000), they began figuring in management texts and popular culture as “office wives” who served as extra-domestic spouses and sexual objects of desire (Davies 1982; Marcellus 2006). Scholars’ attention to the “immaterial labour” (Hardt 1999; Lazzarato 1996) through which workers produce appropriate affect has extended interest in these questions, and is part of the broader “affective turn” of critical labour and sociological studies (Clough and Halley 2007).

The ideological work of learning to love intern labour, as it has long operated for women as paid and unpaid workers, may help our interviewees unthink their intern labour as human power that produces surplus value (Marx 1867/2010) and, in the legal sense, as falling under the regulatory purview of the US Department of Labor. Like factory men imbued with a sense of masculine self-esteem attributed to their hard work well done (Willis 1977), Crystal’s love of her internship springs from the pride she takes in the long hours she dedicated to her unpaid work for a fashion magazine:

Even though you’re supposed to work from nine to five, it’s not a nine-to-five job. It’s really whenever you finish a job; you do it well. I would stay well past 5pm and leave with a smile on my face, and it wasn’t just me. It was all the interns all the [time]. It just it sucks when it’s summertime and you leave at 8pm, but you do with a smile on your face and you are getting the job done and we had a great product and it’s worth it.

“Getting the job done,” in Crystal’s description, made her so happy that she told us twice that

---

8 While loving one’s work serves as a labour discipline integral to a new economy dependent on image-selling (Gregg 2011; Wissinger 2007), we also recognize that encouraging internalized labour discipline has a longstanding history. Industrial managers overseeing male factory workers during the Progressive Era in the US from 1890–1920 wanted workers with “the type of discipline which wells up from beneath and is at least partially self enforcing” (Haber 1964, 130).
her long work hours left her with a “smile on her face.” Despite the lack of self-care brought on by long hours and tight deadlines, Crystal completed such work with a smile on her face because she had produced a “great product.” Similarly, Frank states that, “Internships are absolutely essential to our happiness in life so that’s why […] it’s so competitive to get an internship.”

Nevertheless, it is also possible to read ambivalence in such statements. Happiness may indeed be seen as a form of payment when interns enjoy the work. Domingo alternates between happiness and dread (caused in part by parental pressure to find an internship) when describing his feelings during the internship application process:

I really put my focus into the places that I want to work, and my whole thing is like, I am not very concerned about the pay or whether it’s paid or unpaid. It’s just, I want to enjoy every second of what I’m doing. So I applied to a lot of places that would give me the opportunity to do that, but I know there’s places that I applied to that I like would not even want to work there at all.

Domingo suggests here that compensation is of no consequence. Payment need not be exchanged for labour if he enjoys it. Domingo also demonstrates how compensation may take forms other than wages for interns, who in turn learn what to love about their work.

Interviewees’ love of internships also springs from a sense that classes do not fully prepare them for future employment. This sentiment echoes critical scholarship on higher education and internships (Berger, Wardle and Zezulkova 2013; Lee 2013). Students like Kira value internships for teaching job-ready skills. An unpaid internship for a fashion magazine taught Crystal “what I really needed to learn for the job.” As she puts it, internships prepared her to enter the workforce in PR “better than any of my classes.” Other interviewees elaborated on the value of specific skills they learned. Kira appreciates learning “all the different parts of corporate PR,” both “external” and “internal,” right down the details of “doing…recruitment pitches for STEM [science, technology, engineering and mathematics] like how to get more kids into STEM and more [female] engineers.” For Domingo, who worked with a university athletics department for one credit, “the biggest thing I took away is just to learn how to be a networker just in your everyday life.” Watching his boss offer rides to new students, take people to lunch, and be available for his clientele taught Domingo that “Just really being connected with as many different people as you can…I think that’s…the biggest thing I took away from the internship.” Jessie is grateful for her unpaid internship because she “learned a lot about media planning [and] placement that I had not learned before.” The most valuable thing Jessie learned was “responsibility,” by which she meant, “taking charge of researching…interviewing, and showing up for work every day.” “That type of experience,” Jessie adds, “you don’t get in the classroom.”

Jessie, Domingo, Crystal, and Kira appreciate that form of compensation—training—that distinguishes “interns” from “employees.” After all, gleaming knowledge and skills helps constitute the legal definition of internships as nonwork, and thus as training that is exempt from federal regulations and minimum wage laws in the US. As students gaining job training, interns are supposed to learn job-ready skills that their classes do not provide. As the DOL’s Field Operations Handbook (FOH) specifies, “training is for the benefit of the trainees or students.” To be exempt from minimum wage laws, moreover, internships must meet all six criteria outlined in the FOH. Based on our focus group discussions, the criterion that internships fail to accomplish is the fourth, in which “the employer that provides the training derives no immediate advantages from the activities of the trainees or students, and on

---

9 The US Department of Labor has determined that unpaid internships must meet all six unpaid internships must meet all six requirements: (1) the training, even though it includes actual operation of the facilities of the employer, is similar to which would be given at a vocational school; (2) training is for the benefit of the trainees or students; (3) the trainees or students do not displace employees; (4) the employer that provides the training derives no immediate advantages from the activities of the trainees or students, and on occasion operations may be actually impaired; (5) the trainees or students are not necessarily entitled to employment at the conclusion of their training period, and, (6) the employer and the trainees or students understand that the trainees or students are not entitled to wages during training (United States Department of Labour 2013; see also Perlin 2012, 66).
occasion operations may be actually impaired." No matter how well-compensated students actually are in terms of training, no matter how deeply interns believe that the training they receive makes up for gaps in their education, by law a “trainee” becomes a “worker” who is due wages when an employer enjoys “immediate advantages” from the internship. Thus, interviewees’ appreciation of the training offered through particular internships points not to their false consciousness about their exploitation but to the real conditions that enable it. As Perlin (2012, xiv) puts it, internships constitute “mass exploitation hidden in plain sight.”

Such sleight of hand is possible because interns learn to love their labour, and further, because some interns feel loved by those for whom they labour. Such love is further justified, as our interviewees explained, because they come to believe that their bosses care about their welfare. Crystal, who interned for a corporation that faced a class action lawsuit for its unpaid internship program explained that the recent spate of interns’ lawsuits may lack merit:

> I didn’t feel exploited because, sorry if I did stay late, like I said, if we had to work late hours, they did buy us dinner, and it wasn’t like they didn’t care about us. My boss... invested in me and she knew that I was commuting from Long Island so if I needed to leave a little earlier than some of the girls who were living in NY dorms, I could.

For Crystal, payment in kind/ness served as an acceptable substitution for wages. It is also telling that Crystal references a caring community where her co-workers are “girls” who live in dorms and her boss is a woman. Does Crystal take for granted this feminized work community, given the feminization of public relations? Would she have perceived the boss’s concern for her as caring had her boss been a man? As Adkins (2001) suggests, male workers who engage in feminized work performances are more likely to be rewarded than are women. Women’s caring labour is overlooked as an essential trait of femininity (thus not deserving of promotion or higher pay when women perform it). Does Crystal’s boss, then, get paid materially for her empathetic treatment of her workers? These questions suggest lines for future research.

Nevertheless, this sense of belonging to a female work community that cares about individuals gets at what Hector Postigo (2009) calls “passionate labour” in his study of the making and unmaking of such labour among AOL volunteers. As Postigo notes, potential for challenging that passion is ever-present in working conditions that are exploitative but do not “feel” that way. Confirming Postigo’s findings, interviewee Parker maintains that she is “really passionate” about the interns’ lawsuits; she finds unpaid internships to be “ridiculous.” She further faults unpaid internships as “the bullet you have to bite” so that it “will all be worth it.” Interviewees, moreover, imagine future gain to explain present exploitation as something else. Kathleen Kuehn and TC Corrigan (2013) call working in anticipation of future reward “hope labour,” and it serves here as a key ingredient in unthinking work.

4. Unthinking Work, Lesson Three: Got Hope (Not Exploitation)?

As Kuehn and Corrigan (2013, 10) conceptualize it, hope labour is that “un- or under-compensated work carried out in the present, often for experience or exposure, in the hope that future employment opportunities may follow.” Working for hope provides a feeling of immediate pay: although interns understand they are deferring material pay and security, they maintain hope in the present for a better future. Hope labour, therefore, provides ideological compensation and consolation. For our interviewees, a pervasive sense of hope seemed to make up for, if not displace, a sense of exploitation. Without recognizing the labour they did or the surplus value they created, the students we spoke with hoped their internships would make them attractive job applicants. Rachel explains how a combination of hard work and recognition of self-improvement for a future job served as compensation in unpaid internships at one Chamber of Commerce and athletics department,

> I think especially taking initiative and going the extra mile and doing things beyond what you’re expected. Like they really take notice of that and, like, take that to heart and know, like, you’re not just there for an internship. Like you really are invested in making yourself
better, a better person for the future and helping their company or whatever organization you’re working for.

Here Rachel expresses the importance of showing future employability through hard work that registers with employers. Rachel’s hard work is, furthermore, performative: it demonstrates being “invested in making yourself a better person for the future.” Like the AOL workers Postigo studied, Sarah learned to appear “really passionate and [to] conduct yourself well” to gain an advantage over other job applicants “by the time you get to that real interview process.” Rachel and Sarah hope that their internships provide advantages in “the future” and in “that real interview process.” For them lessons learned about loving labour and being “passionate” about it underwrite hope labour.

Bitch work is necessary grunt work interviewees endure because it improves their résumé and thus hopefully increases the odds of finding work after graduation. As Frank explains, “[W]e don’t have a choice. It’s either take these kind of grunt work internships for absolutely no compensation or have nothing on your résumé and never get hired.” Guy, the male student in our sample who completed an unpaid internship, adds that playing for the future is an understandable strategy: “Well the way I see it, you take the unpaid now; I mean it’s justifiable. Take the unpaid now for further experience, and then when you come out of school that’s when you really go for the job you really want.” In other words, if postgraduate jobs are “real,” internships by comparison are not.

Furthermore, hoping for a better job ideologically distorts the exploitation interns experience by making internships feel like not-quite-real labour, as a liminal but not quite exploitative experience. Describing the online free labour of Yelp.com posters and sports bloggers on SB Nation, Kuehn and Corrigan (2013) argue that “[h]ope labour functions because it is largely not experienced as exploitation or alienation, despite the commodification processes inherent to digital and cultural production” (12). Hope may nudge Yelpers, bloggers, and intern labourers into feeling their work as not real work and thus, as not possibly exploitative. For Jessie the telos of her “bitch work” was landing a $22/hr. plum internship that she calls a “job.” When we asked her to specify whether this position was a job or internship, Jessie answered, “It’s an internship that hopefully will be leading to a job.”

Hoping that bitch work will one day lead to paid work, interviewees communicated ambivalence about whether interns should sue employers for being exploited as free or cheap labour. When asked if they thought the recent spate of class action lawsuits in the US against interns’ employers had merit, Cecily explains,

I feel like there’s a really big fine line between like exploitation and just like you’re not getting the right amount of compensation. And I feel a lot of these lawsuits are about the interns want to be paid like they’re actual employees. But we don’t have our degree, so it’s kind of ridiculous to ask for that amount […]

Cecily locates the “really big fine line” between “exploitation” and “you’re not getting paid the right amount of compensation” by considering the presence of harm. Far from supporting the lower threshold for exploitation that the Department of Labor applies, Cecily argues, “I feel like I would only file a lawsuit if I was actually seriously being harmed in some way. Like if it were really big.” Although she does not specify how she may be harmed, she emphasizes the damage would have to be significant for her to sue her internship employer. Rachel agrees and articulates a lack of harm with presence of training, hope, and luck:

[!]If you’re not being harmed and you’re being treated [respectfully], and you’re learning things from these people that’s going to help you more in the long run than being paid $10 an hour. Like, that money’s going to go out the window anyway. So just be thankful that you have an internship that a lot of people would be looking for.

---

10 See Daniel Miller’s (2014) discussion of class action lawsuits that were being reported in the media around the same time as our focus group interviews.
Nadia echoes Rachel's views, citing the temporary nature of internships that also promises upward mobility:

Yeah I agree with that. Because I feel that people forget that an internship is supposed to be a learning experience. It's not supposed to be your job. Like you're not going to be there for the rest of your life. You're there for the summer to learn about the company or the work that it does or if that's like the work that you want to be in. I think people forget that it's supposed to be a learning experience […] That's where, like, the boss starts. The boss did that once.

The boss, Nadia proposes, started their career as an intern, thus Nadia has reason to hope for such upward mobility in her PR career. Allison calls this "a benefit in the negative of internships."

Other interviewees' ambivalence about deeming internships to be exploitative connects the three smaller lessons that teach the broader ideological lesson of viewing internships as bitch work that precedes real, good work. According to Kira,

I think if it is something where they are making you run rampant and get food for the office—and I kind of think Devil Wears Prada, like Andy—but not getting paid, not a full time employee, like, being treated poorly by your boss and not being treated like a person, then that's something where you might want to take legal action. […] But I think that it is a very fine line. We're in college and times have changed and there's even post grad internships now for agencies. You leave college. You have a degree and they're still going to pay you $10 an hour in an agency and call you an intern because they can because this industry is getting so competitive. And so popular that they can do it, and as long as you are getting something real out of it I don't think it's necessarily exploiting them.

Instead of portending further exploitation in the job market, postgraduate internships signify the reality of heightened competition and thus low pay. Kira looks at one of the six criteria the DOL lists as necessary for exempting pay as the one that precludes interns from being exploited. While this perspective does not extend as far as that of the DOL, it seems to ring true among interviewees who do not see internships as exploitative. Borrowing the language of hope labour to communicate ambivalence about the highly competitive media industries of sports and fashion, Parker explains:

You know everyone like wants to be in the industry whether it be like sports or just like being in New York or fashion, whatever. They're so competitive that someone's going to take it whether it's you, or when you walk away, someone else. So yeah, it makes me really mad. But […] hope it pays off.

Parker is “mad” and yet “hopeful.” She is mad at the thought of not getting paid for her work but hopeful that the unpaid work will pay off in the future by helping her find work in the media industry of her choice. Thus, the bitch work in which interviewees engage as interns also works like the “aspirational labour” Brooke Duffy (2015) describes in her study of female digital cultural producers in beauty, fashion, and retail. These workers combine the second and third lessons we discuss here by engaging in “productive activities that hold the promise of social and economic capital” and promise the more immediate payoff of “doing what you love” (1–2).

Thus, internships do pay. They do compensate and console in the way that ideology does. Most of the internships discussed by our interviewees, however, did not pay materially in the present, even when interns engaged in enjoyable tasks. In this way, internships teach ideological lessons as they exploit labour in Marx’s sense of the word and according to the US Department of Labor.

5. Conclusion
Our public relations students view internships as the bottom rung on a ladder constructed by bitch work and made bearable by hope, love, and luck. Such a view enables them to rethink work, and with it their exploitation as workers who produce surplus value. Therefore, we propose that critical scholars of communication intervene in the ideological work of internships and the exploitation they enable.

First, we should encourage our students to rethink work. We find it significant that at the end of each focus group when the recorder was off, participants discussed a sense of relief in finally giving voice to pent-up frustrations around internships and future employment. Students are ready to have such conversations. Public relations courses, job preparation seminars, and campus internship offices should inform students of their rights as workers. At the very least we should make the laws governing work accessible to students. More than this, however, we can help them understand the law. Furthermore, in an atmosphere in which higher education instructors feel pressure to train job-ready students, we should not abandon our ethical responsibility to prepare labour-force-ready graduates. By this we mean preparing students to respond to unethical and illegal exploitation of their labour as interns. We should also become engaged in policy building around internship labour. Penn State’s Bob Martin, our head of internships and career services, suggests paying interns. We agree that paying interns is warranted (legally and ethically), and we support compensation for interns when they are engaged in work that provides “immediate advantages” to employers, as the US Department of Labour requires. We advocate debate around how to pay and when to pay interns as employees. Additionally, we should share feminist and Marxist critiques of labour and bitch work in the classes we teach. We want to challenge ourselves and our students to interrogate “bitch work” as symptomatic of patriarchal and capitalist exploitation.

The term is, furthermore, ripe for appropriation as a rallying cry for collective mobilization. Much as “sweatshop labour” names the exploitation of under- and over-paid, overworked workers who make university logo memorabilia, “bitch work” can so name that labour that universities tacitly and often publicly endorse. Additionally, we hope that “bitch work,” like “sweatshop labour,” enters the campus social movement lexicon and inspires action, challenge, and change. As the editors of Bitch Media intend for their audience, we hope that tripleC’s readers—as academics who may supervise student interns and promote internships more broadly—will cease to “smile uncomfortably if they’re bothered or offended” by the exploitation they witness or hear about when teaching and advising students. We want readers to work for the day when we can say (borrowing from Bitch), “if being an outspoken [worker] means being a bitch, we’ll take that as a compliment” (About Us 2015). We want readers to join with interns in “bitch sessions” that collectively mobilize workers in effecting systemic change. Then we may turn our inverted relations of production upside-up, spreading the benefits among those whose labour creates the very industries students hope they are lucky enough to love.
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Since 2001, my colleagues and I have taught a summer internship course, which was set up by the Department of Cultural Studies of Lingnan University in conjunction with partner institutions in three areas: media, performing arts groups, and community organizations. Over the past four years, the course has been an elective credit in the Bachelor of Arts program. According to course evaluations, most students appreciate this course and are satisfied with what they learn from their internship. However, I eventually discovered that few of the students enter full-time employment in the areas of the internship program upon graduation. This outcome does not seem to be tied to the availability of jobs; in fact, some of the participants were not eager to find employment in the areas in which the interned. In light of this, I was increasingly puzzled as to why students reported that their unpaid internships were significant and valuable to them.

Despite the lack of official figures on student interns, internship schemes, and their contribution to Hong Kong’s economy, the number of schemes and placements is growing. For instance, the number of participants in internship programs offered by Lingnan University has climbed from 185 in 2011 to 295 in 2014, growing an average of 17.4 percent per year. While the Hong Kong government affirms universities’ effort to extend internship programs, the “employability” agenda does not loom large over educational concerns. The primary reason is that Hong Kong’s job market looks healthier than that of most advanced economies (Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 2012, 83). In the second quarter of 2014, the youth unemployment rate for the 25–29 age group and university graduates was merely 3.5 percent and 2.7 percent respectively, which is close to Hong Kong’s overall unemployment rate (Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 2014, 73).

But low unemployment does not mean that life is easy for university students and graduates, who are expected to work long hours for a meager income, pay off student loans, and save enough money to purchase a tiny flat in an extremely expensive property market (The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups 2013). According to a survey by Randstad (2014, 13–14), local workers suffer from extended working hours and stressful work environments,

1 Some partner institutions offer a stipend ranging from HK$2,000–HK$5,000. Students whose host organizations do not offer a stipend are entitled to a subsidy of HK$2,000 provided by the department.

2 This information is provided by the Student Services Centre of Lingnan University. These figures do not include the programs run by departments that did not report to the Centre.
and their job satisfaction is almost the lowest in the world. Although Hong Kong has almost full employment, many young people feel pessimistic about securing a bright future for themselves.

This article explores how interns negotiate their work identity, with a focus on the nexus of transformations in higher education and the “new” capitalist economy. While existing literature on internships emphasizes the restructuring of employment in creative and cultural industries, the surplus cultural labour supply, and the impact of internships on the career paths of educated youth mostly in western countries (Frenette 2013; Hesmondhalgh 2010; Overell 2010), my case study sheds light on the relationship between higher education and student interns’ labouring experience. Theorizing universities’ involvement in the development of intern labour is crucial to understanding the expansion of internships in non-professional fields.

1. Intern Labour: Working or Learning?

Critics of internships often see the proliferation of unpaid or low-paid internships as a consequence of a deterioration of industrial relations or the rise of creative industries. For example, critical accounts of internships are attentive to cultural workers’ irregular employment patterns and insecure conditions and global socio-economic inequality (International Labor Organization 2004; Neff and Arata 2007; Pun and Chan 2012, 391–392). The rising numbers of interns are seen as newcomers in the army of precarious labour (Standing 2011; Perlin 2012), and the prevalence of internships can also be linked to the policies of various neoliberal regimes such as New Labour in the U.K., whose policy initiatives promoted creative industries and small business as solutions to economic problems (Oakley 2011).

In the critical literature on internships, some scholars draw attention to work culture, in particular, the new values and practices of the creative industries. For instance, David Hesmondhalgh and Sarah Baker (2011, 145–146) notice in their study of creative industries that unpaid internships and poorly paid freelancing are often naturalized as the first step of self-realization and necessary for entry into these industries. Instead of focusing on the requirement of an internship for entering professions in creative industries, Alexandre Frenette (2013, 372) looks at the “ambiguous” nature of intern labour, such as its temporary basis, the flexibility of the work role, and the emphasis on adaptable skills, which appeals to aspiring interns. On the one hand, companies may find it difficult to formalize internship programs, and cater to interns whose backgrounds, interests, and commitments are diverse. Companies may leave space for interns to pick up tasks, ranging from mundane, administrative duties to professional responsibilities, according to the interns’ abilities and preferences and the organization’s immediate needs. On the other hand, the lack of well-defined objectives or tasks in the use of intern labour can attract young people with different motivations and little working experience to join internship programs.

The ambiguity of the internship, implicitly defined against the relative clarity of a traditional employment relationship, is usually assumed to be consistent with the unstable and unpredictable conditions of creative industries and their organizational cultures (Frenette 2013, 368). However, the role played by the higher education sector in shaping the “ambiguity” of intern labour needs closer examination. There is a growing literature on work-based learning and higher education, which variously confirms the benefits of internships to students and educators (Swall and Kampits 2004), develops effective models for aligning education paths with career plans (Howard 2004), or identifies the conditions for critical pedagogy (Breunig 2005; Lester and Costley 2010; Berger, Wardle and Zezulkova 2013). Some scholars evaluate the employability agenda of higher education and its impact on professional practices and identities (Thornham and O’Sullivan 2004; Willis 2010). Further study is needed to understand the uniqueness of student interns’ working-learning experience, which is located at the intersection of labour and educational practices. As most interns are students or recent graduates, the nuance and complexity of their roles as learners and their relationship with pedagogical practices and workplace conditions deserve scrutiny. Interns often shift between the role of worker and learner, especially in a well-designed program. While interns perform their daily work, they continually examine their own thoughts, motivations, feelings, and behaviours, and ask why more than how. My study attempts to address the subjective experi-
ence of student interns by exploring some of the ways they negotiate their identities at the intersections of a professional field and an education institution.

2. Data, Method, and Background

Data presented in this article are drawn mainly from my participant-observation as an instructor of an internship course since 2010 and semi-structured interviews in 2014 with 10 young graduates (three men and seven women). Interviewees were selected from the 110 people who participated in the internship course since 2010. The sample consists of respondents who had worked in the three fields associated with the internship program: media, performing arts, and community organizations. Interviewees were asked 53 questions regarding their initial expectations for their internship, the process of selecting an organization and securing their position, first impressions, pleasures, and frustrations in the placement, and their assessments and memories. The interviews also addressed the relevance of the internship to the participants’ studies, career aspirations, and current jobs. In addition to former interns, I interviewed two internship course instructors about the program’s institutional history, their teaching philosophy, pedagogical practices, and course design.

The internship course is intended to encourage students majoring in Cultural Studies to put theory into practice, to gain better knowledge of the nature and skills of “cultural work”, and to develop a professional ethos to prepare them for their career (Department of Cultural Studies, Lingnan University 2013). The course is characteristic of the curriculum design of the B.A. (Hons.) in Cultural Studies at Lingnan University, the first undergraduate program of its kind in Chinese-speaking societies. The central idea of the degree’s curriculum structure, according to its initiator and designer, Ching-kiu Chan, is “strategic border re-alignment” (Chan 2002, 231). That is, it has a trans-disciplinary orientation that not only consists of bringing multiple disciplines together, but also highlighting the social and cultural contexts of Hong Kong and China, and emphasizing local issues.

Most faculty members in the department were attracted to Cultural Studies because they were previously frustrated by disciplinary constraints. Being liberated from conventional disciplines informs the curricular design of the B.A., which has a vision of a field of study and engagement beyond established disciplines and professions. As the external examiner of the program, Graeme Turner, notes, the Lingnan students—non-elite students with low economic and cultural capital—are encouraged to facilitate intellectual and practical dialogues between cultural studies concepts and their own social engagement, rather than read theoretical canons (Turner 2012, 87). The areas covered by the internship course are not limited to a specific professional field or definition of “cultural work”, but, rather, are developed from the socio-cultural concerns of the faculty members of the department and their alignment with the themes of the required courses and two streams of study (“Social and Historical Studies” and “Literary and Media Studies”). While the internship is defined as an opportunity for interfacing with community, the partner institutions are mainly selected through instructors’ personal networks and community involvement.

In what follows, I summarize respondents’ common expectations and analyze how these expectations come about in their learning environment. Next, I attend to cases in which students report having both enriching and frustrating experiences, and articulate the patterns of their adaptation to their labour conditions. Finally, I foreground the process of “labouring to learn” and its relationship with tertiary education. I conclude by thinking through the significance of these experiences for the working life of educated youth in Hong Kong.

---

3 Approximately half of the interviews were conducted by Chan Pui Ming.
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ly listening to sexual minorities’ views likely would not have any chance to think about the controversies on sex and religion, especially to identify with advocate standpoint.

I am qualified for a job related to public affairs."

surprised by her decision to intern ti radically different from their way of life and personalities. Josephine, for example, had concentrated on her studies but rarely participated in class discussions and extra-curricular activities. Nor was she eager to engage in social and political debates. So, I was somewhat surprised by her decision to intern as a reporter for an independent media outlet. She expected a special experience: “I wanted to try it and see if it was suitable for me. I wondered if I am qualified for a job related to public affairs.” Despite Fiona’s religious beliefs and her family’s moral conservatism, she learned about gay and lesbian issues and pro-sex feminist theories in Cultural Studies and was puzzled by local debates on sexual discrimination, pornography, and the legal recognition of same-sex marriage in recent years. Unsure about her standpoint, Fiona chose to work with a queer community group, which she saw an opportunity to learn more about sexual rights issues. Fiona’s ambiguous role as an intern, neither an advocate nor a staff member, allowed her to engage in advocacy, yet without an obligation to identify with the activists’ causes: “After graduation, given my religious background, I probably would not have any chance to think about the controversies on sex and religion, especially listening to sexual minorities’ views.”

Josephine and Fiona assumed that their placements would allow them to depart from mainstream work and life—though, sometimes, the nature of an internship is not significantly different from regular office work. According to my interviews and observation, students saw their internship as a learning process extending beyond the classroom. Filing, making cold calls, entering information into databases, sitting idly, or nervously attempting to have conversations with busy staff—most students worked patiently and diligently. Although some organizations expected them to be the next generation of employees, the interns primarily saw themselves as learners and their work as taking on new challenges and gaining exposure to the real world outside the ivory tower and their normal life.

Table 1: List of anonymized interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Host Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Josephine</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelvin</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>NGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Performing Arts Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiona</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>NGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Media &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Performing Arts Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holden</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Media &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sussie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>NGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinky</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Media</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Findings

3.1. Expectations

While internship experiences vary, students’ initial expectations for their internships are similar. For example, the interns in this study are not necessarily aspiring for a career, even though instructors emphasize the benefits of getting a foot into industries and expanding social networks. All but one intern admitted that earning academic credits within two months—a period shorter than an academic semester—is the most immediate reward of the internship course. This seems to be a stronger incentive to participate than acquiring professional skills and building up personal networks for a future career. Instead of thinking seriously about career planning, students usually chose host companies that they found to be interesting and challenging.

There are also cases of participants seizing an internship as a chance to do something radically different from their way of life and personalities. Josephine, for example, had concentrated on her studies but rarely participated in class discussions and extra-curricular activities. Nor was she eager to engage in social and political debates. So, I was somewhat surprised by her decision to intern as a reporter for an independent media outlet. She expected a special experience: “I wanted to try it and see if it was suitable for me. I wondered if I am qualified for a job related to public affairs.” Despite Fiona’s religious beliefs and her family’s moral conservatism, she learned about gay and lesbian issues and pro-sex feminist theories in Cultural Studies and was puzzled by local debates on sexual discrimination, pornography, and the legal recognition of same-sex marriage in recent years. Unsure about her standpoint, Fiona chose to work with a queer community group, which she saw an opportunity to learn more about sexual rights issues. Fiona’s ambiguous role as an intern, neither an advocate nor a staff member, allowed her to engage in advocacy, yet without an obligation to identify with the activists’ causes: “After graduation, given my religious background, I probably would not have any chance to think about the controversies on sex and religion, especially listening to sexual minorities’ views.”

Josephine and Fiona assumed that their placements would allow them to depart from mainstream work and life—though, sometimes, the nature of an internship is not significantly different from regular office work. According to my interviews and observation, students saw their internship as a learning process extending beyond the classroom. Filing, making cold calls, entering information into databases, sitting idly, or nervously attempting to have conversations with busy staff—most students worked patiently and diligently. Although some organizations expected them to be the next generation of employees, the interns primarily saw themselves as learners and their work as taking on new challenges and gaining exposure to the real world outside the ivory tower and their normal life.

4 Pseudonyms are used for the research participants.
3.2. Exploitation and Pleasure

More than half of the interns in my study described their working experiences as exploitative in one way or another, yet they expressed this idea without a strong sense of injustice. Apart from concerns about unpaid or underpaid labour, some interns lamented their mundane tasks and their status as disposable labour. Eva, who interned with a performing arts group as a customer service worker answering phone calls, occasionally prepared Chinese herbal medicine for her director. Kelvin and Patrick, who interned in a small documentary company, were assigned to mail delivery. They were sometimes drowned in tedious tasks without a clear understanding of the job or the mission of the organization. Patrick, grumbling about his supervisor’s paternalism, re-defined the role of the intern as “assistant”: “Interns are supposed to learn, but I can only assist [the host organizations].” Eva invoked the idea of flexibility: “You can’t ask why you have to do this or that. The scale of the company is so small. The staff and director always emphasize flexibility and my job […] is by nature ambiguous.”

According to the interns in this study, what matters most to their feeling of being exploited is not unpaid labor or heavy duties. Instead, their working conditions and experience could be summarized by Richard Sennett’s notion of the three social deficits of the “new capitalism”: low institutional loyalty, lack of informal trust among workers, and weakening of institutional knowledge (Sennett 2006, 63–72). On the one hand, students do not receive professional training related to the sectors of their host companies; on the other, most companies fail to offer formalized programs such as orientation sessions, formal training, systematic instruction, and sufficient guidance. Interns have to familiarize themselves with the working environment from scratch.

However, the ambiguity inherent in the intern’s role, which largely defines their working conditions, can also be a source of pleasure. Erica enjoyed her work much more when she shifted to the role of an audience member. She was invited by her supervisor to attend the show run by the company with which she interned and to share her opinion and suggestions for improvement, because the director wanted to make his production more appealing to young people. What affects job satisfaction is not simply the nature of the tasks, however. What matters most is whether and to what extent interns can articulate the meanings of their roles and work for themselves. While Patrick bemoaned the fact that his supervisor treated him as a teenage student, subject to paternalistic discipline and surveillance, Holden, who worked as an intern with Patrick, enjoyed multi-tasking very much: “It is really interesting. We had so many different tasks. As soon as you learned one, you are assigned to another one. I have a lot of eye-opening experiences.” What made Holden happy about his internship was the opportunity to learn how to run a small arts group and it helped him think about his long-term career plan. Kelvin worked for a community group raising public awareness about the detrimental impact of redevelopment projects on local neighborhoods. Despite performing fragmented tasks, Kelvin shared the mission of the group and appreciated his internship as eye-opening and consciousness-building. Both Holden and Kelvin viewed their hardships as necessary for gaining special learning experience.

3.3. Labouring to Learn

Researchers have noted the disparity between interns’ expectations and the knowledge interns develop or the networks they build through their placements (Frenette 2013; Tayler and de Laat 2013; Figiel 2013). What interests me is how interns negotiate his gap. Despite occasional complaints about their working conditions and skill cultivation, none of the students interviewed for this study felt that there was nothing received in return for the labour they provided to the organization for which they interned. Students were inclined toward compliance in the hopes that they would acquire skills, maintain good relationships with colleagues, and keenly observe the organizations where they interned. Some felt disappointed but nonetheless submerged their critiques. Rather than leading to conflict, debate, and re-evaluation in host organizations, the interns’ frustration, disillusionment, or perplexity were taken up as topics in the reflexive essays submitted to instructors and shared informally among peers. Interestingly, all the students in this study characterized their internship as a kind of “enlight-
enment” and highly recommended others to take the course, because they found it invaluable for reflecting upon their background knowledge, social roles, and career planning. Here, reflection is not simply a component of assessments such as a writing journal and a reflective essay. It is also about interns’ self-development, career preparation, and life planning, which are essential for their compliance with unpaid internships and their feeling of being “enlightened”.

While all participants agreed that their internship was educational, almost no one found Cultural Studies theories and concepts to be useful in the workplace. Internships do, however, become a lens through which students come to understand and reflect on a variety of academic issues and concepts. The daily work they performed and observed in internships, regardless of whether their experience was positive or negative, was introduced as a concrete example in their coursework and becomes the subject of their reflexive essay. For instance, most students said that they finally understood the meaning of “cultural institution” and “culture industry” after their internship, and reflected upon these ideas in their assignments for the internship course.

What the students learn from their internships is not confined to academic knowledge, however. Josephine’s experience as an intern reporter turned out to be disappointing. She attributed this to a lack of supervision, her poor knowledge of political issues, and passive personality. Yet Josephine still saw the internship as a good learning experience: “If you go to work, you can only learn how to accomplish particular tasks, but the internship allows me to think more.” What she meant by “think more” is not only academic, but also in the sense of thinking about her future. After the internship, she gave up her dream to be a journalist and gave serious thought to other careers. Kelvin, who worked for a group advocating community involvement in an urban redevelopment project, characterized his internship as bringing new perspectives on his life course: “How could I imagine myself standing on the street, delivering leaflets or talking to the passersby about things happening in our society? If I didn’t [take an] internship, I would never do this [policy advocacy] by myself.” Despite currently working as an office worker rather than a campaigner, Kelvin believes that he is no longer politically apathetic, as he was before he took the internship. And Holden decided to work in a large and more bureaucratic organization rather than a small group like his host organization after his internship. He expected to learn more about the operation of media or arts organizations by working in a more institutionalized environment. Interning with a small organization gave him a lot of freedom and flexibility, yet insufficient guidance and formal training. Now Holden works as a full-time editor for one of the biggest newspapers in Hong Kong.

Emily interned at a commercial radio station for more than 12 hours every day and regularly shifted roles between production assistant, reporter, and program host. After her internship, Emily initially abandoned media as her dream field because she believed that such a heavy workload would ruin her life. However, after a few months, she changed her mind and looked for a media job: “Commercial radio gives me something more than particular skills—it gives me] news sense. It is difficult to describe what it is. It is a mode of thinking and an ability to present information from a sharp angle. For example, I never knew what a sound bite was until I worked at that company.” She decided to follow her passion for media, but attempted to strike a balance between work and life. After their internships, most of the students, like the cases above, do not end up working in the particular industries of their hosts. But the students do feel more eager to clarify their career plans and to pursue meanings in work and life.

4. Conclusion

While the instructors leading the internship course repeatedly highlight the significance of “practices” in Cultural Studies, most student interns position themselves as learner rather than practitioner. For these students, internships are less about gaining transferable skills in exchange for unpaid labour or engaging themselves in community organizations and cultural work. Instead, internships involve a process of “active searching”, in which students try, challenge, and rework ideas they learn in the classroom, and enhance the capacity to think about
the fields with which students are not acquainted. What concerns them is their ability to be reflective about themselves and their surroundings. Disappointing work experience does not deter interns from “labouring to learn”. Finding comfort in discomfort, they appreciate Cultural Studies for equipping them with knowledge, intellectual tools, and guidance to build critical accounts of their work, the organization where they interned, and themselves.

Interns, as Judith Taylor and Kim de Laat note, replace their “work selves” with “internship selves”, attributing unpleasant experiences to a lack of supervision, unfriendly co-workers, or bad luck, rather than being critical of unpaid internships as exploitative (2013, 93). My small-scale study suggests that internships is a process of negotiation over subjectivity, engendering a high-level learning that enables students to play the role of self-directed learners. Student interns, with their ambiguous roles, could keep psychological distance from depressing workplaces or tedious tasks. They perceive their role as that of a learner looking for new experiences and reflecting upon their work, and thereby find the unpaid or low-paid labour bearable. In this light, internships stand as an example of “knowledge capitalism”, or university reform in the period of neoliberal restructuring, whereby learning and working are becoming blurred to the extent that capitalist power relations are obscured by the discourse and practice of experiential learning (Burton-Jones 1999; Marginson and Considine 2000; Olssen and Peters 2005).

Interns, rather than being trained as followers of procedures and rules, are encouraged to develop themselves as an “educated subject” who voluntarily adjusts “the innermost aspects of the self” to comply with a changing institutional environment (Fendler 2001). This is the reason why the participants in this study view their internships as a sort of “enlightenment.” The substance to be educated in an internship is, I argue, not necessarily intellectual ability, specific skills, and behavioural discipline. Instead, the key is to develop a self-enabling subject, one who is embodied with a temperament, a motivation, and a desire to take on various challenges, which are perceived as highly beneficial experiences, adventures in learning, or, even, a blessing.
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**Abstract:** This article examines the benefits and drawbacks of for-credit, unpaid internships geared towards the public good. Attention is focused specifically on communication internships with non-governmental, non-profit, and community-based organizations. Drawing on a series of semi-structured interviews with students, staff, faculty, and host organizations, the author advances a critical model of service learning that more fully recognizes the labour of community partners and encourages students to consider what role they can and should play in advancing the public good. The article also highlights two key issues vis-à-vis public interest internships that are of particular relevance to the field of communications. The first is a disconnect between, on the one hand, communications as a theoretical field of study and, on the other hand, the skills communication students are typically expected to bring with them into their placements. The second is a growing tension between what different members of the university community expect out of public interest internships: politically safe forms of community engagement palatable to university administrations versus more activist-oriented placements with organizations and movements that contest structures of control both on and off campus. The author contends that communication programs must critically reflect upon how politically benign and/or contentious internships support their pedagogical goals and what resources need to be in place to meet these objectives.
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Significant media attention has focused recently on a range of concerns related to unpaid student internships that deserve greater critical scrutiny. Academic and media critiques have, quite rightfully, targeted exploitative labour practices undertaken by companies benefiting from students and graduates struggling to find employment in an increasingly difficult job market (see, as examples, Harris 2014; Lurie 2013; Neff 2011; Perlin 2012; Sagan 2013; Wood 2011). In addition to calls for intern to be paid a fair wage and a limit to be placed on the number of hours they work, other issues revolve around ensuring that they engage in meaningful work and receive appropriate training and support during their placements. Internships are also often available only to those with the financial means to afford foregoing paid employment during the school year and/or intersession months. Conversely, these placements provide students with real-life experience, an opportunity to put their theoretical training into practice, and a means of gaining a more in-depth and nuanced understanding of their respective fields. As tuition continues to rise and students increasingly feel the brunt of what Jeffrey Williams (2006) calls the "pedagogy of debt" and its attendant pressure to secure employment immediately post-graduation, internships can also serve a utilitarian, résumé-building function for future employment.

In Canada, regulation of internships varies according to each province’s standards. In Ontario, for example, unpaid internships are legal only if they adhere to one of three exceptions set out by the province’s Employment Standards Act. In this article, I explore the implications of unpaid, for-credit placements that are, as per the first of these exceptions, “part of

---

1 The other two criteria stipulate that internships must “provide training for certain professions (e.g., architecture, law, public accounting, veterinary science, dentistry, optometry)” and/or that they meet “six conditions required for the intern to be considered a ‘trainee’” (for a list of these conditions, see http://www.elaws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_00e41_e.htm). If an internship fails to meet these standards, the intern “must be paid at least the Ontario minimum wage” (Canadian Intern Association 2014a).
a program approved by a secondary school board, college, or university” (Canadian Intern Association 2014a). More specifically, attention is focused on university-level, communication internships geared towards the public good—that is, placements with local and international non-governmental, non-profit, and community-based organizations (NGOs, NPOs, and CBOs, respectively). Research in this area is particularly timely as universities promote what appears to be a natural fit between communication programs awash with students wanting hands-on experience, and organizations, often facing budget cuts under conditions of neoliberal austerity, looking for additional support in terms of writing, research, public relations, and social media outreach. Although these internships are part of an academic program and meant to advance the public good in some capacity, it does not necessarily follow, however, that they are always of benefit to the student or the host organization.

The primary objectives of this article then are threefold. First, to interrogate some of the benefits and drawbacks of this form of experiential learning from the perspective of the student (focusing on undergraduates), the university (primarily at the departmental/faculty level), and the host organization (local and international NGOs, NPOs, and CBOs). Second, to challenge a more traditional, institutionalized service learning model that has students unilaterally ‘serving’ the ‘other.’ Instead, the article promotes a critical paradigm that more fully recognizes the labour of community partners and encourages students to consider what role they can and should play in advancing the public good. Third, to highlight two key issues vis-à-vis public interest internships that are of particular relevance to the field of communications. The first is a disconnect between, on the one hand, communications as a theoretical field of study and, on the other hand, the skills communication students are typically expected to bring with them into their placements. The second is a growing tension between what different members of the university community expect out of public interest internships: politically safe forms of community engagement palatable to university administrations versus more activist-oriented placements with organizations and movements that contest structures of control both on and off campus. Although many students prefer the former option, others request the latter, raising questions regarding the legitimacy, safety, supervision, and evaluation of placements that fall outside the traditional service learning archetype. In the end, I contend that communication programs need to consider why they offer politically benign and/or contentious internships, how this form of experiential learning is integrated into their respective curricula, and what mechanisms and resources need to be in place to meet their stated pedagogical goals.

The discussion that follows is informed in part by semi-structured interviews conducted with individuals who have, in some capacity, been involved with unpaid, for-credit, public interest internships as part of a communication program at three universities in Ontario. To capture a range of first-hand perspectives, non-identifying interviews were held with three faculty members and two staff members engaged in administering and supervising internships, two mid-level university administrators, representatives from four organizations that have hosted such interns, and seven former undergraduate students who have completed local and/or international internships. These interviewees were chosen based on my previous knowledge of the individual and his/her relationship with a specific internship program. Recognizing, however, my own bias towards emphasizing the positive benefits accruing from public interest-oriented experiential learning, I consciously choose to interview individuals as part of this convenience sample whom I expected would also be able to speak to some of the challenges associated with this kind of pedagogy.

Through these interviews, I gained valuable personal and professional insight into my own subjective perceptions of internships, helping to nuance my experiences serving as the academic supervisor for internships in the Faculty of Information and Media Studies (FIMS).

---

2 For a useful overview of these and other similar context-specific organizational frameworks, see Haque, 2010.
3 Interviews were conducted between April and June, 2014, and ranged in length from 30 minutes to two hours. To mitigate the power dynamics inherent in student-professor relationships, the former interns interviewed for this research have all graduated from their undergraduate programs.
at Western University.\textsuperscript{4} To date, I have overseen approximately 70 internships and practicum placements with local and international NGOs, NPOs, and CBOs for our undergraduate Media and the Public Interest program (MPI), and 125 internships with local private sector companies for our undergraduate Media, Information & Technoculture (MIT) program. The MPI program, which I co-coordinate, is specifically committed to social justice issues and actively works to connect “media theory learned in the classroom to real world experiences” (FIMS 2014). Along with the possibility of participating in voluntary national and international internships, MPI students must complete a capstone placement in the final semester of their fourth year with a local organization. The placement includes a minimum number of contact hours with the host NGO, NPO, or CBO, one-on-one meetings with the instructor of the course, and time spent in a classroom setting with peers in the program. Given the generally left-leaning approach of my faculty and its commitment to critical, praxis-oriented pedagogy (Dyer-Witheford 2007, 56), I enjoy significant political latitude in this process.

1.1. Context and Framework

Scholarly literature about public interest internships falls primarily under the aegis of service learning, a rapidly expanding subset of experiential learning that intends to prepare “students for civic life” (Ward 2005, 220).\textsuperscript{5} Instead of simply a form of ‘volunteerism,’ this type of hands-on education “aspire to be an active process of ‘real life’ experience formation and intellectual reflection by enabling students to combine insights gleaned from their theoretical course content with their community-based learning activities” (Smeltzer and Grzyb 2009, 9). Concerns have been raised, however, that the rhetoric of ‘service’ connotes unequal power relationships in which one group (e.g., university students and faculty) unilaterally serves another group (e.g., marginalized citizens in the community) in need of external help. Indeed, the idea of ‘service’ underpinning most institutionalized community placements mirrors forms of inequity that are a hallmark of diminishing welfare states under contemporary capitalism. In this environment, expectations that students will ‘serve’ the other function to “reinforce prejudice and replicate power differentials between those conferring and those receiving the service” (King 2004, 123; Brown and Bruce 2010, 10–12; Bruce, Martin and Brown 2010; Mitchell 2008). Notwithstanding these critiques, service learning programs have become increasingly popular with university administrations eager to demonstrate “community engagement as ‘core business’” (Flood, Martin and Dreher 2013, 21). As a case in point, according to its 2014 Strategic Plan, Western University vows to “[p]romote and support […] service-learning projects with non-profit community groups; study-abroad and academic exchange programs; and social justice or international development initiatives with non-governmental agencies… In these contexts students learn to apply the knowledge and skills they learn in the classroom to practical ‘real world’ situations” (2014b). While a substantial commitment by universities to the wider community should be welcomed, this excerpt reflects a more traditional approach to service learning in which charity figures “as a solution to social problems, [and] establishes a hierarchy between academic communities and minoritized contexts” (Porfilio and Hickman 2011, x; Pompa 2002).

By comparison, the term critical service learning is often used to signal a pedagogy that, if thoughtfully designed and implemented, encourages students to instead “develop the critical awareness in relation to what gives rise to the dark social realities of the present as well as gain the desire to remake the social world for the purposes of improving the lives of all people” (Porfilio and Hickman 2011, x–xi; Mitchell 2008: Rice and Pollack 2000). As Brazilian educator Paulo Freire argued in his highly influential The Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970), “Education either functions as an instrument which is used to facilitate integration of the

\textsuperscript{4} Recently, the institution has been rebranded (for rather opaque reasons) as Western University, jettisoning its original name, The University of Western Ontario. Located in London, Ontario, Canada, Western is a public research institution home to over 30,000 undergraduates and more than 5,000 post-graduates.

\textsuperscript{5} Given that service learning programs are well-established in the United States (with Canada quickly following suit), much of this literature is American-focused (Benham, Rennick and Desjardins 2013, 5).
younger generation into the logic of the present system and bring about conformity or it becomes the practice of freedom, the means by which men and women deal critically and creatively with reality and discover how to participate in the transformation of their world” (34). My focus in this article is explicitly on unpaid, for-credit internships that strive for the latter—a specific form of self-reflective education that operates in the spirit of critical service learning insomuch as it foregrounds “the public good, public issues, and public life” to help young people “develop a sense of agency, particularly in relation to the obligations of critical citizenship and public life in a radically transformed cultural and global landscape [...]” (Giroux 2011, 174).

To contextualize my experience at Western University with other communication/media studies programs, I will briefly survey comparable programs in the province of Ontario. At the time of writing, only Brock University’s Department of Communication, Popular Culture and Film explicitly offers “service-learning internship opportunities” for its students. Specifi c internships and co-op placements offered at other universities may be geared towards the public interest, but the departments do not specifically advertise their experiential learning opportunities in such manner. The University of Ottawa’s Department of Communication, the University of Toronto Mississauga’s Institute of Communication, Culture, Information and Technology, and the University of Windsor’s Department of Communication, Media, and Film are good examples of programs that actively promote the pedagogical and professional benefits of unpaid, for-credit internships and co-ops, but do not overtly foreground the public good. It is also important to note that there are no agreed-upon definitions of what constitutes an internship between these communication programs. Based on their publicly available objectives, however, some common themes emerge: the benefits accruing from hands-on work experience, including the acquisition of practical skills; the potential for professional networking; and in many, although not all, cases, the importance of integrating theory and practice.

According to Stirling et al.’s (2014) inventory of the panoply of internships available across disciplines to post-secondary students in Ontario, “the lack of a standardized definition of what an internship entails” is further complicated by the fact that it is not always clearly distinguished from other work-integrated learning opportunities such as co-operative education, apprenticeships, placements and practica” (10). As a salient case in point, in my faculty we offer students in different programs specialized forms of experiential learning. In addition to the MPI practicum placements described above, we also coordinate competitive paid co-ops for one program; short- and long-term, paid and unpaid internships for another program; and short-term, unpaid internships for yet another program. Faculty and staff involved in supervising and administering all of these programs have come together to discuss best practices. We realized that although diverse formats and descriptors have emerged over time to suit the needs of particular units, we all agree that placements/internships/co-ops must critically integrate theory and practice. Equally important, all parties involved must feel empowered by this form of pedagogy rather than exploited in any way, shape, or form. Ensuring this level of support and care is, however, more easily stated than implemented.

Consequently, in the discussion that follows, I first consider some of the empowering aspects of public interest placements, including potential benefits for students, faculty members and their home institutions, and host organizations. In the next section, I examine possible undesirable consequences for individuals and organizations participating in, hosting, or supervising the internships. Subsequently, I highlight issues particularly relevant to the field of communications and conclude with a critical examination of how activist faculty and universities are willing to be in their commitment to public interest pedagogy.

---

6 McMaster University offers a community-based internship program called CORE (Community Organizations Reaching Everyone) for all humanity students.
7 Even within the wider Western University community, internships are defined in very broad terms: they “can be short-term or long-term, for academic credit or for a non-credit course. Some internships are mandatory and some are optional. [...] Opportunities for internship work can be local, national, or international.” (Western 2014a).
8 For a recent overview of unpaid internships in Ontario written for the Canadian Intern Association, see Atfield and Couture (2014).
2. **Potential Benefits of Public Interest Internships**

2.1. **Students’ Intellectual Labour, Personal Growth, and Job Market Prospects**

In our MPI program, students are required to complete mid-term and final papers for their fourth-year public interest placements that critically draw upon readings and theoretical concepts from across the curriculum. Students also attend regular seminar sessions facilitated by a faculty member to reflect upon internship experiences openly with their peers. The objective of these course requirements is to support students intellectually and emotionally as they consider how and in what ways their intellectual labour informs their public interest placements and vice versa. In other words, by critically combining theory and practice—knowing and doing—students are encouraged to incorporate “reflection and action upon the world in order to transform it” (Freire 1970, 36). In our interview, one former student referred to her public interest internship as “putting the theory I’ve learned into practice.” Another stated that her two internships “gave context and meaning to the theory and course material I had learned in my BA, and dramatically shaped my graduate work.” A third commented that “being able to talk to other students in my program doing similar kinds of NGO internships […] that really helped me understand better my experience at [unnamed organization] and what I was trying to achieve.” These selected interview excerpts illustrate some of the benefits of praxis-oriented, public interest pedagogy if we accept, as I do, that “[t]heory informs practice, while experiential and practical knowledge can be employed as a means to understanding and interpreting theory” (Breunig 2005, 109; Boyd and Sandell 2013; Banerjee and Hausafus 2007).

Internships can also provide students with, what one faculty member referred to as, a set of oars “to help steer their own ‘life journey’ boat,” an analogy he preferred over the seemingly more aggressive action of trying to get a “foot in the door” of a specific sector of the economy. In a similar vein, a staff member believed quite strongly that although students think they should complete a public interest internship for professional reasons, almost all of them want to do it for less utilitarian reasons: “At a fairly young age these students get to tap into their desire to make a difference […] an experience that most people don’t get until much later in life.”

As a pragmatic corollary to their intellectual and personal development, students often acquire useful skills during their placements—e.g., how to compose a press release or construct a political lobbying campaign. They also receive course credit and an institution-sanctioned internship to add to their résumé, as evidence of hands-on experience is increasingly of value to distinguish job applicants in a competitive employment market (Boyd and Sandell 2012; King 2004). Lastly, students can benefit from networking opportunities, insight into a “real world” workplace environment, and the chance to learn what a faculty member described as “the vernacular of the industry you’re working in […] understanding the culture and the language that you can only ‘pick up’ in situ.” While the potential job market benefits of internships should incontrovertibly be of secondary importance to overarching academic/intellectual objectives, it is clear that many students want this kind of on the ground experience for a range of tangible and intangible reasons.9

2.2. **Faculty Benefits**

---

9 One concern, however, is that we simply do not have hard figures regarding employment outcomes stemming from internships in the Canadian context to justify claims that internships directly lead to jobs upon graduation (Attfield and Couture 2014; Rigsby et al. 2013). Through continued personal contact, I know that a majority of our former MPI students either received contracts or job offers after the conclusion of their placement, or they enrolled in a graduate program, often in areas outside of communications/media studies (law, public policy, global studies). In writing this article, however, it became clear that we need to conduct a more comprehensive longitudinal study of the relationship between internships and students’ pursuits after they graduate.
In addition to the positive press coverage universities can derive from community engagement activities, individual faculty members can also benefit both personally and professionally from helping to coordinate and supervise internships geared towards the public good. As Flood, Martin and Dreher (2013) contend, even though faculty must devote significant time and energy to facilitating this type of experiential learning (as discussed below), they can also find “meaning and comfort in the sense that their work contributes to the greater good […] Their personal and political investments in ‘making a difference’ can give impetus to their professional work, motivating both intensified research and public engagement” (18; see also Darby and Newman 2014; O’Meara and Neihaus 2009). As a potential added benefit, public accolades and/or positive performance evaluations may also encourage some individuals to continue their commitment to such labour-intensive critical pedagogy that usually goes above and beyond the expected workload of a faculty member.

2.3 Community Partner Benefits

As governments move farther and farther away from their welfare state responsibilities, public interest organizations are saddled with expanding workloads, trying to make ends meet in the face of diminishing financial support from the state and dwindling individual and corporate donations. For many local and international NGOs, NPOs, and CBOs striving to fulfil their mandates, additional labour in the form of a student intern can help support mission objectives and strengthen the economic bottom line. As a former student commented, for “non-profit, public interest-oriented organizations […] the existence of these sorts of programs [for credit internships] can be a tremendous help… With human resource limitations, having a skilled volunteer/intern join the organization, even for a short while, can have a big impact.” Host organizations may also benefit from the vigour and excitement many students bring with them into the placement. As a CBO representative remarked in our interview, “The students keep me young. They help me remember why I got into this kind of work in the first place […] because it really does matter.”

Notwithstanding the range of benefits potentially accruing to internship stakeholders within and beyond the university described above, there are myriad challenges associated with coordinating, hosting, and participating in public interest placements. In the following section, I consider some of these struggles, beginning with the emotional and financial costs of this form of experiential learning.

3. Balancing Meaningful Placements with Labour, Time, and Finance Expenditures

3.1. Emotional Labour Peaks and Valleys: Guiding Self-reflective Students

Given the amount of time required for students to acclimatize to their new working environment (whether in the office or in the community), to contribute meaningfully to an organization, and to engage in theoretically driven action and reflection, internships should include a minimum number of on the ground “contact” hours. As argued by a former student, short timeframes can be “a limiting factor” not only in terms of a student’s knowledge and skills development, but also in what roles s/he can play beyond “helicopter voluntourism.” Entreaties for longer internship periods are particularly compelling for emotionally fraught placements during which students bear witness to human, animal, and/or environmental injustice and require additional time and support for a productive experience. While many students anticipate an emotionally charged experience, their internship may be one of the first times they have faced up-close acutely disturbing forms of socio-economic inequity and marginalization. Certainly, many students have faced discrimination during their lives and struggled financially to complete their education, making them more attuned to the multitude of difficulties associated with minority positions and poverty. Nevertheless, universities remain spaces of privi-
lege (Hall 2007, 10), which necessitates students engaging in the difficult but important process of interrogating “their own subjectivities and preconceptions of ‘others’” (Smeltzer and Grzyb 2009, 5). Even though I encourage students to believe that they have agency and can make a positive difference in the world, I do not want them to be unrealistic about the political and economic frameworks that control their daily lives. Participating in a public interest internship can, depending on the placement, bring this difficult balancing act to life in a way that is quite unsettling for some students. Another former student, for instance, commented that while her local and international internships made her realize that she has “responsibilities in this world,” the extent of the problems both at home and abroad made her feel “almost paralyzed by it all.”

An intellectually and emotionally challenging experience can also expose students to the difficulties many organizations face in trying to fulfil their public interest mandates. While students are keen to carry out their internships with a range of organizations—from small-scale, municipal, or community-level organizations to large, relatively well-funded organizations with extensive staff complements—they often do not have a sense of what the working conditions will actually be like until they are in their placements or how much agency they might have to make a difference while there or after graduation. Students often articulate how much respect they have for the dedication and commitment to a movement, cause, or community they encounter during their internships. However, they are also sometimes disillusioned with how NGOs, NPOs, and CBOs operate, and express surprise that they can be hierarchical, political places that struggle financially without always achieving their hoped-for objectives. As an NGO representative stated quite honestly, students “have to learn that they shouldn’t put all of us—this sector—on a pedestal, in the same way that we shouldn’t treat all private companies as inherently immoral.” For all of the reasons outlined above, a level of personal and emotional support is necessary to ensure that students are not only productive in their placement, but are also guided through the action/reflection process without feeling paralyzed in the aftermath.

3.2. The ‘Cost’ of Internships

As a counterbalance to arguments advancing lengthy internship placements, three important factors need to be taken into consideration. First, the case has been made that internships should be kept both “short and non-extendable” to limit their “substitution and displacement effects since it would be more difficult for employers to use interns as cheap substitutes for regular employees” (Standing 2014, 164; see also Perlin 2011). Second, there are constraints inherent to a semestered university system and its degree requirements, including potential limits placed on allowable out-of-class credits, which would also serve to keep the internship timeframe more compressed. Third, it is simply not financially feasible for the majority of students to participate in an extended unpaid internship during the summer/intersession months or to take a semester away from school to participate in a full-time placement (see, for example, Benham Rennick and Desjardins 2013, 5; MacDonald 2013; Standing 2011, 2014). Students wanting to participate in an international internship must also cover additional expenses, including the cost of flights, visas, and accommodations. One former student, who described her experiences abroad as personally and professionally invaluable, captures well the dilemma:

My internships/placements were fairly well supported [...] But I still took a hit in terms of the lack of any savings for a 14 month period—which had a big impact on my being able to support myself during graduate school—resulting in more student loans... However, if they had been entirely unpaid, there would have been absolutely no possibility for me to participate, given my (and my family's) financial situation, and the maximum student loans I had already incurred.

Interviewees conveyed deep ambivalence about the common response to this domestic and international problem: interns should be paid. While some organizations possess the finan-
cial and personnel resources to manage, support, and pay interns, others (especially smaller and community-based ones) do not have the funds to provide students with a wage. Arguably, the intellectual, academic, personal, and professional benefits hopefully accruing to students offset some expectation of financial remuneration. As a former student commented, echoing some of the benefits describe above:

It never occurred to me that I would get paid [...] my internship was the best learning experience because it actually incorporated my theory from class in a real way. I saw how power works and how hard it is to get media coverage for important issues. And, the people I got to know [...] they weren’t examples or stories anymore. They were real people facing real systemic prejudices. I suppose I already knew that, but being at [unnamed organization] brought it all to life.

This situation is, however, thorny. Canadian Intern Association\(^\text{10}\) president, Claire Seaborn, explains: “I think in some instances the credit is enough because of its educational value, but in other instances the position is sort of hiding behind the credit when it should be paid work” (qtd. in MacDonald 2013). When a public interest placement falls into Seaborn’s latter category, we have at least two problems. First, even when students receive academic credit for completing an internship geared towards the public good, concerns have been raised that they are still paying a post-secondary institution for the privilege of working in the community for free (Neff 2011). Second, we should censure internships that contribute to the ‘non-profit industrial complex’ (Smith 2007) by offering what Standing calls “cheap, disposable labour” (2014, 162) that, as noted, serves to replace already hard-to-come-by employment in this sector.\(^\text{11}\) As a former student commented, “new graduates who are pursuing careers in the public interest sector find themselves stuck in a perpetual cycle of internships. Unpaid internships could potentially displace the kind of paid, entry-level positions that are appropriate for new graduates, especially those who have just completed an undergraduate degree.” The difficulty then lies in trying to strike a balance between ensuring that an intern learns, grows, and contributes to an organization in meaningful ways without replacing the job of an existing or would-be employee.

Additionally, the more prestigious the internship and the organization, the more competitive the placements can be even when they are social justice-oriented and coordinated through a university program. Several years ago, I placed a very strong student with a well-respected NGO that did not regularly accept interns. Promising that the student was a self-starter with excellent writing and research skills, I was thrilled when the NGO agreed to host her for a semester. In retrospect, I can now see how, given the student’s knowledge of the work required to secure this unique internship combined with her personal commitment to the organization’s cause, the pressure to perform could have impelled her to devote more than the requisite number of course credit hours to the placement, especially if she hoped to receive a letter of reference from her NGO supervisor. In this particular example, the workplace environment was supportive and respectful of our program’s parameters and, in the end, the internship proved to be a positive experience for both parties. However, it raises another serious issue discussed by Beth A. Uzwiak (2013) in her hard-hitting critique of a US-based women’s human rights NGO. Notwithstanding the very real economic challenges many NGOs, NPOs, and CBOs face, Uzwiak cautions against assuming that public interest organizations always prioritize the interests of their interns, volunteers, and employees. In her case study she describes how working conditions at the NGO were “glossed as ideological: those who truly care about women’s human rights will ‘volunteer’ based on a commitment to the mission and goals of the agency” (2013, 127). This mind-set, she contends, serves to obfus-

\(^\text{10}\) Founded in 2012, the association is a non-profit organization, which “advocates against the exploitation of interns and aims to improve the internship experience for both interns and employers” (Canadian Intern Association 2014b).

\(^\text{11}\) For a useful discussion of some of the gender-related labour issues associated with internships in the communications/media sector, see Shade (2014).
cate very real labour concerns, including unreasonable overtime hours and workload expectations, and even a hostile and heavily hierarchical working environment. In one of my interviews a university staff member made comments that reflect Uzwiak’s misgivings, stating that students often want to “put in more hours than they’re supposed to” during their placements because they see their work as “supporting good causes.” This is just as serious of a concern as students committing too many hours at a private sector internship. If a student genuinely wants to spend time above and beyond his or her internship in a volunteer position with an organization, I do not think it is in the purview of the university to stop him or her from doing so; however, this is not a practice we should encourage or we are rightfully subject to the same criticism levied at other types of internships (Sagan 2013). To mitigate such a possibility, faculty and/or staff must be in regular and open contact with the student and organization to ensure that the internship is proceeding as agreed upon at the outset and that both parties are fulfilling their obligations. It is to these types of labour demands that the discussion now turns.

3.3. The Labour of Departments, Faculties, and the University

Staff, faculty, and administrators interviewed for this research all commented that offering internships is strategically advantageous for recruitment to their respective programs, as potential students (and often their parents) are, more than ever, explicitly looking for experiential learning opportunities. However, the kind of public interest internships described in this article are possible if, and only if, the time and energy are earmarked by departments, faculties, and universities to ensure the process is properly supported. In addition to its moral responsibility, the university also has a fiscal obligation to contribute to the internship experience in a way that justifies the tuition it exacts from students.

From the outset, a significant amount of work goes into matching students with the right organization. Knowing what local NPO or international NGO might be appropriate for a placement, including its supervisory/managerial capacities, and then building a relationship with representative(s) from that organization, requires a genuine commitment to this form of critical pedagogy. Previous knowledge of the student, including his/her interests, strengths, weaknesses, and short- and long-term goals, is similarly beneficial to ensuring a meaningful placement for both parties. In an ideal scenario, students then undertake relevant theoretical training prior to and during their placements, attend regular meetings with an academic supervisor and peers involved in similar internships, and participate in thorough debriefing sessions post-placement.

Given the range of work involved in mounting and implementing these internships, who then in the university should administer and supervise such resource-intensive experiential learning? I contend that a central role must be played by individuals who can draw on relevant theory and help students to thoughtfully consider their own subjectivities vis-à-vis their placements in order to facilitate the action/reflection at the heart of this form of pedagogy (Molee et al. 2010). The labour required to meet these objectives includes, but is not limited to, developing a syllabus, facilitating in-class discussions, and administering and evaluating assignments, all of which should be in the hands of a faculty member. Yet, most departments and faculties are facing deepening cutbacks and are stretched to the limit trying to cover undergraduate and graduate teaching assignments. Moreover, the pressure to publish or perish outweighs the time faculty members can devote to “outreach, engagement, and community service”, which do not figure prominently in an academic’s performance evaluation (Ward 2005, 219; Chertkovskaya et al. 2013; Few et al. 2007; Hearn and Hanke 2012; hooks 1994). Although qualified staff personnel can play an important role in administering aspects of public interest internships, they too, as a university administrator stressed in our interview, "are already overworked." In the case of our MPI program, I strongly believe that the placements we offer are possible only because we have limited enrollment in the program to 20 students.
per year. There is, however, always the fear that higher administration will want more ‘bums in seats’ to justify our faculty expenditure.12

The labour required to coordinate international placements is particularly daunting. For many students, the chance to live and work abroad with an organization dedicated to the public good can be transformative. The experience affords students “a broader perspective of local and global practice, and potentially new forms of knowledge in social justice, equity, and rights perspectives, along with practical and ethical challenges that demand our attention” (Drolet 2013, 186). However, as Desjardins (2013) quips, it takes “a whole university to raise an international program” (225) and, unfortunately, “in many cases a great deal of catch-up work needs to happen on the ground for that cart to follow the overworked Clydesdale” (219). In addition to the logistical labour associated with international internships, university programs must also dedicate the pedagogical resources necessary for students to understand and interrogate complex international power relations and cultural imperialism, especially when the internship takes place in the Global South (MacDonald 2013; Tiessen and Huish 2014; Wehbi 2009).

3.4. The Central Role of Community Partners

Clearly, substantial work occurs on the university’s end to coordinate and implement local and international internships. As a result of this commitment, the president of Western University describes service learning as “a win-win for everyone involved—students get the opportunity to apply the knowledge and skills they learn in the classroom to real-world challenges, while community partners enjoy the tangible benefits of the services our students provide” (Chakma 2013). This more traditional approach does not, however, recognize the considerable time, energy, and resources community partners also dedicate to the process in a variety of capacities. First, they play an important managerial role in ensuring the productive integration of students into the workplace environment and determining projects achievable within a specified time period in line with an intern’s capabilities. As a local CBO representative acknowledged, this managerial role can be difficult as she sometimes struggles to “identify meaningful projects to dovetail with the students’ schedule and varying nature of their other commitments.” She also pointed to the “lack of supervisory time” and a “lack of space/resources” as key challenges, especially given her organization’s size, financial constraints, and the very sensitive nature of its work. Second, as Rowe, Mackaway and Winchester-Seeto (2012) describe, host organizations offer support in the form of “nurturing the personal and professional development of students” (118). This kind of care is especially important in cases where, as noted, students encounter first-hand unjust socio-economic inequities. Third, organizations play a vital educational role in providing “access to ‘real life’ learning opportunities…or helping students construct knowledge through talking and reflecting on practice…or actually providing training for specific workplace skills” (Rowe, Mackaway and Winchester-Seeto 2012, 118).

To meet the demands of these obligations, organizations must not only have the time and energy, but also the skills necessary to supervise, nurture, and educate young people. In a related vein, I admit to feeling trepidation placing certain students with specific organizations. Naturally, some students are more scholastically capable, have more ‘practical’ skills, and/or are more capable of working independently than other students, which means that careful and diplomatic maneuvering is sometimes needed to get the match right. In a select number of instances and for a range of reasons, I have not in fact succeeded in my matchmaking and the experience was less constructive and rewarding than I think both parties had hoped. As a case in point, I arranged a semester-long placement for a fourth-year student with a local organization s/he requested, hoping that the placement would be mutually beneficial. Over the

12 Our much larger MIT undergraduate internship program requires a full-time staff member to coordinate logistics, and the equivalent of a half-course teaching load for a faculty member (over the course of a 12 month period) to supervise and mark the academic papers students write that connect their hands-on experience with the program’s theoretical content.
course of the internship, which included various research, writing, and event planning assignments, I saw first-hand that the student learned valuable lessons about media relations, non-profit labour in the ‘real world,’ and how to act in a professional manner in a workplace environment. However, I could also see that s/he required a fair amount of guidance by the host supervisor who became increasingly frustrated throughout the semester, especially given that the organization was already understaffed. From the student’s perspective though, the host supervisor was too ‘hands-off’ during the internship and s/he was discouraged by what s/he considered to be a lack of direction and feedback. As the supervising faculty member, I could not determine exactly how or where things fell apart but could see that, despite the best efforts and intentions of the organization, it did not perhaps have the capacity to effectively mentor this young adult who, in turn, perhaps required more support than the majority of his/her peers. This example not only illustrates the labour-intensive responsibilities of community partners, but it also speaks to an issue of particular relevance to the field of communications: the gap between what participants expect out of internships and what actually happens on the ground during placements (see Frenette 2013, 367–368).

4. Communications for the Public Good

In this section, I examine some of the unique challenges associated with coordinating, hosting, and participating in communications-oriented internships with local and international NGOs, NPOs, and CBOs. I begin with what interviewees pointed to as a disconnect they often see between what students study in their critical communications programs and what skills community partners expect students from these programs to possess. Understandably, organizations anticipate that communication interns will bring to the table hands-on public relations or marketing skills, or are able to build websites and/or manage social media campaigns. While many students do in fact possess such expertise, which they develop themselves or learn as part of their educational training, most university communications programs are founded on interdisciplinary, critical approaches to analyzing social theory, the aesthetic dimensions of communications, and the socio-cultural, political, and economic forces at play in the intersection of media and power. The overarching objective of these programs then is to provide students with a critical education, not to impart practical skills for the job market. As a result, “it’s harder to quantify what we ‘do’ in a comms program,” a former student said, “so the onus is on us to prove ourselves to organizations in a way that’s more tangible.” An NGO representative concurred, explaining that from her perspective communications programs are predominantly theory-heavy, whereas “communications as a job title is often about practical, skills-based, day-to-day work tasks. The two don’t always match up but the organization has an important role to play in making sure that the internship isn’t just technical, but connects back to what the student is learning in school in a meaningful way.”

As a corollary, organizations often expect that if interns are young communication students they instinctively bring social media expertise to their placement. A former student argued quite passionately that this expectation is highly problematic because the non-profit sector must, in like manner to the private sector, invest in and take more seriously their communication strategies instead of relying on temporary, young interns to manage their social media. There is, she maintained, “a massive difference between using Twitter as a technical tool and building a communications campaign that is content-driven. If an NGO relies on interns to bring the organization up to a certain level, they’re [the student] not learning anything because they’re coming in as the supposed expert.” The NGO representative quoted directly above agreed—even if students come into an internship with social media experience and know-how, it is essential that they receive what she called “real learning value added” that builds on their existing knowledge base.

Communication placements with international organizations can complicate the situation even further. As a salient example, I have coordinated and supervised undergraduate student internships with two well-respected communication rights NGOs in Malaysia and Thailand. The internships have, I believe, been a life-changing experience for participating students as they live and work in a socio-political, economic, and media environment very dif-
different from their own. In these countries, freedom of expression is significantly more limited and constrained than at home in Canada, and the political landscape can shift dramatically in a very short timeframe. When journalists are imprisoned for reporting the news or bloggers are charged with sedition for criticizing a political figure, safety considerations take precedence over all else and emotional support for interns is vital. Of course, not all international communications internships are as politically sensitive or activist-oriented as these placements. Nevertheless, understanding and respecting the local landscape is absolutely essential in every instance, as is a solid working relationship between the university and local representatives. Again, this work requires a serious commitment of time and energy by all involved in the process. If the requisite resources are not made available, then this type of experiential learning simply cannot be offered even if it is meant to advance the public good at home and/or abroad.

5. Activism and the Public Good

The word ‘activism’ is seldom used in discussions about internships or in service learning literature more broadly as attention is focused more on sanctioned, non-disruptive forms of community engagement. There is, however, a growing subset of material addressing just how far critical service learning can go in its “explicit aim toward social justice” (Mitchell 2008, 50; Bickford and Reynolds 2002; Bruce and Brown 2010; Johnston 2011; Mitchell 2007; Vogelgesang and Rhoads 2003). When asked whether limits should be placed on how activist an internship could be, interviewees overwhelmingly responded that although they would be concerned with activities that might jeopardize a student’s personal safety and/or legal security, all thought that students should be allowed to undertake internships that directly challenge structures of control and the status quo both on and off campus. A student may, for example, request a communications-oriented internship with a movement aimed at freezing or abolishing university tuition. Another student may ask to intern with the Occupy movement, an international campaign contesting socio-economic inequalities, or Idle No More, a grassroots Canadian-based movement in support of indigenous rights. In these examples students would work with social change advocates to contest the institutionalization of community engagement that is, as noted, the hallmark of most experiential learning programs in higher education. As a result, their labour would likely be framed by university administrators as the kinds of “disruptions” that “rarely are seen as raising important political and ideological concerns, but instead are viewed as potential threats to the generation of revenue” (Vogelgesang and Rhoads 2003). While university administrations have moved towards “breaking down the ‘ivory tower’ and connecting academia to the ‘community’” (Dyer-Witheford 2007, 58), they do not want to do this at the expense of jeopardizing their institution’s brand or its relationship with sponsors or alumni benefactors. While neither I nor any of my interviewees have come into direct conflict with an administrative body over a specific internship, all interviewees said that they fully expected that their respective institutions would dissuade or even prevent a placement that in some manner directly challenged the university’s political and economic status quo. As a faculty member lamented in reference to his home institution, “I am pretty certain that the admin would do just about anything to protect the university’s image.”

The extent to which an administration would discourage or suppress activist-oriented internships depends in large part, of course, on context. While I enjoy a considerable amount of pedagogical freedom in my position, colleagues in other locales at home and abroad do not have the same flexibility, often facing “reprisals, both externally from political opponents and internally from those within the university who perceive their involvement as nonconformist” (Flood, Martin and Dreher 2013, 18). Moreover, it can be significantly more difficult for

13 See Tiessen and Huish (2014) for an insightful edited collection addressing a range of issues related to international experiential learning.
14 See also the impressive work of the Scholars at Risk Network, which promotes academic freedom worldwide: http://scholarsatrisk.nyu.edu/
some individuals—e.g., precarious teaching and research labour without the (relative) security of tenure, or staff members more beholden to university management—to advance internships that run counter to an administration’s trajectory for its service learning.

Recognizing that “social activism is not necessarily a more ‘mature’ form of service” (Bickford and Reynolds 2002, 240), my aim here is not to privilege activist internships over other forms of communications-related placements that engage with the community. Moreover, it is difficult to make clear delineations between various labels used to describe, for example, ‘activist,’ ‘public interest,’ ‘community-based,’ or ‘critical service learning’ placements. One interviewee outside of my home faculty eschewed use of the word ‘activist’ because of its rather radical overtones and instead preferred ‘advocacy’ to describe the kinds of experiential learning he has helped to coordinate. It seems then that there is a broad spectrum at play, as internships aimed at the public good range from the politically benign (e.g., Big Sisters), to more advocacy-oriented (e.g., Unity Project for the Relief of Homelessness), to overtly activist (e.g., Idle No More). For many students and faculty there is value in trying to reclaim the latter two categories of internships, especially “the activist potential of service-learning, which the process of institutionalization obscures” (Bickford and Reynolds 2002, 230). While it may not be easy, part of this process necessitates a willingness to question how and in what ways many of our well-intentioned public interest internships might actually help maintain structures of inequity. Instead of undertaking incremental actions to address systemic problems, what may be needed is to provide students with the opportunity to interrogate how and why conditions of inequity exist in the first place and what they can do to about it. Indeed, as Mitchell (2007) maintains, “[h]elping students understand the consequences of service—particularly the way that service can perpetuate need by placing ‘Band-Aids’ on community problems—is an important aspect of critical service-learning” (103). Students should, for example, be allowed to direct their energies towards advancing a stronger role for the state in protecting the interests of citizens over consumers (e.g., through placements with Occupy or Idle No More). In so doing, they play an active role in seeking “to change the social climate and structures that make volunteerism necessary” (Bickford and Reynolds 2002, 238; Boyd and Sandell 2012; Vogelgesang and Rhoads 2003).

If we agree that education “has the potential to generate citizens/professionals who work for social justice rather than reproducing conformity to the status quo” (Johnston 2011, 177), then institutions should be willing to facilitate pedagogy that encourages students to think critically about the role of internships within a wider socio-political, economic, and historical context and which allows them, if they want, to participate in placements that seek to change the social climate both within and beyond the ‘ivory tower.’ As part and parcel of this approach, students should be permitted to participate in internships that do not fit a standard organizational structure (e.g., placements with an international movement or local protest). This is, however, no easy task. To ensure appropriate educational standards three factors need to be taken into consideration. First, the home department/faculty must have well-reasoned selection criteria to vet credible placements. Second, in like manner to any other type of internship, students need to be matched with an appropriate host supervisor capable of fulfilling the managerial, supportive, and educational roles described above. Third, evaluation mechanisms must be in place to allow for the fair adjudication of an intern’s work.

In the case of something like Occupy or Idle No More, it would likely be difficult to identify a suitable supervisor, one capable of not only hosting but also appropriately assessing a student’s work. In the past, I have placed a handful of students with rather non-contentious politically oriented groups and networks. I have also placed two students with what I would consider to be more activist-oriented movements that seek a radical shift in the political landscape. In all of these cases, the only reason the placement was acceptable is because, as the supervising faculty member, I was well-acquainted with an individual in the network/group/movement whom I trusted could fulfil the above criteria and would help ensure
that the student did not engage in hazardous activities during the placement.\textsuperscript{15} This form of experiential learning clearly needs to be arranged on a case-by-case basis and is contingent upon myriad ambiguous factors that are out of the students’ control, including the faculty member’s personal and professional contacts. In one case, I believe the placement was not very successful primarily because the student did not seem to take it as seriously as s/he might have if s/he was expected to be present in an office with set ‘work’ hours along with other employees and/or volunteers. Although this individual was given clear instructions from, and attended regular meetings with, the host supervisor, I should have recognized that s/he needed more structure to the placement.

As part of this discussion, communication programs must also consider how they would respond to a student’s request for an internship placement with a network, group, movement, or organization whose work, cause, and/or perspective runs counter to personal and collective beliefs about what is in the ‘public good’. A faculty interviewee insisted that we cannot make the ‘public good’ or ‘activist’ “shorthand for ‘leftist’,” arguing that there is an important line between not trying to reproduce students in our own political likeness and steering them away from regressive politics. My own conception of what constitutes the public good, for instance, may be very different from that of one my students or colleagues, but where can the line be drawn and who should be responsible for the decision? Amber Dean (2008) offers readers a particularly honest look into her own struggles with how she would approach a student requesting to engage in a form of experiential learning that she personally considers politically problematic (e.g., a pro-life organization). For Dean, and I agree, context matters and each situation should be approached on its own merit. Instead of deciding in advance that certain internships are acceptable and others are not, we should be clear about our parameters, our reasons for incorporating public interest internships into our academic programs, and our overarching objectives. Next, we must have procedures in place based on these objectives allowing us to determine what placements are in the ‘public good,’ acknowledging that neither answers nor consensus may come easily.

In the end, I draw attention to the pressing need for all stakeholders—students, community representatives, university faculty, staff, and administrators—to openly discuss and reflect upon what they expect out of internships billed as being of benefit not only for students, but also for organizations and society writ large. This is particularly important for the field of communications as the number of university programs swells and the calls from students for relevant ‘real life’ experiences continue to grow louder. Instead of playing catch-up to the internship wave in an ad hoc manner, communication departments and faculties need to be clear about their intentions and provide the necessary resources to meet them.
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From January through August of 2011, Diana Wang was an unpaid intern at Harper's Bazaar, a Hearst-owned magazine, in New York City. She was 28; it was her seventh internship. She served as “head intern” in the magazine’s accessories department, supervising eight other interns while shuttling bags across New York City and overnighting hats to London, for 40 to 55 hours per week. She received no pay for this work (Adams, 2013). Similarly, in 2009-2010, Eric Glatt was a 41-year old unpaid intern, one of 20 on the Fox Searchlight film Black Swan. Hoping the experience would translate into a film editing position, Glatt instead was a personal assistant to the film’s executive staff, sent on errands to purchase scented candles and hypoallergenic pillows (Miller and Horn 2014). Both Wang and Glatt successfully sued in lawsuits that were noticed in both the popular and business press, but they were not alone: from June to August 2013, lawsuits were filed by current or former interns against Condé Nast Publications, Warner Music Group, Atlantic Recording, Gawker Media, Fox Entertainment Group, NBC Universal, Viacom, Sony, Universal Music Group, Bad Boy Entertainment, Donna Karan, and Charlie Rose, Inc. (Becker 2013; Jacobs 2013; Greenhouse, 2013; Perlin 2013a; Spitznagel 2013). As Glatt stated of the Black Swan case, “It was nauseating to see how easily employers could get free labor just by slapping the title ‘internship’ on something” (Perlin 2013b).

To date, media studies and communication scholarship has generally moved slowly on the issue of labour until its recent turn toward the subject (Fuchs and Sevignani 2013). The field’s shift in attention toward labour is important, not only because exploitative material and immaterial labour practices are tightly woven into the business model of many Web 2.0 participatory platforms, but also due to the increasingly precarious status of media workers in these positions (Berlant 2011; Standing 2011).

The time has come for labour to be, as Vincent Mosco states, “placed high on the agenda of projects for the renewal of cultural studies” (2011, 230). Capital's unchecked drive to secure cheap labour is a central force leading to exploitative working conditions—human slavery being perhaps the most extreme example—but has also resulted in the rise of hegemonic cultural and political mechanisms that reinforce class divisions. Capitalist production has always had labour at the center of its attention, and inherent in the logic of this production is
the drive to reduce labour costs in a race to the bottom to increase profits for investors and owners. Today that logic has resulted in the spread of internships, an increasingly troubling development in modern labour practices and in media industries in particular.

The need for renewed critical scholarship on this issue among researchers is clear. It is also necessary that educators develop a pedagogy of media education that includes addressing the labour conditions involved in the production of media. I argue that the media literacy movement must begin to take seriously not only media production labour considerations in general, but the role of internships in particular, as a fundamental part of a holistic, critical media education.

Neither issue has been particularly well addressed in media literacy education. James W. Potter (2004), for example, provides 41 definitions of media literacy from a variety of scholars, educators, or organizations, yet not a single one mentions the subject of work or labour (24-28, 257-260). As interns are increasingly being asked to function as de-facto replacements for paid employees as a cost-saving measure to return value to shareholders or owners (Becker 2013; Harrison 2012; Miller and Horn 2014), they currently fall into a precarious space where they neither enjoy the compensation nor possess the rights of employees (Perlin 2011).

Laws and policies protecting both paid employees and unpaid interns from exploitation are already on the books in the United States through the Fair Labor Standards Act, in Canada through a number of provincial regulations, and through similar policies in many developed nations, but are generally unenforced (United States Department of Labor 2010; Ontario Ministry of Labour 2000; British Columbia Ministry of Labour 1996). Many unpaid internships could be read as a violation of the assertion in the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights that “Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment… [and] without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work” (1948, Article 23).

If the media literacy movement is designed to teach media audiences the skills to identify and resist hegemonic structures in terms of media content, then it is equally important that it teach citizens and future media workers to identify and resist hegemonic structures inherent in the labour processes that produce that media. That is, for our students to be more fully media literate, media educators must teach them to understand not just the content and grammar of production, but also the material labour conditions that underlie the creation of content in media industries.

1. Educating a Media Literate Public

Media literacy is a broadly based, democratically rooted, interdisciplinary approach of citizen media education and empowerment (Kellner and Share 2005; Lewis and Jhally 1998; Potter 2004, 2013). A fundamentally critical endeavor that “must be conceived as a political, social, and cultural practice” (Sholle and Denski 1994, 17), the roots of media literacy lie in critical literary studies-based arguments, namely that it is necessary to cultivate citizens who have the capacity to use socially constructed forms of communication and media representation, particularly through deconstructing media discourses, and through both classroom curricula and popular discursive campaigns. Importantly, media literacy also provides a production-based method of teaching citizens the skills necessary to make their own media (Macedo 2006).

Among its strengths, the media literacy agenda has a tradition of focusing its attention on media content itself, casting a critical eye toward issues of representation and identity, as well as political economic arguments about media ownership and consolidation as reinforcing mechanisms for hegemonic media content. It is important to remember that the media literacy movement is a political project. It encourages individuals to consume media critically and create content that works toward creating more democratic media structures, and aims to contribute more voices to the public sphere, particularly those that cross disciplinary boundary lines or challenge structures that reinforce hegemonic or ideological systems.
2. Internships and Media Literacy Education

A weakness, however, is that media literacy education has not been especially adept at addressing the issue of labour conditions in the production of media content. And in the creation of media content, among the most exploitative labour practices in recent years has been the unpaid internship. Internships—both paid and unpaid—have become such a common practice in the media and creative industries that there has been an explosion in the number of such positions in firms both large and small, as intern labour has become a de-facto replacement for the paid worker, if not a prerequisite for those who wish to eventually work in these fields (Kuehn and Corrigan 2013; Perlin 2011).

The unpaid internship has become an increasingly prominent topic in both scholarly and popular consciousness, most notably through Ross Perlin’s *Intern Nation: How to Earn Nothing and Learn Little in the Brave New Economy* (2011). Media industries have been called out for being among the worst offenders in exploiting unpaid labour. The consolidation of media industries, the high salaries at the top of the star system, the gutting of union protections, and the ever-present pressure to provide strong quarterly returns to investors has led media producers in a race to the bottom to control costs (Mansell 2004; McChesney 2008, 2013; Mosco 2011). Labour is usually among the most important financial costs to companies in large-scale productions, but this is also true in smaller fields, such as advertising, web programming, music recording, and book publishing.

And the numbers are troubling. Perlin (2011) notes that no exact figures are kept by the U.S. Department of Labor or Bureau of Labor Statistics, but it is estimated that there are between one and two million interns in the United States as of 2013. Canada does not keep statistics on internships, but Toronto labour lawyer and activist Andrew Langille estimates the number of interns to be between 100,000 and 300,000 (Sagan 2013). Kate Harrison (2012) claims that approximately two-thirds of North American internships are unpaid, most often those taken for college credit. Media industries in particular tend to offer the unpaid internship as an entry point for future media careers (Cumming 2014; Harrison 2012; Olson 2013). However, what has come to light through the recent spate of lawsuits is that the business models in these industries are in effect reliant on the unpaid labour of interns to offset the cost of production assistants, studio assistants, journalists, game testers, and personal assistants (Becker 2013; Jacobs 2013; Perlin 2013a; Spitznagel 2013). In addition to the often unpaid and vulnerable nature of these positions, media firms have the added advantage of no costs associated with healthcare, other benefits, or overtime, let alone worrying about the workplace protections that are available to full-time employees. If interns complain, companies can send them home. As Matthew Saccaro (2014) notes,

> Employers already pay interns a low wage for the amount of work they do. One manager derisively referred to an intern as a “22-22-22,” as in a 22-year-old who’s willing to work 22-hour days for $22,000 a year. With waves of high school students entering the internship market, why hire a 22-22-22 when you can hire a 16-year-old and pay them in exposure, experience and exhaustion?

Despite the recent lawsuits filed against a number of media conglomerates, the cultural acceptance of internships has proven to be difficult to overturn. Media industries were decades ahead of others in building the internship model into the prerequisite for employment, and as such, the reliance on unpaid labour is central to the business model of many commercial media. Christopher Knab (2008), for example, echoes commonplace advice for interns in the recording industry:

> Nothing is more impressive than having done some work as an intern. Businesses that offer internships may demand a lot of you. They may (and will) test your patience by having you do what you think are mundane, boring, or menial tasks [...] Stick it out. Most likely you are being given a form of initiation. Most people in the recording industry started out doing menial tasks and when given the chance to express their skills [...] did so, and were rewarded with jobs, job-leads, promotions or recognition of some kind.
While anecdotal, there are many similar stories reported from my own Media Studies advisees placed in for-credit internship positions in recent semesters. One student spent her unpaid internship semester grocery shopping for bands’ tour riders every week, including being ordered to pick up a cake for her office from across town. Another student’s video production internship involved one task, which was the single-take, hours-long filming of hockey practices every week. A third spent ten weeks doing nothing but logging tape for one of the largest network news affiliates in the nation. As a condition of her unpaid internship, another was required to sign a one-year non-compete agreement that did not allow her to work for another company in the same industry within a 60-mile radius for one year. My student advisees regularly take out loans to take advantage of their summer internships, particularly those in television news. One took out a $5,000 loan to live in New York City for her internship, which paid her $16 per day for ten weeks.

In each of these cases, although advised of their rights, students did not want to file a complaint with the university’s co-op office about illegal or abusive internships, either out of fear that they would not get a letter of recommendation, the loss of class credit (and the financial burden associated with that), or the stigma of being labeled as a troublemaker. In a piece entitled “4 Coping Tips for Surviving a Crummy Internship,” Lindsay Olson (2013) recommends toughing out the bad working conditions and “Comfort[ing] yourself with the fact that it’ll look good on your résumé,” because “It may not be clear to you how pouring coffee prepares you for a career in marketing, but your boss may be testing you to see how committed you are to learning the ropes.”

Indeed, the usual subtext to most advice on internships is rooted in the discourse of “paying one’s dues” and “sticking it out,” ignoring rights violations, tolerating illegal activity, or living with harassment. The line on the resume or the letter of recommendation both function as reinforcements for hegemonic structures, keeping the workers in line through the fear of a bad review. Yet each of these threadbare arguments disregards identity- or class-based discrimination, whether structural or overt, in place of an idealized meritocracy where individual hard work and perseverance is the formula for a prosperous future. It is difficult, to be sure, as the role of media literacy educators isn’t to encourage students to forego the career options that would put them in the very positions where they will be able to make ethical decisions in the production of media content. However, this can only occur by cracking open the critical question of how media educators can build a coordinated, interdisciplinary curricular effort to teach those students interested in entering the creative industries to not only identify exploitative working conditions, but to organize to work against these practices through educational, political, and personal efforts.

3. A Renewed Approach to Media Literacy Education

The next step for media literacy education is to continue its development of a rights-based pedagogy that highlights conditions of social class and dignity in labour through advocating for workplace protections as part of a regime of worker and human rights. The democratic promise of a healthy public sphere requires equality of opportunity and leveling of unequal structures, an ethics that demands a worker environment that benefits workers, not capitalists, in the labour practices of media-making.

To implement these shifts, the media literacy movement must put into practice several common-sense reforms to incorporate labour considerations into its tradition of critical pedagogy. Awareness raising, particularly in terms of empowering students to push for the enforcement of law and policy, is a first step. One of the great success stories of the media literacy movement thus far is the way that it has drawn on critical intellectual traditions to normalize the discussion of themes such as media representations of beauty and body image, race and gender performativity, or sexuality and sexual orientation, all of which are topics raised by resistant narratives through oppositional readings of dominant discourses.

But providing an oppositional reading of labour considerations is not enough: media educators need to empower their students, intern and non-intern alike, to exercise their rights as
cultural workers, and to work together toward principles of equitable worker treatment. Students who plan on a future career in media work need to start early to develop an identity that places an emphasis on themselves as workers, professional labourers with rights, skills, and experience, and as valuable beyond simply their ability to provide cheap freelance labour or free content in exchange for an abstract promise of experience in an internship. Yet these principles can be difficult for many students to grasp, given that the predominant tendency of the Web 2.0-era business model is to offload the labour of media-making onto users, usually for no pay, and digital-native students have spent their adolescence with the political conjuncture of free content and free labour as their reference point for how media industries work.

To convince them otherwise is a critical, normative pedagogical project, one that must provide an oppositional reading of labour considerations that translates awareness raising into action. Hearing from current media and cultural workers can be beneficial for future workers (provided those speakers don’t reinforce the “pay your dues” narrative that has long dominated much of the career advice given to students). Getting university internship and co-op offices to protect the interns that they are sending out into the field can also be difficult, particularly as these offices often rely on metrics regarding placements instead of the quality of the internship or legality of the intern’s position in the workplace. A general involvement with activism and direct democratic action can only help, as well, particularly as the goal of all of these efforts is enabling students to understand that social change is possible, and that the first step is empathy for and solidarity with the less powerful.

Similarly, collective worker action within and unionization of media workplaces are especially useful as protective measures—several of my own interns have not been allowed to touch a camera or editing equipment during their internships due to union rules—and educating students about their rights as workers is paramount. Furthermore, the incorporation of unions, collectives, or organizations into educators’ curricula can show future media workers that the benefit of a intern and future worker education can actually provide relevant job training when done for the student’s benefit but only when also focused on this practice within a framework of human and worker rights and dignity.

The Canadian Intern Association (2014), for example, is an advocacy group that unites interns for organized protection, comments on the legality of intern positions under Canadian provincial labour laws, and offers workshops and seminars to student groups. Lawsuits, both class action and individual, have already helped to pressure employers to realize that unpaid internships might not be as cheap as they think they are, as was the case in the recent Condé Nast and Charlie Rose, Inc. lawsuits led by unpaid former interns (Miller and Horn 2014; Perlin 2013a; Spitznagel 2013).

The labour conditions that underlie the creation of commercial media content directly affect the production of that content. But when those precarious conditions have become the norm for an exploitative system that enables the endless pursuit of profit and reinforces hegemonic structures of inequality, the problem becomes not one of future career preparation but one of ethics.
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1. Introduction

This article examines the phenomenon of unwaged posts in UK universities. It uses the examples of unwaged posts recently advertised at four higher education institutions as cases: unpaid research assistants at the University of Birmingham (UoB) and University College London (UCL) advertised in 2012; an "honorary junior research fellowship" at the University of Essex (UoE) advertised in 2013; and an unwaged "extracurricular" teaching post at Durham University, also advertised in 2013 (see the appendices for the adverts). The advertising of these posts provoked resistance on a national scale through public pressure, naming and shaming on social media, and campaigning by the University and College Union (UCU), causing the posts to be withdrawn (except for the post at Durham University). Subsequently, the universities issued defensive statements framing the unwaged posts as philanthropic goodwill, arguing they were "helping" postgraduates and recent postdoctoral researchers get teaching or research experience in a difficult job climate (Anna Freud Centre 2012; Birmingham Post 2012; University of Essex 2014).

In this article, we reflect on the extent to which these posts represent the exploitation of a worsening situation of labour precarity in the academic sector. We discuss these cases in the context of a hyper-competitive job market, which not only intensifies publishing demands on permanent staff, creating pressures to outsource routine teaching and research tasks to casualized workers, but also exacerbates desperation for postgraduates and early career academics for teaching and/or research experience. We reflect on a worrying normalization of the idea that academic work, particularly at the lower end of the professional hierarchy, does not have to pay a living wage, and that nobody’s job is really secure. We also discuss the
similarities between academic labour in the neoliberal university and cultural labour under precarious conditions.

It is in response to these deteriorating, generalizing conditions that the campaigns against the unwaged posts developed. We focus on these campaigns through an examination and thematic analysis of the expressions of public outrage and issues raised via union campaigns and social media. Finally, we will discuss how these campaigns led most of the universities involved, with the exception of Durham University, to withdraw the advertisements in question. We reflect on the potential of social media to capitalize on public outrage and enable a swift response, and we consider the limitations of relying on social media in such campaigns when the goal is to achieve permanent change.

2. Context: Casualization and Precarity in UK Higher Education

The cases explored in this article need to be understood in the context of debates surrounding precarity, that is, a broad state of existential, financial, and social insecurity that is underpinned by the flexibilization and casualization of labour markets (de Peuter 2011). Short-term, insecure, and low-wage jobs are becoming the norm in sectors we used to see as secure. Isabell Lorey (2015) has recently argued that far from being an episodic condition, precarity is now normalized, while the welfare state is the exception. According to Lorey, the normalization of precarity has become an instrument of governance: it enables governing through insecurity. Through insecurity and fear, precarization embraces the whole of people’s existence.

Internships are common in what are seen to be glamorous fields, such as politics, media, and the cultural industries (Curiale 2010; Perlin 2012; Intern Aware 2014; National Union of Journalists 2012; Carrotworkers’ Collective 2012). Unwaged internships have been problematized for benefitting exploitative employers and those who can afford to work for free and thus restricting access to certain professions to those from privileged backgrounds. Internships started to become both common (Gregory 1998) and controversial in the 1990s, when 52 former interns of a U.S. public relations firm sued their employer for back wages (Perlin 2012, 68) and “The Intern Trap,” an article exposing the exploitation of unpaid interns in architecture, was published (Fisher 1994). However, the issue has gained special prominence since the Great Recession in 2008, which has had a significant impact on youth unemployment. In the academic sector, researchers expect internships will become even more common in the near future (Curiale 2010). Although unpaid internships are technically illegal in the UK, with the exception of specific circumstances such as student placements and work shadowing (United Kingdom Government 2014), monitoring and enforcement remain problematic.

Controversies surrounding unpaid internships in general are tied to their pedagogical, legal, and ethical implications (Burke and Carton 2013) and questions are raised concerning inequality, particularly with respect to the exclusion of those who cannot afford to work for free (or, in the UK, live in expensive cities such as London, where many of these opportunities are located) and the consequences of this for different fields and society as a whole. Commentators point to the “stark class divide between entry-level job seekers who can afford the luxury of unpaid experience and those who cannot” (Curiale 2010, 1534). Furthermore, the more prevalent unpaid internships become, the less incentive employers have to pay interns. Internships may also indirectly contribute to unemployment, as organizations realize that work can be done for free by unpaid interns (ibid., 1537). Sabina Siebert and Fiona Wilson (2013) analyze the consequences of unpaid internships for those who already work in the creative industries sector, highlighting the perspective of those who may be or are displaced by unpaid internships, as well as those who are excluded from taking part in unpaid internships.

Most literature on internships appears in the context of sectors such as politics, media, and cultural industries. In this article, however, we focus on a somewhat less glamorous sector, higher education, where unwaged positions are becoming more common. As with unpaid internships in other sectors, unwaged positions in higher education have the potential to ex-
clude certain people from academic careers and contribute to the casualization of academic work. The framing of graduate teaching assistant work as “training” rather than work has been explored (see Krause et al. 2008; 5; Perlin 2012); however, the role of unwaged posts in the higher education sector, a similar and related issue, remains largely un-researched.

Part of the context of unwaged posts is the casualization or proletarianization of academic labour that has been underway for decades (see Wilson 1991; Guillory 1994; Aronowitz 2001). However, the phenomenon of unwaged academic posts has gained particular prominence since 1998, as the years that followed saw unprecedented changes impacting the higher education sector in the UK, which created an uncertain funding climate. Prior to 1998, students in the UK received grants to attend university and did not pay tuition fees. Fees were introduced in England in 1998 at £1,000 and grants were replaced with income-contingent loans; different situations existed in Scotland, Northern Ireland, and Wales (UK House of Commons and Browne 2013). The passing of the 2004 Higher Education Act under the Labour government of Tony Blair allowed universities to charge up to £3,000 (£3,225 after 2007) (ibid.). The Browne report, Securing a Sustainable Future for Higher Education: An Independent Review of Higher Education Funding and Student Finance (U. K. Government 2010), recommended the lifting of the fees cap and the removal of government funding for all courses, except “priority” courses, i.e., medical and some scientific courses, based on the principle of market liberalism (Coudry 2011). Despite widespread student protests (see Kumar 2011 for a discussion of the limitations of this movement), the cap to fees remained but was raised to £9,000. This was accompanied by cuts in direct university funding for subjects outside of science, technology, engineering, and medicine. The 2011 Higher Education White Paper also enabled a greater role for private colleges through easier criteria for institutions to call themselves “universities” and therefore access the student loan system (UK Department for Business, Innovation and Skills 2011; for analysis see McGettigan 2013).

What these reforms amounted to then was a re-classification of what a university should be: a move away from a view of a university education as a public good toward education as a commodity in a market that is only lightly regulated (Fenton 2011). Beyond these reforms, the sector has also been impacted by external factors, such as rising unemployment and pressures on household finances caused by the post-2008 economic recession. The combination of these changes has had significant impact on the academic workforce, which has been increasingly casualized and rendered precarious.

The casualization of the academic workforce is symptomatic of the neoliberalization of academia, and should be considered in relation to the changes discussed above. Employers have framed the use of casualized contracts in terms of “flexibility” and claim that only a small minority of staff are employed on such contracts, but figures recently obtained by the UCU through Freedom of Information requests suggest otherwise. According to these statistics, more than 40 percent of teaching-only staff in UK universities work on zero-hours contracts, while many more work under other forms of contractual casualization, such as hourly paid teaching (where employees are paid by the hour rather than an annual salary) and other temporary contracts (UCU 2013a). In fact, researchers claim that the number of lecturers and researchers in temporary, hourly paid, or zero-hour contracts has grown exponentially in recent years (Bauder 2006; Herbert, Hannan, and Chalmers 2002; Smith and Coombe 2006). In both the Australian (Coombe and Clancy 2002; Kimber 2003) and American (Bauder 2006) higher education sectors, nearly half of all teaching-related duties are undertaken by sessional staff (Halcomb et al., 2009, 528). In the UK, the number of temporary staff on teaching-only contracts increased by a third between 2009-2010 and 2011-2012 (Fazackerly 2013).

Moreover, the unwaged posts discussed in this article emerged within the context of the increasing use of graduate teaching assistants and graduate research assistants by UK universities. Such positions were not common a few decades ago, and can be seen as symptomatic of casualization and intensifying managerialism (Amaral, Meek, and Ingvild 2003; 1 Zero-hours contract are a type of contract where “the employer is not obliged to provide the worker with any minimum working hours, and the worker is not obliged to accept any of the hours” (ACAS n.d.).
The effects of the expansion of the use of graduate teaching assistants on postgraduate researchers are pernicious. Instead of receiving a grant or scholarship to conduct doctoral research, increasing numbers of PhD students are now expected to pay tuition fees and teach or conduct “grunt” research work for low wages under such titles.

These conditions have also produced a situation where very few permanent entry-level posts exist compared to the numbers of applicants. In 2010 only 19 per cent of PhD graduates in the UK held permanent academic jobs three and a half years after completion (Else 2014). Within this hyper-competitive job market, a PhD qualification on its own is not enough, and both publications (particularly those which can boost a department’s research culture) and substantial teaching experience have become standard expectations for hiring to a permanent post, allowing universities to justify unpaid posts of the kind investigated in this article as providing valuable teaching experience. Another aspect of this situation is the mounting publishing pressure for full-time academics. In order to satisfy the pressure to publish, academics are increasingly incentivized to outsource project fieldwork and or/lab research to (frequently low-paid) research assistants and routine teaching work to graduate teaching assistants. The latter are increasingly desperate to take on this sort of work for financial reasons (due to under-funding) and, faced with an extremely competitive job search, to gain and be able to demonstrate both teaching and research experience.

It is in this context of growing workforce casualization and marketization of post-secondary education in the UK that the cases explored in this article arise. Before we examine the specific cases however, we consider the emerging attitudes around unpaid work, which contribute to its justification as a necessary sacrifice for a rewarding and personally meaningful career. According to Andrew Ross, academic work shares characteristics with cultural work in that:

artistic and academic traditions extol sacrificial concepts of mental or cultural labour that are increasingly vital to newly important sectors of the knowledge industries. No longer on the margins of society, in Bohemia or the Ivory Tower, they are providing a rationale for the latest model of labour exploitation in core sectors of the new industrial order, and pioneering the workplace of tomorrow. (Ross 2000, 2)

Furthermore, Ross points out that unwaged work in the cultural industries (and increasingly in academia) is subsidized by workers themselves:

[...] the largest subsidy to the arts has always come from workers themselves. To this day, all such workers, even those employed on market-driven contracts, tend to earn compensation well below that commensurate with their skills and levels of educational attainment. The cruel indifference of the marketplace does not seem to deter the chronically discounted. Indeed, and largely because of artists’ traditions of sacrifice, it often appears to spur them on in ways that would be regarded as self-destructive in any other economic sector. (ibid., 6)

Rosalind Gill also highlights the parallels between academics in the neoliberal university and cultural workers in precarious employment: “for example, DIY biographies, that is, the strong sense of needing to be adaptable and ready to try anything in one’s working life, opportunities based significantly on reputation, and the prevalence of network sociality” (2014, 13). Given these parallels, in this article we borrow Ross’s (2000) concept of self-subsidy to help us understand ongoing transformations in academia, where qualified and experienced tutors and lecturers perform a significant amount of labour that is unpaid. This concept of self-subsidy is close to Angela McRobbie’s (2010) analysis of “self-exploitation” on the basis of a passion for one’s work, or what she calls the “pleasure in work” factor (McRobbie, 2015). However, Gill (2014, 25) argues that when it comes to academic work, “self-exploitation” may not be an accurate concept and instead urges researchers to develop a politicized vocabulary that will enable us to think about exploitation and privilege together in analyses of academic and cultural work. The normalization of a culture of overwork and subsidizing universi-
ties by providing work that is not paid for helps explain, at least in part, the appearance of advertised unwaged positions.

As elsewhere, in higher education precarity is not only limited to those on temporary contracts. Gill (2014), for example, maintains that in the context of UK universities there is a sense that, to some extent, everyone feels their job to be insecure. The Research Excellence Framework (REF), an evaluation process for the allocation of research funding, has exacerbated these conditions. Like its predecessor, the Research Assessment Exercise, the REF requires academics whose contracts include research to have a selection of their publications evaluated and ranked according to a set of criteria, from 1 (“nationally recognized”) to 4 (“world leading”), with only research outputs attaining 3 and 4 being funded. University departments and institutions compete against each other for the top scores, which then factor into league tables and other ranking systems. This procedure frames academics’ publications as the “property” of individual departments and, for individual academics, functions as performance management. The consequence is that those academics who are not included in the REF are increasingly under threat of being demoted to teaching-only contracts. The REF has also had pernicious effects on hiring. The UCU’s REFWatch blog has flagged “institutional gaming” in the hiring process, including the creation of “transfer markets” of research superstars (UCU 2013b) and also increasing pressures for early career academics to produce REF-ready outputs whilst employed “on a variety of precarious contracts, including hourly paid teaching (sometimes on zero hours contracts) and fixed-term contracts for short term research projects, making the production of the necessary outputs rather difficult to achieve” (UCU 2013c).

These circumstances require many academics, both on temporary and permanent contracts, to engage in a dual process of what Ursula Huws (2006) terms “begging and bragging.” Huws contends that the academic labour process is permeated by continual rituals of supplication and boasting, for example, in the process of applying for jobs, funding, and research time. There is also a prevalence of working for free across all levels of the academic workforce, ranging from working beyond the hours of one’s contract just to stay employable to performing tasks without pay such as peer reviewing academic articles. Such conditions underpinning the academic labour process make it very difficult to develop solidarity among the workforce. Instead, there is an increasing sense that academics, regardless of their contractual situation, are constantly in competition against each other. As a result, many precarious academics feel they have no choice but to accept unwaged work as it becomes normalized and institutionalized.

3. Unwaged Positions in UK Universities

In this section we discuss four cases of unwaged work advertised in UK universities: unwaged research assistants at the UoB and UCL, an “honorary junior research fellowship” at the UoE, and “extra-curricular teaching opportunities” at Durham University (See Appendices: Adverts). Despite the above-discussed pressures to perform unpaid work and work more than what is technically required by one’s contract, unwaged positions are not common in UK universities. However, and in contrast to other countries, there exists in many UK universities the possibility of appointing scholars to honorary titles such as research fellow, reader, or professor. Such titles confer an academic, typically employed by another university (often in a different country), access to the university facilities, and associate their name (often bearing prestige) to the institution to the latter’s advantage. This would, in principle, be a mutually advantageous relationship. What is different about the posts under discussion in this article is that they target early career academics who are unlikely to hold a paid position elsewhere.

The first post that provoked a critical response was an “honorary research assistant” post at UoB, advertised on Jobs.ac.uk, an academic job search website, in June 2012. The job, connected to a research project on mental illness in children and adolescents, required “conducting clinical assessments of adolescents and young adults seeking help for mental health issues,” as well as “ongoing assessment of participants and some data entry and manage-
ment.” The holder of the post was required to submit “a recent enhanced Criminal Records Bureau clearance,” and to have access to his/her own vehicle to drive to work, although petrol costs were apparently to be covered (UCU 2012).

Shortly after the UoB position was posted, the Anna Freud Centre at UCL advertised for an unwaged research assistant for a project on health risks associated with depression. The post involved contacting and explaining the research project to participants, completing forms and filling out questionnaires, and entering data (Anna Freud Centre 2012). In June 2013, an “honorary junior research fellowship” was advertised at UoE. The advert stated that “whilst there is no salary attached to these fellowships the Fellows appointed will be entitled to shared office and study space equipped with computing facilities, and the use of all library and school services. Whilst there is no attendance requirement Fellows are expected to take part in school activities” (UoE 2013). The final case, “extra-curricular teaching” at Durham University, is the only post that was not withdrawn. In October 2013, Durham University advertised “extra-curricular teaching opportunities,” explicitly framing them as “teaching experience” and a “voluntary development opportunity.” The advert read:

The Department is offering a voluntary development opportunity for PhD students to apply to design and offer a short course of Extracurricular Seminars for undergraduate students. The scheme allows postgraduates to acquire valuable experience of designing and delivering an entire short taught course. If your application is successful, you will design and run an extra-curricular course comprising one contact hour per week for four weeks, primarily but not exclusively geared toward Level 1 undergraduates. [...] Your seminars will appear on your departmental training transcript. (Durham University 2013)

Both the casualization of academic work discussed earlier and the increasingly politicized nature of internships in the cultural industries (discussed elsewhere in this journal issue) made these unwaged posts controversial, provoking outrage and accusations of cynical exploitation.

The four unwaged posts provoked resistance for different reasons. The first two, at UoB and UCL, were research assistant posts, which involved carrying out assigned tasks on projects led by other academics. These positions were similar to unwaged internships elsewhere in that they involved performing routine tasks without payment. The UoB post also involved health and safety risks and additional costs. The third post was an “honorary stipendiary research fellowship,” that is, in essence, an institutional affiliation, providing library and IT access, at UoE. This post was different in that unlike the research assistant posts it had previously been advertised for five years without concern. There is also a tradition at Oxford and Cambridge of offering honorary fellowships to staff with permanent academic positions at other universities (meaning that they are quite different from an internship in a conventional sense). However, the growing politicization of internships, combined with the ambiguous wording of the job advert (which included language framing it as a job), and its timing towards the end of the REF cycle (in relation to the institutional game-playing and intellectual property issues discussed earlier in this paper), contributed to the outrage provoked by the post. The final post discussed here, promising “extra-curricular teaching” at Durham University, was different from the other three in that it neither involved carrying out assigned tasks nor an institutional affiliation advertised competitively (with expectations attached). Rather, the position consisted of teaching undergraduate students unpaid as part of regularly timetabled sessions, and was framed as teaching experience—and can thus be understood in terms of the pressures to demonstrate this experience within the job market.

4. Campaign Tactics and the Role of Unions

In an atomized and hyper-competitive environment, academics regularly engage in individualized acts of resistance (Harvie 2006). In this section, however, we explore collective resistance and the role of unions in the response to these posts. Unions have been criticized for failing to recruit casualized employees, who have been traditionally seen as difficult to organize (Gallagher and Sverke 2005). However, unions can play a role in encouraging and
creating solidarity among casualized workers. The University and College Union (UCU) is the main union in higher, further, and adult education in the UK, representing more than 116,000 staff at 715 workplaces (UCU South West, e-mail correspondence, December 17, 2014). UCU’s structure includes a number of equality standing committees and special employment interest groups, one of which is the Anti-Casualisation Committee (ACC), which campaigns on behalf of fixed-term and hourly paid staff. The ACC produces specialist campaign materials and career advice materials tailored to the needs of casualized staff. It organizes regular training on anti-casualization campaigns and an annual day of action. By doing so it provides casualized staff with networking opportunities, something that the very nature of their contracts tends to render difficult. The ACC also produces a newsletter, hosts an e-mail discussion list, and maintains a visible presence on social media. Along with local UCU branches, informal networks, and individual campaigners, the ACC played a key role in the four cases discussed in this article.

Following the appearance of the adverts, social media—and particularly Twitter—were frequently used by academics and activists to raise awareness and to alert journalists to the unpaid posts, the adverts, and the issues surrounding them. The use of social media in such protests and campaigning is worthy of mention. Given the role the union played in the campaigns we discuss in this article, we are interested in how trade unions such as the UCU use social media. This topic has been investigated in previous literature, although this literature has suggested that unions are more commonly characterized as a residual form of activism, unlike the more spontaneous, populist forms of activism associated with the network society and social media (see, for example, Gerbaudo 2014, Castells 2007). Natalie Fenton and Veronica Barassi (2011) examine how trade unions in the UK use social media. They critique the assumption, particularly within the work of Bernard Stiegler (2008, 2009) and Manuel Castells (2009), that social movements can arise from “a realization of the politics of the self,” arguing that such assumptions risk ignoring or marginalizing collective uses of social media (2011, 181). Based on a study of the Cuba Solidarity Campaign (CSC), which is a UK-based campaign to end the U.S. blockade of Cuba, Fenton and Barassi examine how social media can both present possibilities and challenges for union campaigns, enabling political participation in some cases, but undermining the specifically collective nature of campaigns (exacerbated by popular discourses about enabling individual creative autonomy but not solidarity) or degenerating into lazy “clicktivism” in others. As one of their respondents mentions: “members start to think that merely joining a Facebook group shows that you are committed. But actually it doesn’t mean anything... it doesn’t change things. There is too much information around, to be ‘effective’” (Fenton and Barassi 2011, 186). Unlike the example of the CSC examined by Fenton and Barassi, activists in the cases we describe were responding to particular situations (the advertising of the unwaged posts). Social media enabled rapid responses and generated media interest, but also presented certain limitations in the building of sustained campaigns.

The cases highlight how both the campaign responses and the statements issued by the universities present the posts as a response to a highly competitive job climate, in which early career academics are desperate to gain experience. The campaign responses highlight the discriminatory nature of the unwaged posts, as well as the damage that they could cause to higher education by restricting these opportunities to those who can afford to work for free. However, the public statements issued by universities present the posts as a form of training, support, and a philanthropic gesture of goodwill to desperate early career academics in need of “experience” (Anna Freud Centre 2012; Birmingham Post 2012; UoE 2014). The universities also claim they are democratizing the hiring process. These statements reveal deeper fault-lines around elitism in higher education, reflected in an implied normalization of unwaged posts and informal hiring. By framing the posts specifically as “training,” rather than “work,” they also infantilize early career academics as needing “help” in the form of unwaged opportunities.

In the next section, we turn to a discussion of the resistance against each of these unwaged posts through an analysis of social media interactions, blog entries, and online cam-
campaign communications and statements. In the process, we highlight the main themes that emerge from such communications.

4.1. “Honorary Research Assistant,” University of Birmingham

The advertising of the honorary research assistant post at the University of Birmingham provoked outrage for UCU’s ACC, particularly in light of the issues around casualization and inequality discussed earlier. Vicky Blake, ACC chair, flagged these issues in an e-mail to other committee members:

As a research assistant employed on a fixed term 0.3 FTE basis, I cannot adequately describe how angry this makes me. I rely on my (small) income to survive. To recruit candidates for 2 days a week in return for petrol money is disgusting, exploitative and will also mean that only someone with another income (or perhaps lottery winnings/trust fund?!?) will be able to get the experience it offers. But with more “jobs” like this being advertised, will there even be any opportunities at the other end of something like this? (July 2, 2012)

Blake’s e-mail expressed the frustration that these sorts of posts not only would be limited to those with access to private means, but also that there was no guarantee that they would lead to paid employment. A decision was made to react quickly, using both the ACC Twitter account and the personal Twitter accounts of several ACC members. This use of social media is significantly different from that described by Fenton and Barassi (2011) in the case of the Cuba Solidarity Campaign, as in this case the individual and collective uses of Twitter were seen to complement each other. Parody was also used as a strategy to raise issues about the unfairness of the post, as Blake described:

We developed a campaign around making mock applications to the listed e-mail address, for example offering to cycle the entire way from my home (many miles) to make it affordable, if only they would allow me to sleep under the desk to save energy in the week. This caught on with a number of people doing similar (or writing in as if they were totally privileged making the other side of the case). (e-mail correspondence, April 27, 2014)

There were also attempts to raise the issue within the context of open chats in the Guardian Higher Education Networks (the Higher Education section of the Guardian newspaper), such as the discussion provoked by the article “Freelance, Fixed-term or Part-time: Is this the Future of Academic Careers?” (Anyangwe 2012). The issue of unwaged positions was also debated on #phdchat and #ecrchat Twitter discussions, forums normally dedicated to career advice. Attempts were made to involve journalists in the discussion, as in a debate using #phdchat which highlighted the difficulties of turning down unwaged work within the context of informal hiring practices in academia.

These debates drew out some of the ambivalence around the issue, including the perception that opportunities within academia frequently develop out of informal relationships, and the advertising of such posts simply formalizes them. This shows that while these posts did provoke outrage, responses are not unanimous in such cases, as some might feel they have no choice but to apply for these kinds of posts given the difficult conditions faced by precariously employed scholars.

The online discussions were followed by official communications. The UCU branch at UoB had been made aware of the post, particularly through postgraduate students “via less formal activist networks/channels” such as the now-defunct Postgraduate Workers’ Association (Vicky Blake, email correspondence, April 27, 2014). The UCU’s headquarters then put out a press release condemning the post, stating that “not paying researchers undermines the principles of equal pay and is discriminatory” and also making the point that “clearly not everyone can afford to work for nothing” (UCU 2012).

The post was withdrawn in early July of 2012; and the UoB released a statement framing the post as training and support. The response also claimed the university was merely formalizing what would normally have been an informal process: “rather than responding to
individual enquiries, which is common practice, the university wanted to make this opportunity available to all and not just favour those with existing networks and contacts" (Jump 2012). The University’s spokesperson also told the Birmingham Post that, "The University is strongly committed to providing appropriate training and support to students and graduates" (Birmingham Post 2012).

The framing of these posts as “training and support” rather than “work” is significant in absolving the University from its responsibility as an employer. It also represents an attempt to win public sympathy by explicitly referring to (or at least alluding to) the difficulty faced by many PhD candidates and early career academics by offering “experience” in an extremely competitive labour market, and depicts institutions as providing support and training opportunities in the form of unwaged posts. This is consistent with a wider tendency to frame unwaged internships in a range of sectors in terms of their specific benefit to the post-holder, rather than as an activity that would benefit both the intern and the employer. For example, in a semantic network analysis of paid and unwaged internship offer letters, Maynard (1997) found that words connoting benefit to the post-holder were used more frequently in offers of unwaged internship pitch letters than in offers of paid internships. The most commonly used “benefit” word used was “opportunity,” often linked to the word “experience.”

However, the dangers of the institutionalization of unwaged work were outlined in a collectively written letter to the Vice-Chancellor from the UoB UCU branch and others calling for all posts in the future to be properly remunerated:

If the UoB or others like it were to build unpaid positions into its structure in a serious way then a career within universities would become unaffordable to a vast swath of the population. This is yet another example where opportunities for young people are becoming far more based on ability to pay over the ability of the student themselves. (Craig 2012)

The letter established the connection between the unwaged posts and other ways in which young people are now living in an increasingly unequal society (exemplified by the increase of university tuition fees to £9,000, implied by the letter).

4.2. Unwaged Research Assistant, Anna Freud Centre, University College London

In the summer of 2012 the Anna Freud Centre at University College London (UCL) advertised an unwaged research assistant post. This provoked further concerns about the role of unpaid work in research projects, and more generally about the normalization and institutionalization of unwaged posts.

These concerns motivated postgraduate student and UCU activist Bill (pseudonym) to become involved in the campaign:

I got involved because I thought it was exploitative to extract unpaid labour from early career researchers by playing on desperation caused by the state of the academic career ladder and job market; because research institutions should be fighting their continued underfunding by government, not hiding, legitimising and potentially entrenching it by adapting and shifting to a reliance on unpaid work; and because the more that career progression depends on your capacity to spend extended periods working without income, the more exclusive academic careers will become. That not only locks people out and entrenches privilege, but also stands to damage the academy itself, by narrowing the perspectives and experiences of the community that produces research. (e-mail correspondence, May 19, 2014)

As with the UoB post, Twitter was used to name and shame:

I was then one of the people who started putting it out on Twitter—that’s what really got it picked up, and pretty soon the story had created a minor storm, all over Twitter and with public commentators writing very critically, including high profile ones like [science commentator] Ben Goldacre. (ibid)
An open letter was also posted to the Postgraduate Workers Association blog, highlighting how such posts exploit the desperation of postgraduates and early career researchers, legitimize the underfunding of research, and threaten to restrict careers in academia to the privileged (2012). Bill also felt one of the successes of the campaign was to capitalize “on a general level of semi-latent concern that was already out there about unpaid internships” (Bill’s e-mail correspondence 19 May 2014)—notably making the connections between unwaged posts in academia and internships in other fields. The key issues raised by the campaign reflected concerns around internships in general, including the inaccessibility of desirable professions (in this case academia), the damaging belief that personally meaningful work does not have to be paid a living wage, the exploitation by employers of a highly competitive job climate, and the dangers of using unwaged internships to replace paid jobs. The familiarity of these concerns highlights similarities in the labour politics characterizing academia and fields such as the cultural industries in which unpaid internships became controversial.

On August 8, 2012, the UCU branch at UCL also issued an open letter to the Pro Vice Chancellor and the head of the Psychoanalysis Unit, arguing that unwaged posts harm research and calling for the University’s senior management to “endorse and join those protests [about the underfunding of Higher Education] as a more just and appropriate response to the underfunding crisis than asking early career researchers, who are not responsible for it, to shoulder the burden” (University College London UCU 2012).

In “Another Unpaid Researcher Post, This Time at UCL. Shameful,” Goldacre made many similar arguments: that such posts damage academia, as they already have media and politics, where

it is now recognized that unpaid internships are harmful to the culture of these professions: unpaid entry posts mean that the children of wealthy parents get in, get ahead, and do better, because their families can afford to give them money to pay rent and live in London while they earn no salary. (Goldacre 2012)

Others, such as blogger Martin Eve, also framed these posts as exploitative of younger generations: “Yet again a certain group of people are being screwed over […] guess who? That’s right! The people who paid tuition fees to go to university and are now trying to get their first academic post” (2012a).

Writing in the Guardian’s Higher Education Network, Eve also argued that these posts create a race to the bottom in wages, pointing out the contradictions between the exclusivity of unwaged posts and imperatives to expand university education to a wider section of the population:

This setup, which confuses privilege with perseverance, creates several additional problems for academia. At a time when we are trying to ensure the continued diversity of our student body, we are restricting to a specific socio-economic class the pool from which applicants are drawn to sit on the other side of the desk. (Eve 2012b)

Moreover, Eve argued that unwaged posts give the impression that “the university is well-funded” while in reality “quiet exploitation goes on undercover” (ibid.). That is, students may assume their lecturers are paid properly, and, if, for example, money is invested in buildings and facilities, that universities are in good financial health, without realizing that teaching or research are being performed unwaged.

In response to this public protest, UCL withdrew the post, issuing the following statement, which (similarly to the UoB statement) framed the post as training and “experience”:

Their investment of time in learning these skills in methods of assessment, both physiological and psychological, would have served young people extremely well in terms of finding suitable paid employment on a wide range of research studies. (Anna Freud Centre 2012)
The statement also pointed out that “none of the senior researchers involved will receive financial remuneration for the time they invest” (ibid.), ignoring the fact that the researchers involved presumably have permanent posts and research forms part of their workload (bearing in mind the issues discussed earlier).

Both the UoB and UCL posts were for research assistants, and thus involved working on others’ projects (see Harvie 2000), and in many cases on the mundane but necessary tasks of research projects. The reactions caused by both posts could in part be attributed to contradictions between their status as “work” and their framing as “training” and “experience.” However, the two cases we turn to now are less clear-cut.

4.3. Honorary Junior Research Fellowship, University of Essex

The advertisement of an “honorary junior research fellowship” at the University of Essex in June 2013 also provoked negative responses, such as this tweet, which, significantly, mentions UoE’s official Twitter account:

![Image](https://example.com)

In an email to the national UCU activists’ list, one of the authors of this article flagged the post:

It's essentially a research post with no salary attached. It also says “whilst there is no attendance requirement Fellows are expected to take part in school activities” - presumably unpaid. http://www.jobs.ac.uk/job/AGQ626/non-stipendiary-junior-research-fellowships/ ... (Schaefer 2013)

The UoE post could be interpreted as attempting to emulate the Oxford and Cambridge fellowship models, and, by implication, the prestige of these institutions. However, it presented what was in reality an institutional affiliation, desk space, and internet access as a “junior researcher post” and advertised it competitively. The requirement to participate in school activities (notably not defined in the advert) framed the post at least partly within the terms of employment (otherwise no such expectations would exist). It also means that the post-holder would play a role within the “REF environment” (the overall research culture), which accounts for 15 percent of REF funding (the post-holder would not be submitted as an individual researcher, but this was not made clear in the advert, although it was eventually clarified within the withdrawal statement).

The post was withdrawn after complaints from the UoE UCU branch. In response, the university issued this statement:

Our Junior Research Fellowship scheme was introduced five years ago and has been extremely successful in supporting post-doctoral students at the very beginning of their careers. However, in the current climate, where unpaid positions are proliferating, there is a danger that our intentions for the scheme are at risk of being misunderstood and misrepresented. (UoE 2013)

As mentioned, the post had been advertised for five years without controversy. However, increasing competition for jobs, casualization, and the intellectual property issues associated with the REF made it contentious, a fact acknowledged in the withdrawal statement. More generally, the broader controversy over internships had led to very similar questions being asked about academia that had been asked about internships in the cultural industries: If unwaged internships become a standard prerequisite for getting a job in academia, does this result in the exclusion of those from less privileged backgrounds from the field, and in what ways does this restrict the production of knowledge? Writing about unwaged internships in
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journalism in the United States, David Dennis Jr. argues that inequity of access results in those with first-hand experience of inner-city poverty, crime, and racism being shut out “from the national conversation” and thus not being able to “influence the direction of national discourse” (2013). Similar questions need to be asked about the implications of casualization and unwaged posts on teaching, research, and public debate.

Another similarity to the kinds of discourses and controversies characterizing unwaged internships was the framing of the post as training and support, and, more generally, an offer of “help” in a very difficult climate which would benefit the post-holder (similar to the internship offer letters in the Maynard study mentioned earlier). There was no discussion of how the University itself would benefit from the involvement of the research fellow in “school activities.”

Following the withdrawal of the post, one of the authors of this article became part of an email exchange with the individual at UoE who had advertised the post. In that exchange, the author said:

I originally flagged up this post... because it was advertised as a competitive post, rather than simply offered as an affiliation [for PhD students without an academic post]; and that it sets a disturbing precedent in that, through being framed as a 'research fellowship', it is an appointment that could be listed on a CV that is limited to those who can afford to go without pay [...] Also—on a personal note—I am an early career researcher, having completed my PhD two years ago. I am now lucky to be employed full-time as a lecturer (after 8 job interviews and 2 temporary contracts) so I am well aware of the competitive nature of the job market at the moment, and many of my former classmates are struggling. (June 15, 2013)

Others in the email discussion pointed out that presenting access to a desk, computer, and online journals as a research post will make the post-holder look as though he/she has “research experience” and thus gain comparative advantage in the job search.

4.4. Extra-curricular Teaching, Durham University

Like the other unwaged posts, the “extra-curricular teaching” post advertised at Durham University provoked resistance and was debated in Palatinate, the University’s student newspaper. A PhD student (who wished to remain anonymous) was quoted in the newspaper as saying, “I teach a few classes and it’s incredibly useful for postgraduates to have the opportunity to do that, especially if you are not funded and need the extra money [...] I personally wouldn’t volunteer to do any teaching for free” (cited in Bransgrove 2013). UCU Headquarters also sent out a press release stating that they had received a letter from the Director of Human Resources at the Durham University stating that “it is neither policy nor practice at Durham to recruit unpaid research staff” (UCU 2013d), pointing out the contradictions between the letter and the advertising of the posts.

However, in an article in the Independent, a mainstream daily newspaper, the University spokesperson claimed that the seminars had been set up in response to “demand from our postgraduate students, who wanted to broaden their teaching experience for their own professional development” (Mendelsohn 2013). This claim could be interpreted both as an attempt to disavow responsibility and as reflecting (and possibly exploiting) desperation for teaching experience and the resulting willingness (if the claim is true) to teach for free in order to gain this experience. Characterizing the post as an individual choice (as in desires to “broaden their teaching experience for their professional development”) conceals how such “choice” might be underpinned by hierarchies of privilege within an extremely competitive environment; one where casualized staff, as well as many staff on permanent contracts, are frequently not paid for the full range of their duties. It is also worth reflecting on Gill’s critique of “self-exploitation” as blaming individuals (2014, 25), and, in this way, ignoring the conditions and power structures that lead to apparently self-exploitative behaviour. It is possible that this rhetoric of choice (in addition to the lack of a visible campaign that marked the other cases) contributed to the post not being withdrawn.
5. Conclusion

This article has explored the appearance of advertisements for unwaged posts at four UK universities. We have discussed this phenomenon in the context of precarity, casualization of work, and significant reforms to the UK higher education sector. Moreover, we have drawn connections between the controversy surrounding unpaid internships in the creative industries and academia by discussing aspects of the "mental labour problem" (Ross 2000) that characterize labour in both academia and the creative industries. The issues raised by campaigns against unpaid work in the cultural industries also provided a vocabulary for articulating the issues, particularly around how it would exclude those who could not work for free from desirable professions. We analyzed cases of resistance against the advertisement of unwaged posts in academia, cases which may signal a growing critique of the tendency to tolerate self-exploitation.

Despite the fact that the campaigns represented important successes in that they forced most of the posts to be withdrawn, there were limitations to the campaigns we analyzed. The starkest one may have been the fact that the campaigns and activists involved were not able to consolidate these quick successes into long-term change. Indeed, this was mentioned by Bill in reflecting on the limitations of the UCL campaign:

We attempted to press for a revision of internal policies that would be a more permanent solution. However, that’s where we fell down—we failed to follow through and effectively capitalise on the situation, and the issue kind of died away before we’d secured a more permanent change. Perhaps one factor here was our failure to turn the publicity campaign into an industrial one—we didn’t get workers and students in the university organised into the kind of campaign on the ground that could have generated the necessary lasting pressure […] (email correspondence, May 19, 2014)

A more permanent solution would involve, as Bill suggests, policy changes designed to prevent such posts from being advertised in the future. This would require pro-active involvement of casualized staff and early career academics in the union, as well as greater overall awareness of the conditions (e.g., scarcity in the job market, the neoliberalization of the university) contributing to such posts being advertised.

A possible reason for why more sustained gains were not achieved may lie in the strategies adopted, specifically the great reliance on social media to organize the campaigns. An important lesson deriving from the cases examined here is that the utilization of social media is useful for sparking interest and creating momentum. As Bill pointed out, the use of social media allowed the activists to capitalize on public outrage and respond swiftly. However, social media as a key campaign tool can be, in our view, of limited use in the long term. Bill alludes to this limitation in the following excerpt from an e-mail communication:

Regardless, I think that’s probably an important general lesson—you can get quick wins from publicity-based efforts, that play on the PR effects of outrage in the media and social media, but that can’t substitute for the slower work of building a lasting level of organisation among workers and in a student body, allowing them to exert real power in our education institutions. (Bill’s email correspondence, 19 May 2014)

Another significant factor affecting the outcome of these cases is the relative lack of clout of the ACC within UCU, despite the important role it has played within these campaigns (although it has since become more prominent). This is partly explained by the fact that casualized academic staff are still largely under-represented within the union’s membership and governance. In higher education, as in other sectors, casualized staff is less likely to be union members than permanent members of staff (Sverke et al. 2004).

Ultimately, the difficulties presented by the wider political and employment-relations climate should not be underestimated. The normalization of precarity and the neoliberalization of academia are significant barriers to solidarity and collective rejections of further exploitation. While, as we have shown, these processes do not make resistance impossible, they do
present some very concrete challenges. The impulse to keep one’s head down for fear of being branded a “troublemaker” can be very strong, and the continual condition of being in competition with one’s peers can make collective action very difficult.

Nevertheless, important lessons can be learned from these campaigns. They are significant in terms of the rapid responses they triggered, as well as the multiple approaches taken (including blog posts, alerting journalists, social media) by commentators, campaigners, and the UCU. They represent important successes in terms of challenging the normalization and institutionalization of unwaged teaching and research, since the campaigns were successful in moving the universities to remove the advertisements and unwaged positions, with the exception of Durham. These campaigns are especially meaningful in that they also effectively capitalized on the mounting public outrage around unwaged internships in the cultural industries and politics. As such, they may constitute inspiration for activists elsewhere, as proof that unwaged work and precarity can be successfully challenged.
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Appendices: Adverts

Appendix 1: Honorary Research Assistant, University of Birmingham

Post archived at: http://www.ucu.org.uk/index.cfm?articleid=6159
Appendix 2: Research Assistant Internship, University College London

Research Assistant Internship on the ERIC-D Pilot Study

**Contract type:** Fixed-term

**Contract length:** From 28th August 2012 for six months

**Location:** Research Department of Clinical, Educational and Health Psychology, UCL, 1-19 Torrington Place, London, WC1E 7HBS and Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) services in Camden and Sutton.

**Salary:** Unpaid

**Hours:** Two or three Full time or Part time positions

---

**Job details**

The Anna Freud Centre supports distressed children and their families through innovative therapeutic practice and research, training and promoting awareness of mental health issues.

These Internships are to assist on the ERIC-D Pilot to Evaluate the Reduction of Increased Cardiovascular risk linked to Depression (ERIC-D Pilot), which aims to establish the feasibility of conducting a large randomised controlled trial comparing a collaborative-care, exercise-focused enhancement to the treatment provided by the Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) programme with standard IAPT treatment for depression.

The interns will be involved in all practical aspects of the research project:

- Recruitment – calling, emailing and sending invitation letters to potential participants. Explaining the project, seeking consent and booking appointments. Liaising with IAPT Psychological Wellbeing Practitioners.
- Data collection – within a session, the interns will complete the consent forms with the participant, carry out pulse wave velocity (PWV) assessments, take measurements of height, weight, blood pressure, and waist circumference, and collect questionnaire data face-to-face with the participant.
- Data entry and analysis – all questionnaire data will be entered by the interns.
- Other administrative duties that from time to time may be required.

These posts offer excellent opportunities to develop research expertise in primary care settings. Candidates should have an interest in working with clinical populations. Data collection will take place at participating IAPT services in Camden and Sutton. Travel expenses will be reimbursed.

---

Post archived at: [https://www.martineve.com/2012/08/02/more-unpaid-academic-positions-and-apparent-culture-of-entitlement/](https://www.martineve.com/2012/08/02/more-unpaid-academic-positions-and-apparent-culture-of-entitlement/)
Appendix 3: Honorary Junior Research Fellowship, University of Essex

Junior Research Fellows

Current fellows
- Dr Lisa Gower, e-mail: l.gower@essex.ac.uk
- Timothy Secret

About the Junior Research Fellowships

Our School of Philosophy and Art History offers up to three non-stipendary Junior Research Fellowships each year, commencing in October. These are available for one year and, in exceptional cases, may be extended for a further period of no more than one year.

Although no salary is attached, Fellows are entitled to shared office space with computing facilities, and the use of all library and School facilities. There are no teaching duties associated with the positions, however Fellows may be entitled to take on teaching, if available, for which they are paid at the usual University rate.

Candidates should have recently completed their PhD, or should have done so by the time their Fellowship starts. Normally applicants will not be considered if more than three years have elapsed since they received their PhD. (exceptions will be made where a candidate’s postdoctoral career has been interrupted by, for example, maternity leave, childcare, or illness.)

Preference will be given to candidates who have not already held a Junior Research Fellowship in our School or elsewhere. Selection of candidates takes place in June/July each year. For further information about applying for non-stipendary Junior Research Fellowships, please contact our deputy School Administrator Hannah Whitby.

Post archived at:
http://web.archive.org/web/20130603141131/http://www.essex.ac.uk/philosophy/staff/jrf/
Appendix 4: Extracurricular teaching, Durham University

Extracurricular Seminars

The Department is offering a voluntary development opportunity for PhD students to apply to design and offer a short course of Extracurricular Seminars for undergraduate students. This scheme allows postgraduates to acquire valuable experience of designing and delivering an entire short taught course. This is an opportunity to deepen and broaden your teaching experience, to support your career development and to enhance your future employment prospects, as well as a chance to become more fully integrated into the life of the department in its undergraduate teaching role.

If your application is successful, you will design and run an extra-curricular course comprising one contact hour per week for four weeks, primarily but not exclusively geared toward Level 1 undergraduates. You will have a mentor for your course from among the academic staff in the department to provide support and to enable you to get the most professional development from the opportunity.

The programme is timetabled and formally supported by the Department through the provision of photocopying allowances, administering student feedback forms, and advertising the seminars to undergraduates across the university. Your seminars will appear on your departmental training transcript.

PLEASE NOTE: Participation is voluntary for everyone concerned. The programme is entirely optional for postgraduates and undergraduates. As this is a voluntary career development opportunity the course leaders are not paid and the undergraduates are not assessed and receive no credit. Undergraduates who choose to participate are asked to commit to attending a full four-week course as a courtesy, but are under no obligation to do so.

Course descriptions of Extracurricular Seminar Series running in 2014-15 can be viewed and downloaded from below:


Available at: [https://www.dur.ac.uk/theology.religion/postgrad/prof.dev/extracurricular.seminars/](https://www.dur.ac.uk/theology.religion/postgrad/prof.dev/extracurricular.seminars/)
Art Struggles: Confronting Internships and Unpaid Labour in Contemporary Art

Panos Kompatsiaris
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Abstract: This article explores the practices of recently formed and mainly UK-based art workers’ collectives against unpaid internships and abusive work. The modes through which these collectives perform resistance involve activist tactics of boycotting, site-specific protests, counter-guides, and whistleblowing and name and shame approaches mixed with performance art and playful interventions. Grappling with the predicaments of work in contemporary art, a labouring practice that does not follow typical processes of valorization and has a contingent object and an extremely loose territorial unity, this article argues that while the identity of the contemporary artist is systemically and conceptually moving towards fluidity and open-endedness, these groups work to re-affirm a collective in whose name it is possible to advance certain claims, assumptions, and demands. The contradictions and dynamics of art workers organizing against internships and voluntary work within a highly individualized, self-exploitative, and often privileged field are useful for informing labour organizing in the framework of ongoing capitalist restructuring.
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Art Monthly’s September 2012 issue appeared with an unusual front cover. The widely-read and well-established contemporary art magazine in Britain, not exactly famous for an explicitly activist orientation, encouraged workers in the art world to “bust” their bosses with questions such as the following: “When shall we agree [to] the terms of the contract? What is the compensation fee if the work gets cancelled? What is the maternity/paternity pension provision?” What Art Monthly termed “the Occupy effect” on contemporary art, citing an article by Maja and Reuben Fowkes in the same issue, was the cause of this unusual urging. The Occupy effect triggered the formation of an array of groups and artist-activist collectives emerging in relation to and from within recent social movements. Groups such as OWS Arts & Labor, a working group “dedicated to exposing and rectifying economic inequalities and exploitative working conditions” (2011), or Occupy Museums, wishing to free up “a space of dialogue and fearlessness for the 99%” (2011), were key for popularizing an anti-neoliberal structure of feeling across the art world. Following the Occupy movement, these groups demarcate a dividing line between the ‘privileged’—the few high profile artists, collectors, gallerists, and curators—and the ‘exploited,’ the invisible mass of art workers on whose labour the art system depends (what Gregory Sholette terms “creative dark matter” [2010]).

A critical aspect of this revolting tendency taking place in the field of contemporary art is protest against unpaid and abusive internships. Departing from this assumption, the aim of

1 An internship in contemporary art refers to a broad spectrum of training positions offered in museums, galleries and biennials where art workers, usually employed full-time and for a prearranged period of time, perform diverse duties (from guarding the artworks and handling social media to writing reports and funding applications) in order to develop their professional careers. In contrast to volunteering positions that tend to emphasize the volunteer’s contribution to a “higher cause” (e.g., the social role of the host organization in the case of an NGO), internships put more emphasis, at least in theory, on coaching the practitioner in exchange of the latter’s commitment to regular work for free or very low payment. While in this sense internships are closer to apprenticeships, they differ from the latter in that they do not offer official qualifications or professional licenses (as apprenticeships often do),
this article is threefold. First, I argue that the movement against internships is key not only for launching a rights-based campaign, but also for shaping a renewed class awareness in the art world within a neo-Marxist theoretical framework. The anti-volunteering rhetoric, unravelled through campaigns, protests, and the spread of counter-information, expands art resistance beyond the ways that artworks represent political questions, topics and concerns. According to the collectives that I will discuss, whose origins can be tracked back to artists’ experimentation with unionizing in the 1960s and ‘70s (Art Workers Coalition, for example), artworks disclose themselves in museums, galleries, fairs and biennials by concealing often abusive relations of production. In the recent anti-internship mobilizations there is thus an apparent combination of Marxist ideology critique, gesturing at “revealing” the hidden relations of production that lie beneath the spectacular display of objects, and the deployment of an anarchist ethos based on self-organization, self-management, and horizontality in decision-making.

Second, I argue that the movement against abusive internships, as a demands-based movement, temporarily crystallizes a worker identity in relation to the contemporary artist. The classic idea of union activism implies a group of people sharing a labour identity that is invoked in order to foreground collective demands. Traditionally, this identity could be either affirmed through a medium-specific application of a skill, some sort of territorial unity or a combination of both. This technical or territorial unity is what regularly affirms a group of professionals as a collective of workers, a collective having the capacity to advance its demands to a higher form of authority that controls or benefits from their labour—the employer. In contrast to this unity, as I describe in the second section of this article, the qualities of artistic work thwart what we commonly accept as worker identity. Work in contemporary art does not follow standard measures of valorization, has a contingent object, has an extremely loose spatial aggregation, and the distinction between workers and employers is less clear-cut than in other professional sectors (Moore 2014).

I should note that not all interns working in galleries and other art institutions describe themselves as “artists,” and that there is an obvious disconnection between what is considered as artistic work “proper”—namely creative, improvisational, and experimental doings—and intern work, which usually involves more standardized activities, related to administration, guard duties, or guided tours. Rather than seeing how these different types of labour inhabit the figure of the artist today, what interests me in this article is how the artistic-activist ethos that the anti-volunteering campaigns nurture momentarily fixes an art worker identity (and indeed a militant one), an identity that is otherwise difficult to conceptualize and theoretically support (Bryan-Wilson 2012, 46).

Finally, in the last section of the article, I discuss identitarian claims in relation to larger processes and conceptions of social transformation. From a certain perspective, the movement against internships can be seen as regressive as it threatens to reify the capitalist division of labour by reinstating a worker’s identity, rather than abolishing it altogether (i.e., from the perspective of the theory of communication) or accelerating its dissolution. I would argue, however, that in the anti-volunteering struggles there is neither a straightforward and unproblematic affirmation nor negation of artistic identity. By deploying a blend of performative, ethical, affective, and legalistic language, moving in and across disciplines and orientations, the artistic-activist groups tend to both affirm and negate dominant conceptions of what it means to be an artist today (a conception determined to a large extent by market forces, or through the system of authorship and ownership rights). Anti-volunteering activists affirm an artistic identity insofar as they make demands as art workers and negate it by remaining anonymous and seeking to connect with larger social struggles that exceed the capitalist division of labour. In this regard, the aim of this article is neither to advocate a programmatic affirmation of artistic identity nor its abolishment, but rather to illustrate how a structurally challenged notion

while they usually last for a shorter period of time than apprenticeships (e.g., some months). This article seeks less to compare internships in opposition to other similar placements than to explore how the anti-internship rhetoric, growing during this period and emerging from within wider social movements, underscores the structural affinities of internships with new forms of capital accumulation as well as reactivates the ambivalent category of the art worker (or of the artist as worker) as a militant-left wing one.
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of artistic identity comes to be reinstated by anti-internship campaigns as a militant one, underscoring the value of strategic organizing and tactics in developing forms of anti-capitalist constituent power (Toscano 2011).

The debate on the unfairness of unpaid internships has in recent years reached mainstream European institutions. When asked whether an unpaid internship is a form of exploitation, the Social Democrat politician Martin Schultz, candidate for president of the EU in the recent European elections, replied that “unpaid internships are one of the biggest problems that we have,” admitting that, indeed, “this is a modern style of exploitation.” In the UK, the MPs in the House of Commons recently voted with a remarkable 181 to 19 for a proposal to ban unpaid internships. The Labour Party declared that if it won the general election in 2015 it would ban unpaid internships lasting more than four weeks, while even the Conservative MP Alec Shelbrooke stated that unpaid internships are socially harmful, an “impediment to social mobility” (BBC 2014). Among other organizations, Intern Aware was founded in 2010 in the UK to address internships from a wide range of professions, assisting interns in understanding their rights and claiming wages owed by appealing to the law and undertaking legal procedures. A similar legal framework as a means to combat free internships is invoked by ArtQuest, an arts organization whose paper *Intern Culture* (2012) reviews policy documents and reports providing practical guidelines to current and future interns on their rights and responsibilities.

The activities of the art worker groups I focus on differ from the above-mentioned, more mainstream organizations in certain respects. Groups such as the UK-based Precarious Workers Brigade and Future Interns, the US-based Occupy Museums and W.A.G.E., and the international ArtLeaks employ a language that is not primarily legalistic, but a hybrid, blending vocabularies related to law, ethics, irony, and performance art. Their vocabularies transcend the critique of internships, moving towards a wider critique of current social, political, and economic relations. The modes in which they perform this form of institutional critique involve classic activist tactics of boycotting, site-specific protests, pressure groups counter-guides, whistleblowing, and name and shame approaches mixed with performance art and playful interventions. By articulating the multifaceted state of art work as a state of exploitation, these groups perform a sense of unity and renewed class awareness, hailing a temporary worker identity in a field where work is imbued with the promise of emotional fulfillment and desiring investments.

Over the past four years I developed a sustained engagement with discourses around contemporary art and labour and with the sites where resistance against internships manifest. I treat the material I present—mainly collected through face-to-face discussions, social media, blog posts, and scholarly publications—as indicative of the ways that the labour turn is performed in the past decade (Dimitrakaki 2011), and especially since the eruption of the 2008 global crisis, in and around contemporary art. In this way, I attempt to map the rise of contemporary art labour activism as a “discursive field” (Foucault 2012), which although heterogeneous and diverse, suggests alternative ways to think and talk about the subject and, as such, can potentially be mobilized in the context of general social antagonism. The political articulations within this field possess a hybrid character in the sense that they incorporate a language derived from Marxist theory, law, and legality as well as performance art. I emphasize how in the recent artistic-activist performances the ethical is performed alongside the affective, seeking to activate discourses concerning what should be the “moral,” the “right,” or the “responsible” in addressing internships and unpaid labour. The mobilization of ethical frameworks as a means to advance political articulations is often regarded as a problematic, if not a post-political way of practicing politics (e.g., Swyngedouw 2010). Without losing sight

---

2 The phrase can be heard after 09:05 at the following link: http://www.debatingeurope.eu/2014/04/28/big-crunch-presidential-debate/#U2NnxN1fn2x5.

3 This emerging militancy is manifested in the formation of an array of collectives emphasizing larger structural relations between contemporary art and exploitative labour. An example is the group Gulf Labor Coalition, based in the US, whose focus is on the exploitative labour conditions in the construction of the Guggenheim Abu Dhabi, Louvre Abu Dhabi, and the Sheikh Zayed National Museum (which is built in collaboration with the British Museum).
of this critique, I argue here that the strategic use of ethics and morality fused together with affective utterances and larger ideas on power and resistance can be employed as vehicles towards a more profound class consciousness amongst the oppressed and the exploited. The contradictions and dynamics of art workers organizing against internships and voluntary work within a highly individualized, self-exploitative, and often privileged field are thus helpful for thinking through general constellations of labour organizing in the framework of recent capitalist restructuring.

1. Contemporary Art Labour and the Art Worker

Contemporary art has a paradoxical character: It is a specific creative discipline that arrogates itself to the status of representing creativity in general [...] contemporary art as opposed to every other type of creative labour (music, film, acting, graphic design, cake decoration) has no specific medium—that is to say no specific form of labour attached to it [...] Ben Davis, 9.5 Theses on Art and Class (2013, 32)

Internships and similar short-term placements are considered to be a stage in an artist’s development and, increasingly, an inevitable one, representing opportunities for network-building and hands-on experience within art institutions. In such placements, artists normally perform mostly standardized and repetitive work, ranging from administration and planning to guarding and installing artworks. This kind of work, in its many variations and forms, seems indispensable for raising the exposure and value of artistic objects and careers. Besides, it is now commonplace in discussions around contemporary art and its economies to regard the value of the artworks less as the outcome of a particular technique applied to certain palpable media (say, the canvas of a painter or the marble of a sculptor) and more as having to do with processes of social interaction taking place around and about objects, performances, or events (Roberts 2007; Shukaitis 2012; Gielen 2009; Helguera 2013). So, while the production of art objects still constitutes the primary target area of the art market and the academy, the valuation of these objects is mainly enacted in and through processes of socialization such as networking, self-branding, public relations, or even idle chatting (Gielen 2009). In the past decade, contemporary artists and theorists mobilized Marxist and neo-Marxist vocabularies to underscore this complex nature of artistic labour, its deep interrelation with neoliberal work models, but also its latent subversive potential (Gielen 2009; Shukaitis 2012; Noys 2013; see Graeber 2008). As the ideal “cognitariat” that puts its “soul at work” (Berardi 2009), arranging signs amidst labyrinths of information, contemporary art workers both embody the dominant labouring practices of current economic regimes and possess increased subversive potential due to their strategic position in the current division of labour (Beech 2013). Elevating the contemporary artist to a worker who performs and exemplifies the contradictions of contemporary capitalism, however, discloses tensions having to do with privilege as well as raises wider questions on the effectiveness of the art struggles at hand. If, as Julia Bryan-Wilson provocatively claims, art work is not really work, in the sense that it constitutes itself as the opposite of the custom conception of work and its repetitive rhythms (2012, 46), how and to what extent do anti-internship struggles challenge and reconfigure the current division of labour?

Before tackling such questions, let us first take a brief look at the ways that art has been recently conceptualized in relation to labour. One of the most explicit attempts to read artistic practice as a form of labour in relation to larger social and economic developments comes from recent writings by art theorist John Roberts (2007). Roberts argues that visual art since Marcel Duchamp and his industrial “readymades” tends to generate value by increasingly...

---

4 Given the general politicization of the field at least since documenta X (1997), which announced the art institution as capable of instigating social interventions, and Documenta 11 (2002), which engaged with Hardt’s and Negri’s Empire (2001), questions of art and labour have gradually occupied a central place in critical debates about contemporary art.
incorporating “non-artistic” hands in artistic production processes. Since then, artistic skill means less crafting artisanal objects destined for aesthetic appreciation in the salon or the academy and more the exercise of intellectual, managerial, and executive abilities. Against voices that lament the loss of artistic skills in contemporary art, Roberts argues that rather than loss, there is a displacement of the nature of artistic skill: such skills find their legitimation not through the application of handcraft techniques but in the demonstration of some sort of conceptual sharpness (Roberts 2007, 3). Thus, the abandonment of painterly skills by Duchamp and later by minimalist and conceptual artists is, for Roberts, “a productive process … which represents a technical and social readjustment on the part of the artist to the increasing socialization of labour” (ibid., 23). Under this lens, as part of a broader “reskilling” process, an internship in a museum or a gallery offers to the artist the opportunity to cultivate such managerial, administrative, and communicative skills in an official and recognized institutional structure. There is, then, a certain correlation between the current need for occupying such short-term, multi-skilling training placements in order to develop professional artistic careers and the increased tendency to replace handcraft with administrative skills in art practice and education.

The shift from the “hand” to the “intellect” was already identified implicitly or explicitly by art critics of the 1960s and 1970s writing about post-war artistic movements, such as minimalism and conceptualism, that reinvented the Duchampian readymade and its legacy. For instance, writing in 1967, Michael Fried (1998 [1967]) uses—albeit in a derogatory sense—the notion of “theatricality” to describe minimalist art, that is to say, an art form that displays an extreme self-consciousness and seeks to activate effects of self-reflective and intellectual qualities in the viewer, instead of pictorially absorbing them. Lucy Lippard, a champion of conceptual art practices, writes in 1973 that conceptual art “means work in which the idea is paramount and the material form is secondary, lightweight, ephemeral, cheap, unpretentious and/or ‘dematerialized’” (1973: vii). More recently, the conception of artist as enabler of socialities achieved canonical status in the context of a globalizing art field. The rise and popularization of the movement of “relational aesthetics” at the end of the 1990s, although criticized for ignoring antagonism (Bishop 2004), sideline questions of political economy (Martin 2007), and uncritically praising the figure of the artist as nomad (Hatherley 2009), has moved to the mainstream an univocal grasping of the artist as a “generator” of social relations. Relational art, propagated by the French curator and critic Nicolas Bourriaud (2002), conceives of the artist-as-administrator, or recycler, re-programmer, ideas-manager, bricoleur, monteur and so on, who rearranges, reorders, reshuffles, and ultimately ‘glues’ together certain signs to produce new meanings that are contextual or can be contextualized by a curator at a later stage. Again, here the condition of the artist as an enabler of meaning comes about not through the application of manual skills to a certain material object but through the exercise of administrative and communicational abilities associated with the thought and intellect. An important consequence of such historico-theoretical developments for theorizing the figure of the contemporary art worker is that any object can rightfully become an artwork insofar as it is appropriately framed. In other words, the object upon which the artwork is performed is “contingent” (Buskirk 2003, 16) insofar as it envelops a limitless range of materials and processes, varying, indicatively, from film and readymade objects to lecture-performances.

Thus, we can assume that the idea of the contemporary art worker challenges what is commonly meant by a worker identity. Rather than constituted through a shared engagement with a specific labouring practice, subject to formal rules, objectives, and regulations, the identity of the artist embraces a certain open-endedness, valorized through processes that are not subject to formal criteria. Apart from the absence of a shared technique that could function as a measure of value, however, there is not equally a certain spatial arrangement that engulfs and enables this formal heterogeneity, a workplace in which artists can be hailed together as “workers” in the long-term. While galleries, museums, or biennial exhibitions are the privileged global spaces of art showcasing, they function more as short-term outlets rather than customary conceived workplaces, and in this sense they cannot interpellate traditional, territorially-bound workers’ subjectivities. Actual artistic workplaces, generally artists’
studies, are mostly dispersed and, given the mobility that characterizes the field, these spaces are less likely to develop a clear-cut antagonistic collective of workers pushing forward a set of common interests. In this sense, labour-wise, the contemporary art worker essentially performs an open-ended identity, insofar as the multiplicity of different kinds of labour, materials, and spaces with which they engage prevents a straightforward mobilization of collective interests and demands against a territorially or conceptually bound authority.

The special status of work in contemporary art has given rise to a dual representation of its character by theorists, understood as a site of tension upon which struggles against internships and unpaid work unfold. Art work is potentially liberating and also inherently exploitative. In the first case, the emotional nature of artistic work has prompted scholars to associate it with a potentially utopian practice bound to the Marxian conception of labour in communist society as a self-fulfilling and self-realizing activity (Bishop 2012). The activity of labour in communism, Marx believed, does not function as an external constraint, as wage labour does; it will not be “a means of life but itself life’s prime want” (1938, 11). Yet, at the other extreme of the spectrum, contemporary art is the ideal site of exploitation. The “pleasure in work” (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2010), or work as the site where one is most capable of realizing ideas and desires (Smith 2013, 37), coincides with creative modes of capital accumulation (Vishmidt 2013). Life becomes work and work becomes life, although neither in Marx’s sense nor in the sense of the early avant-gardes, which hoped for the dissolution of art into life. In this highly abstract mode of analysis, it is capitalism that has colonized the very fabric of human desire and emotion.

The terms “biopolitics” or “real subsumption” are key for providing a contextual theoretical backdrop against which artistic labour as a desiring and emotional working practice can be conceived as exploitative. In the context of biopolitics, as articulated by Foucault (2008) and later commentators (e.g., Read 2009), ideas of self-fulfilment and self-realization become a technology of subjectivation through which the lives of the population are put to reproduce capitalist relations. In this sense, the biopolitical mode of production concerns not only the production of commodities as objects but also as relations, lifestyles, and subjectivities through which control and systemic preservation is achieved (Read 2009, 26). By believing that they realize themselves in the objects and relations they produce, artists have been regularly seen as the tipping point of such biopolitical arrangements and configurations. The prospect of a creative fulfillment that an internship promises then becomes, as the group Carrotworkers Collective puts it, the “carrot,” a “disciplinary device” signifying “the hope that we might organise our work around ‘creativity’ rather than drudgery […] used to prompt, cajole and sometimes blackmail workers into long-term and recurring periods of free and precarious labour” (2011, 3). The term real subsumption, deriving directly from Marxian analysis, produces similar effects to those of biopolitics when applied to discussions of contemporary art. Since the 1970s, there has been a gradual transition to societies of real subsumption, or a stage in capitalist development wherein all production is tainted by the capitalist value-form, as the capitalist now organizes the totality of social relations in a distinctly capitalist way. This transition hails “virtuosic” subjectivities (Virno 2004), that is to say labouring subjectivities that put their soul to work, embracing performative and artistic skills. Virtuosity typifies “the totality of contemporary social production” (52), and thus characterizes not only artists, but increasingly all labouring subjects. Along these lines, contemporary art seems to be one of the sites spearheading this process. Alexei Penzin (2010) notes that contemporary art “provides the quintessence of virtuosic practices” since the contemporary artist is proba-
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5 For some of the routine predicaments among workers in contemporary art stemming from representations of artistic work as inherently autonomous see also my own past ethnographic research on the subject (Kompatsiaris 2014).

6 One could add here terms such as governmentality, immaterial labour, and cognitive capitalism.

7 Real subsumption is counterposed to the ‘formal subsumption’ of the earlier years of capitalism, where the capitalist captured an existing labour process (i.e. the labour of independent artisans) turning it to a value-producing activity.

8 Virno, however, is one of the few post-operaismo philosophers characterising the current moment as a mixture of formal and real subsumption. See for example Virno 2009 and Penzin 2010.
bly “the brightest expression of the flexible, mobile, non-specialized substance of contemporary ‘living labor’” (81). Internships in contemporary art not only serve to reskill and thus redraw the qualities of the professional artist, but operate as a technique of interpellation within a dominant economic paradigm.

I should note here that the conclusions that the above theorizations induce appear as somehow totalizing, relying too much on ambiguous periodizations, or even self-referential. When they attribute “special status” to the arts sector, they usually diminish the importance of other kinds of labour upon which the development of this sector is based, including the massive amounts of factory labour in the global South or elsewhere, exploited by the same forces that raise the symbolic and economic capital of art. As soon as the figure of the art worker is put at the forefront of contemporary struggles due to its alleged critical position in the capitalist division of labour, the struggles of less prestigious workers (or even groups that do not identify themselves as workers, such as residents or debtors) can easily be overlooked. The idea of the artist as the ‘model worker’ of neoliberalism, though, has gained significant currency in debates at conferences and in the blogosphere, journals, and publications. One can thus draw a certain link between its popularity and the recent articulation of art as a site of exploitation by groups mobilizing against internships. The tensions emerging as soon as the terms “art” and “work” are put side by side (or, inversely, the “gap” between art and work, in Bryan-Wilson’s terms [2012]), are, as we shall see, always already present threatening to undermine the rationale of artist-activist struggles.

2. Resistance Against Internships and the Labour Turn in Contemporary Art

The above framework, which conceptualizes the figure of the contemporary artist as a bearer and potential destabilizer of the complexities of current labour landscapes, came emphatically to the forefront shortly before as well as during the recent economic crisis. One of the most visible consequences of Occupy for theory, journalism, criticism, and practice around contemporary art is an intensified questioning of artists’ working conditions (Sholette 2010; Cox and Bazzichelli 2013). When, for instance, the New York-based art critic Ben Davis began his 9.5 Theses on Art and Class with the phrase “class is an issue of fundamental importance for arts” (2013, 27), he eloquently performed the widespread desire across visual art landscapes in the years following the 2008 recession in the U.S. and the Eurozone to expand, modify, or challenge an understanding of art principally as an aesthetic practice. Here, the political nature of an art exhibition is sought not only in the affects, emotions, and discourses it mobilizes, but also in the ways it relates with issues such as class, labour, and the commons. By assuming the position of the “exploited,” art worker groups founded in the past five years, such as OWS Arts and Labour, Occupy Museums, Carrotworkers Collective (a predecessor to Precarious Workers Brigade), Future Interns, ArtLeaks, and Ragpickers, expand not only on how art is an activity of representational, affective, or critical engagement, but an activity that generates economic value; or, as again Bryan-Wilson puts it in respect to the movements of art unionizing of the 1960s, how art works (2009, 3). Despite limitations, the tactics art worker movements undertake and the ways they deploy them can prove illuminating for wider struggles in the context of labour flexibilization (de Peuter 2014, 267). In this section, I selectively focus on how some of these groups, mainly those in the UK, attempt to combat and delegitimize dominant narratives of internship culture.

A main tactic anti-internship groups employ is whistleblowing, involving the name and shame approach (i.e., calling out and making public the wrong-doings of an organization on social media) as well as boycotts, which usually takes the form of circulating advertisements released from galleries and museums that promote unpaid internships or other unremunerated positions in blogs and social media accounts. As these campaigns rely on publicity for accomplishing their aims, the number of visitors to blogs, newspaper coverage, or Facebook “likes” are an important factor for their realization. For instance, one such successful action took place in December 13, 2013, when Precarious Workers Brigade issued a letter to the established London-based Serpentine Gallery. The letter complained about a non-paid
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9 For a useful critique of the idea of the artist as “model worker” see Greig de Peuter (2014).
placement and warned that “over the coming months we will be engaging in a series of targeted actions at yours and other institutions to encourage the creation of such a policy [one that involves a fair pay]” (2013a). The letter was followed a day later by a public action against the gallery organized by Future Interns in which protesters dressed as Santa Claus entered the gallery holding a banner that said “All that we want for Christmas is pay” while handing out leaflets denouncing the gallery’s unfair internship listings. The protest can be thought of as performance art piece in itself, bringing together, playfully and bitterly, the issue of unpaid work, the custom of Christmas gift giving, and a humorous masquerade. After the protest, which attracted media attention, including a supportive article in Guardian, circulated online through various artistic and activist channels, Serpentine drafted a second response to the initial letter of the group. This second response, unlike the first, was apologetic for the decision to post the advert and admitted that “the points you make in your letter to us are valid and we have listened to your protest” (Precarious Workers Brigade 2013b). It is telling of the noise created around the incident that it managed to reach art institutional routes as in its February 2014 issue Art Monthly noted how the “Serpentine Gallery managed a spectacular PR own goal in December when it advertised for unpaid interns, causing a backlash that forced it to withdraw the positions” (2014: 16). The withdrawal of the advert demonstrates the success of the action, which proved useful in exposing the gallery’s abusive work tactics through a hybrid discourse of legal references, moral questioning, performative elements, and effective publicizing.

The action brings to mind the first wave of “institutional critique” of the 1960s and 1970s, in which artists such as Daniel Buren and Hans Haacke wished to expose the workings of art institutions, rather than its post-2000s version where curators or even the art institutions themselves took on the role of social critique. In contrast to this first wave, however, the artists of anti-internship critique are largely anonymous and not commissioned by a curator or museum, and, thus, more cautious of the possible capitalization of their struggles by the market (and in this sense seem closer to artist-activist groups such as Guerrilla Girls that consciously choose to act anonymously). Moreover, following the interdisciplinary lineage of institutional critique, the anti-internship protests involve co-operation entailing a decisively intersectional character. For instance, a more recent action came out as a co-operation of three London-based groups, Future Interns, the Precarious Workers Brigade, and Ragpickers, which targeted the London Symphony Orchestra (LSO), an institution not linked to contemporary art but to the world of opera. LSO was interrogated for “advertising for and currently using unpaid interns” as well as “exploiting the desperation of young people and undermining the responsibility of organisations to pay for labour” (Future Interns et al. 2014). Similar to the Serpentine Gallery case, the initial letter was posted to the groups’ blogs and social media accounts. The institution here was questioned on even stricter moral grounds with questions such as: “we wonder how you expect that person [the unpaid intern] to survive in London?” or “are you only expecting to receive applications from those who are from a very wealthy background, or someone whose parents live in London?” or “do you think it is responsible to be further widening the gap between those who can and can’t pursue a job within the arts?” (ibid.). This class-based ethical questioning is again followed by accusations of law-abiding (“putting aside the moral and ethical issues of asking someone to work for you for free, you are breaking the law…”), attempting to delegitimize and discredit the institution, and suggesting an alternative constituent ethical, legal, and normative framework to rationalize art work. Here, too, the letter was followed by an action from Future Interns during a concert at the LSO, in which members of the group wore masks of famous composers and
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10 The Guardian coverage of this protest can be found at http://www.theguardian.com/education/2013/dec/16/unpaid-internship-christmas-protest-serpentine-gallery.
11 For an overview of the different waves of institutional critique see Raunig and Ray (2009).
12 The invocation of “ethics” and “morality” as a means to address the unjust practices of galleries and art institutions of this kind are very usual. In another letter Precarious Workers Brigade asked the gallery FACT in Liverpool to “consider the ethics of offering volunteer positions that used to be paid in your organisation.” The full letter can be found at http://precariousworkersbrigade.tumblr.com/post/81277448894/open-letter-to-fact-liverpool.
held placards reading: “Your Policies are Out of Tune: Pay your Interns.” Following some wider public fury, the LSO introduced a paid internship scheme to replace the unpaid one. The cooperating groups, coming together on the basis of a common cause of challenging unpaid internships, enact here a guerrilla-style, cross-sectional solidarity that re-animates the energies of the institutional critique of the 1960s by addressing the failings of the institutions in which the artists are called upon to work and showcase.

Another aspect of internship cultures that these groups wish to address refers to the discursive/ideological one. The overall consensus in job adverts circulated by galleries, museums, biennials, and other mainstream art institutions is to portray internships and volunteer placements as exciting opportunities for exercising skills and meeting high-profile artists. While the promise for self-realization in the domain of work takes here a mythical status implying some sort of future autonomous working life (Ross 2000), these groups produce counter-information in order to deconstruct this narrative. The spread of counter-information concerning aspects of social and political life is an established activist practice mobilized to discredit official and dominant narratives (Coyer, Dowmnt and Fountain 2011). Counter-information in this context enables an alternative or oppositional discursive field that enables antagonistic ways of speaking about a subject, and here acts as a means of potentially transforming common conceptions about what internships are as well as setting in motion wider cultures of dissent. The forms of counter-information vary from the release of counter-guides to publicizing “leaks” concerning abusive work relations. For example, one of the most widely circulated manuals concerning internships, Surviving Internships: A Counter-Guide to Internships in the Arts, which was published in 2011 by the Carrotworkers’ Collective, aims, in the tradition of ideology critique, to “explore and debunk some commonly held myths” concerning internships and creative careers (2). The document was released in PDF format and has been distributed through an array of sources, from self-managed ventures to more institutional actors such as the European Institute for Progressive Cultural Policies and large-scale art projects such as Truth is Concrete, which took place in Graz, Austria in September 2012. Carrotworkers’ 66-page leaflet, similarly to the protests above, not only describes how unfair and unethical internships are, but also employs affective and playful ways to communicate the “irresponsibility” of art institutions by recounting personal internship stories. Again, here, the ethical language targeting the exploitative side of institutions is performed alongside references to larger systemic deficiencies as well as calls for solidarity with other professional sectors: “[n]ow, more than ever is the time for cultural workers to resist and work in solidarity with other social struggles” (3).

An ongoing platform of counter-information mainly operating online is the group ArtLeaks, whose members are not only artists but also international curators and critics. Employing Wikileaks’ method of leaking undisclosed information and the rhetoric of the Occupy movement in distinguishing between the ‘exploited’ and the ‘exploiters,’ ArtLeaks wishes to serve as a tool for disempowered art workers, formed “in response to the abuse of their professional integrity and the open infractions of their labor rights” (2011). ArtLeaks maintains a webpage where artists and cultural workers who have been mistreated by institutions are invited to report their story. Similarly to Carrotworkers, ArtLeaks employ a language that moves emphatically beyond a demands-based campaign to connect internships and unpaid labour to wider structures of exploitation. The division between workers and the employers, or the 99% and the 1%, becomes here a discursive trope for articulating inequality, fixing a militant artistic identity, and furthering critique against the capitalist system as a whole. Expressed as such, artistic labour is reclaimed as a site of conflict against dominant neoliberal discourses of optimization, productivity, and standardization (Bishop 2012; Roberts 2007).

If between art and work rests a wide gap holding these two categories in permanent tension, then efforts to re-draw this tension by anti-internship groups in oppositional terms tend to challenge how such placements are presented as creative or artistic opportunities by official art institutions. The recounting of actual experiences by those hired as interns in art institutions re-articulates this tension and endows such campaigns with some evidential force. Ragpickers, for example, aims to generate a kind of an “archive of the oppressed,” comprised of personal stories from ex-interns who designate abusive experiences and the unful-
filled promises they have encountered during intern work (Ragpickers 2013). Art workers who are or have been interns in the past are invited to send objects or photographs of objects that convey such traces of abuse. By means of narrating an ‘oppressed history,’ the artist here becomes the ‘exploited,’ someone who has been treated unfairly, and thus a potential subversive agent subject against structures of ill-treatment. As the collective wishes to “blur the difference between the artistic and forensic” (ibid.) issues of inequality and exploitation are voiced through storylines interweaving the personal, the affective, and the legalistic in humorous and absurd ways. Here, institutional critique as a form of denaturalizing the discourse of official structures comes through the performing of an archive crafted by work experiences that challenge the self-attributed naturalness of intern adverts, or experiences that, as the collective remarks, are “unfair, absurd, or abusive, but were originally disguised with the initial promise of ‘valuable insight’ and ‘exciting opportunity’” (ibid.). Likewise, here, ethical judgements (“unfair,” “absurd,” and “abusive”) are interwoven with affective forms that transcend cognition and moral coding.

3. Artistic Identity and the Social Dynamics of Struggles Against Internships

The above actions of anti-internship groups inhabit a curious paradox in relation to the qualities of artistic work: while the identity of the contemporary artist is systemically and conceptually moving towards an impossibility, or a “non-identity,” a fluid and open-ended labouring practice that gets valorized indeterminately, these groups aim to re-affirm a collective in whose name it is possible to progress certain claims, assumptions, and demands. It is obvious that especially in post-object art practices, it is hard to measure and thus evaluate artistic labour in terms of units of time, as there is an inherent difficulty, if not absolute impossibility, to measure the amount of time put to generating an idea or somehow trace its valorization. In this sense, and especially when artistic labour is understood within the framework of biopolitics and real subsumption, there can be no reliable normative criteria against which to put a set of wage demands for art workers. This enigmatic condition generates tensions and complications, able on the one hand of informing contemporary workers’ struggles in the context of the neoliberal restructuring, and, on the other, of manifesting the limits of struggles organized around concrete workers’ identities.

The “zealotry” that these groups display seeks to “redefine the ‘common sense’ of society and to reshape what we regard as ‘normal’ or ‘moral,’ ‘legitimate’ or ‘moderate’” (Olson 2014). This happens, as we saw, not through only through calculated strategies seeking hegemonic alliances, but through performances with an open-ended character that often blur the boundaries of art and activism or of the ethical and the affective. In this sense, the re-assertion of the artistic identity as an oppositional and antagonistic one occurs through the appropriation of aesthetic and artistic vocabularies that invoke affective and not just cognitive responses. As demonstrated by the relative success of such initiatives in mobilizing and enabling a “discursive field,” the blending of the ethical and legal address with forms of expression that incite playfulness can provoke powerful mediated actions capable of influencing policy decisions. The tension, however, generated by the privileged position of artists as workers who strive to reach self-fulfilment through work within a climate of general social disaffection is ever present in such discussions. It is not a coincidence, in this sense, that the Carrotworkers in its guidebook sense the need to respond to the widespread objection that “organising cultural labour reinforces the privilege of a ‘creative class’” (2011, 56). Again, here, the gist of this questioning lies on the socially prevalent disjunction between the terms art and work.

Benjamin Noys (2013) offers a way to think about the predicaments of conceptualizing an artistic identity in relation to larger struggles. Noys reads certain artistic practices, including those of Warhol, the Situationists, and Duchamp, as efforts to abolish the identity of the artist by blurring it with processes of mass production and the commodity form (2013). Drawing from the perspective of communication,13 Noys explores the idea that the overthrowing of

capitalist relations can only take place, as Jaleh Mansoor et al. put it, through a “continuous process of instituting communist relations,” that is to say of relations unmediated by the capitalist value-form, the state, and wage labour (2012, 48). The institution of communizing practices needs to pass through the abolition of the division of labour and the overthrowing of all worker identities. A break with the capitalist mode of production is impossible, the communizing current believes, by clinging to a certain kind of worker identity as in that case the struggle will always tend to lapse to a demands struggle that divides rather than communizes. In this sense, struggles can only negatively prefigure, rather than affirm, a freer futurity. In contrast to Roberts, Noys (2013) sees the process of pushing artistic identity to its limits less as an affirmative response to socio-technical processes that could re-instate artistic autonomy, and more as an artistic gesture that negatively prefigures some future abandonment of artistic identity in the process of revolutionary transformation.

Extrapolating from Noys’ position, the affirmation of artistic identity that activists perform through their struggles against unpaid internships can be seen as a reactionary path, threatening to re-institute a unionistic and self-enclosed worker identity. However, insofar as these actions remain anonymous, beyond, against, and within institutional channels, tactical, irregular and aiming at instigating alternative ethical and legal ‘regimes of truth’ rather than merely re-affirm a bonding relationship between identity and practice, they seem to hail an artistic subjectivity that involves fluidity, open-endedness and thus potential to transform. In other words, insofar as the anti-internship actions favour the qualities of practice rather than an exclusive identity formation, they have the capacity to thwart and transverse the rigidity of artists’ unions, or worker unions in general, while opening the ground for future struggles that could involve workers (or even more promisingly, non-workers) from all strata of life.

In general, the social division suggested by the artist-activist groups between on the one hand politically engaged and underpaid artists and on the other the art system that capitalizes on and exploits critical practices, is characteristic of the class-based discourse in contemporary art. While post-Marxist art and cultural theory finds the division between the “dominant” and the “dominated” simplistic, favouring participation and social engagement, anti-internship artistic activism, drawing on the spirit of Occupy, works to re-activate this division through boycotts, whistleblowing, and withdrawals. Invisibility and anonymity are also fundamental in these mobilizations. All groups, apart perhaps from ArtLeaks, which has certain eponymous members (although ArtLeaks as well states that it “counts among its greatest supporters the invisible army of cultural workers worldwide... striving to make invisibility a great strength” [2011]), hide participants’ identity in their actions. This practice both protects participants from exposure as well as “protects” their actions from the gaining of some possible future symbolic capital in the art market. Through these multivalent tactics, these groups enable a certain “discursive field” that envelopes moral and legal ways to speak about internships and unpaid labour. This field is oppositional, in the sense that it counters the official narratives of high profile actors in the art world, such as museums, galleries, and biennials. It can also be thought of as a constituent power insofar as it carries the potential of instituting counter-logics in the treatment of the phenomenon. The struggles against internships and unpaid work are, then, not only reflective, but also constitutive of the emergence of a new artistic activism that re-instates the category of the art worker against the odds and the complexities of its increasingly abstract character.
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Abstract: 2013-2014 was a milestone for intern rights, with significant accomplishments in the fight to have interns recognized as employees owed wages and granted rights to new workplace protections. This article reviews activist efforts to bring an end to the precarious position of unpaid and underpaid interns in the United States, from the work of the advocacy group Intern Labor Rights and other organizations, to efforts on the judicial and legislative levels. We highlight the movement’s accomplishments in 2013-14 and look forward to the goals it hopes to attain in the near future, all the while contextualizing this issue within the larger framework of national labour and wage movements.
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2013-2014 was a milestone for intern rights, with significant accomplishments in the fight to have interns recognized as employees owed wages and granted rights to new workplace protections. Substantial court decisions, local governments, and corporations in the United States have brought unfair internships to the fore, prompting many employers to change their practices for the better. Several media conglomerates have changed their hiring policies, from terminating their exploitative internship programs to paying their interns. Significant information was released that began to fill in the data gap on unpaid work across the nation. Unpaid and underpaid interns are filing lawsuits against their employees for wage theft. Students are taking matters into their own hands, from demanding that their universities stop posting illegal internships on their job boards to writing theses on the detrimental effect of unpaid internships and free labour. Local governments are beginning to institute policy changes, such as extending sexual harassment and discrimination protections to unpaid interns.

Intern Labor Rights has compiled this report to serve as a resource guide. The report includes a summary of important developments at the legislative and institutional levels; actions and corresponding public responses; links to pivotal articles, panel discussions, and

1 This text is a revised and updated version of an earlier year-end report published on Intern Labor Rights’ website.
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interviews; an overview of the related struggles in the U.S.; and our most recent activities in 2014.

We welcome feedback and hope to generate further discussion to broaden our point of view. If you are in New York City, Intern Labor Rights meets weekly. For meeting locations and schedules, visit internlaborrights.com, join us on Facebook (facebook.com/internlaborrights), or follow us @InternLabor.
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1. History of Intern Labor Rights

Intern Labor Rights (ILR) has been active since 2012. On February 6, 2012, the Arts & Labor (2012) working group of Occupy Wall Street published an open letter, “Arts & Labor #OWS Call to NYFA: Stop Publishing Classifieds for Unpaid Internships,” calling on the New York Foundation of the Arts to “cease posting classified listings for unpaid interns at for-profit institutions on the NYFA website.” The letter caught the attention of other activists in New York City dedicated to eliminating the harmful effects of unpaid internships, and dialogue was initiated both in person and online. On March 7, 2012, the first meeting of ILR was held in Brooklyn, New York, when the dedicated group began formulating the long-term, evolving strategy that animates it to this day. Weekly meetings open to anyone interested in contributing to the movement have become one of the signature features of ILR. Since early 2012, ILR continues to grow, attracting participants with varied backgrounds and experiences in the intern economy.

2. Significant Strides for Interns

In a landmark judgment in the summer of 2013, a federal court in New York ruled in the case of Glatt v. Fox Searchlight Pictures, Inc. that the plaintiffs’ internships did not meet the legal tests under both federal and state law for interns to be considered “trainees” (Greenhouse 2013a). The “interns” were found to be “employees” and therefore owed back pay. The verdict is currently under appeal, but the ruling by Judge William H. Pauley III was explicit, and rejected the suggestion that internships for college credit might somehow be exempt from labour law (United States District Court n.d.). In 2013, we also saw the passage of a crucial bill signed into law by Oregon Governor John Kitzhaber, which extended workplace protections to unpaid interns (Rubin and Stait 2013). Interns are now afforded legal protections from sexual harassment, discrimination, unlawful termination, and other abuses covered under employment law. Similar bills have been passed in New York City and New York State, Washington, D.C., California, and Illinois. Such legislation, however, has stopped shy of the federal court ruling by not actually classifying interns as employees, avoiding the question of
payment altogether (Hickman and Thompson 2013). Generally, the legislation is limited to banning discrimination and harassment of unpaid interns under the jurisdictions’ respective human rights and civil rights laws.

In the context of these legal initiatives, some well-known companies have begun to change their internship policies. In the broadcasting industry, Viacom, the media conglomerate that owns properties including Paramount Pictures, BET, MTV Networks, and Comedy Central, started paying interns in 2013, as did NBC Universal. An AOL article (Gordon 2013) appears to be the sole coverage of many of the changes at major broadcasters, which remain largely under the radar—quite likely because such employers do not wish to draw attention to their prior practices. The AOL article cites an Arizona State University study that claims the Phoenix area saw a 14 percent increase in paid internships in broadcasting and a 20 percent increase in paid publication internships over a one-year period, which represent significant increases.

In August 2013, COO of Facebook and author of the popular book *Lean In*, Sheryl Sandberg, was scrutinized after an executive of her Lean In Foundation—which encourages women to ask for fair compensation—posted an advertisement for an unpaid editorial internship in New York (Edwards and Smith 2013). Given that unpaid internships are disproportionately held by women (Schwartz 2013), the posting elicited widespread criticism, with Sandberg’s foundation ultimately agreeing to offer a formal paid internship program (Kleinman 2013).

The journalism and print media fields saw significant changes. *VICE* magazine published an article examining the exploited labour of left-leaning media outlets (Davis 2013). Personal narratives and critical analyses of underpaid and unpaid interns exposed unfair labour practices in various liberal news sources, such as *Mother Jones*, Democracy Now!, and *The New Republic*. On the day the *VICE* piece was published, *Mother Jones*, which had been offering $1,000 a month to its interns (approximately $6 per hour, or $4 below its California home state’s minimum wage), announced it would increase its budget for interns and fellows so to pay them $1,500 per month. This is slightly above the minimum wage in California. It is worth noting that *Mother Jones* and other publications may refer to these low-paid, short-term employees as “fellows” rather than “interns,” a trend we observe with concern. The *Mother Jones* fellowships replaced their internship program in 2012, attracting qualified and experienced writers for low pay. *VICE* itself made use of unpaid interns as late as July 2013, but in the process of preparing its story, brought that practice to an end (Who Pays Interns? n.d. a).

Elsewhere in the media, the political magazine *Dissent* announced in the Fall of 2013 that its internships would begin paying a $2,000 per semester stipend. Gawker Media now runs a minimum wage Editorial Fellowship program (Who Pays Interns? n.d. b). Last summer, Gawker was sued for wage theft by three former unpaid interns (Anonymous 2013). And the online magazine *Slate* announced a new round of paid internships at the end of 2013, including some positions that had previously been unpaid (Who Pays Interns? n.d. c).

Widely discussed was the decision of Condé Nast—the media company that owns *The New Yorker*, *Vogue*, *Vanity Fair*, *Glamour*, and other popular magazines (Condé Nast is owned by one of the country’s largest privately held companies, Advance Publications)—to suspend its internship program amidst a lawsuit claiming it paid interns less than minimum wage (Maza 2013). Some commentators saw the ending of a prestigious internship program as a loss, but others saw the cessation of an already elitist and exploitative practice as a sign of the beginning of the end for unpaid and underpaid internships (McMorris-Santoro 2013). Others still have speculated that the decision was a cynical and calculated move meant to engender a backlash against interns who step forward to assert their rights—thus “ruining the party” for everyone else—while also minimizing the company’s legal exposure. Given the prominent role interns play in the publishing giant’s day-to-day operations, however, there’s hope that it will lead to a flurry of hiring for paid entry-level positions. When Condé Nast settled the lawsuit in early 2014, it suggested it would now be free to “devote [its] time and resources towards developing meaningful, new opportunities to support up-and-coming talent” (Kelly 2014). Presumably its new program will be paid, both to avoid further lawsuits and to
remain competitive in the search for talent as other journalism outlets shift to paid internship programs (NYU Journalism, Career Services n.d.).

In a particularly inspiring case, interns at *The Nation*, the long-running liberal and progressive magazine, successfully fought in 2013 to raise compensation in their internship program, which was increased to match the minimum wage, up from a previous weekly stipend of $150 ($3.75 per hour for a full work week) (Hickman 2013). In their statement, the interns requested a living wage from a magazine that itself plays host to arguments that the current minimum wage for American workers is not high enough (Cockburn 2012). We view this campaign as a step in the right direction, which could potentially inspire more workplace organizing amongst interns around the country.²

Intern Labor Rights leads the workshop, *What Does a Just Internship Look Like?* New York, May 2014 (Intern Labor Rights)

3. Recent Major Advocacy Initiatives

3.1. Intern Labor Rights

ILR members have expanded outreach efforts locally and internationally in the past two years. We were instrumental in the formation of the International Coalition for Fair Internships, a global alliance that came to fruition through a series of virtual global summits beginning in January 2013 (Intern Labor Rights 2014a). We also extended our awareness campaign to various sectors affected by unpaid internships, from fashion to politics. In collaboration with the Student Union of the University of Arts London and Intern Aware, we targeted the Spring 2013 season of Fashion Week in London and New York City, handing out promotional Pay Your Interns “swag bags” to hundreds of Fashion Week attendees (Page 2013; Odell 2013). In summer 2013, we stood in solidarity with unpaid interns at the United Nations, leafleting at the UN’s landmark General Assembly and Secretariat building (see unpaidisunfair.org). We also hosted a series of “happy hours” to generate one-on-one conversations that connected activists and organizers with future and past interns in New York City.

In response to the federal court ruling that recognized unpaid interns as employees, we organized a panel discussion in New York in late 2013 that examined the future of internships now that employers will be forced to find new footing on uncertain legal ground. At the panel, *Intern Nation* author Ross Perlin presented a historical perspective on the formation of the internship and its detrimental effect on our economy; Irma Rodriguez from the Queens Views the form

Community House shared her concerns regarding the widespread phenomenon of unpaid work in activism and its conflict with social and racial justice aims; partner Rachel Bien from Outten & Golden LLP detailed the legal aspects of intern, volunteer, and worker struggles and rights; and ILR member Dedunu Suraweera addressed the importance of speaking out and organizing. 

In Spring 2014, we turned our focus to legislation efforts in New York City and New York State. After 12 years under the contested oversight of Mayor Michael Bloomberg, New York City is moving in a different direction under the progressive-backed leadership of Mayor and former Public Advocate, Bill de Blasio. During the mayoral run, ILR members called for an end to de Blasio’s role in proliferating unpaid internships (Schonfeld 2013) — participating in his Reddit AMA (de Blasio 2013), sending letters to his unpaid Organizing Fellowship staff, and speaking with de Blasio during an impromptu campaign meet-and-greet in Greenwich Village. In March, we were invited to make a public statement at the City Council’s Civil Rights committee hearing regarding a policy amendment that extends harassment and anti-discrimination protections to unpaid interns (CBS New York 2014). We found the changes to be insufficient, as the manner in which the amendment is phrased excludes many interns from these protections. We reiterated our opinion at the bill-signing ceremony in April (Intern Labor Rights 2014b, 2014c). Also in April, we initiated a campaign calling on Mayor de Blasio to lead by example by instructing New York City’s offices and agencies, the companies it contracts, and the organizations engaging city and city-financed resources to cease hiring unpaid interns and begin paying at least minimum wage (Intern Labor Rights 2014d).

Currently, unpaid interns in the private sector are afforded some avenues to claim back pay (United States Department of Labor 2010). Similar protections for interns in the non-profit and public sector are, however, less than clear. By advocating for interns to be recognized as employees, ILR hopes the national stage will be set not only for adequate workplace protections, but also for fair wages, greater compliance by employers, and better oversight from educational institutions.

Attendance in our weekly meetings has increased significantly, frequented by not only interns and organizers, but also intern supervisors from publishing, visual art, music, design, and fashion industries. Graduate and undergraduate students have joined us as well to develop their research on unpaid internships, student debt, minimum wage, and workers’ rights. Litigators, journalists, and organizers have often served as advisors in these meetings. We continue to hold public workshops and private discussions with individuals wishing to make a

---

3 Visit internlaborrights.com to watch videos of these presentations.
change in the internship program at their workplace.

Gift boxes made for Fashion Week 2013 action (L). “Pay Your Interns” Tote Bags (R) (Intern Labor Rights).

London Fashion Week 2013 (Fairooz Aniqa and Student Union of the University of Arts London)

3.2. Students Organizing

In another advocacy development, New York University (NYU) undergraduate Christina Isnardi and several co-organizers ran a petition campaign calling on the school's Career Development office to cease promoting illegal unpaid internships to NYU students. Their effort confronted the paradox that university career offices often overlook labour law violations. This absence of oversight—defended by university administrations under the claim of satisfying student demand for experiential learning opportunities (Aoun et al. 2010)—harms students’ prospects in the long run. The campaign collected over 1,000 signatures and instigated a series of meetings with the petition organizers, the leadership of NYU's career management center, and its general council.

In response, NYU inaugurated several changes:

- An improved screening process has been implemented. All employers must agree that their internship position abides by the Department of Labor guidelines.
- Although the number of unpaid internships posted on the website have remained steady, there is a stronger emphasis on paid internships and jobs. Samples taken before and after the campaign show that the number of paid internships posted by NYU's career center increased by over 800 percent (from under 500 to over 4,000).

- An internship directory, which lists the Internship Coordinators and Employment Directors at each NYU school, was created to facilitate better oversight of student internships.

- More specific language is being used on the career center website to reduce ambiguous compensation arrangements; instead of only listing whether internships are “Paid” or “Unpaid,” now the options listed are “Paid,” “Unpaid in compliance with NYU and DOL guidelines,” “Both Paid & Academic Credit,” “Academic Credit,” and “Stipend.”

- To promote greater awareness, NYU has added links providing more detailed information about related labour laws and illegitimate job postings to the career management site.

Despite the above-mentioned plans for reform, NYU continues to post unpaid internships at for-profit companies on its job board.

In early 2014, Columbia University’s Dean of Academic Affairs announced that undergraduate colleges have ceased to provide credit for internships. This is a major step forward: the University is no longer encouraging and legitimizing a practice that excludes those who cannot afford to work for free from essential experience in their field (Zhang 2014). This decision followed a series of panels hosted by students on campus, where they raised their issues regarding the University’s practice of requiring internships without providing sufficient oversight (Hendrickson 2012).

Solidarity protest with United Nations’ interns, June 2013 (Intern Labor Rights)

3.3. ProPublica Series

To begin filling the data-gap that is endemic to the issue of unpaid internships, in 2013, independent journalism organization ProPublica launched an investigative series on internship programs, which are often conducted without documentation: no personnel records are created or maintained and no income tax withholdings or payroll deductions are made (ProPublica n.d.).

To date, ProPublica has tracked 35 lawsuits that have been filed in the United States.
(Suen and Brandeisky 2014). Some of these lawsuits have been filed in federal court, many on behalf of hundreds, if not thousands, of unpaid interns alleging wage theft.

Before launching its series, ProPublica began a crowdsourcing campaign to fund the research of a paid intern-journalist, Casey McDermott, as she travelled across U.S. campuses collecting stories from interns. The project includes an explanation of applicable laws; appeals for stories from employers and career counselors; a platform for interns—and for those who had to turn down unpaid internships for financial reasons—to share much needed data; an online tool to help calculate the true price of academic internships; a Tumblr page; hashtags to follow the series on Twitter (#ProjectIntern, #MyInternStory); and more.


3.4. National Movement

In 2013-14, issues of income disparity, lack of workplace protections, and the ambiguous value of student labour found overdue attention from the national media. The voices of exploited interns echoed a growing sentiment among unpaid and underpaid workers across academia and the service sector that the current situation is neither just nor sustainable, and that something must be done to turn the tide.

Graduate assistants at New York University voted “overwhelmingly to unionize,” making them the only graduate student union currently recognized by a private university in the United States (Greenhouse 2013b). Their affiliation with the United Automobile Workers puts them in a stronger position to negotiate for health benefits and increased stipends in return for the valuable role they play in keeping the University’s distinguished academic programs credible and competitive.

Meanwhile, some of the largest revenue generators for universities—student athletes—literally took their message to the field in one of the most high-profile displays of discontent in collegiate sports history. Several college football players marked their armbands with the letters “A.P.U.” (All Players United) to call attention to the goals of the National College Players Association (Uthman 2013). Their demands included greater attention to the risks of brain trauma, protecting financial aid for players who have suffered debilitating injuries, and allowing players greater control over how their likeness is used for commercial purposes.

Some of the most important actions in 2013-14 against insufficient wages and precarious working conditions came from workers in the retail and foodservice sectors. Workers from both sectors came out in historic displays of solidarity. On Black Friday in 2013 and 2014, protests erupted in cities across the nation to target Walmart, the flagship among big-box retailers who have capitalized on the fears of both employees and customers, still reeling from the 2008 recession, by keeping wages low (Pilkington 2013). After being given disturb-
ing financial advice by their employers that encouraged them to sign up for government benefits, fast food workers came out in droves to say, “Can’t Survive on $7.25!” (Picche 2013; Pierson 2013). In September 2014, fast food workers across the U.S. went on their biggest strike yet to demand a raise to $15 per hour (Napach 2014). Popular demands for an increase in the minimum wage have been amplified by these low-waged workers, who are organizing to change the system of impoverishment by advocating for fair pay.

In September 2014, ILR joined a coalition of labour organizations, led by National Mobilization Against Sweatshops, calling for the New York State Department of Labor and New York Governor Cuomo to enforce existing guidelines to protect workers from wage theft (Intern Labor Rights 2014e).

As all of these campaigns have gained wider recognition and tangible victories in the past year, the intern rights movement sees itself as part of a broader movement to fairly compensate workers who have seen wages and benefits decline steadily in recent decades. We stand in solidarity with these movements as we work together towards a more just and sustainable economic future.
4. Moving Forward

Despite tremendous victories in and out of the courtrooms, mounting media scrutiny, and an increasingly visible movement against wage theft, the challenges to organizing around internships remain vast. A quick search on almost any online job board will reveal the extent to which employers continue to expect applicants to be willing to offer unpaid labour in exchange for "life experience," "connections," or "professional references." Occasionally these employers even have the audacity to require these uncompensated recruits to have previous experience. This is not surprising, given that high schools are increasingly encouraging their students to take on internships in order to stand out on college applications. This trend prematurely exacerbates the opportunity gap between high- and low-income students, especially for the many students whose families rely on earnings from their part-time employment.

On the legal front, much hinges on the fallout of the July 2015 decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in the *Wang v. The Hearst Corporation* and *Glatt v. Fox Searchlight Pictures* cases. The appeals court vacated a lower court's decision that the Fox Searchlight interns were employees owed wages and it articulated new, more employer-friendly standards to evaluate the legal permissibility of unpaid internships under U.S. labor law. At the time of publication, the interns' legal representatives are planning to petition the appeals court for a rehearing. In short, the legal ambiguities surrounding this practice will likely persist for quite some time.

No matter the decision, the need for continued attention to this issue and ongoing advocacy efforts have never been more urgent. Statistics point to record increases in economic inequality and decreases in social mobility. We strongly believe that radical changes to the ethically flawed internship economy can play a significant part in reversing these currents.
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1. Introduction

Unpaid internships have recently been subject to a host of social and ethical criticisms. Scholars and activists have argued that unpaid internships are often unfair, illegal, exploitative of vulnerable demographics, and negatively impact social mobility (de Peuter et al. 2012; Oakley 2013; Perlin 2011; Siebert and Wilson 2013). In light of these problems, many are challenging the status of unpaid internships. In this article I report on three ways that interns and those sympathetic to their plight are opposing unpaid internships in Ontario. First, I explore the ways that intern organizations in Ontario are raising awareness about problems with unpaid internships. Next, I examine several lawsuits that interns have waged against companies in an attempt to secure back pay, namely, Girex Bancorp v Hsieh, Sandhu v Brar, and Patel v Bell Mobility Inc. Finally, I explore the Ontario Ministry of Labour’s response to the growing concerns surrounding unpaid internships and proposals that aim to strengthen governmental regulations. Arguing that possibilities for change have arisen largely due to the efforts of interns themselves, I conclude each section by noting some of the strengths and limitations afforded by each type of resistance.

2. Social Activism and Intern Organizations

Over the past few years, interns have spearheaded a movement to secure pay and gain respect for their work. Interns have commonly used the following tactics to oppose unpaid internships in Ontario: informing and educating the public, naming and shaming those who offer unpaid internships, and lobbying for the reform and enforcement of existing labour laws.

Intern-led groups such as the Canadian Intern Association (CIA) and Students Against Unpaid Internship Scams (SAUIS) offer resources that address a variety of intern-related issues. Both of these organizations were formed in order to improve working conditions for interns: the Canadian Intern Association is a federal not-for-profit organization that was founded in 2012 by a group of students, whereas SAUIS is a provincial organization that operates in Ontario and was formed by a group of students, and youth and labour activists in 2013. Each of these groups outline Ontario’s internship laws and offer commentary in an attempt to
make understanding the law more accessible to students, young workers, and employers. These activist groups also highlight several of the problems associated with unpaid internships in Ontario and Canada, such as exploitation, higher unemployment rates, and “socio-economic, gender, and intergenerational inequality” (Canadian Intern Association 2014a). The CIA has also partnered with Master’s students at the University of Victoria to help fill the gap in research on internships in both Ontario and Canada (Attfield and Couture 2014). In addition to their strong online presence, intern activist groups have publicized intern issues by hosting events and meetings, and maintaining a presence on mainstream Canadian news media, such as CBC, CTV, The Toronto Star, and Maclean’s magazine. These activist groups have found support from blogs by Ontario lawyers, such as Youth and Work, Law of Work, and Wise Law Blog, which offer a more in-depth analysis of legal issues, but also provide a compilation of legal, governmental, and NGO resources to aid interns in pursuing social and legal modes of resistance against unpaid internships.

In Ontario, critics of unpaid internships have participated in “naming and shaming” employers that offer unjust or illegal internships (de Peuter et al. 2012). For example, the Canadian Intern Association has a ‘Wall of Shame’ on its website, where illegal internships are identified and criticized from legal and ethical perspectives, and a ‘Wall of Fame,’ where employers are praised for their legal and ethical internship practices. While its website offers analytical depth, the Canadian Intern Association, alongside SAUIS and Toronto labour lawyer Andrew Langille, have used social media, namely Twitter, to name and shame a wider range of employers who use unpaid interns. One benefit of naming and shaming online is that interns may remain anonymous, and thus avoid negative social and financial repercussions that may otherwise accompany criticizing their own or other employers (ibid). While it is difficult to determine the effectiveness of these tactics, they at least serve the purpose of raising awareness, and at most have caused some companies to remove their advertisements for unpaid internships. Nevertheless, name and shame tactics have had some success in provinces that have stricter internship laws, such as British Columbia. For instance, in 2013, the social media website Reddit posted a thread about an illegal internship offered by HootSuite. The online backlash against the Vancouver-based social media company was enough to make the company issue an apology and state that it would reform its intern program to comply with the law (Reddit 2013).

Intern activists have also lobbied for the reform and enforcement of existing regulations.¹ SAUIS and the Canadian Intern Association have submitted proposals that urge the Ontario Ministry of Labour (MOL) to review existing laws on unpaid internships. Moreover, SAUIS and the Youth Alliance for Progress (YAP)² offer a template e-mail that demands a review of labour law (the email is addressed to the Premier of Ontario and the MOL). SAUIS and YAP have also started petitions that call the MOL to review existing labour law; these petitions have received over 1,000 and 100 signatures, respectively. Others, such as the Canadian Intern Association, have met with federal party leaders, Members of Parliament, and Members of Provincial Parliament to voice their concerns about unpaid internships. Without reforming and enforcing existing labour laws, the influence of intern activists will likely be limited; activists may serve as watchdogs for instances of illegal internships, but their bite is limited without increased support from the MOL.

Social activism, in contrast with litigation and policy proposals, offers several advantages as a means for those seeking to change the status quo of internships in Ontario. For one, activism has been a valuable and pragmatically necessary starting point for changing the status of unpaid internships by raising awareness about the social, ethical, and legal issues surrounding internships. Activist groups also provide a place for connectivity, support, and visibility for those who are experiencing or have experienced the negative consequences of an unpaid internship. Additionally, social media provides an opportunity for anonymity that can

¹ I examine the content of these proposals in greater depth in the final section of this article.
² Founded in 2013, YAP is a not-for-profit organization that is committed to intergenerational equality in Canada.
help shield interns from negative repercussions that may accompany speaking out against unpaid internships.

The veil of anonymity, however, only goes so far. The pressures facing young people who want to enter into internship-saturated industries may discourage them from participating in broader intern activism, including signing petitions, going to events, connecting with social media linked to their identity, or becoming members of intern activist organizations. These pressures are especially prevalent in the cultural industries, where unpaid internships are now industry standards. In her study of young workers in the cultural industries, Angela McRobbie notes that the “emphasis on presentation of self is incompatible with a contestatory demeanour” (2002, 523). Simply put, “[i]t’s not ‘cool’ to be difficult” (ibid). In addition, young workers in Ontario face a high unemployment rate, which fluctuated between 16 percent and 17.1 percent in 2013 (Geobey 2013). Given that the odds are already stacked against them, young people may not want to participate in activities that could further limit the possibility of securing employment. Fortunately for young workers, however, support for intern activist organizations extends beyond interns themselves, and includes efforts from lawyers, activists, academics, and former interns.

Interns also face issues of inter-group and intra-group solidarity. Regarding the former, Ontario intern organizations are primarily concerned with the internship problem itself, and are less focused on engaging in a broader type of solidarity on a legislative level. Given that several of the work issues associated with interns, such as social and financial insecurity, are also present in other types of precarious work (de Peuter 2011; Vosko 2006), it might be beneficial for interns to formally unite with other workers in precarious employment situations, such as freelancers, the self-employed, and contract workers. To their credit, intern activists often use rhetoric that characterizes unpaid internships as precarious work, and engage in meaningful discussions with other workers in precarious employment. The issue here is not merely descriptive, but also conceptual; it is difficult to arrive at a collective labour politics that garners the benefits of including many different types of voices, while also not sacrificing the specificity of issues faced in different sectors and types of work. Solidarity is also difficult to develop due to the spatial and temporal fragmentations among interns. Since internships typically last a short period of time, and organizations only employ a limited number of interns, interns face difficulty in connecting and arriving at common interests. Nevertheless, activists are using social media, websites, and events to help overcome some of these fragmentations. Despite these attempts to bridge the temporal and spatial gaps, other issues of fragmentation still arise. For instance, those interns who have since secured jobs may not wish to support present internship movements at the expense of damaging their professional reputation or career. There are also differing views about unpaid internships amongst young workers and interns themselves; some view internships as unfair, while others view unpaid internships as necessary, normalized, or legitimate (Siebert and Wilson 2013).

3. Litigation

Although there are relatively few cases in Ontario where interns have used litigation to claim back their pay, most of the cases have been ruled in favour of the intern. At present, the leading case on internships in Ontario is Girex Bancorp v Hsieh, in which two unpaid interns were successful in claiming back pay for the work they completed at Girex Bancorp (Langille 2011). Despite originally agreeing to be unpaid, the two interns were able to secure pay because the work they completed violated the criteria for what constitutes a legal unpaid internship as outlined in ss. 1(2) of Ontario’s Employment Standards Act (ESA). In particular, the interns were eligible for receiving back pay because they did not receive training similar to that provided by a vocational school, they did not benefit from either the training they received or the work they completed, and the work they completed primarily benefited the employer (Girex Bancorp 2004). Similar issues were present in the more recent case of Sandhu v Brar, where Harpreet Brar filed a claim against Chamkaur Singh Sandhu and his father Jagrup Singh Sandhu after initially agreeing to work an unpaid co-op position as a computer technician. Like Hsieh, Brar’s position breached the ESA because the tasks he performed
were for the benefit of the employer, they did not benefit Brar, and Brar did not receive training similar to that offered at a vocational school (Sandhu v. Brar 2013). These two cases are beneficial for the interests of unpaid interns not only because they serve to illustrate and publicize some of the legal issues surrounding unpaid internships in Ontario, but also because the legal precedent they have set is in favour of unpaid interns. The success of these cases may encourage other interns to pursue litigation, and may discourage employers from offering unpaid internships due to the costs of litigation and negative publicity.

Not all unpaid internship cases have been as straightforward. In Patel v Bell Mobility Inc., Jainna Patel filed a labour complaint against Bell’s Professional Management Program in Toronto. Patel claims that she did work that would have normally been completed by paid employees, and did not benefit from the work experience or training (Oved 2013). While the work that Patel completed violates Ontario’s ESA, Bell Mobility Inc. falls under federal jurisdiction and is governed by the Canadian Labour Code (CLC). Accordingly, a federal labour inspector examined Patel’s case, concluding that she was not eligible for back pay because the modules she participated in were “not based on the needs of Bell at any given time and Bell did not use the work prepared by [Patel] to support or benefit its business operations” (Oved 2013). The inspector also claimed that Patel was aware the program was unpaid and that there was no guarantee of employment after the training was complete. Unfortunately for Patel, the CLC has no exclusions for interns, and consequently is less clear about the legal status of internships (Canadian Intern Association 2014b). Although Patel’s claim was initially rejected, she appealed the decision in the hopes of securing back pay and proving the point that Bell Mobility’s program is illegal, unfair, and exploitative. Less than one year after Patel filed her appeal, Bell cancelled its unpaid internship program (Bell’s official statement failed to provide reasons why the program was terminated and whether the termination would be permanent). In response, Patel’s lawyer, Tim Gleason, noted that Bell likely cancelled its program in part due to concerns about “ongoing liability” (Goodman 2014).

While there is hope for interns who want to use litigation for securing back pay, there are risks that accompany this type of resistance. One of the greatest difficulties is that the costs of pursuing a lawsuit may outweigh the potential benefits. Along with litigation come a host of resources that one has to invest, including time, money, and intellectual and emotional effort. Given that those who work unpaid internships are often young, it is likely that they may either simply not have the resources to pursue litigation or may want to commit their resources to advancing their career in a more substantive way. The recuperation of minimum or low wages for a relatively short period of time and the rectification of injustice may also not be sufficient to outweigh the risk of committing the time, energy, and expense. While there are a number of legal services that offer free consultations to young workers and interns, many young workers do not have the luxury of being able to afford lawyers without being taken on pro bono. Even if interns find legal representation, it is improbable that their pockets run as deep as their employer’s, and cases may be dropped due to prolonged resource depletion. In addition, interns may be reluctant to pursue litigation because it may harm their professional reputation. If one’s reputation and connections are a considerable part of why one undertakes an internship (Attfield and Couture 2014; Siebert and Wilson 2013), it is unlikely they will sabotage these goals to receive a small amount of pay that they might not have expected to receive in the first place. This issue is exacerbated given that interns run the risk of being blacklisted if they pursue litigation; blacklisting is a practice that serves to deny entry into a particular industry to those who have openly opposed the interests of other employers in the same industry (Langille 2012a; SAUIS 2014).

One alternative to pursuing litigation individually is to form a class action lawsuit against employers who have offered illegal unpaid internships. Langille suggests that a class action lawsuit is waiting to happen in Ontario: “the environment exists where a class-action lawsuit could possibly work, the trick is you have to find the people... but they're out there” (2012b). While a class action lawsuit may help to ease some of the aforementioned challenges, it may be difficult to find individuals to represent given the temporal and spatial fragmentation of internships. Trying to arrange a successful class action lawsuit may also be difficult given that the type of work interns perform and the companies for which they work are diverse. This
issue surfaced in the *Harper’s Bazaar* class action lawsuit in the United States, which was dismissed on the grounds that the work completed by the plaintiffs was too dissimilar (Greenfield 2013).

4. **Government Involvement**

In June 2011, the Ontario Ministry of Labour (MOL) introduced the first fact sheet on internships. The need to produce a fact sheet has arisen alongside the increase in number of internships, demands by activists, and relevant case law. At the core of internship-related laws is the MOL’s commitment to “ensuring fairness and protecting young workers” (2014). From this basic principle, the MOL notes that it is illegal to offer an unpaid internship unless it meets *all* of the following criteria:

1. The training is similar to that which is given in a vocational school. 2. The training is for the benefit of the individual. 3. The person providing the training derives little, if any, benefit from the activity of the individual while he or she is being trained. 4. The individual does not displace employees of the person providing the training. 5. The individual is not accorded a right to become an employee of the person providing the training. 6. The individual is advised that he or she will receive no remuneration for the time that he or she spends in training. (Ontario Ministry of Labour 2014)

One exception to these criteria is work that is performed “under a program approved by a college of applied arts and technology or a university” (ibid). While this factsheet is a step in the right direction, many argue there is a need for greater government involvement with intern-related issues. In what follows, I highlight three of the central concerns that have been raised: education and research, strengthening enforcement standards, and reviewing existing labour laws. These proposals to the MOL have come in the form of pre-budget recommendations from the Youth Alliance for Progress, Students Against Unpaid Internship Scams, the Canadian Intern Association, and Andrew Langille, a Private Member’s Bill from Member of Provincial Parliament Peggy Sattler, and a Government Bill from then-Ontario Labour Minister Yasir Naqvi. I also discuss Members of Parliament Andrew Cash and Laurin Liu’s Private Members Bill, the *Intern Protection Act*, which has been introduced at the federal level.

Students Against Unpaid Internship Scams, the Canadian Intern Association, Langille, and Sattler recommend that the MOL should raise awareness about the law on unpaid internships. Together these proposals suggest that the MOL should develop an education campaign that includes informing all relevant parties through advertising, the use of social media, and “the development of audience-specific educational materials” (Langille and Mandryk 2013). Furthermore, these proposals, alongside Sattler’s Bill 22 and Naqvi’s Bill 146, recognize the lack of research on unpaid internships in Ontario and Canada, and propose that Statistics Canada and the MOL conduct data collection in order to better develop labour laws and enforcement tactics. Included in the areas requested for data collection are the school to labour market transition, “the number of paid and unpaid internships, whether they are part of a formal educational program,” and identifying which industries offer the most internships (Canadian Intern Association 2014c, 5).

Although the foregoing proposals request that the MOL educate the public about internship laws, they fail to explicitly recommend that the MOL raise awareness about social issues surrounding unpaid internships; many of the problems with unpaid internships go beyond mere legality and deal with issues of race, gender, exploitation, age, and social mobility (de Peuter et al. 2012; Oakley 2013; Perlin 2011; Seibert and Wilson 2013). While it is debatable whether certain social issues fall outside the domain of government responsibility, the proposed educational campaign may benefit from this kind of supplementation. Providing this
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1. This bill was originally introduced by then-Member of Provincial Parliament Jonah Schein, and was later reintroduced by Sattler in July 2014 after Schein was not re-elected in Ontario’s 2014 election.
background on internships would help strengthen intern efforts by highlighting wider points of connectivity with their cause at the level of race, gender, and class. Furthermore, these proposals are scarce on putting any onus on employers to (at least minimally) inform their interns about the legal status of internships in Ontario. One exception is Sattler’s Bill 22, which calls for an “interns’ bill of rights poster that employers would be required to post in the workplace” (Sattler 2014). While having a poster in the workplace would help to bring visibility to the issue, the MOL could place further responsibility on employers. For instance, the MOL could require employers to include a clause in internship contracts that states the intern was explicitly made aware of and understands the laws on unpaid internships. Placing minimal responsibility on employers to inform their interns has the potential to help promote, and start to normalize, legal and fair standards for internships in the workplace.

Second, SAUIS, the CIA, YAP, and Langille all note that the enforcement of internship-related laws is inadequate, and demand proactive enforcement standards. The MOL responded to some of these concerns in 2013 by investing $3 million to hire and train 20 officers to conduct 1,400 labour inspections annually. This initiative found recent success with the termination of two illegal internship programs at Toronto-based magazines The Walrus and Toronto Life. Despite this success, none of the officers are specifically dedicated to inspect internships, and only “a very limited number of sectors were selected for inspection blitzes regarding vulnerable workers and unpaid wages” (Canadian Intern Association 2014c, 4). Accordingly, activists propose that the MOL assign officers to inspect internship programs, target high-risk employers, and increase the number of inspections. They also recommend that the MOL strengthen enforcement tactics by developing an anonymous tips hotline and by targeting unpaid internships that are advertised online. While these proactive tactics would help ease the present burden that interns face with reporting illegal internships, a better long-term enforcement solution is needed. One possible strategy is a permit system that would require internships to be registered with either a vocational school or the MOL (Doorey 2013; SAUIS 2014). Central to the permit system would be a code of conduct that clearly outlines criteria for fair internships; either a vocational school or the MOL would monitor and oversee internships to ensure the code of conduct is followed. Since the permit system would have clearly established guidelines and institutions overseeing the internship, enforcement would be more reliable.

Third, these proposals and bills seek to change labour laws to better reflect the concerns of interns, focusing on the areas of workplace rights, litigation and fines, and exclusions. Receiving support from intern activists, Cash and Liu’s Intern Protection Act would allow unpaid interns who work in federally regulated industries to qualify for workplace standards and protections (Cash 2014). Their bill addresses a critical loophole in federal legislation, which is presently unclear about whether interns qualify for these employment rights. As exemplified by Patel v Bell Mobility Inc., this loophole has been an enabling condition for hundreds of unpaid internships in Bell’s Professional Management Program alone. While the Intern Protection Act would help crack down on these federally regulated organizations, it fails to address the two other primary concerns that were raised in proposals to the MOL: awareness and enforcement. If the Intern Protection Act passes, Cash and Liu should draw from the policy groundwork currently being laid in Ontario in order to avoid a number of enforcement-related issues that Ontario has encountered in the past; a proactive approach that extends beyond simply strengthening labour laws would help to reduce the number of (illegal) unpaid internships in federally regulated industries.

In Ontario, Naqvi’s Bill 146 proposes to give unpaid interns equal protections as paid employees in the Occupational Health and Safety Act. Sattler’s bill would also ensure greater rights for interns, including a regular workday, eating periods, holidays, and the right to file a complaint with the MOL. The bill would change the time limit for filing a complaint for back pay from six months to two years, and remove the $10,000 cap on claiming unpaid wages. In addition to loosening these legal restrictions, the Youth Alliance for Progress notes that the current penalty for offering an unpaid internship is grossly inadequate. Instead of the existing fine—$250 for the first offence—YAP argues that the MOL should charge “corporations who break the law a meaningful fine, one that costs more than the value of free work they re-
ceive" (2013). Additionally, the Canadian Intern Association recommends amending exclusions pertaining to trainees, professionals, and students. The association states that the trainee exclusion in the ESA should be removed due to the definitional ambiguity it raises with interns; removing this exclusion would entitle interns to “minimum wage unless they are part of a formal educational program or ... [a] professional exclusion”4 (Canadian Intern Association 2014c, 6). The association also recommends that there should be workplace guidelines for internships that come under the student exclusion, such as the six criteria for trainees, and a cap on the number of unpaid hours that can be worked per semester.

Alongside these changes, the MOL needs to address the structural employment changes that accompany unpaid internships. More specifically, the fourth criterion of the MOL’s policy on internships inadequately reflects the broader economic shift that is accompanying the rise of unpaid internships. While research on internships is limited, findings indicate not only that unpaid internships tend to replace paid jobs, such as summer jobs and entry-level positions, but they also take away new growth positions (Langille and Mandryk 2013; Perlin 2011; Seibert and Wilson 2013). Since unpaid internships are replacing paid positions on a structural level, unpaid internships as a type of work breach the fourth criterion. If the MOL wishes to remain consistent, they need to enact stricter laws that address this employment shift.

While these issues need to be addressed by the MOL, one unavoidable pitfall of a comprehensive legislation review is that the educational campaign will be further delayed; it would be counterintuitive to launch a campaign informing people about the laws on unpaid internships until the comprehensive review would be completed. The temporal hurdle here should not be undersold. Legislation takes a considerable amount of time and effort to prepare and pass, let alone publicize and enforce in an effective manner. Moreover, policies are “rooted in having an understanding of the dimensions of an issue and [this] presents a barrier to formulating appropriate regulatory responses” (Langille 2013). That is, the legislative proposals and bills on internships face the obstacle of trying to succeed with a limited amount of research on internship-related issues. Nonetheless, changing labour laws to better reflect the needs of interns appears necessary if the problems they face are to be properly addressed.
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Can you tell us about how you became involved in activism around internships? What sparked your interest in the issue?

Andrew Langille (AL): I started a Master’s program at Osgoode Hall Law School at York University in 2010. The next year, I needed to write a paper for a course on the individual contract of employment. I asked David Doorey, a professor at York, for some ideas. He had written a blog post on unpaid internships, but no research had been done on the issue. David suggested that I take a crack at writing something. So, I wrote a survey of some of the legal aspects of unpaid internships. I posted about it on my blog and it snowballed from there. More and more people got interested in the issue. I started talking about it on Twitter, and media requests were coming in. Ross Perlin’s book, Intern Nation, came out shortly after I wrote that paper. So, the issue was developing. This was after Steven Greenhouse’s article in The New York Times came out. That article sort of kicked everything off—I think it was critical. I didn’t have an overwhelming interest in the issue before, but now I do. It’s fascinating, because it encapsulates so many contemporary problems that young people face in the labour market and the wider economy.

Claire Seaborn (CS): I finished my first year of law school at the University of Ottawa in June 2012. At the time, I had no interest in employment law. I entered law school on an application that focused on environmental law and I had experience in activism in the environmental sphere, but not in anything workplace-related. I was socializing with friends and realized that the majority of us had done an internship (I was doing my second unpaid internship for school credit at the Ministry of the Attorney General and, prior to law school, I interned at the Canadian Embassy in Washington; that was not for credit and unpaid). As an early law student, I was eager to learn what the laws were. My first thought was that there should be a union for interns. We decided an advocacy group would be better and came up with the idea of the Canadian Intern Association. I looked up the law on interns and Andrew Langille’s name came up. So, I e-mailed him: “Hi, I’m a law student. I’m interested in the issue. What’s
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the law on interns? I just want to know." There was a sale that day for .ca domains, and I bought internassociation.ca for $8 and started fiddling around with WordPress. That summer the Canadian Intern Association started having meetings. Now, our entire executive is made up of people I didn’t know prior to the day the idea started. People have joined through social media or after finding out by word-of-mouth about the organization. So that’s when I started. Since then, I have focused a lot more on workplace law, and now that’s an area in which I hope to practice law.

Joshua Mandryk (JM): My story is a lot like Claire’s. In the beginning of law school at the University of Toronto I started to read what Andrew posted online. In my third year of law school, Ella Henry and I thought that the time was right to do some organizing on campus and try to get students involved. The work that Andrew and Claire had already done and the media coverage of internship issues really made the case for it. We started reaching out to students and getting petitions going in fall of 2013. We decided to form a campaign-based organization: Students Against Unpaid Internship Scams. In Ontario, the timing made sense politically; there was a minority government and we knew that the province would announce its budget in the next six months. We thought the time was ripe to see if we could get some action on the issue.

Ella Henry (EH): I was a year behind Josh in law school, and we met through a shared interest in labour and employment law. During my undergraduate degree I was very involved in student and labour activism, first as a students’ union president and later as a union organizer. It seemed to me that unpaid internships were becoming increasingly common—and other than Andrew and Claire, I didn’t see many people talking about them. Josh and I formed Students Against Unpaid Internship Scams to bring a student voice to the issue. I think the issue of unpaid internships is a great entry point to begin discussing workers’ rights with students.

AL: Early on, I was able to generate coverage with a number of media outlets and develop working relationships with some journalists. I was able to call them up and say, “I think you should look at this issue.” Now, The Toronto Star and other media outlets devote substantial resources to covering the issue of precarious work and unpaid internships. Some of the people involved in the internship issue were, to a degree, able to mine social connections. Having some social capital to get your ideas out there is critical. There’s some privilege behind getting these issues addressed.

Internships have been criticized from a variety of perspectives over the past few years. Right now, what do you see as the most pressing issues around internships in Canada?

CS: The first thing that comes to mind for me is student internships. When I first got involved it was mostly about unpaid internships outside the school context, and whether or not they’re illegal, and educating people about that. Now, more employers, interns, and students are aware that unpaid internships are often illegal and know what the laws are. There’s going to be growing discussion about when students’ internships should be paid versus unpaid, what workplace rights student interns have, and how long an internship should be. These parts of the issue haven’t been explored much. Another issue that interests me is the difference between an “intern” and a “volunteer” or an “employee” and “volunteer.”

JM: The volunteer issue is, I think, the next big issue. If you look at the way people are characterizing intern positions outside of post-secondary programs, it’s as “volunteer” positions. The law here is ripe to be updated. In terms of internships outside of post-secondary programs, the big issues are onus and enforcement. We talk a lot about enforcement of the laws that are on the books, but the other key idea is onus: employers should not be permitted to self-enforce and accurately apply the law themselves; instead, the onus should be on an employer to get approval for an unpaid internship before they do it.
EH: I agree with Claire and Josh: student internships and volunteer misclassification are going to be big issues. And in a way, that’s a good thing. It means unpaid internships are becoming unpopular and employers don’t want to be associated with them. Employers are turning to legal unpaid internships (i.e., student internships) and are naming unpaid positions as volunteer rather than as intern positions. There has been a dramatic shift in public opinion, but we need to continue to be vigilant so we don’t see the same problem by another name. The academic internship exception is something I’m particularly concerned about. Post-secondary institutions have shown that they are unwilling or unable to exercise any meaningful oversight or ensure these internships are integrated into an academic program and have pedagogical value. I think we need both law reform and external oversight of academic internships by the Ministry of Labour.

AL: Law reform is an absolute necessity. Ontario has made some reforms around occupational health and safety. There’s a need for a standard across Canada. Other issues are the lack of funding for paid positions and the role of government in this respect. In the ‘90s, the federal government funded thousands of paid internships. I think there’s a role for the federal and provincial governments in managing the school-to-labour-market transition. We have to look at deeper policy questions related to labour markets and actually intervene in the economy to help young people. The wider questions that unpaid internships raise are about inter-generational equity. Why have we made this choice that unpaid positions are acceptable? There hasn’t been adequate enforcement from government. We see a great deal of ambivalence. If employers are exploiting people and there’s no government response and the law is lenient, that’s greatly concerning.

CS: Along with the student issue are professional programs. I speak to nurses, nutritionists, and articling law students: all of them are in versions of internships. How these professions choose to train the people that enter them will continue to be an issue. How many months is a professional internship? What is the combination of schooling and training? Is it paid or unpaid?

EH: I think there has been a shift from academic internships that are legitimately integrated into a curriculum and that don’t displace paid employees to internships that are indistinguishable from summer jobs or co-op positions students might have. Post-secondary education institutions are underfunded and facing pressure to provide more practical training opportunities, and so they often leap at the chance to provide credit for unpaid internships (and often continue to collect tuition fees).

AL: Underlying a lot of this discussion is a conception of equality and how equality is treated vis-à-vis economic rights. Economic rights are a thorny issue in a market-based economy. And this issue is highlighting contradictions under capitalism. There is ongoing tension between the rights of citizens and employers.

There has been a surprising amount of media coverage of internship issues over the past few years. Do you think that there’s a sense that the “battle has been won”? That there’s an assumption that, well, “you can’t have unpaid internships anymore, so why even talk about it?”

JM: There has been a lot of positive media coverage. I think we’re winning the war of ideas on the issue, but we need to be honest that little has been accomplished. In Ontario, there was a short-term enforcement blitz. A few private member’s bills, which will not pass, have been presented. There have been some incremental steps in the right direction, but the idea that it’s “won” or that there’s been any meaningful solution to the problems is untrue. The media coverage and the government’s short-term blitz do not change the fact that the current complaints-based system doesn’t work.
CS: I don’t think the battle’s even gotten started. I’m only beginning to understand the breadth of issues that apply to interns, including human rights issues like discrimination and sexual harassment. And, in the student context, schools should be doing much more. The other issue is that a lot of employers are posting internships without specifying whether they’re paid or unpaid, and only notifying interns in an interview. It’s difficult for us to shame these companies when we don’t have any documents, when they haven’t posted anything online to evidence that.

EH: We shouldn’t underestimate the impact of the media attention and the corresponding shift in public opinion. Even two years ago, when I talked to people my parents’ age about unpaid internships almost everyone thought young people today were just unwilling to work hard and that unpaid internships were a good way to get your foot in the door in a tough economy. Now the majority of those people say that unpaid internships are wrong. I think it’s fair to say we’ve won the first round, but the fight is far from over.

All of you are involved in organizations that advocate around internship issues. Can you describe the activities of the group that you are involved with?

JM: I was involved in Students Against Unpaid Internship Scams. We started in the fall of 2013. We were a campaign-based group. We didn’t see ourselves as a permanent group, but, as I said earlier, we thought the time was right to start a campaign. We did petitioning and we had a website that we made ourselves—the website had a form that allowed you to send a message to all the political party leaders, the Minister of Labour, and labour critics. It was a formal letter calling for the demands outlined in our petition.² We demonstrated outside the minister’s pre-budget consultation in 2013, chatted with folks of different parties, and did advocacy work: media-relations, writing, and putting forward position papers. Now, I’m an articling student. As a lawyer, I plan to do test cases and continue to push this issue.

The Students’ Law Society at the University of Toronto ran a OneDayofPay campaign. It got a lot of coverage. The Faculty of Law at University of Toronto, the student Law Society, and the administration had a proposal—well-intentioned, but, in our opinion, off the mark—to address the prevalence of unpaid positions in the Faculty of Law. They asked students who got a paying summer job to donate a day of their pay in order to pay for their classmates’ unpaid placements. Obviously, there are many problems with this, one of which is that a lot of these positions could be illegal, and the role of the legal education institutions should be to challenge these things... The institutions themselves shouldn’t be posting these sorts of positions. Who should pay the burden of underfunding? Should it be students who pay $30,000 per year in tuition? Or should it be the government?

CS: The Canadian Intern Association advocates against the exploitation of interns. Our mission is to improve internship experiences for interns and employers through law reform, enforcement, cultural change, and awareness. The Canadian Intern Association was founded in June of 2012. One year later, it became a federally incorporated not-for-profit organization. Now, we have seven members on our executive team who are based in Ottawa and Toronto: event planners, public policy majors, people with backgrounds in the arts, in finance... The association is made up of people in their early-twenties who are interested in the issue. All our executive members have done an internship at one point, some paid, some unpaid.

We meet every two months in person, but communicate almost daily online through e-mail, Facebook, and Twitter. We have a website that has a “Wall of Shame” and a “Wall of Fame,” which have been really successful. Now, just threatening to a company that we’ll put them on our Wall of Shame is enough to make them change their behaviour, or at least have a phone conversation about it.

The thing that I do most with the Intern Association is law reform and lobbying. I’ve enjoyed talking to politicians, building understanding of the law, communicating our policy proposals, and doing media interviews. We’ve partnered with academics to promote research, and we also give talks at colleges and universities to educate interns and students about their workplace rights. We’ve done all of this with little to no money.

Andrew [Langille] is counsel to the Canadian Intern Association. He’s our go-to lawyer. Interns e-mail us all the time with long descriptions of their experiences, and it’s helpful to have someone who is able to discuss their specific issues with them, refer them, and sometimes take on their cases. Essentially, he’s giving free legal advice.

*Andrew, could you give us a sense of that consultation process?*

**AL:** Generally, if I get a question, I’ll talk to the person on the phone and tell them what to do. Often, it’s a matter of directing people to the Ministry of Labour to file a complaint. Typically, they’re asking if the internship is legal. Most of the time it’s not legal if they’re not students. I’ve dealt with some bad situations, where student interns are working in unsafe environments. You come across instances of sexual harassment and you do your best to direct them to the appropriate resources and give them some advice. But we can’t take on every case. We’re not set up to do casework.

**CS:** Although that would be great... One thing that we started early on was a Claim Back Your Pay campaign. We got the idea from a UK campaign. We posted information on our website about how interns can file a claim with the Ministry of Labour to seek retroactive minimum wage for the hours they’ve worked. Kyle, one of the executives of the Intern Association, successfully claimed back pay in 2011—he got his money from the employer. Now, he’s a great spokesperson for the Claim Back Your Pay campaign, encouraging other interns to do the same thing he did.

*There’s a coalition of intern groups, called the International Coalition for Fair Internships (fairinternships.org). Can you describe this coalition and speak about your involvement in it?*

**AL:** There is an international coalition of groups that has met over the past few years over Skype to discuss issues related to internships. It’s not all that active at the moment, but it exists, and there’s communication between groups. It highlights that this is an international issue: the problems that we’re facing in Canada are common in other parts of the world, too.

**CS:** When one of the members of Interns Australia was in Canada, she came to one of our meetings. That’s been a great connection. I met Intern Aware when I was in London. It is the only intern association that has enough funding to support a staff member. It was great to see their office, which is a space in a labour union’s headquarters (BECTU). I also met people from the Geneva Intern Association. There are so many interns that come and go from Geneva. While Intern Aware does a lot of lobbying, the Geneva Intern Association is very social—they run monthly socials—and it’s a helpful resource for interns to find housing in Geneva. I’ve spoken with Génération Précaire, the French intern organization in Paris, and I’ve also Skyped with Mikey Franklin in Washington, DC, who runs the American Fair Pay Campaign. There’s the group in New York as well, Intern Labor Rights. Andrew’s attended the international coalition meetings, and I try to connect with other groups. It’s cool seeing what everyone’s doing and watching everyone’s group evolve. We share ideas and learn about what is working in other jurisdictions. If I was going to summarize the areas where each group has had the most success, I would say: Intern Aware works most closely with unions, Interns Australia works well with the business community, Canadian Intern Association has been the best at engaging politicians, Intern Labor Rights and other US groups have
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3 The Claim Back Your Pay campaign in the UK was run by Intern Aware: www.internaware.org/claim-back-your-pay/.
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had success with class action lawsuits, Génération Précaire does more demonstrations and protests, and the Geneva Intern Association has a successful petition for the United Nations.

*Interns are, as you know first hand, difficult to reach for a variety of reasons, and hard to organize in the traditional sense of organizing: they’re dispersed, in short-term positions, and understandably concerned about their reputations and references. But you’ve had success despite these challenges. In your experience, what organizing strategies have been particularly effective?*

**JM:** I would say we’re not really “organizing” interns. We can mobilize people, but I don’t think we’ve figured out a way to organize them in any meaningful sense. People are afraid to file complaints, and people are not taking collective action. It’s not as if trade unions are trying to organize interns as employees, yet, if a place has two interns, they’re really employees, you could organize them. That isn’t happening.

I think we need to say that we haven’t really been organizing people. We can mobilize them to sign petitions and sometimes speak out in the media, but most of the times, people are not able to speak out. When I would do advocacy work on campus, people would tell me their story, but they didn’t feel comfortable speaking to the media and didn’t really want you to talk about their story, and, if you did, it had to be anonymized. There aren’t meaningful protections for interns, and organizations like the Intern Association don’t have the resources to provide legal services for all of these people, and, even when you do, things like the potential for reputational damage, you can’t really do anything about that. So, it’s tricky.

**CS:** I encourage interns to speak to the media, anonymously or not, about their story, and to speak to their employers about their rights. I can’t keep track of all the stories I’ve heard, whether by the e-mails we receive at the Intern Association or just at social gatherings. People know that I’m interested in this issue, so, socially, someone my age or a little younger will say, “Oh, let me tell you about my intern issue.” I feel like I’ve gained this body of knowledge about the situation, but I don’t have data or a chart that tracks it: the sexual assaults that I’ve heard about, the dangerous work environments, or just the exploitative situations that people find themselves in... the injustices.

But I agree that we don’t organize people the way a union would. We don’t want to collect dues, we don’t want to have mandatory meetings, and we don’t want to have a formal membership scheme necessarily. We’re looking at having at least a newsletter and a mailing list, so that we can contact people, that’s really where we’re at in terms of trying to actually keep track of individuals. Honestly, I’ve been struggling with how to keep in touch with such a large group of people. It’s overwhelming. There are so many people that we could be helping, but we just don’t have the resources.

**EH:** I agree that we haven’t really been organizing people on an ongoing basis. One of the reasons is that interns are afraid of the consequences of speaking out. But I think beyond that there are more reasons interns and students are difficult to organize. High student debt means that many interns are working full time on top of an internship and many students are working multiple part-time or full-time jobs on top of school. One of the ways we’ve tried to get around these challenges is by using things like petitions, which allow us to show that our campaigns have broad support without requiring a large time commitment from students.

**AL:** Education is really important in terms of organizing people. There isn’t enough education at the post-secondary level in terms of what labour rights people have. That’s critical, but it doesn’t really get taught.

**JM:** At the firm where I work, articling students go to high schools and speak to co-op students before they go to their placements, which is a lot of fun. We visit one high school each month maybe, so the majority of students aren’t getting this. We cram a lot of labour and employment law in a two-hour session for these high school students. It’s a lot of infor-
mation at once. It’s interesting to talk to them, hear their stories, ask what their positions are like, and ask them questions about labour unions. If any of them know anyone in a union, and inevitably it’s, like, one or two kids who put their hands up, and one of them, their parent is a construction worker, and the other one, their parent is a public servant of some sort. Otherwise, no one else…

**EH:** Students Against Unpaid Internship Scams has also done workshops for college and university students, sometimes in partnership with the Communication Workers of America-Canada’s associate membership program for young workers and students in the media industry.

**CS:** Something that has been really fun in terms of organizing is the purely online stuff. For example, when the unpaid internship, zero-dollar contracts at Hootsuite, the Vancouver-based company, were posted on Reddit, there was this huge outcry. Hootsuite, being a social media company, freaked. I loved reading the Reddit comments—there was obviously a significant consensus among people who weren’t lawyers, weren’t involved in the issue whatsoever, about how problematic this was. Within about 30 hours of posting the contracts on our Wall of Shame, I got an e-mail from the CEO of Hootsuite saying, “We’re going to fix this. We can see that this is a problem.” On our Wall of Shame post, we shared the contracts, some threads from the Reddit community, and basically shamed their practices. They’re the best success story, because not only do they pay their interns now, but they retroactively paid their interns the six months prior. That was a great example of organizing that happened 100 percent online. I never even had a phone call with the guy from Hootsuite. It was just posted on our website, then e-mail, then it was fixed, then it was in social media and mainstream media reported that now Hootsuite is paying its interns.

*How you would describe the significance of social media to intern activism? What social-media tactics do you use, and to what effect? In particular, is “naming-and-shaming” effective?*

**AL:** I think naming-and-shaming is highly effective. Look at one of the biggest offenders, Bell, a major Canadian telecommunications company. Bell Mobility’s Professional Management Program—which was a massive unpaid internship program at one of Canada’s largest corporations—brought in young workers and asked them to work for free for months at a time. There was sustained critical media coverage of this program, including in the CBC, the Canadian Press, and *The Toronto Star*, which highlighted the absurdity of a hugely profitable corporation asking young workers for work for free for months on end. There was also a naming-and-shaming element involved, both on social media and on Internet forums like Reddit, where former interns in the Professional Management Program could share their experiences. Bell ended the program in summer 2014 after multiple lawsuits were launched by former interns. I think that’s a big success story. So, yes, I think naming-and-shaming can work. For it to be effective, though, there has to be reputational damage that can come to the company. For a smaller employer, I don’t think it’s useful, but, for the larger players, it can be highly useful.

**JM:** I think social media is incredibly useful for connecting with people, given the nature of the work: there’s not a permanent, large workplace where there’s lots of unpaid interns. Interns are a very dispersed population, but they’re also, generally speaking, a young and online population. So, social media is useful for connecting with interns. Social media also gives these folks a voice to share their stories: they can’t speak up at work, but many will speak up online about their experiences.

**CS:** Many people on the Intern Association executive first found the organization through social media, usually Twitter or Facebook. Many of them had an idea of starting a similar organization and, in the process of doing that, came across the Intern Association.
In terms of naming-and-shaming, within the first six months of the Intern Association being formed, there was an idea to start a Wall of Shame and Wall of Fame—but we didn’t really know how to do it at first. I was just becoming familiar with the law at that time. We put up a posting about a company based on an e-mail that we received from an intern about a terrible experience at that company. Not only did we post the company’s advertisement for the internship, but we also recounted what the intern said about the internship and how problematic it was. Soon after, I got an angry letter threatening to sue for defamation. I sent it to Andrew right away. We talked about it and decided to take that Wall of Shame posting down. Thereafter, we didn’t post details about interns’ stories and instead just posted the advertisements and what the law was, so that it was not as high risk for defamation. Myself, the organization, and the other executive team people, we don’t want to have our names on the website if there’s risk of that kind. It’s not a Rate My Professor kind of thing, but it’d be cool if there were something like that for internships. We’ve been able to accomplish largely the same thing just through posting the advertisements.

AL: One other point on social media: Twitter allows for direct access to politicians. I think that’s very important because you can tag certain politicians and they do read it.

CS: Politicians also like to re-tweet stuff when they’re mentioned. So, when I’m working with a politician on something, they like it when I say, “Thanks so much for the great meeting,” “for inviting me to be a witness at this event,” or “for creating this great private member’s bill.” They re-tweet that and it does a lot for them. Lobbying is supposed to be a reciprocal relationship. I can mention them on Twitter. What they’re doing for me is helping me advance the issue.

AL: The Ministry of Labour once used its Twitter account to say that they did not like my naming and shaming. They told people to go to the Law Society and file professional standards complaints against me. I called the Ministry of Labour and said that I was going to sue. I had to send a letter to the Ministry of Labour outlining what my Charter of Rights are as a citizen, saying that I can engage in political action. The tweets were removed. I had the ability to fight back, but somebody who doesn’t have access to legal counsel... you can see how it would be scary.

We are interested in the kinds of collaborations, associations, and affiliations you’ve had with different levels, players, and contexts—for example, trade unions, student unions, and politicians, both provincial and federal. Can you describe some of your collaborations? Why are they necessary? Are there any challenges or frustrations that you encounter in these institutional interactions?

AL: There’s any number of challenges in interacting with institutional bodies or more established political groups. A lot of these organizations haven’t come up with solutions to the rise of precarious work. And, in terms of unpaid internships, there’s a steep learning curve. Young people have not been terribly active, in the space of my lifetime, in advocating for their rights in the workplace. Activism does go on, but the issue of unpaid internships is a new issue and people are grappling with how to address it.

Unpaid internships are a controversial issue. It brings up uncomfortable realities about what’s happening in the labour market and economy. Certainly, the provincial and federal governments don’t want to have serious discussions on this issue. Civil servants who oversee labour regulation don’t want to discuss it. They don’t know what to do. There are deep, underlying problems related to internships and the school-to-labour-market transition that don’t have easy solutions. It takes a long time to get up to speed on the issue, too. It’s not easy to understand all the issues, because you have to have an understanding of any number of areas to have a complete picture. Even I don’t claim to have a complete understanding of the issue...
JM: There are some great examples of cooperation with students’ unions, trade unions, and politicians. Sometimes, I’m frustrated at the speed at which they’ve taken up the issue. On the other hand, we’ve found tremendous support. The University of Toronto Student Union, for example, is very supportive of our campaign. A number of politicians we’ve worked with have put forward private member’s bills on the issue: Andrew Cash, Laurin Liu, Peggy Sattler, and Jonah Schein.

If I were a student union leader, a trade union leader, or a provincial politician, I would see this as a great issue to own and to allow you to speak to your members, your potential members, and your potential supporters. Some folks have been slow to appreciate that. But I think that we’ve had great collaboration with student unions, trade unions, and politicians. It continues to strengthen, though there’s a lot of room to grow.

CS: I’ll speak to federal politicians. In the summer of 2013, Justin Trudeau, the leader of the Liberal Party, invited me to a roundtable on youth employment. That happened because I had spoken to an MP, Scott Bryson, a few times while I was at the University of Ottawa about the issue. The roundtable was the first time that I spoke to different stakeholders that I wouldn’t normally speak to: it wasn’t only student union leaders, but also employers of larger organizations and so on. Bryson continues to have an interest. He’s the reason I appeared as a witness before the House of Commons Finance Committee. Just last week I met with Rodger Cuzner, a Liberal MP, who’s taken an interest in the issue. I’ve had a number of meetings with provincial politicians to discuss the issue, private member’s bills, amendments to the Canada Labour Code, and gathering statistics etc.

AL: It’s heartening to see labour organizations such as Unifor and the Canadian Media Guild discussing unpaid internships. There’s a lot of potential for organized labour in Canada to take up this issue and use it as a means to highlight to young people why unions are a necessity in the 21st century.

EH: There are many more opportunities for collaboration with trade unions and student unions. For example, on the issue of academic internships, for those to have academic credit attached they usually need approval from a senate or faculty council. Members of both faculty and student unions (and sometimes staff unions as well) have votes. In unionized workplaces there might be other opportunities to support unpaid interns through bargaining and enforcing collective agreements.

CS: A group that is most aligned with the Intern Association is Generation Squeeze. They’re from British Columbia. They have a mandate that’s related to intergenerational equality. They have a deep understanding and interest in the intern issue. I see groups like this as the future and our strongest partner.

In Ontario and federally, what do you see as the most promising policy paths to change? For example, is addressing unpaid internships a matter of enforcing regulations that are already on the books? Updating regulations? Pressuring unions to regulate interns’ conditions?

AL: For me, what’s most important is meaningful law reform to address the conditions of precarious work, and the working conditions that young people are increasingly facing in the labour market. Part of that would be proactive enforcement programs and properly resourcing provincial ministries and departments that are carrying out labour regulation functions, giving them the adequate human and financial resources to carry out this mission. Labour ministries have been starved of resources over the past twenty to thirty years, which has stymied effective regulation.

What specific labour law reforms do you think are most pressing?
There are a lot of aligned issues here. Interns come from low-income populations and are often part of marginalized groups. Internship experiences intersect with racial identity and citizenship status. Are there any potential problems with organizing interns or analyzing the intern issue in isolation from other segments of the labour force? In other words, how does the plight of interns intersect with precarious employment more broadly? How does this issue intersect with race and citizenship, for example? Does intern activism address a privileged segment of the labour force?

**CS:** First, the law across Canada should be cohesive and clearly communicated. All internships must be paid unless the intern is receiving academic credit or a professional exemption applies. In Ontario, the Employment Standards Act should not include the “trainee” six-part test. Federally, the Canada Labour Code should include an exemption for students and ensure all non-student interns are paid. Second, all interns and students must be covered under health and safety laws. They are in some provinces; they’re not in other provinces or federally. Third is enforcement: improve enforcement of the first two points, which goes back to Andrew’s point about more funding for enforcement. Fourth, improve oversight for student internships and internships that are a part of professional training, which would include not just the ministries of labour but also ministries of education and training. Fifth, develop policy statements on volunteerism to distinguish the practice from unpaid labour.

**JM:** In terms of law reform, basically: ban unpaid internships outside of post-secondary programs; regulate and narrow the scope of unpaid internships through post-secondary programs, so that there are clear criteria and guidelines, and it’s not just what exists now: complete exclusion from the Employment Standards Act for interns through post-secondary programs, regardless of what their placement looks like.

**AL:** Students need to have meaningful recourse within the context of academic internships. There’s also the trend in some professional programs to require unpaid labour as a part of the licensing process: registered dieticians; now with law; nursing, to a degree; social work. I think this is an issue because these programs grant credentials, and people have to enter these programs to access the labour market. There are a lot of difficult questions: How do people survive when they’re in these programs? How do they access financial resources?

We need to move towards a system based on co-op education, where students get paid when they’re doing work. The University of Waterloo model is worthy of examination. We can also look at government-funded, paid internships. I think we need to make greater use of active labour market programs and devote greater governmental resources to paid training programs. We also need to look at apprenticeship programs. I don’t think we need vast amounts of the youth population going into university, necessarily. There are other means to train and resource people with the appropriate levels of skills needed for our labour market and economy.

**EH:** Academic internships need to be much more narrowly defined in the Employment Standards Act, and there needs to be a mechanism for external oversight. Post-secondary education institutions have shown they’re unwilling to exercise meaningful control internally—we only have to look to unpaid internships that have students cleaning rooms or serving breakfast in hotels to see this. I’ve also heard from students that some colleges are recruiting students to programs with mandatory co-op terms by telling them the placements are paid; after starting the program they find out most placements are unpaid. That false advertising is another problem.

*Do you see any potential problems with organizing interns or analyzing the intern issue in isolation from other segments of the labour force? In other words, how does the plight of interns and the activism of intern groups relate to precarious employment more broadly? How does this issue intersect with race and citizenship, for example? Does intern activism address a privileged segment of the labour force?*

**AL:** There’s a lot of overlap between the issues that interns face and those that other historically marginalized groups face. It’s all part of the puzzle of precarious work. We’ve created this “precariat” and young people are part of that. You also have the development of a large, low-waged service class. There are a lot of aligned issues, but there are differences. “Are interns in a privileged position?” Yes, I think that criticism can be made of some cases. But there’s quite a bit of diversity in the types of interns that are out there, from older workers who are trying to retrain for a new career to women who are re-entering the workforce after...
devoting years to childcare [...] There can be recent immigrants in internships. This isn't just an issue related to young people. There are other groups that this impacts. I don't think there's an "ideal" version of the intern.

**CS:** We receive e-mails all the time from interns, and anecdotally, I'd say that fifty percent of the e-mails come from older workers, immigrants, and people of colour. I can think of several stories from young mothers re-entering the workforce, from immigrants to Canada who have been exploited in their internships, from people who feel they've been discriminated against in their internships, and then there's the gendered element, too, the sexual harassment. The people who email us are usually desperately looking for work experience and would of course prefer to be paid. Many feel that internships are the only way they can get the job they want.

**JM:** Even a paid internship is still precarious, temporary employment. In some cases, it works well for a summer student, who, for instance, does a four-month internship in the summer during their studies. In many other cases, interns are not students between semesters, and, even if they're paid, they're precariously employed, detached from any meaningful, long-term employment.

**EH:** It's a misconception that interns are all young and privileged. Even among young people many are funding internships through debt. Many new immigrants and women re-entering the workforce do unpaid work (although they may be more likely to be incorrectly called volunteers than interns). In certain industries, where many unpaid interns are very privileged, opening those opportunities to people who can't afford to work for free by ending unpaid internships is important. Unpaid internships shut people who can't work for free out of industries like journalism, politics, and fashion.

*In the past few years, the intern issue has received a great deal of mainstream media attention. You've served as a public commentator, or media source, in the coverage. Why do you think the media has become interested in the issue in the first place? Why did the issue take off in mainstream media? And what has your experience as a source taught you about how the topic gets framed and the debate circumscribed by the media?*

**CS:** The Intern Association started in June of 2012 and immediately started to attract interest. I had only been involved in the issue for about one month when I got an e-mail from a CBC producer to speak about the issue on *The Lang and O'Leary Exchange*. Why did that happen? I'm pretty sure that, with a name like Canadian Intern Association, those first reporters found us through Google. I remember feeling surprised: I came up with this idea to start an organization, and, two weeks later, CBC Radio wanted to interview me. I gained experience over time and my interview skills improved. I think a lot of the Canadian Intern Association's legitimacy has built from the media attention.

One thing I will say about the media stuff is that it's been 100 percent reactive. Before 2014, I never reached out to a journalist to write about the issue, to say, "this is a good story." Every time, it was an e-mail or a phone call that I got from someone who was interested. Only in the past year I have called reporters that I've gotten to know to say, "You should write on this issue." 100 percent of the time that I've called a reporter to write on an issue, they have.

*Do you think there are any limitations to the coverage or the debate in the media? Are there issues or perspectives that you haven't been able to get through?*

**CS:** The limit is the individual stories. I'm able to talk to reporters about the law or the reforms and so on. But, all the time, they ask, "Can you put me in touch with someone to be my key person in the story?" The anecdotal story. I want to help them, but it's difficult. I reach out to interns to the extent that I have the time, and they never want to talk to media, understanda-
bly. Jaiyna Patel is the best example because she’s been so willing to talk to media. Also because she’s a woman of colour, it’s important that she’s able to speak out about the issue (Patel received media attention in Ontario after she filed a complaint against Bell Mobility’s Professional Management Program in 2013, claiming the internship was in fact menial work, not training, for which she should be paid). I often skirt the question about my own internships, because I would prefer to be a representative of the issue at large. I don’t want to be an anecdote. I want to find more interns who are willing to talk about sexual harassment. It’s something that so many young women have experienced in internships, and I’ve experienced it. It’s hard to find people who want to talk to media about that, understandably. That part isn’t getting enough attention.

What we need is funding to do a proper survey that’s representative of the challenges with internships. But that would require a fair amount of money that we don’t have. Hopefully, at some point, we could apply for a grant and do a large national survey to get information about sexual harassment in internships, about discrimination, about health and safety, all those different things.
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Seventy percent of people aged 16 to 76 in England believe that unpaid internships are unfair because only the wealthy are able to work unpaid (The Sutton Trust 2014). But what if this unpaid work takes place in a non-profit organization that is dedicated to a good cause, such as reducing poverty and inequality?

One might argue that internships in a charity are a win-win situation. The charity needs volunteers and the interns enhance their job prospects. From Stephen Resnick and Richard Wolff’s (1989) postmodern Marxist viewpoint, non-profit organizations cannot, by definition, exploit workers, as surplus value is neither appropriated nor subsumed by the employer. Contrary to both standpoints, I aim to show that unpaid internships in charities need to be understood as both morally unjust and exploitative, and that we can do something about it. I learned this while an intern at a charity where, with my fellow interns and interns from another charity, I organized a campaign, NoPay?NoWay!, for a decent wage for all workers in the charity sector, including interns. After six months, we successfully managed to stop the use of unpaid internships in both workplaces. This is my story.

1. Interning at a Charity

Struggling to find a job after graduating, I took on an unpaid internship in a charity in London (which I refer to as “the charity”), hoping the position would lead to paid employment. It soon became clear to me that securing paid employment through an internship was highly unlikely. Like in many charities, almost all positions at the charity required at least five years paid work experience elsewhere. Yet paid entry-level jobs used to be a part of the charity’s organizational structure. Shockingly, the charity’s old entry-level job descriptions (which were leaked to me) were identical with the descriptions of its new voluntary internships. Cutting costs by replacing paid staff with unpaid interns is a common phenomenon among charities. In fact, it is even advised by the Charity Commission (2009, 3), which suggests that charities deal with funding difficulties by using volunteers “efficiently.” The replacement of entry-level positions with internships shows that internships are in fact contributing to unemployment and job insecurity rather than decreasing it.

However, while the economic recession has burdened charities with less funding and more work, it is not the case that the charity lacked sufficient funds to pay all of its staff members, including interns. Rather, the charity’s internal wage distribution had changed
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dramatically over the years. Initially, the charity had a flat pay scale under which everyone was paid the same. Now it has a hierarchical pay structure, with an executive director earning £59,000 per annum, department directors £43,000 per annum, senior officers £34,000 per annum, and officers £32,000 per annum (figures 2012 until March 2013). Clearly, senior officials saw generous increases in their own pay as more important than providing paid, entry-level positions. To take advantage of the “reserve army” of labour (Marx 1995) readily available through the false promise of employability while simultaneously paying certain employees generously must be understood as exploitation. This is principally because the labour power of unpaid interns is appropriated by other workers.

In the U.K., the replacement of (entry-level) jobs with internships is facilitated by a legal loophole. According to the National Minimum Wage Act 1998, every worker over the age of 21 is entitled to a minimum of £6.50 per hour. Unpaid internships are therefore illegal. However, section 44 of the Act provides an exemption for “voluntary workers.” A voluntary worker undertakes work for a charity, voluntary organization, associated fundraising body or a statutory body and is therefore not entitled to monetary payments other than expenses. This exemption, which aimed to encourage volunteering, legalizes unpaid internships in the charity sector. Yet there is a profound difference between volunteering and an internship: the hours and tasks of an internship are fixed; a volunteer, however, must not be placed under any obligation to perform any activities as instructed by the employer. As such, a volunteer is also able to come and go as they please.

Nonetheless, the terms volunteering and interning are often used interchangeably. The first step of our campaign was thus to distinguish between the two terms. By drawing on the work of the Precarious Workers Brigade, which put together a well-researched guide called Surviving Internships: A Counter Guide to Free Labour in the Arts (Carrotworkers’ Collective 2009),1 we argued that the motive is the deciding criteria for differentiating volunteering from internships: the motive to undertake an internship is first and foremost to advance one’s career, whereas volunteering is without career intention and primarily about freely donating one’s time to a cause they particularly identify with. In addition, we argued that volunteering is morally unjust if used to cut staff or to boost wages for the other workers in the organization. In other words, volunteering is morally good, if a) all people in the organization work unpaid, such as in small community-run organizations or activist groups, or b) there is an equal distribution of the limited funds, which is facilitated by a democratic decision-making process in which some people might disclaim their financial remuneration as they have secured incomes by other means. Overall, our aim was not to campaign against volunteering per se, but against the replacement of (entry-level) workers with volunteers/voluntary interns.

2. The Campaign

Angered by the injustice of our position and inspired by the book Intern Nation (Perlin 2012), my fellow interns and I decided to enter pay negotiations. Our first attempt failed terribly: our director told us that to “hire us” would result in the need to fire someone else. To no one’s surprise, our arguments for internal wage distribution went unheard. At this point we had no plan to move forward. We were scared of the possible repercussions of taking industrial action, as we were hesitant to bite the hand that “feeds” us. After all, we were working for a reference and a network, so provoking the executive director of the charity was not in our best interests.

To increase our bargaining power we decided to unite with other interns. Yet interns constitute an invisible workforce, are hard to track down, and often only work for a short time in any given charity. Despite writing to over 100 charities asking for their interns’ contact details under the guise of social networking, only two charities forwarded their interns’ contacts. Through word of mouth and Facebook we managed to arrange a meeting with 30 interns, many of whom were in their third, fourth, or even seventh unpaid internship. Most of the in-
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1 Carrotworkers’ Collective is the organizational predecessor to the Precarious Workers Brigade.
terns attending this meeting felt that their vulnerable position in the labour market was explo-
ited and were very angry about it.

However, almost all were faced with the moral dilemma that they also loved the charities they worked for and did not want to harm the charities’ images. Protesting outside the charities or turning to the media were not feasible campaigning strategies for many of us. We de-
bated whether we should launch a less militant campaign, and if so, what the right strategy would be. These questions divided the group. Many feared ruining one’s career through campaigning and only a few were ready to take action. In the discussion it also became clear that about half of the interns came from for-profit art galleries. As such, they had the option of participating in the “claim back your pay” campaign run by the small NGO Intern Aware. This campaign helps interns who worked for for-profit companies to claim back their unlawfully deducted minimum wage.

That first meeting was a big disappointment. We had hoped that more interns in charities would take the step from complaining to campaigning. However, we had at least managed to join forces with the interns of another charity, which was similar to ours. In fact, the charities were competitors and watched each other’s practices. We started to run parallel campaigns and soon realized that our strength came from our unity.

Internally, as both charities were unionized, we coordinated with the trade union representa-
tives at both charities, who were very supportive of our campaign. On their advice we com-
prised to make our success more likely. We decided to focus on paid internships and left
the issue of entry-level positions to another struggle. In the end we did not have much time. It was already mid-summer, which meant that the main campaigner from the other charity and I had only two more months of our internships left. In this short time, we had fre-
quently meetings with the trade union representatives. They helped us draft letters to the direc-
tors, which set out our demands and tried to persuade them that paying their interns would
improve the charities’ images. This turned out to be unsuccessful. Next, we wrote to the trustees. In one charity we managed to get our issue on the agenda of their next meeting. In the other charity an extra meeting took place to debate the “intern question” with the director, trade union representatives, and trustees.

Charity staff were generally encouraging. We thought that working in a charity while cam-
paigning against its practice of unpaid internships would turn our working life into a night-
mare. Instead, we gained a lot of respect. However, it was interesting that those few people who were opposed to our campaign were those who should understand our position the best: a member of staff who undertook a paid internship in the charity a few years before and other interns who chose not to take part in the campaign. This division was frustrating and at times made us feel alone in our campaign.

Externally, we were advised and encouraged by the Precarious Workers Brigade. We felt strong because we knew that if we would choose to organize a protest we had the great support network of the Precarious Workers Brigade to back us up. We launched a group called NoPay?NoWay! and set up a blog and a Facebook page for wider outreach. Through irregular meetings, other interns joined us. In these meetings we debated our strategies. Should we emulate groups such as Boycott Workfare that have successfully named and shamed companies and charities through protests and social media? We were still hesitant to protest outside our charities. However, soon a crucial event came up, which we knew most of the directors of the charities we interned for would attend. We decided to do a leaflet ac-
tion. In a group of ten, we gathered outside the building and approached the attendees of the event urging them to pay their interns. The responses were mixed: some people were symp-
thetic and argued that they would like to pay their interns but simply cannot afford to, and others were rather hostile. Our next idea was to use Twitter to bring the issue of unpaid inter-
internships in charities to the public and, most importantly, to the attention of the charities’ supporters. When some tweets appeared on the charity Twitter feed, we quickly realized that we hit a nerve with the directors, who tweeted back in a panic. Not long after that Twitter ex-
change, I actually saw the book Intern Nation lying on the director’s desk. This was when I
knew we would get somewhere. We had reached the point where our director could no longer ignore us.

Our campaign was partially successful: we managed to stop unpaid internships in both organizations. One charity stopped internships entirely. The other one introduced paid internships but still continued to rely on a lot of flexible volunteering work. Stopping unpaid internships was a great step in the right direction, but to achieve intergenerational and inclusive justice, entry-level positions need to become a part of every organization, may they be for-profit or non-profit. The surest way to make this possible is by re-distributing wages, and charities should lead with a good example. In retrospect, I believe we should have struck while the iron was hot and demanded entry-level positions through loud and lively protests. Still, it is an important step that interns at these charities are no longer exploited for a good cause, and I hope our campaign might inspire other interns to step up for justice. Fellow interns, we have nothing to lose but a reference. We have a wage to win!
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